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The dosimetry of small (=<40mm width) x-ray beams, such as those used in stereotactic
radiotherapy, is much more complex than that of those used in routine clinical treatments.
A thorough understanding of the properties of both small beams and small detectors is
necessary to determine the optimum detector to use in each measurement situation.
Accurate and reproducible experimental methods must also be developed to measure
absolute and relative doses, obtain precise beam data and subsequently verify the delivered
treatment dose.
This work is an investigation of the above aspects of small beam dosimetry, with particular
reference to the types of small fields used for stereotactic radiotherapy in the Edinburgh
Cancer Centre. These are fields formed by circular stereotactic collimators (12.5 to 40mm
diameter), used in conjunction with arc therapy for the treatment of small brain lesions.
Several detectors were compared in the measurement of percentage depth doses, tissue
maximum ratios, off axis ratios, head scatter and relative output factors, on a 6MV linac.
This included the testing of three new, commercially available detectors. Clinical beam data
were obtained via detector comparison and recommendations made as to the best
methodology for each measurement parameter. The most accurate and reproducible
technique for head scatter factors was extended to smaller stereotactic collimators (5 to
10mm diameter) and square fields with widths 10 to 20mm. These were shaped with both
the movable linac collimators and the multileaf collimator and the results will be applied to
the measurement of the small sub-fields used in intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT).
A verification phantom was designed to be compatible with the stereotactic head frame and
the properties of various small detectors were investigated for use in the phantom to
measure point doses in both single arcs and multiple non-coplanar plans.
The recommendations on beam data acquisition and dose verification were applied to two
additional linacs. On all machines, the dose to the isocentre was verified in several typical
treatment plans to within 2% of the calculated dose, for all clinical collimators. The results
confirm the accuracy of the measurement processes used. The verification technique also
provides the basis for a proposed audit of dosimetry in all stereotactic centres in the UK.
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distance
FSD Focus to Surface Distance sp phantom scatter factor
FWHM full width halfmaximum SRT Stereotactic radiotherapy
Fx traceable calibration factor TLD thermoluminescent dosimeter
GTC Gill Thomas Cosman TMR tissue maximum ratio
IC ionisation chamber TP Temperature and pressure
correction
IMRT Intensity modulated TPR tissue phantom ratio
radiotherapy
ISL inverse square law TPS treatment planning system
LEE lateral electronic equilibrium WT1 solid water





Stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) has been in use in the UK since 1985, when the first
Gamma Knife unit was installed in Sheffield (Walton et al, 1987). Today there are three
Gamma Knife units and several linear accelerator (linac) based systems across the country,
bringing the total number of stereotactic centres to around 10 (Hampshire and Walton,
2003). This is approximately 15% of the total number of radiotherapy departments in the
UK. Stereotactic radiotherapy therefore remains a somewhat specialised technique,
available in a relatively small number of centres.
Specialised techniques generally require specialised technology. Radiotherapy technology
is advancing rapidly, in terms of hardware, imaging modalities and dedicated software.
However, it would appear that the implementation of this new technology into routine
clinical practice is generally much slower. In 1998, an audit of 3D planning facilities in the
UK showed that although approximately 62% of centres had the facilities to carry out
complex non-coplanar planning, only 20% actually did so on a regular basis (McNee et al,
1998). Although this percentage is likely to have increased over the last five years, it is
apparent that the availability of equipment alone is not sufficient to make a new technique a
reality in the clinic, as staffing, resources, training and cost-benefit analyses will all also
have an effect. However, one other problem is related to the increasing complexity of the
measurements required, because although these new techniques might bring new dosimetric
tools (new detectors, film, scanning systems etc), the tools themselves require verification.
Indeed, although stereotactic radiotherapy has been available in the UK for almost twenty
years, the dosimetry of small fields is an ongoing problem. A recent article states that:
"The measurement ofsmall-field datafor treatmentplanning SRT remains
an enduring challenge for the radiotherapy physicist, particularly for
small irregularfields orfield segments" (Warrington, 2003)
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Measurements in stereotactic fields and small field segments such as those used in intensity
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), are particularly complex. This is due to the specific
properties of small fields and the availability of suitable detectors to both measure and
verify the dose. The implementation of either technique requires a detailed comparison of
several detectors and/or experimental techniques.
The investigation of the dosimetry of stereotactic fields began in the Edinburgh Cancer
Centre (ECC) in 1994 and has been on-going ever since, as new detectors have become
available and as the methodology has improved. During this time a greater understanding of
the measurement complexities has been developed and in recent years other types of small
fields have been investigated. Preliminary measurements have been carried out in small
open, conventionally collimated fields and those formed by the multileaf collimator (MLC),
to determine common beam properties and the most suitable detectors and methods. These
results are being used as the basis of part of the dosimetric commissioning of IMRT.
This thesis is an account of the measurements made, conclusions reached and knowledge
gained in an eight year investigation of small field dosimetry, with particular reference to
the comparison of small detectors in various experimental situations. This chapter
introduces some basic radiotherapy concepts for the non-specialist and describes the
development of stereotaxy and its use in radiotherapy. As measurement problems in small
fields are related to the general properties of megavoltage x-ray beams, these properties are
reviewed and the relevant terminology summarised. Detector types and properties are also
considered with particular reference to the small field situation.
1.2 Overview of radiotherapy
1.2.1 Definition
Radiotherapy is the use of ionising radiation to treat or control disease. Most commonly the
disease is cancer, but a range of non-malignant conditions can also benefit. Although x-
rays, gamma-rays, electrons, protons, a or (3 particles and neutrons etc can all be used to
treat particular conditions, this thesis is concerned only with x-rays produced by a linac.
The main aim of radiotherapy is to deliver a maximum dose to the target volume, whilst
minimising the dose to surrounding normal tissues. In particular, care is taken to avoid
radiation sensitive structures, such as the eyes, brainstem, spinal cord, rectum etc as the
prescribed radiation dose to the tumour is limited by the severity of the side effects. New
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techniques are constantly being developed to improve the conformity of the dose to the
target volume and further minimise the dose to healthy tissue.
1.2.2 Treatment techniques
Static beam therapy
The most common types of linac based treatments are delivered via multiple static beams of
x-rays, in which the direction of each beam is chosen both to optimise coverage of the target
volume and avoid sensitive structures. Most fields are directed coplanarly, such that the
central axis (CAX) lies in the same plane as the transverse cross-section of the target.
However, both the use of CT to acquire anatomical information and the advent of
computerised 3D planning systems, have led to an increase in the use of multiple non-
coplanar fields. These offer more degrees of freedom in which to place a beam, which in
turn helps to avoid sensitive structures.
Conformal therapy
Takahashi (1965) defined "conformation therapy" as the method whereby the radiation
beam is made to fit, or conform to, the actual treatment volume. This is achieved by
shaping the cross-section of each beam to match that of the target volume. The "beam's eye
view" (BEV) can be shaped using conformal blocks, which have, until recently, been the
most popular method of implementing conformal therapy. Although almost any shape of
conformal block can be poured from molten alloy, there are some disadvantages.
Significant staff-time is required in the manufacturing process and the resulting blocks are
heavy and have to be attached manually to the linac at each treatment session.
An alternative to conformal blocks, is the MLC. Webb (1993) described the development
of the modern MLC from its inception in 1906 to the motorised version commonly available
today. The MLC is nowadays based on two opposing banks of leaves with individual leaf
widths of between 5 and 10mm at isocentre. The position of each leaf is computer
controlled and although many shapes can be created, the direction and width of each leaf
limits the total number of possibilities. The MLC is generally an integral part of the linac
head, but its position within the head is manufacturer dependent. On a Varian linac it is
located below the lower collimators and on the Elekta and Siemens linacs it replaces the
upper and lower collimators respectively. Small MLCs, known as either as micro or
miniature MLCs (mMLC) have recently become available as an add-on facility. The leaf
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widths are generally 2.5-4mm at isocentre and can be used to conform fields of up to
100mm width (Schlegel et al, 1992; Cosgrove et al, 1999).
Intensity modulated radiotherapy
Further improvements in conformal therapy have been achieved through the use of intensity
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). This technique is based on the delivery of a beam portal
via the addition of multiple small field segments. These can be produced using an MLC
either in dynamic mode (Convery and Rosenbloom, 1992) or using multiple static MLC
segments, known as "step and shoot" (Bortfeld et al, 1994). The use of IMRT can improve
the conformity and homogeneity of dose to a larger number of lesion shapes, including
concave and can also improve the protection of sensitive structures. The widespread
availability of IMRT compatible MLC systems and the existence of IMRT specific
machines such as the Tomotherapy unit (Mackie et al, 1993), the MIMiC (Carol et al, 1996)
and the Cyberknife (Alder and Cox, 1995), mean that IMRT has the potential to expand
quickly into wider clinical use.
Rotational beam therapy
An alternative to multiple static-beam therapy is rotational (arc) therapy, in which x-rays are
delivered whilst the gantry is moving. This technique reduces the skin dose and spreads the
dose to normal tissues over a larger volume, thereby reducing the risk of complications. A
single 360° rotation produces a cylindrical volume, with the maximum dose located at the
isocentre. A partial rotation displaces the high dose region towards the bisector of the arc
and, if multiple, non-coplanar partial arcs are used, the treatment volume can be shaped in
three dimensions. Gravity orientated blocks can also be used to conform the beam shape,




The word "stereotactic" stems from two ancient words; the Greek word "stereos" (0T£p£0),
which means three-dimensional and either the Greek word "taxic" (TO^r)), which means
system, or more likely, the Latin word "tactus" which means to touch (Galloway and
Maciunas, 1990).
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Horsley and Clark (1908) developed a 3D stereo system for functional neurosurgery, based
on a rigid head frame. This was pinned invasively to the skull and used as a basis for a 3D
co-ordinate system. Although any arbitrary co-ordinate system can be defined, the Brown-
Roberts-Wells (BRW) system is one of the most common (Galloway and Maciunas, 1990).
Gamma Knife
Leksell (1951) used the stereotactic system to develop a precise radiotherapy technique for
the treatment of small, inoperable brain lesions. This involved the design of a dedicated
cobalt-60 unit, known as the "Gamma Knife", now manufactured commercially by Elekta.
This unit contains 201 small sources, distributed evenly over a hemispherical region and
finely collimated such that all 201 beams converge at the isocentre. Secondary collimation
is provided by a helmet which contains 201 holes, each of which can be blocked or left open
according to the treatment requirements. The invasive frame is pinned surgically to the
skull and attached to the helmet such that the target volume is positioned at the isocentre.
Treatment is in one single session (fraction). The system is very accurate with coincidence
of the radiation and mechanical isocentres reported as +/-0.3mm (Lunsford et al, 1989).
Radiosurgery
Treatment in a single fraction relies on the late effect of radiation necrosis, in which the
tissue within the target volume is completely obliterated. As this is similar to a surgical
outcome, single fraction stereotactic radiotherapy is commonly known as "radiosurgery". A
high degree of accuracy is essential to ensure that only the target volume is necrosed.
Linac based radiosurgery
Betti and Derechinsky (1984) and Heifelz et al (1984) introduced the idea of using multiple,
non-coplanar arcs to extend the stereotactic technique to a linac. Originally the small fields
were defined by the movable linac collimators (Colombo et al, 1985), but additional,
circular stereotactic cones with diameters <40mm were soon developed (Hartmann et al,
1985) to remove the uncertainties in the field size settings for small fields. Although
"dynamic radiosurgery", involving the rotation of both the couch and the gantry was soon to
follow (Podgorsak et al, 1988), this technique is less popular than the conventional
technique, perhaps due to the engineering modifications necessary (Gillies et al, 1993). A
recent study by the American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology (ASTRO)




A fixed frame requires all planning and treatment processes to be carried out on the same
day. To allow more flexibility and to include fractionated treatments, Gill et al (1991)
developed a relocatable "Gill-Thomas" (GT) frame, based on impressions of the occiput and
upper dentition. Extensive quality assurance (QA) is carried out on a relocatable frame to
ensure that uncertainties are minimised. It has been shown that the GT frame, and its
commercial counterpart, the Gill-Thomas-Cosman (GTC) frame, can be relocated to within
1mm, at 1 s.d. (Graham et al, 1991; Warrington et al 1994; Rosenberg et al, 1999).
The GT frame has been adapted for paediatric use by reducing the weight and allowing
access for anaesthesia (Adams et al, 2001). Other types of frame are available, also based
on a mouthbite and occiput impression (Theodorou et al, 1998; Theodorou, 1999), or on a
dental impression and a thermoplastic mask (Scott et al, 1997). Frames have been
developed for head and neck treatments (Karger et al, 2001; Fairclough-Tompa et al, 2001)
and to extend the stereotactic technique to the torso (Fax et al, 1994; Wulf et al, 2000).
The use of a stereotactic frame at all stages of the planning and treatment processes, reduces
the uncertainties associated with patient movement. As a result, the treatment planning
margins can be reduced and more normal tissues spared.
Frameless stereotaxy has been investigated in a few centres to eliminate the need for high
precision frames which are often uncomfortable for the patient. Although thermoplastic
masks are often used in the "frameless" technique, the accuracy of the patient position relies
primarily on the identification of markers either on or in the patient's head, either by a
camera system, or an imaging technique. Jones et al (1993) used three gold wires implanted
in the scalp to verify the patient position (in a thermoplastic mask) on treatment using beam
localisation films. Repeat films were taken until the movements required to obtain
agreement with the CT position were <lmm. The authors found that the positions of the
markers were not stable in about 25% of patients and now screw markers into the cranium.
Bova et al (1997) used six FED markers on a bite plate and located them with an infrared
camera system. Again this "frameless" technique also used a thermoplastic mask to stabilise
the patient's head. The re-positioning error was found to be 0.5 +/-0.3mm (1 s.d.).
Beam shaping
Stereotactic treatments on a linac can be administered via non-coplanar arcs or multiple
static beams. Beam shaping with multiple non-coplanar arcs can be further improved
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through the use of simultaneous couch rotation, as discussed previously. Static beams can
be shaped with either small conformal blocks (Bourland and McCollough, 1994; Perks et al,
1999), a standard MLC (Adams et al, 1999), the mMLC (Schlegel et al, 1992; Cosgrove et
al, 1999), or using IMRT (Cardinale et al, 1998). The mMLC has also been used in
conjunction with arc therapy, whereby the beam portal is shaped at every increment of
gantry angle (Solberg et al, 2001).
1.3.2 Clinical indications
Arterio-venous malformations
An arterio-venous malformation (AVM) is a non-malignant vascular condition which has an
annual risk of bleeding of approximately 4% (Ondra et al, 1990). Three treatment options
are available; surgery, radiological embolisation with coils or glue and radiosurgery.
Radiosurgery is usually reserved for those patients for whom surgery or embolisation are
not technically possible, or for whom embolisation has been unsuccessful.
The Gamma-Knife has been used to treat AVMs for more than three decades. A recent
report (Flickenger, 2002) showed an obliteration rate of 76% at 3 years. Linac based
radiosurgery has also been used to treat AVMs and early results suggest that it produces
equivalent results (Touboul et al 1998; Friedman, 1995).
Brain metastases
Stereotactic radiotherapy, usually in conjunction with whole brain radiotherapy, is
becoming more common for the treatment of patients with solitary brain metastases. The
RTOG 95-08 study compared the results of whole brain radiotherapy alone or with a
stereotactic boost and showed a survival benefit for lung cancer patients under 50 and with
good performance status (Sperduto, 2002). Fractionated stereotactic treatment has also been
used without whole brain treatment, with median survival of 21 months for patients without
extracranial tumours (Tokuuye et al 1998).
Vestibular schwannoma
A vestibular schwannoma is also known as an acoustic neuroma (AN), although this latter
term is clinically imprecise. It is a slow growing non-malignant tumour of the hearing nerve
which is usually surgically removed. However, there are common side-effects such as
ipsilateral deafness and damage to the facial nerves, which can result in permanent facial
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palsy. Radiosurgery has shown good results (Pollock et al, 1995), but the proximity of the
lesion to the brainstem and the risk of damage to the facial nerve makes a fractionated
regime preferable. Two approaches exist; standard fractionation schedules (Fuss, 2000) or
hypofractionated schedules (Lederman, 1998). Early results from these studies suggest
surgically equivalent local control rates of 91-100%.
Other lesions
Many other types of lesion such as pituitary adenomas (Mitsumori et al, 1998) and cranial
chordoma (Com et al, 1996) have also been treated with multiple fractions. It is apparent
from the literature that both single and multiple fraction stereotactic treatments are
important in the management of patients with many types of small brain lesions.
1.4 Beam dosimetry
1.4.1 Introduction
Dosimetry is the measurement of radiation dose, either in relative, or absolute terms. The
various beam properties which may affect the measurement of dose are outlined in this
section along with an explanation of the types ofmeasurement commonly carried out. The
range of detectors used and their corresponding properties are also discussed.
1.4.2 Production of x-rays
X-rays are produced in a linear accelerator through the interaction between high energy
electrons and the nuclei of atoms in a target material. The electrons are decelerated in the
vicinity of the nuclei and the loss of energy is accounted for in the production of
bremsstrahlung x-rays. Although x-rays are produced in all directions, at megavoltage
energies the distribution is mainly forward and the spectrum is comprised of a range of x-
ray energies, up to, and including, the maximum accelerating potential of the electrons.
1.4.3 Beam properties
Fluence
Photon interactions in the head of the linac and in the air, produce electrons which
contaminate the beam (electron contamination). The resultant beam at the surface of a
phantom is therefore a combination of both photons and electrons. The number of photons
and/or electrons per unit area is known as the fluence and the total energy of all particles
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within the same area is known as the energy fluence. The fluence varies with the field size
and is inversely dependent on the square of the distance from the source i.e. fluence follows
the inverse square law (ISL).
Kerma and absorbed dose
In a photon beam, energy is transferred from a photon to the medium in two-stages. The
first stage is the interaction between the photon and an electron in the absorbing material,
whereby the photon transfers some of its energy to the electron, in the form of kinetic
energy. The kinetic energy per unit mass is known as "kerma" and is measured in Gy,
which is the energy (in joules) transferred per unit mass (in kg). In the second stage the
electron gives up its energy to the absorbing material through a series of multiple, coulomb
interactions with electrons in the medium. This deposition of energy results in temperature
increases, chemical changes and the breaking of molecular bonds and is known as the
"absorbed dose". The absorbed dose is a measure of the energy (in joules) absorbed in a
material, per unit mass (in kg) and is also measured in Gy.
Electron range and stopping power
The electron path through a medium is not linear, due to multiple scattering. The "electron
range" is the total distance travelled by an electron, along its tortuous path. The mean
effective distance travelled by all electrons is known as the "mean projected range", the
magnitude of which is dependent on the mean energy of all electrons. The amount of
energy lost by the electron, per unit length along its track, is known as the "linear stopping
power". An electron will lose its energy in a shorter distance in a material with a higher
atomic number (Z) than water i.e. the linear stopping power is greater in a high Z material.
Electronic equilibrium
Electronic equilibrium (EE) occurs when the number of electrons created within a volume is
equal to the number of electrons brought to a halt within that same volume. In the forward
direction, this occurs within a depth equal to the mean projected range of the electrons.
Although a 6MV beam will produce secondary electrons with a maximum range in water of
approximately 30mm, electronic equilibrium occurs at a shallower depth (approximately
15mm) because the electron path is tortuous and non-linear and because the secondary
electrons will have a whole range of energies. This depth is the depth of maximum dose
(dmax). If photon attenuation is ignored (over a small distance), then electronic equilibrium
exists beyond dmax where kerma and dose are approximately equivalent (ignoring the
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minimal effects of bremsstrahlung). The region between the surface and dmax is known as
the "build-up region". It is a region of electronic disequilibrium where kerma > dose as
more electrons are set in motion than are stopped.
Lateral electronic equilibrium (LEE) occurs within a beam radius which is less than the
depth of dmax (Dutreix, 1964), due to the fact that most of the electrons will be scattered in
the forward direction rather than at, or near, 90°. Electronic equilibrium does not therefore
exist in very small beams. The exact field size at which electronic equilibrium fails to exist
is a matter of debate, but Li et al (1995) used Monte Carlo to calculate some values. At
6MV, electronic equilibrium will fail to occur in fields with radii <15mm, which is
approximately the equilibrium depth in the forward direction.
Primary and scatter
The dose at a point can be split into two constituent parts; primary dose and scatter dose.
Physically, the two cannot be separated, but the concept is useful in mathematical terms,
particularly for the calculation of dose in irregularly shaped fields. For MLC, blocked or
asymmetric fields, the dose must either be measured in each individual shape, or calculated
using a model which incorporates the separation of primary and scatter dose.
Primary dose is something of an abstract concept, the definition of which varies in the
literature. Khan (Chapter 10, 1994) defines it as the dose resulting from the "original
photons emitted from the source", whilst Mohan (1985) defines it as the dose deposited by a
hypothetical zero area beam. The primary dose varies with depth and the distance between
the source and the point ofmeasurement.
The scatter dose is easier to define and, at its simplest, is the dose due to all scattered
photons (Khan et al 1984). These scattered photons can be further split into head and
phantom scattered photons. Head scattered photons are defined as those which have been
scattered in the various components of the treatment head, such as the flattening filter, ion
chamber, collimators etc. and have interacted in the phantom only once (Nizin and Kase
1988). The greatest source of head scatter is the flattening filter (Kase and Svensson, 1986)
and the amount of head scatter measured at a point is dependent on the amount of the
flattening filter visible from the measurement point. In open fields, this area is dependent
on the field size setting on the movable collimators. It is for this reason that head scatter is
sometimes known as "collimator scatter", although the term can cause confusion. The
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amount of head scatter detected is also dependent on the backscatter into the monitor unit
(MU) chamber which will affect the dose/MU.
Phantom scattered photons are composed of those which have interacted in the medium
more than once and those which have resulted from bremsstrahlung in the phantom (Nizin
and Kase 1988). In high-energy beams, phantom scatter also includes annihilation radiation
which occurs as a result of pair production. The relative amount of phantom scatter is
dependent only on the beam area at the surface of the phantom. This is defined by the
collimation system, which can be the movable collimators, the MLC, beam blocks or
stereotactic collimators, for example.
Dose rate
Although the dose rate of a beam is strictly the number of Gy/minute at a point, the term is
more commonly used to describe the number of Gy delivered per MU setting on a linac.
The dose/MU decreases with depth and with increasing distance from the source. In
addition, the dose/MU at the surface of a phantom (or in-air) in a large field is smallest on
the central axis (CAX) of the beam and increases with off axis distance. This is due to the
differential absorption of more photons at the centre of a beam, through the thickest part of
the flattening filter.
Quality
The quality of a beam is a measure of its penetrating capabilities. A single parameter to
specify the penetrating capabilities is useful to compare beams of different quality. Nominal
accelerating potential is often used, but this defines only the maximum energy of photons
within the overall beam spectrum. Linacs with the same accelerating potential will usually
have different beam qualities, unless they are specifically matched. The depth of the 80%
isodose has also been used to quantify quality and Supplement 25 of the British Journal of
Radiology (BJR) lists these depths for each nominal potential (Jordan, 1996). However, the
tissue phantom ratio (TPR) is more commonly used to specify beam quality. This is a ratio
of the dose at a depth d, to the dose at a depth d2 with the measurement made at the
isocentre in the same field size. This measurement is known as a tissue phantom ratio
(TPR, see Chapter 8) and the quality index (QI) is defined as the TPR measured at d, =




Beam commissioning: types of measurements
An absolute dose measurement for beam calibration is generally carried out in one field
size, depth and source (focus) to phantom surface distance (FSD) only, according to national
protocols. In the UK, the Code of Practice (CoP) for high energy photons (IPSM, 1990)
requires that the absolute dose is measured in a 100x100mm2 field at 50mm depth for beams
=<10MV, 70mm for beams between 11 and 25MV and 100mm for 26-35MV. The MU
chamber is then adjusted to deliver lGy to a reference point. Historically this has been
chosen to be dmax in a 100x100mm2 field at 1000mm FSD, but some formalisms are based
on the delivery of lGy to a point deeper than dmax, either at 1000mm FSD or with the
reference point at 1000mm focus to isocentre (axis) distance (FAD).
Numerous relative dose measurements are generally carried out both as input to a treatment
planning system (TPS), or to verify the output from the TPS. Typical measurements such as
percentage depth dose (PDD), tissue maximum ratio (TMR), off axis ratio (OAR), relative
output and head scatter measurements are generally required. Each of these will be
discussed in full in subsequent chapters.
PDDs and TMRs are measured for a range of field sizes and normalised to dmax; either the
individual dmax positions for each field size, or the dmax value for the 100x100mm2 field.
OARs are measured at various depths and normalised to dose on the central axis (CAX) at
the same depth. Relative outputs are commonly measured at dmax and normalised to the
reference field. However, formalisms based on a reference depth beyond that reached by
contaminant electrons are becoming more popular. A reference point of 50mm has been
recommended for energies up to 8MV and 100mm either for higher energies, or also
including the lower energies (van Gasteren et al, 1991, Dutreix et al 1997, NCS, Report 12,
1998). It is important to ensure that the normalisation between data sets is internally
consistent, whichever type of formalism is used.
1. 5 Detectors
1.5.1 Introduction
An ideal detector should be water equivalent and have a response which is independent of
energy, dose-rate and direction. Unfortunately, no such detector exists. It is important
therefore to understand the properties of all detectors under investigation, in order to
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determine which are the most appropriate in which situations. Selected detector properties
and types are outlined below.
1.5.2 Detector properties
Composition
As most beam measurements are carried out in water, or in a water-equivalent material, an
ideal detector should also be water-equivalent, with effective atomic number close to 7.4. In
non-water-equivalent detectors, the electron range will change according to pZ/A. As a
result, electronic equilibrium will exist in a shorter distance in a higher density material
compared with water. The composition (density and material) of a detector will primarily
affect measurements in regions of electronic disequilibrium.
Directional dependence
The directional dependence of a detector is important when measuring the dose at off-axis
positions, and at a point in a phantom when beams are directed from different directions.
However it may also affect the response to scatter incident from the sides, or from behind
the detector. If a detector has a directional dependence, the magnitude of the variation in
response may need to be measured and accounted for.
Energy dependence
An ideal detector should have a constant response over a range of energies. The mean
energy of the beam decreases with depth, due to the increase in scatter and decreases with
off axis distance (off axis softening) as fewer low energy photons are removed in the
flattening filter. As a result, detectors which show an energy dependence may over or
under-estimate the dose at depth or off axis.
Dose rate dependence
Dose-rate independence is important mainly because the dose rate will vary with depth and
off axis position. A detector's dose rate dependence is a result of the ion, or charged
particle, recombination speed, which is dependent on the concentration of particles and the
electric field strength. As the concentration of particles is much higher in a solid than in air,
recombination effects are generally greater in solid state detectors.
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Size
In any measurement with a finite sized detector, the dose is an average of the signal over the
entire sensitive volume. This is sometimes known as volume averaging. Volume averaging
is not a problem in regions of constant dose, but will affect the results in regions of rapid
dose gradient, such as at the edge of a beam. In very small beams (<12.5mm width) the
region of constant dose is only of the order of a few (l-4)mm and therefore it is important to
either use a small detector, or apply a correction factor to account for the size.
Effective point of measurement
For solid state detectors, the effective point of measurement is the physical centre of the
sensitive volume and is documented by the manufacturer. For ion chambers, the
measurement volume is usually an air cavity and when used in conventional orientation, the
effective point of measurement is generally taken to be upstream, at half the internal radius
of the chamber. For air-filled parallel plate chambers, the inside of the front window of the
detector is usually chosen. The effective point ofmeasurement should be taken into account
in all beam data measurements.
1.5.3 Types of detectors
Air filled ion chambers
The most common detector used in dosimetry is the air ionisation chamber (IC). The two
main designs are cylindrical and parallel-plate, the sensitive volume in either case being an
air-filled cavity (effective Z=7.4). The response of an ionisation chamber is dependent on
the mass of gas contained within the sensitive volume. A larger chamber is obviously more
sensitive than a small volume chamber. However, a consequence of this is that a greater
amount of volume averaging will occur in a large volume chamber, which again is a
problem in regions of rapidly changing dose gradient.
Relatively large (0.6cc) ICs are commonly used in beam calibration. Relative output
measurements in fields of width 400-40mm are usually carried with ICs of between 0.1 to
0.6cc. For relative dose measurements in a water tank, a O.lcc IC is useful to minimise the
volume averaging effects at the edge of the beam. Much smaller chambers are also
available, such as the 0.015cc PinPoint chamber from PTW. One disadvantage of this
chamber is that it has a steel electrode, which causes it to over-respond to low energy
photons (Martens et al, 2000). Other types and sizes of small ICs exist, such as the ultra-
micro-cylindrical IC (UCIC) which has dual sensitive volumes of 0.008cc air and 0.0023cc
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borosilicate (Vahc et al, 2001). Although air filled ICs are not independent of energy and
dose/pulse, the changes are small and are generally ignored. Cylindrical chambers are also
directionally independent.
To improve the resolution of an ion chamber, liquid filled cylindrical and parallel plate ion
chambers (LICs) have recently been developed. The replacement of the air volume with a
dielectric liquid increases the chamber sensitivity by approximately 300 times and as a
result, smaller detectors can be produced. Although air filled cylindrical chambers have
been shown to be energy and directionally independent, LICs have been shown to exhibit
small directional and energy dependencies (Wickman et al, 1998, Dasu et al, 1998,
Westermark et al, 2000).
Diodes
Diodes are solid-state semiconductor detectors. The sensitive volume generally has a width
of 2-3mm and is composed of silicon (Z=14). As pZ/A is higher for silicon than water,
electrons will lose their energy over a shorter distance. For example, electrons with energies
in the 1 -6MeV range, will be stopped in silicon in half the distance compared to water. One
drawback of diodes is that silicon is more sensitive to low energy photons. This is due to
the photoelectric effect, which is dependent on Z3 and therefore they will over-respond in
regions with more relative scatter.
The outer shape of the dosimetry diodes manufactured by Scanditronix is cylindrical. The
silicon chip is square in cross-section (2.5mm width) and is approximately 0.1mm thick.
The width of the chip is orientated as symmetrically as possible, across the diameter of the
cylindrical casing and positioned just below (0.4-0.6mm) the detector surface. The chip is
embedded in an epoxy resin material and the outer casing is metallic. The "unshielded
diode" contains no additional materials and is generally used in electron beams. In
megavoltage photon beams it overestimates the dose at large depths and field sizes, due to
the increased sensitivity to low-energy photons. Scanditronix have named this diode an
"electron field detector", abbreviated to EFD.
Energy compensated diodes have been developed for use in photon beams. These have
been empirically modified to absorb some of the low energy scatter through the addition of
a layer of high atomic number material (tungsten) immediately behind the chip (Gager et al,
1977; Rikner and Grusell, 1985). This matches the response more closely to that of an
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ionisation chamber and hence the term "photon diode". Scanditronix have labelled this
diode, a "photon field detector" (PFD).
Most commercial diodes are manufactured from p-type silicon as these have been shown to
be relatively dose-rate independent (Rikner, 1985) when compared with n-type. However,
some p-type diodes have been shown to exhibit large increases in response as the dose rate
increases (Van Dam et al, 1990; Hoban et al, 1994). Van Dam (1990) showed that the dose
rate response increased with cumulative dose, as did Wilkins et al (1997), who also found
that this was dependent on the doping levels. Scanditronix diodes manufactured since 1993,
have higher doping levels than previous types, to minimise dose rate effects. Diode
sensitivity decreases with cumulative dose and therefore it must be calibrated regularly
against an ion chamber for absolute dose determination and ensure that the dose-rate effects
are still acceptable.
The conventional orientation for the above types of diodes is with the long axis of the casing
parallel to the beam CAX. However, the resolution can be increased by orientating the
diode with the long axis of the casing perpendicular to the beam CAX, such that the dose is
averaged over the 0.1mm chip thickness. However, when diodes are irradiated in this
orientation, the response decreases. Scanditronix unshielded and shielded diodes show
reductions in response of approximately 5 and 15% respectively (Rikner and Grusell, 1985)
with the larger decrease in the shielded diode due to the tungsten shielding.
Diamonds
Although a diamond is an insulator, conductivity is induced when radiation is incident on it.
This is caused by a decrease in the resistivity (Burgemeister, 1981) and means that it can be
used as a solid state detector (Hoban et al, 1994). Commercial diamond detectors
incorporate naturally grown crystals, of volume <6mm\ embedded in a thin layer of epoxy,
surrounded by polystyrene (Mobit and Sandison, 1999). A diamond detector is relatively
tissue equivalent (Z=6) and directionally independent, but the response decreases with
increasing dose rate (Planskoy, 1980). This decrease in response is a feature of radiation-
induced conductivity in an insulator and is due to the short electron-hole recombination
time, which decreases as the dose rate increases (Hoban et al, 1994).
Thermoluminescent dosimeters
Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are based on the luminescent phenomena of
phosphorescence, which is a delayed response to radiation. TLDs are materials which, on
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heating, give out light in proportion to the radiation previously incident on them. Lithium
fluoride is a common TLD material and can be processed into various forms, such as small
square (3x3mm2) or circular (4.5mm diameter) chips, 6mm rods and 1mm3 micro-cubes.
Lithium Fluoride has an effective atomic number of 8.1 and Lithium Borate = 7.4 (Mayles
et al, 2000). TLDs are dose rate and directionally independent, but their sensitivity is highly
dependent on the read-out and annealing processes.
Semiconductor transistors
A metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) is a semiconductor
transistor with a sensitive volume of p-type silicon in contact with an insulating oxide layer.
It is unique in that it can be used to measure both dose rate and cumulative dose
simultaneously (Gladstone and Chin, 1991). The active volume is 0.4x0.5x0.1mm3 inside
an overall outer casing diameter of 2.5mm. Measurements with MOSFETs in in-vivo
dosimetry have shown the to compare favourably with TLD (Ramani et al, 1997).
Scintillators
Scintillator detectors are luminescent devices, but are based on fluorescence. Flashes of
light are emitted almost immediately (~ 10"'°s) in response to incident radiation. This light
can be measured at the time of exposure and counted in situ by connection to a
photomultiplier-tube (PMT). Plastic scintillators are almost tissue equivalent and have been
found to be resistant to radiation damage. They are also more energy independent than
many other detectors used in radiotherapy (Beddar et al, 1992a). Their response is linear
with dose and independent of dose rate (Beddar et al, 1992b).
Radiographic Film
Radiographic film is useful primarily for the measurement of relative dose distributions. On
irradiation, crystals of silver bromide or halide turn to pure silver (Z=45) and appear as a
dark region on the developed film. As the photoelectric effect is proportional to Z3, film
tends to over-respond to photon energies <200KeV. The number of these low energy
photons increases with depth, due to scatter and therefore the sensitivity of film also
increases with depth (Khan, Chapter8: 1994).
The sensitivity of film is very dependent on the calibration and processing conditions
(Williamson et al 1981) and on the size and density of the silver crystals, which are
extremely variable, both film-film and across each film (Cheng and Das, 1996). The
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resolution is however, mainly determined by the densitometer on which it is read out. Point
densitometers should have an aperture no larger than lxlmm2, but higher resolution can be
obtained through the use of a scanning densitometer.
A slow film, such as Kodak X-Omat V (XV film) is commonly used in dosimetry, where a
dose of approximately 0.3Gy produces an optical density of 1. However, the film saturates
at doses comparable to those used in patient treatment fractions. Care must be taken to
ensure that air pockets are expelled from the film envelopes, by piercing them prior to use
and gaps between the film and the phantom should be eliminated. In addition, some authors
apply a gantry angle of approximately 2° to ensure that the film is not irradiated entirely
along its edge (Suchowerska et al, 2001).
Recently, slower films such as CEA (Cheng and Das, 1996) and Kodak EDR (Chetty and
Charland, 2002) have been produced. These films have a higher dose range (linear up to
approximately 5Gy) and contain smaller, more uniform silver crystals. These attributes
make the film more reproducible and useful for measurements in more typical clinical
treatment situations.
Radiochromic film
An alternative to radiographic film is radiochromic film, sold under the brand name of
GafChromic™. It is unique in that it is insensitive to daylight and turns a blue colour on
exposure to x-rays (Saylor et al, 1988, McLaughlin et al, 1991). An AAPM report
(Niroomand-Rad et al, 1998) recommended techniques for the calibration, exposure and
analysis of radiochromic film. The first type of film (DM-1260) required doses in excess of
50Gy to obtain +1-2% precision, but the commonly used MD-55 is sensitive to doses down
to 3Gy. However, this still implies that doses higher than those used in a typical treatment
fraction may be necessary to achieve the required precision. Recently, a more senstive type
of Gafchromic film (HS) has been released onto the market (Das and Cheng, 2001; Ashburn
et al, 2001). Radiochromic film must be read out on a spectrophotometer or a scanning
densitometer with a helium-neon laser. However, a document scanner has also been shown
to be useful (Stevens et al, 1996).
Radiosensitive gel
Radiochromic gels such as BANG (Maryanski et al, 1996) and other chemicals such as
ferrous sulphate (Chan et al, 1995) can be mixed and inserted in any shape of phantom. The
phantom is irradiated and MR scanned appropriately. As the MR signal is approximately
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proportional to the dose, relative dose distributions can be obtained. Although gels offer
full 3D information, the techniques are expensive, time-consuming and messy.
1.6 Dose modeling
1.6.1 Introduction
The forward attenuation and lateral spread of dose in a phantom can be calculated most
simply using beam models based almost entirely on measured data (Milan & Bently, 1970).
The accuracy of the dose calculation can be improved by using semi-empirical methods
based on the separation of primary and scatter and range from the simplest involving tissue
air ratios (Sontag and Cunningham, 1978) to the more complex. The main drawback with
these techniques is their inability to model electron transport at interface regions.
Algorithms which attempt to do this are based on convolution and superposition techniques,
or Monte Carlo but the incorporation of these algorithms into routine planning systems is
limited by the calculation time.
1.6.2 Convolution / superposition
Convolution is a mathematical technique used to determine the resulting effect of the
multiplicative combination of two functions. In some dose calculation models, the photon
fluence at the surface of a phantom can be convolved with kernels which describe the
energy spread around a point (Mackie et al, 1985) or along a pencil beam (Mohan et al,
1986). Superposition places each kernel at the appropriate position within the phantom in
order to carry out the convolution. Both the fluence and the pencil beam kernels can either
be calculated from measured profiles or by using Monte Carlo data. Convolution
/superposition is a more accurate approach to dose modelling than models based wholly on
measured data, as it can account for electronic disequilibrium.
1.6.3 Monte Carlo
The Monte Carlo (MC) technique can be used to simulate radiation transport. It is the most
accurate method for calculating the dose in a phantom as it models the real physical
processes. The probability that a single photon, or electron will interact with a particular
particle at a particular time and position can be calculated and subsequently used to
determine the dose deposited at a point. By considering millions of such interactions, a
complete dose distribution can be calculated in a phantom. Any MC code is only part of the
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overall beam model and must be attached to a user-code, which contains information on the
specific linac used.
MC calculations are outwith the scope of this thesis. However, in several publications
concerned with small field data, measurements with detectors are compared against MC.
Although several MC algorithms exist, the Electron Gamma Shower (EGS) 4 (Nelson et al,
1985) program is the only one referenced in small field publications to date. EGS4 is the
most commonly used MC code in radiotherapy dose calculations (Verhaegen, 2001) and is
generally attached to the BEAM user-code (Rogers et al, 1995). BEAM includes files into
which the user must input specific linac parameters such as the dimensions and composition
of all critical parts of the head.
MC calculations are generally benchmarked against dose measurements and parameters are
adjusted within the code until satisfactory agreement has been achieved. However, in
situations where measurements are problematic, such as at interfaces between two mediums,
or in very small fields, MC has been used to test the accuracy of the actual dose
measurements. The flaw in this process is that the accuracy of MC itself depends very
much on the accuracy of the data input by the user and the calculation algorithm used.
The main strength of these complex algorithms lies in their ability to model the dose in
regions of electronic disequilibrium. This is particularly important at tissue interfaces,
where there is a build-up and build-down effect, at beam edges and in very small fields.
1.7 The small field situation
1.7.1 Definition
Standard tables of beam data in megavoltage photon beams, such as those in BJR
Supplement 25 (Jordan, 1996), exist for square beams between 400 and 40mm width. A
small field is therefore defined in this work as anything with a beam width <40mm.
1.7.2 Small field problems
As discussed in section 1.4.3, the exact width at which lateral electronic equilibrium is
achieved at 6MV is debatable, but must be less than a radius of 15mm, as the scatter is
mainly in the forward direction. This suggests that some small fields will exist under
electronic disequilibrium. As measurements are subject to more uncertainties in regions of
electronic disequilibrium, small field measurements are therefore more complex.
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The spectrum in a small beam defined by stereotactic collimators is different from that in a
larger beam defined by the movable collimators. The stereotactic collimators firstly harden
the beam by limiting it mainly to those photons which have passed through the thickest part
of the beam flattening filter. However, the beam is also softened by the secondary photons
and pair production produced in the stereotactic collimators. The resulting beam spectrum
is therefore very different from that of a larger field (Sanchez-Doblado et al, 2003).
The measurement of beam parameters is also much more complex in small fields than for
more conventional field sizes, most obviously because the size of many detectors used in
conventional fields is physically too large to be used in small field measurements. In
addition, the high dose region is likely to be smaller than or comparable with, the size of the
detector, which will also lead to additional measurement uncertainties.
1.7.3 Small field detectors
Podgorsak (1992) recommends that several different detectors be used in each small beam
measurement situation. Ionisation chambers, diodes, TLD and film are commonly available
in most departments and, where appropriate, these should form the basis of a measurement
comparison. Other, more stereotactic-specific detectors require investigation as and when
they become available. These should be tested with a view to determining whether or not
they offer any advantages over other, more conventional detectors. In addition, it is
important to consider that although larger detectors can be corrected for their size, it is
preferable, where possible, to use a detector which does not require a correction.
Paskalev et al (2002) pointed out that the two most important features of a detector used to
measure the dose in small fields, were the detector resolution and material and
recommended that both properties should be corrected for. The authors corrected for the
size of a small (2mm sensitive width) parallel-plate IC though a series of complex
calculations involving the physical dimensions of internal components and the direction of
the electric field. The detector material was corrected for using Monte Carlo simulations of
the air cavity and the fluence in the beam. However, these extensive calculations were
carried out only for very small beams of 5 and 1.5mm diameter, where the differences were
likely to be greatest.
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1.8 Accuracy and precision
1.8.1 Definition
The measurement of beam data and the delivery of a patient's treatment require high degrees
of both accuracy and precision. Accuracy refers to how close a measurement is to the "true"
value and precision refers to the reproducibility of the measurement. Beam data
measurements must primarily be accurate, in that the correct quantity must be measured
with the most appropriate detector and measurement set-up. Measurements must also be
precise, in that they must be reproducible. Dose delivery must be accurate, in that the
calculated dose should be delivered to the prescription point and must be precise, in that the
same dose should be delivered on repeat occasions. Importantly, the geometric set-up of the
patient must also be accurate (isocentre located correctly) and precise (day to day). This
must be achieved to the highest degree in stereotactic treatments.
The dose delivered to the target in conventional treatments should be within +1-5% of the
prescribed dose (ICRU 24, 1976), but later recommendations suggest that an accuracy of +/-
3% at 1 s.d. is achievable (Mijnheer et al, 1987; Brahme et al 1988). As this is a clinical
requirement for a group of patients, better accuracy, of the order of 2% should be achievable
in a phantom. The agreement between the measured and calculated dose distribution should
be within +/-2mm in regions of high dose gradient and +1-2% elsewhere (ICRU 42, 1987).
The geometrical accuracy of the patient set-up (positioning of field edges, blocks, patient
movement, linac tolerances etc) should be within 4-5mm at 1 s.d. (IPEM 81, 1999).
Although there are no specific recommendations for the accuracy of stereotactic dose
delivery, the above limits should be adhered too and improved on where possible.
Stereotactic beam data should therefore be measured with an accuracy of better than +/-1%
and the dose to the isocentre in a phantom to within +1-2% of the expected dose. The main
problem with achieving these aims is that the "true" value of the beam data is unknown.
Whereas in conventional fields the performance of detectors such as ionisation chambers
and diodes is well understood, their behaviour in small fields is not.
1.8.2 Verification
In addition to accurate measurement of beam parameters, the introduction of any new
radiotherapy technique to a department also requires a robust method of verification.
Conventional clinical treatments can be verified using a detector positioned at a known
point within a phantom. This phantom is CT scanned, planned and then "treated" on the
linac. The method can be used to check the accuracy and precision of the entire planning
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and treatment process within a department, but also used in inter-departmental audit
(Thwaites et al, 1992, 1997, 2003).
Verification is of increased importance in stereotactic treatments because of the higher
degree of accuracy required, but is more complicated both because of the need for a
dedicated phantom (attachable to the stereotactic frame) and the use of multiple non-
coplanar beams. A small, water-equivalent, energy and directionally independent detector,
which can also be calibrated following current dosimetry protocols, is also required.
1.9 Small beams at The Edinburgh Cancer Centre
Stereotactic radiotherapy has been carried out at the Edinburgh Cancer Centre (ECC) since
October 1995, originally on a 6MV BBC CH6 linac and currently on a 6MV Varian 600CD
linac. The stereotactic system from Radionics incorporates an add-on collimator system, a
couch mount, the GTC relocatable head frame and the XKnife treatment planning system.
The add-on collimation systems consists of a collimator housing which is screwed to the
base-plate of the head and twelve divergent collimators with diameters between 40 and
12.5mm at isocentre.
At the time of commissioning (1994), there were very little published data on small field
dosimetry. Publications in which small field results were presented, often included only one
detector, or a prototype detector. In 1994, only standard detectors were available in the
ECC and optimum detectors and experimental methods were determined through a
comparison of measurements. When new, more stereotactic specific detectors became
available, these were tested against the standard detectors and recommendations made as to
whether or not they presented any advantages.
Currently the department is beginning a programme to commission IMRT on a newly
installed Varian Clinac 2100 multimode with Millennium MLC (5mm width at isocentre).
It is anticipated that the use of dynamic step and shoot may involve very small beam
segments. Initially the relative output and beam profiles will be measured in these
segments, through static step and shoot. The results from this work will therefore form a
basis for the commissioning of IMRT.
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1.10 Aim
The main aim of this work was to study the absolute and relative dosimetry of small x-ray
beams to determine the optimum detector(s) and method(s) for a variety of experimental
situations. The immediate application of this was to the measurements required for
stereotactic radiotherapy in the ECC and to a verification technique. Beam data should be
measured with an accuracy of +/-1% and the dose to the isocentre verified to within +1-2%.
The secondary application of the results was to provide a framework for similar
measurements in other small fields. These included small collimators between 10 and 5mm
diameter and small square fields between 40x40 and 10x10mm2 formed by both the
movable linac collimators and the MLC. The framework will also be applied to
measurements in IMRT fields in the near future. The above aims were fulfilled, where
appropriate, by an investigation of the following:
• Optimum detectors and methods for the measurement of beam parameters.
• The factors influencing head scatter, in small fields.
• The design of a phantom for the verification of a typical stereotactic treatment plan and
the comparison of appropriate detectors.
Each of the above was considered with respect to practical measurements within a clinical
department. Only commercially available detectors, available at the time within the ECC,
were initially considered and, where possible, were considered against other commercially
available, stereotactic-specific, detectors, with a view to determining whether these offered
any significant advantages. Some of the results have been published (McKerracher and
Thwaites, 1999; 2002), but they have also been expanded upon since those dates.
1.11 Outline of chapters
The thesis has been split into this introductory chapter, a general materials and methods
chapter, seven beam measurement chapters and an overall conclusion. The type of
measurement is defined at the start of each chapter. The relevant literature to date is
critically reviewed to determine the small field knowledge available at the time of each
investigation and to note the overall progress which has been made in recent years. The
materials used and measurement methods employed are then also described in each chapter
and the results presented and discussed. All detectors available within the ECC are
compared in each measurement situation, as appropriate. Where possible, recommendations
are made regarding the most appropriate detectors and measurement methods.
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Chapter 2 describes the materials and methods which are common to more than one chapter.
The dose calculation algorithm is outlined and the types of detectors used are described.
Chapter 3 examines the detector comparison in the measurement of PDDs in stereotactic
beams between 40 and 12.5mm diameter. Extrapolated and measured data for collimators
between 10 and 5mm diameter are also compared.
Detectors are compared in the measurement of in-water beam profiles in stereotactic beams
between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, in Chapter 4. In-air and in-water profiles are also
examined for collimators of 10-5mm diameter and small square fields. This information is
used to assess the effects of volume averaging in Chapters 5 and 6.
Detectors are compared in the measurement of total scatter factors (40 to 12.5mm diameter),
in Chapter 5. Results for smaller collimators (10-5mm) and small square fields are
presented and are used in the calculation of phantom scatter factors in Chapter 7.
Chapter 6 examines both the detector and phantom comparison in the measurement of head
scatter factors in stereotactic collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter. Measurements
were also carried out in smaller collimators (10-5mm) and small square fields with the
appropriate detector, to be used in the calculation of phantom scatter factors in Chapter 7.
Phantom scatter factors are calculated in Chapter 7, for each beam defining system
separately and the results compared. The possibility of a common table of phantom scatter
factors for small fields is discussed.
TMRs are calculated in Chapter 8 from the PDD data in Chapter 3 and the phantom scatter
factors in Chapter 7 and are compared with measured TMRs.
A new verification technique is described in Chapter 9, for use in typical stereotactic plans
used at the ECC.
The overall conclusions with respect to optimum detectors and measurement methods are
presented in Chapter 10, along with some suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
General Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Linacs
The BBC (Brown Bovari Corporation, Baden, Switzerland) CH6 linac is a single energy
(6MV) linac and the CH20 is a multi-mode, with two photon energies (6 and 16MV) and
five electron energies (5-20MV). Both linacs have a 270° bending magnet and a motorised
60° wedge, but no MLC. The Varian (Palo Alto, USA) 600CD is a single energy (6MV)
linac with a straight through waveguide and includes the enhanced dynamic wedge (EDW)
and Millennium (120 leaf) MLC (5mm leaf width at isocentre). Figure 2.1 shows a
schematic diagram of the 600CD collimating system.
On all three linacs, the upper movable collimators are known as Y, and the lower as X.
When the linac head (collimator) is at 0°, the direction ofmovement of the Y jaws is known
here as Inplane (into the gantry) and the direction of the X jaws as Crossplane (Xplane -
across the gantry). The 600CD MLC is located below the movable X collimators and the
ZZ7 X^lciwer collimator (X)
Xplane
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the collimating system within the head of the 600CD.
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leaves travel in the Xplane direction. The stereotactic housing is attached to the face-plate
of the linac, below the X movable collimators (BBC linacs) or below the MLC (600CD).
Linac co-ordinate system
The IEC (1996) co-ordinate system is adhered to on all linacs in the ECC. The orientation
of the gantry and floor co-ordinate systems are shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. The orientation of the (a) gantry co-ordinate system, viewed towards the
gantry and (b) the floor co-ordinate system, viewed from above.
Figure 2.2 shows that when the gantry is at 0°, the beam is directed downwards and when
the floor is at 0°, the patient's head is towards the gantry.
Beam quality
The nominal energy of the beams used for stereotactic treatments on each of the three linacs
is 6MV. The corresponding quality index values (QI), as measured by the TPR (200/100),





Table 2.1. The quality index (TPR 200/100) for each of the three linacs investigated.




The stereotactic hardware from Radionics RSA Inc. (Boston, USA) is comprised of two
stainless steel tertiary collimator housings, one of which is common to both BBC linacs and
the other which is unique to the 600CD. The housing is bolted to the face-plate of the linac
and used to hold each of twelve lead alloy collimators, which are coated in stainless steel.
These have been drilled with divergent holes to produce circular fields of between 40 and
12.5 mm diameter at isocentre. The collimator diameters were chosen by clinicians to be of
most use for the lesions of interest within the ECC. Three smaller collimators of 10, 7.5 and
5mm diameter were obtained on loan from Radionics to investigate beam parameters as the
field size tends towards zero. Figure 2.3 shows a photograph of the head of the 600CD with
the collimator housing attached to the face-plate of the linac. The 20mm collimator has
been inserted in the housing.
Figure 2.3. Photograph of the stereotactic housing attached to linac head, with the
20mm collimator inserted.
2.2.3 Detectors
The detectors used and their most important properties are summarised in Table 2.2. Abbr.
indicates the detector abbreviation used in this thesis. Each detector has been colour coded
and the same colour is used in all graphs and diagrams. For all detectors, other than the PP-
IC, the colour has been chosen to correspond, as much as possible, to the actual colour of
the detector, either the outer casing (diodes and diamonds), or the cable (cylindrical ICs) or
the colour of developed film.
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Abbr. Detector Manufacturer Model Volume Active Physical P(eff)
Type /cc size/mm size/mm / mm
PFD shielded Scanditronix- DEB010 29E(-5) 2.5 7 +0.6|
'J-t J
diode Medical AB
EFD unshielded Scanditronix- DEB000 29E(-5) 2.5 7 +0.4|
diode Medical AB
SFD stereotactic Scanditronix- DEB050 1.7E(-5) 0.6 5 +0.5}
— diode Medical AB
Diam diamond PTW- 60003 1.8E(-3) 2.2 7.3 + 1
— Frieburg
0.125cc cylindrical PTW- 233642 0.125 d = 5.5 d = 7 -1.4 t
ic — ion chamber Frieburg 1 = 6.5 1 = 7.25 +4.5}
0.015cc cylindrical PTW- PinPoint 0.015 d = 2 d = 3.7 -0.5 }
IC — ion chamber Frieburg 31006 1 = 5 1 = 6.95 +3.4}
PP-IC Parallel plate PTW- Markus 0.05 5 30 +0.03}
wm—mm
ion chamber Frieburg M233-3
Film radiographic Kodak X-Omat V N/A - - -
film
Table 2.2. Summary of detectors used and their most important properties.
The volume is the active volume quoted by the manufacturer. The active size is the width of
the sensitive volume in conventional orientation (see section 2.3.1). For the cylindrical ICs,
d indicates the active (internal) diameter and 1 indicates the active (internal) length. The
physical size is the width of the outer casing. P(eff) is the effective point of measurement
(conventional orientation) and } indicates distance along beam CAX, away from the source.
It is positive (downstream) for all solid state detectors and negative (upstream) for all
cylindrical ICs. For the PP-IC it is downstream, just inside the front window of the detector.
} indicates the distance from the outer tip of each cylindrical IC along its own axis.
Solid state detectors
All solid state detectors are shown in Figure 2.4 and discussed in detail individually.
1
Diamond PFD EFD SFD
11 t (§§ JI
IS | |
1
I n 111 I S1 A
Figure 2.4. Solid state detectors, from left to right; Diamond, PFD, EFD, SFD.
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Diamond
The diamond detector incorporates a naturally grown crystal, which is sliced to form a
square diamond "plate". The size of the diamond plate is different in each detector, within
the range o 3-15mm2 area and thickness of 0.2-0.4mm. The specification sheet from the
manufacturer for the diamond used in this work suggests a square chip of side 2.2mm and a
thickness of 0.3mm. Although the PTW instruction manual contains a schematic diagram of
the detector, the exact composition of each component is not described, nor the parts
labelled. The detector has however been described in a few publications (Heydarian et al,
1993; Vatnitsky and Jarvinen, 1993; Rustgi, 1995; Mobit and Sandison, 1999; Westermark
et al, 2000;) and this information is used to label parts in Figure 2.5 (a).
Figure 2.5 (a) Schematic diagram and (b) x-ray of diamond detector
Gold contacts connect the silvered copper wire to the diamond plate, all of which is
contained within a polystyrene housing (Heydarian et al, 1993). Although the detector is
manufactured such that the centre of the sensitive volume is assumed to be located at the
centre of the detector width, the accuracy of this alignment is unspecified. It is interesting
that only Mobit and Sandison (1999) describe an air-filled cavity as shown in Figure 2.5(a).
An x-ray of the detector used in this work is shown in Figure 2.5 (b). Adjustment of the
grey scale to obtain optimal resolution of the diamond plate and connectors, loses the
position of the outer canning. However, the position of the canning is indicated by the solid
blue lines added to the x-ray. The diamond plate measures approximately 3.8mm-4.7mm
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wide, depending on the estimate of the edges. This is much larger than the width defined on
the specification sheet (2.2mm) and the reason for this is unclear. The width viewed on the
x-ray could be the diagonal width (calculated to be 3.1mm), or simply be a result of the
greyscale selected as this changes the visible dimensions. Alternatively, the specification
sheet could be inaccurate. The thickness of the plate is however, as expected (0.4mm). In
this work, a square width of 2.2mm is assumed. Finally, it is interesting to note that air is
visible in pockets only, not as a block in the centre of the detector and may be a phenomena
of the manufacturing process.
EFD
The electron field diode (EFD) is an unshielded p-type silicon detector designed primarily
for use in electron beams, or in fields with minimal scatter. Scanditronix no longer provide
diagrams of any of the dosimetry diodes in their information sheets. However, a diagram of
the EFD is contained in an older brochure (undated) and in Heydarian et al (1993). This is




Figure 2.6 (a) Schematic diagram and (b) x-ray ofEFD detector
The silicon chip is quoted by the manufacturers as a square of 2.5mm width and 0.5mm
thickness. The connectors are aluminium foil. The width of the chip is therefore just over
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one third of the overall outer diameter of the detector (Scanditronix brochure, Heydarian et
al, 1993). However, an x-ray of the EFD used in this work (Figure 2.6 (b)) shows the
silicon to be much wider than this, at approximately 4.8mm, but of the expected thickness
(0.5mm). Again, this could be because the diagonal of the chip is presented to the beam, or
the greyscale selected is distorting the image. However, an alternative explanation might be
that the silicon chip is actually wider than the sensitive area. Although the greatest part of
the chip is p-type silicon, the sensitive area is only that region surrounding the p-n junction.
It may be that the width of the p-n junction (depletion layer) is narrower than the overall
width of the chip, as described by Gager et al (1977) for a non-commercial diode. There is
no information in the literature regarding this problem and no answer has been forthcoming
from the manufacturers. Consequently, in this work, the silicon is assumed to be a square of
2.5mm width. The lighter coloured disc below the silicon chip is a mechanical structure
composed of PVC and used for centring the silicon.
PFD
The photon field diode (PFD) is an energy compensated diode ("photon diode") with
tungsten (wolfram) added behind the chip, in the form of tungsten powder mixed with
epoxy, to absorb low energy scatter. Scanditronix do not provide any information on the
structure of this diode, nor are there any useful diagrams in the literature. However, the






Figure 2.7 (a) Schematic diagram and (b) x-ray of PFD detector
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An x-ray of the PFD used in this work is shown in Figure 2.7 (b). It is obvious that the high
density region is much larger (approximately 5.3mm wide and 2mm thick) and darker than
the corresponding region in the EFD. This is due to a combination of the tungsten energy
compensating material and the silicon chip.
SFD
The stereotactic field diode (SFD) is also an unshielded diode, but has a smaller sensitive
area than the EFD. It is designed specifically for measurements in stereotactic beams.
Again, there are no useful diagrams of the detector in the literature, but if the basic design of






Figure 2.8 (a) Schematic diagram and (b) x-ray of SFD detector
An x-ray of the SFD used in this work is shown in Figure 2.8 (b). It is obvious that the
silicon chip is much smaller than that in the EFD, but the size of the connectors are
approximately the same. However, the width of the silicon is approximately 0.8mm, which
is comparable with the expected width (0.6mm). This is interesting, particularly as it is for
the SFD that the comment has been made that the depletion layer is formed as a cylinder
within the chip (Westermark et al, 2000).
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It is apparent that information in the literature on the construction of each of the above
detectors is limited. Indeed the manufacturers, although helpful, have been reluctant to
allow the publication of any more information than that already in the public domain.
Further information would be necessary to model the detectors and this would presumably
be available under a non-disclosure agreement. However, for the purposes of this work, the
manufacturers published specifications are taken at face value. The possible discrepancies
(sizes of diamond, silicon and depletion areas) will be considered as part of future work.
Ion chambers
The 0.125cc and the 0.015cc ICs are both waterproof, vented, cylindrical ion chambers.
The 0.015cc (PinPoint) IC has a small volume and cross-sectional diameter and has been
specifically designed for stereotactic beams. The (Markus) PP-IC is a vented IC with an
active diameter of 5mm. Additional non-water equivalent materials, mainly PMMA,
surround the air cavity and extend the overall physical dimension to 30mm. All of the
detectors can be calibrated against the secondary standard according to the IPSM Code of
Practice (1990) and are shown in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9. ICs, from left to right; 0.015cc PinPoint, Markus PPIC, 0.125cc PTW.
Film
Kodak X-Omat V film is a slow film, on which approximately 30cGy produces an optical
density (O.D.) of 1.0. The film was developed in a Kodak processor operated and
maintained by the Breast Unit at the ECC. This unit has a high film throughput and a strict




The RFA 300+ water tank and software (version 5.3), with main control unit (MCU)
electrometer are manufactured by Scanditronix AB. In all square field measurements, the
reference signal is measured with an unshielded diode which is attached to the face-plate of
the linac and positioned within the field. For measurements in the stereotactic collimators,
the position of the reference detector is linac dependent. As the housing is flush with the
face-plate on the BBC linacs, the reference diode must be placed in the beam, below the
stereotactic collimators, but ensuring that perturbation of the beam is minimised. A 10mm
gap between the housing and the Mylar window on the face-plate of the 600CD allows the
reference diode to be placed above the stereotactic collimators, within the field defined by
the movable collimators, but outside the circular field.
Solid water
Two types of commercial water equivalent materials are used for absolute and relative dose
measurements in this work and both are based on the work of White (1978). Slabs of solid
water (RMI 450 and 457) with thicknesses between 1 and 60mm and square cross-sections
of 300x300mm2 were purchased from Gammex-RMI (Middleton, WI). A few of these slabs
and smaller blocks were drilled to enable each of the appropriate detectors to be irradiated in
their conventional geometric orientation. The mini-phantoms and build-up caps and tops
described in Chapter 6 and the head-like phantom described in Chapter 9 were all
manufactured from solid water (WT1) purchased from the Tissue Substitutes Materials
section of the Clinical Physics group at St Bartholomew's Hospital in London. Photographs
are shown in the relevant chapters. All epoxy-resin water-substitute materials were tested
for water equivalence for measurements in 6MV beams in the ECC (Allahverdi et al, 1999).
2.2.5 Measurement devices
Electrometers
Several different types of electrometer were used in conjunction with a range of detectors.
The diamond was connected to a Unidos (PTW) electrometer and a bias of 100V set. Prior
to each measurement session, the diamond was pre-irradiated with approximately lOGy,
according to the manufacturer's instructions. The diodes were connected to a single channel
on a DPD6 monitor from Scanditronix and the sensitivity maximised. The PP-IC and
0.125cc ICs were connected to an NE 2620 electrometer (NE Technology, Berkshire), with
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a bias of 300V. The 0.015cc (PinPoint) IC was connected to a PTW Unidos electrometer
and a bias of 100V set.
Densitometers
The Tobias manual point densitometer (Tobias Associates Inc, PA), with 1mm spot size,
was originally the only densitometer available in the ECC. The Vidar VX12 automatic film
digitiser (Vidar Systems Corporation, VA) was purchased at a later date and is based on a
one-dimensional charge coupled device (CCD). It was calibrated as a scanning




The methods used to compare detectors in the measurement of PDDs, TMRs, OARs and
relative scatter factors are described fully in each corresponding chapter. The original
detector comparisons were initially carried out on the BBC CH6 6MV linac, with a range of
detectors available at the time. These results were then applied to measurements on the
6MV beam of the BBC CH20 linac. Both of these linacs have since been decommissioned.
Measurements were also carried out on the Varian 600CD linac using a more limited
number of the most suitable detectors and the results compared with those from the other
two linacs. The examination of small square fields and very small collimators (10-5mm
diameter) was only carried out on the 600CD.
Detector orientation
The orientation of each detector discussed in this work will be defined with respect to the
long axis of the housing, in all measurements and also in each author's work in the literature
review. Examples are shown in Figure 2.10.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.10. Detectors with (a) and (b) long axes parallel to beam CAX and (c) long axes
perpendicular to beam CAX.
Diagrams (a) and (b) of Figure 2.6 show a diode (or diamond) and cylindrical IC orientated
with long axes parallel to the beam central axis, (a) is the conventional orientation for both
diodes and diamonds and (b) maximises the resolution for cylindrical ICs. Note that for
diodes and diamonds, the sensitive crystals (drawn in yellow) have long axes which are
orientated perpendicularly to the long axes of the detectors. Part (c) shows a diode (or
diamond) and IC orientated with long axes perpendicular to the beam CAX. This is the
conventional orientation for cylindrical ICs. This orientation maximises the resolution for
the solid state detectors.
Tank measurements
The position of zero depth for each detector was always defined without accounting for the
effective point of measurement. All solid state detectors were used in conventional
orientation and positioned at the water level such that the front surface of each detector
touched its own reflection, when viewed from below the water level. The ICs were also
used in conventional orientation and were set up with the geometrical centre of their cross-
sections positioned at the surface of the water, such that they formed a perfect circle with
their reflection, as viewed from below the water level and shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11. Set-up of zero depth in water tank, viewed in line with the water surface.
The true depth was then accounted for by shifting the depth dose curve by the appropriate
amount, taken front Table 2.2 and as discussed more fully in Chapter 3.
Detectors were only used in the tank in conventional orientation because of problems
securing each to a holder attached to the tank mechanism. Movements of up to 3mm were
found to occur in the Inplane/Xplane direction as the depth increased in PDD measurements.
This was due to inadequate detector immobilisation and although new holders could have
been manufactured, this was only considered necessary if the other methods proved to be
unsatisfactory.
The zero position for Inplane/Xplane co-ordinates was set by aligning the geometric centre
of the front surface of each solid state detector with the crosswires. The crosswires were
also aligned with the effective point of measurement of each IC, along its length, as


















Slabs of RMI were drilled such that the effective point of measurement of each solid state
detector could be placed at a known depth. The ion chambers were positioned with the
centre of their geometric cross-section also placed at a known depth. The true depth could
then be calculated.
Reference field
All linacs in the ECC are calibrated to deliver a dose of lGy at the reference point, for 100
MU. The reference point is dmax in a 100x100mm2 field, at 1000mm FSD. All PDDs and
TMRs were normalised to dmax in the reference field.
Field terminology
Beam areas defined by the stereotactic collimators are referred to in this work as
"stereotactic fields". In all measurements in stereotactic fields, the movable collimators of
the linac were set to a constant 50x50mm2. In all relative output measurements, the results
were normalised initially to the largest (40mm) collimator. Beam areas defined solely by
the movable collimators of the linac are referred to as "open fields". In all relative output
measurements, the results were normalised initially to an open 50x50mm2 field. Beam areas
defined by the MLC are referred to as "MLC fields". In all relative output measurements,
the results were normalised initially to an open 50x50mm2 field.
2.3.2 XKnife calculation
XKnife stereotactic planning system
The XKnife stereotactic treatment planning system from Radionics is based solely on
measured data and requires the input of the absolute dose at a reference point, relative
outputs (Scp), TMRs and OARs. It uses a simple, isocentric calculation and no account is
taken of inhomogeneities i.e. the dose is calculated in water.
OARs are measured by placing the detector at 1000mm focus to axis (isocentre) distance
(FAD) at a depth of 50mm only, for each collimator. Scp values are measured at dmax,
1000mm FAD and normalised to a 100x100mm2 field at the same FAD. A factor M is used
to relate these relative outputs to the reference field (1000mm FSD).
The dose (D), per MU, to a point with (x,y,z) co-ordinates, at a depth d in a field size s
(beam radius riso) at the isocentre, is given by:
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D(d,s,x,y,z) = M x Scp(s) x TMR(d,s) x OAR(riso(x,y,z)) x FAD2 (2.1)
(FAD-z)2
Using the inverse square law (ISL), M = 1.030 cGy/MU for an FAD/FSD of 1000mm and a
dmax depth of 15mm.
The geometry and BRW(x,y,z) co-ordinate system are shown in Figure 2.13, where x and y
lie in the plane perpendicular to the beam CAX, with (0,0) at the CAX. z increases along
the CAX in the positive direction, towards the source.







The fall off in beam intensity with distance from a point source in air or a vacuum, is
characterised by the inverse square law (ISL), such that the dose-rate D2 at distance f2 is
related to the dose-rate D, at distance fi by:
D2 = (f,/f2)2 D, (3.1)
Percentage depth dose
The fall off in intensity with depth along the beam central axis (CAX) in a phantom, is
characterised by the percentage depth dose (PDD). This is the ratio of the dose rate (D) at
depth d to the dose rate at a reference depth d0, for the same beam focus to surface distance
(FSD) and field size setting (s) and is expressed as a percentage:
PDD(d, s, FSD)= D(d)/D(do) x 100 % (3.2)
The PDD varies with beam energy (attenuation), FSD (ISL) and scatter.
Attenuation of the primary
PDDs for a zero-area beam, with the effect of ISL removed, represent the attenuation of the
primary beam in water. The attenuation of the primary is of the form:
e^d . (3.3)
where p. is the linear attenuation coefficient in units of mm"' and d is the depth in water, in
mm. The linear attenuation coefficient can be measured using narrow beam geometry, or
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calculated from a log-linear plot of zero-area PDDs, with the ISL removed, against depth,
where p. is the gradient of the straight line.
Equivalent square
For routine, megavoltage photon beam commissioning, PDDs are generally only measured
for square fields. PDDs for regular rectangular and circular fields can be calculated from
square fields with equivalent scatter. Tables of equivalent squares (EQSQs) for rectangular
and circular fields are listed in BJR Supplement 25 (Day and Aird, 1996). These figures are
based on measured data i.e. the equivalent square fields have the same measured PDDs and
relative outputs. As an approximation, EQSQs of regular rectangular fields can be
calculated from the ratio of the area to the perimeter:
EQSQ = 2ab/(a+b) (3.3)
The lengths of the sides of the rectangle are represented by a and b. Calculated EQSQs
match the tabulated values for all fields other than for elongated beams with one side less
than approximately 40mm, where differences of up to 9% exist. For these types of beams,
an elongation factor can be applied, also described in Supplement 25. The rule of thumb for
the EQSQ of a circular field is 0.9 x d, where d is the beam diameter.
3.1.2 Properties of PDDs
Depth of dmax
The depth of the maximum dose (dmax) along the CAX is mainly determined by the
number and energy of contaminant and scattered electrons present within the beam. As
these vary with field size, energy and FSD, dmax will also vary with these parameters. The
depth of dmax decreases with increasing field size due to the increase in contaminant and
scattered electrons which pull the maximum dose towards the surface. Sixel and Podgorsak
(1994) found in routine field sizes, in any beam energy, the maximum depth of dmax occurs
in a 50x50mm2 field and decreases as the field size increases. The shift in dmax at smaller
field sizes will be discussed in section 3.1.5. The depth of dmax increases with FSD as
fewer contaminant electrons reach the surface of the phantom, due to absorption in the air.
The depth of dmax also increases with energy due to an increase in the mean projected
range of secondary electrons. On all three 6MV beams used in this work, dmax in a
100x100mm2 field, at 1000mm FSD, is 15 +/-0.5mm.
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Reference depth
The reference depth (d0) in equation 3.2 is historically most often chosen to be dmax. The
PDDs for all field sizes can be normalised to the dose at dmax in a 100x100mm2 field, or to
the dose at the individual dmax positions in each field size. Alternatively, PDDs can be
normalised to a depth beyond the range of contaminant electrons. The selection of
normalisation depth is dependent on the requirements of the treatment planning system
(TPS) and on the formalism adopted within individual departments. It is important to
ensure that there is consistency between all beam data sets (PDDs, OARs, Scp etc.),
whichever normalisation method is used. It should be noted that the normalisation method
used may affect the perceived relative response of two detectors. For example, a PDD curve
measured with detector 'a' may be higher than that measured with detector 'b', when both
curves are normalised to dmax. This could show that detector 'a' over-responds at depth.
However, if the PDDs were renormalised to a depth of 100mm, detector 'b' would appear to
over-respond at dmax, or detector 'a' appear to under-respond. Comparisons in terms of
absolute detector response cannot therefore be extracted from PDD measurements alone and
care should be taken when assessing such conclusions in the literature.
PDD variation
The PDD at a depth, increases with field size, energy and FSD. The increase in PDD with
field size is primarily due to increases in phantom scatter. The increase in PDD at a depth
with FSD is due primarily to the effect of the ISL, as shown in equation (1) of Appendix B,
BJR Supplement 25 (Burns, 1996) which describes the conversion of PDDs from one FSD
to another. However, it is also due to the decrease in the relative dose at dmax caused by
the reduction in contaminant electrons. The increase in PDD with energy is simply due to
the increased penetration of the beam.
In some instances, the PDD at a depth can actually decrease with field size, as reported in
BJR Supplement 17 (Greene and Williams, 1983). The decrease with field size could be
due to an increase in the absolute dose at dmax caused by the increase in contaminant
electrons with field size. As contaminant electrons only contribute to the absolute dose at
dmax, the relative dose at depth decreases. On some designs of linac, this effect could
counterbalance the increase in PDD with field size. BJR Supplement 25 (Jordan, 1996)
contains tables of PDDs for a range of beam qualities, produced from measured data
averaged over a large number of beams from different machine designs and departments.
These tables show an overall increase in PDD with field size, which is typical of most
energies and designs.
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3.1.3 Measurement of PDDs
Phantoms
PDDs are most efficiently measured in a water scanning tank equipped with computer
control of the detector position. This is commonly known as a Beam Data Acquisition
System (BDAS). Queues of beam measurements can be set up using the BDAS to acquire
data for a whole range of field sizes automatically. An individual depth dose can be
measured within 2 or 3 minutes of beam-on time, dependent on the parameters set within
the software. The variation in beam output within this time must be monitored and
accounted for. The most accurate way to do this is to take the signal from the linac MU
chamber directly to the tank software. Alternatively, a reference detector can be placed in
air, between the surface of the water and the collimating system, ensuring that it is within
the field but does not obscure or affect (perturb) the measurement. The use of the signal
from the MU chamber monitors variations across the whole beam (depending on the design
of the MU chamber), whereas the use of a reference chamber monitors changes at one point
only. Although it is difficult to assess what effect these differences might have on the
measurement of PDDs, they are assumed to be small.
PDDs should be measured in both the downward and upward directions, to account for any
uncertainties caused by the motion of the depth controller. PDDs in the build-up region
may be subject to uncertainties caused by the ripple of the meniscus. When PDDs are
measured from the surface downwards, the meniscus may be pulled down with the detector
for a few millimetres, resulting in semi "in-air" measurements at small depths >0. In the
opposite direction, the meniscus is pushed up, such that "in-water" measurements are made
at small depths <0. The magnitude of these uncertainties is dependent on the speed of
movement and the size and shape of the detector and for greatest accuracy, a slow
acquisition speed and a small step size should be used.
PDDs can also be measured in a solid water phantom, if the water-equivalence has been
verified at the energy used. This process is more time consuming and the resolution is
dependent on the thickness of slabs available. To ensure that the FSD remains the same, the
slabs must be "shuffled" to obtain the correct depth for each measurement point. This
technique, in conjunction with a parallel-plate IC (PP-IC) and thin slab thicknesses, is
useful to determine accurate data in the build-up region.
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Detectors used
An ion chamber is the most accurate detector to use for depth dose measurements, although
the resultant curve will be a depth ionisation curve. This can be converted to a depth dose
curve via the use of replacement factors which account for the air cavity, chamber wall
thickness and effective point ofmeasurement. In photon beam calculations, the replacement
factor is small as the mean energy of electrons stopped within the cavity is fairly constant
with depth. Experimentally based corrections for the effective point of measurement can
also be used to account for the above. In megavoltage photon beams, the depth ionisation
curves are generally shifted upstream by 0.5r, where r is the internal radius of the IC. The
use of depth shifted ionisation curves assumes that quality dependent correction factors to
convert ionisation to dose are constant with depth. The use of the ratio of two detector
readings to obtain depth dose curves in all field sizes, also assumes that the correction
factors to convert ionisation to dose are constant with field size.
For parallel plate chambers the effective point of measurement is generally taken to be
inside the front surface of the detector and additional corrections are only necessary in the
build-up region (Gerbi and Khan, 1990).
Diamonds and diodes can also be used to measure depth dose curves. Although a correction
for the effective point of measurement is required, this needs only to account for the
position of the centre of the measurement volume within the detector. Depth dose curves
measured without corrections should be shifted downstream by this distance (approximately
0.5-1.0mm). Alternatively, the correction can be input to the BDAS software.
As discussed in Chapter 1, diamonds and diodes have been shown to exhibit dose rate
dependencies, such that their responses are decreased and increased respectively, with
increasing dose rate. This has led to PDDs which are approximately 2% too high and 1%
too low for the diamond and diode respectively at 300mm deep when compared with an IC,
in a 200x200mm2 beam, normalised to dmax (Hoban et al 1994). However, Westermark et
al (2000) found that a small diode and a diamond both underestimated the relative dose at
dmax by 0.5-0.8% compared with an IC in a 100x100mm2 field when the results were
normalised to 100mm deep. It is interesting to note however, that if the data were re-
normalised to dmax, the PDDs would be too high for both detectors.
The energy dependence of diodes, such that they over-respond to scatter, is also a problem
in the measurement of PDDs, resulting in curves which are too high, when compared with
those measured with an IC. Shielded diodes, which incorporate some high Z material
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behind the silicon chip, are designed to absorb some of this scatter and ensure that PDDs
measured with a diode match those of an IC, particularly in a 100x100mm2 field.
Film, orientated parallel to the beam CAX, is a fast method for obtaining both PDD and
isodose information in a single beam exposure. However, Williamson et al (1981) found
that this orientation resulted in PDDs (normalised to dmax) which were higher than IC
measurements by 30% in a cobalt-60 beam and 5% at 25MV, due to the over-response of
film to photons <200keV. The problem was reduced to random differences of up to only
2.5% at 10MV, by using different calibration curves at different depths.
3.1.4 Small field problems
Standard PDD tables, such as those in Supplement 25, do not exist for field sizes
<40x40mm2 field and until fairly recently, there was no demand for such data. As discussed
in the introduction, measurements in small fields are more complex than those in routine
fields and require a more careful consideration of the methodology. This is due to the lack
of lateral electronic equilibrium, changes in scatter effects and the sizes and responses of
available detectors. As no single detector appears to be appropriate, a careful comparison of
a range of small detectors must be carried out for all measurements.
If small field measurements are carried out using a BDAS, care must be taken to ensure that
if a reference detector is used, it does not perturb the beam. Perturbation of the beam would
primarily affect the measurements near dmax and result in PDDs (normalised to dmax)
which were incorrect. The centre of the detector sensitive volume and the depth control
direction on the tank must also be accurately aligned with the beam CAX, to ensure that the
detector does not move out of the high dose region in the off axis direction as the depth is
increased. This would cause the PDDs to be underestimated (when normalised to dmax).
Ideally, the detector should be positioned at the centre of the 50% isodose regions, measured
via profiles at more than one depth.
Volume averaging over the detector sensitive volume is also a problem. Not only will the
measured dose be underestimated, but the amount of under-response will change with depth.
The effect will be maximised at dmax and decrease as the beam diverges with depth, such
that the PDDs will be over-estimated at depths >dmax. For ICs, the effect can be minimised
by using the chamber "end-on" with long axis parallel to the beam CAX. The position of
the effective point ofmeasurement must be determined in this orientation by matching depth
dose curves between the two orientations, in a larger field size. Stabilising the IC in this
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orientation can sometimes be a problem and any movement or twist in the chamber as the
depth is increased will lead to errors in the measurements.
As discussed previously, the conversion of the ratio of two detector readings to a ratio of
dose assumes that the correction factors are independent of field size. This may not be the
case in very small fields, where there is a lack of lateral electronic equilibrium (LEE) and
the beam spectrum is very different. However, Verhaegen et al (1998) showed that the
stopping power ratios for air, graphite and TLD, varied by only =<0.2% in 50 and 15mm
diameter collimators, for depths between dmax and 50mm. Andreo and Brahme (1986)
showed that the maximum difference in stopping power ratios for air to water was 1% in a
5mm diameter collimator. Sanchez-Doblado et al (2003) found that the same stopping
power ratios in 10 and 3mm diameter collimators differed from those in the 100x100mm2
reference field by only 0.1% and advised that the same correction factors could be used for
ion chamber measurements in large and small fields.
3.1.5 Small field PDDs in the literature
Variation of dmax with field size
As discussed in section 3.1.2, the depth of dmax decreases with increasing field size in
fields >50x50mm2, due mainly to the effects of contaminant electrons. In contrast with this,
Arcovito et al (1985) found that the depth of dmax decreases with decreasing field size, in
fields smaller than 50x50mm2. Although only fields down to 30x30mm2 field were possible
with the linac used, smaller fields (down to 10x10mm2) were generated by placing
additional lead collimators, inside the linac collimators. To investigate the reason for the
effect, the authors tried to eliminate electrons from the beam by placing an aluminium plate
in the head, behind the movable collimators. The same decrease in dmax with decreasing
field size was found, which suggested that contaminant electrons, were not responsible for
the shift in dmax. However, it should be noted that the aluminium plate is itself a source of
electron contamination, although this is assumed to be constant. In reality it is very difficult
to eliminate contaminant electrons from a clinical photon beam. The authors suggested that
the shift in dmax is due to a reduction in the mean energy of the beam caused by additional
head scattered photons at dmax.
The stereotactic field situation could be different from the small open field situation as the
linac collimators are generally set to a constant field size setting, in all stereotactic beams.
However, Kubsad et al (1990) investigated the shift in dmax for measurements in
stereotactic collimators and also reported a decrease in the depth of dmax as the collimator
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diameter decreased. The authors did not explain whether or not the linac collimators were
set to a constant field size. They suggested that the shift in dmax was caused by a decrease
in the contribution of lateral scatter to the depth dose, but did not expand on this hypothesis.
Serago et al (1992) found the same shift in dmax for TMR measurements in stereotactic
collimators, with the linac collimators set to a constant 50x50mm2. The authors suggested
that this was because electrons which are scattered out of the beam and are not counter¬
balanced by a corresponding fraction scattered into the beam.
Sixel and Podgorsak (1994) explain the effect most thoroughly. They investigated the shift
in dmax in stereotactic fields, with the linac collimators set to a constant 40x40mm2 field
size. Using Monte Carlo (MC) they showed that in very small fields, the depth dose is
almost entirely due to the dose deposited by the primary. As the field size increases,
Compton scattered electrons (i.e. not contaminant electrons) arise at the edges of the beam
and deposit some dose on the CAX, thus increasing the depth of dmax. Although this effect
will increase with field size, it will saturate at a field size in which the electrons at the beam
edges are no longer able to reach the CAX. Beyond this field size, contaminant electrons
and collimator scattered photons begin to deposit dose in the build up region and pull the
depth of dmax back towards the surface.
Verhaegen et al (1998) calculated the depth of dmax on a 6MV Varian Clinac-600SR in
stereotactic collimators between 5 and 50mm diameter, with BEAM (EGS4). The depth of
dmax increased from 9mm in the 5mm collimator, to a maximum of 16.5mm in a 30mm
collimator and then decreased again to 14.5mm in the 50mm diameter collimator.
Measurement of PDDs
At the time of the original commissioning of the stereotactic system on the CH6 (1994),
only two publications existed on the measurement of PDDs in small fields. Unless stated
otherwise, all of the following PDD results have been normalised to dmax.
Arcovito et al (1985) measured PDDs in open fields down to 30x30mm2 (linac minimum
field size), using a 0.22cc IC. Smaller fields were generated by placing custom-made lead
collimators inside (i.e. towards the CAX) the movable collimators of the linac. TLDs
(3x3x1mm3) were verified against the IC in a 40x40mm2 and found to agree to within +/-
3%. TLDs were then used to measure PDDs in smaller fields, but could not be compared
against any other detector.
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Kubsad et al (1990) stated that the purpose of their work was to verify the accuracy of film
and diode PDD measurements in small (40-5mm diameter) fields, using Monte Carlo
(EGS4) and convolution (Mackie et al, 1985). A small RK ion chamber was also used,
although the dimensions of neither it, nor the diode, were specified. PDDs generated via
MC and the convolution algorithm agreed beyond dmax but differed in the build-up region.
According to the authors, this was because the low energy scatter from the stereotactic
collimating system was not accounted for in the convolution algorithm. The IC and small
diode both agreed with MC and convolution in fields >=30mm diameter. In the 20mm
collimator the IC was too large and consequently produced results which were 2% (PDD)
higher than the diode at a depth of 120mm. The convolution results were higher than MC
by less than 1% (PDD) at the same depth and the diode results lay in between. The authors
concluded that MC and convolution were good methods for calculating the dose in small
fields, but the validity of the detector measurements was not discussed.
Neither of the above papers made any firm conclusions regarding the most appropriate
detector to use for PDDs. Although the small diode appeared to be useful, its dimensions
were unspecified. Neither was it compared with a more routine size of detector. As a result,
in the absence of access to MC or convolution, several small detectors available within the
ECC in 1994 were compared as part of the original commissioning process, in order to
determine the most appropriate detector for the measurement of PDDs in small fields.
Prior to the publication of the small fields work from this project at the ECC (McKerracher
and Thwaites, 1999), several additional papers were published on the subject of the
measurement of PDDs in small fields. Heydarian et al (1996) measured PDDs in
stereotactic collimator fields between 41 and 8.9mm diameter, with an RK83-05 IC, a PTW-
Riga diamond and a Scanditronix (2.5mm width) photon diode and compared the results
against Monte Carlo (EGS4). The photon diode and diamond produced PDDs which were
too low and too high respectively, by approximately 0.7% (PDD) compared with the IC, at a
depth of 200mm, in a 30x30mm2 field. This was thought to be due to the dose-rate under
and over response of the diode and diamond respectively. The IC measured PDDs which
were too high by approximately 5% (PDD) with respect to MC in a 5x5mm2 field, due to the
partial volume effect. The diode measured PDDs which were too low by more than 2%
(PDD) and the diamond appeared to match MC. However, the authors did not discuss the
responses of the diode and diamond at this field size. It should also be noted that although it
appears that stereotactic collimators were used, the terminology throughout the paper is not
consistent and it is unclear whether the beam areas quoted are at the isocentre.
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Dasu et al (1998) measured PDDs at 900mm FSD and normalised the results to a depth of
100mm. Measurements were carried out with a photon and an electron diode (2.5mm
sensitive width) and a prototype parallel-plate liquid ionisation chamber (LIC, 3mm
diameter). Only the results for an 8mm diameter collimator were presented, in which all
detectors agreed, other than in the region around dmax. The authors noted that the relative
responses of the diodes were approximately 3% higher than those of the LIC, due to the
dose-rate response of diodes. The response of the EFD was the highest, which was thought
to be due to an over-response to electron contamination. However, it is not clear why this
should have affected the electron more than the photon diode, unless the authors meant that
the tungsten shielding absorbed some of the contaminant electrons, which led to a reduction
in dose at dmax. It is interesting to note that if all of the above results were renormalised to
dmax, the diode curves would be lower than those of the LIC. This is the opposite effect to
that normally obtained with diodes compared to an air-filled IC. However, the authors did
not note this, nor consider the possibility that the LIC may have been too large in the 8mm
collimator. This would have resulted in an under-response in the LIC at dmax, compared
with depth and although the authors recommended the LIC because of its dose-rate
independence, the results did not conclusively shown it to be the most appropriate detector.
Francescon et al (1998) compared MC (BEAM) with measurements made with Gafchromic
film and a prototype parallel plate micro-chamber (PPMC) in beam diameters between 19
and 4.4mm. Although all three agreed to within 1.5% (PDD) at a depth of 150mm, the
Gafchromic film was noisy and repeat measurements were required to average the data.
Verhaegen et al (1998) used BEAM (EGS4) to calculate PDDs in stereotactic fields on a
6MV Varian Clinac-600SR. Calculated PDDs were compared with measurements carried
out with a diamond of 3mm sensitive width, in collimators of 40 and 15mm width and
agreement beyond dmax was found to be "excellent". Electron contamination was thought
to have caused differences in the build-up region.
As a result, by the time of the publication of the ECC results (1999), there was still no firm
recommendation for an optimum, commercial, detector for use in the measurement of
PDDs. Although a "small diode" had been tested (Kubsad et al, 1990), its dimensions were
unspecified. In addition, it was not compared with a more routinely available diode and
therefore the necessity of a stereotactic-specific detector was not addressed. McKerracher
and Thwaites (1999) published results from this work for PDDs measured in collimators
between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, with a shielded, unshielded and stereotactic diode,
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0.125cc and 0.015cc ICs and film placed parallel to the beam CAX. These measurements
will be discussed in full, in the results section.
More recently, Westermark et al (2000) reported on PDD comparisons in a 100x100mm2
field and an 8mm diameter collimator using a small diode, double chip diode, scintillator,
diamond and LIC. Although both diodes had sensitive diameters of 0.6mm, the sensitive
diameter of the diamond appeared to be 3.8mm (volume 4.2mm3, 0.29mm thick), which is
relatively large for a diamond. The sensitive diameters of the non-commercial scintillator
and LIC were 1.0 and 1.5mm respectively. A 4mm diameter RK chamber was used in the
100x100mm2 field only and all results were normalised to 100mm depth. In the
100x100mm2 field, the authors noted that all detectors under-estimated the dose at dmax
compared to the IC, by between 1 and 1.5% (PDD). The IC was not used in the 8mm
diameter collimator, but the same relative responses were noted for all other detectors.
Westermark et al (2000) and Dasu et al (1998) all found that PDDs measured with diodes
were higher at dmax (results normalised to 100mm) than those measured with an LIC.
Westermark et al explained that this was due to an under-response of the LIC, whereas Dasu
et al explained that it was due to an over-response in diodes. This highlights the importance
of distinguishing between measurements of absolute and relative detector response and is an
example of how similar results can be used to "prove" different effects.
Although Yin et al (2002) presented some PDD results for stereotactic collimators, it is
unclear which detectors were used. In contrast, measurements were also carried out in a
6x6mm2 mMLC field with an IC (sensitive diameter 2mm, length 4mm) and a small diode
(0.6mm sensitive width). The IC (conventional orientation) PDDs were higher than the
diode by approximately 3% PDD, between 50 and 250mm deep. This was thought to be due
to the partial volume effect, which led to PDDs which were too high. When the IC was
used with its long axis parallel to the beam CAX, the results agreed with the diode, which is
perhaps surprising in such a small field, for two very different detectors.
Paskalev et al (2002) used a micro PP-IC (mPP-IC) with inner cavity of 2mm diameter and
HS Gafchromic film to measure PDDs in beams of 5 and 1.5mm diameter on the 10MV
beam of a Varian Clinac-18. The mPP-IC measurements were corrected to account for the
size, construction and material of the detector. All measurements agreed well with
EGS/BEAM calculations in the 5mm diameter collimator, but the measured data appeared
to be approximately 8% (local dose) higher than the MC calculations at 120mm deep in the
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1.5mm diameter collimator. However, it was difficult to extract numbers from the graph
and the authors do not comment on the agreement and disagreement.
Sanchez-Doblado et al (2003) calculated PDDs in small stereotactic collimators (10.5 and
3mm diameter) on the 6MV beam of an Elekta SL-18 using EGS4 (BEAM). Unshielded
diode measurements (2.5mm sensitive width) were in "good agreement" with MC.
Comparison of results
As discussed in the introduction, BJR Supplement 25 (Jordan, 1996) contains tables of
PDDs for a range of energies (2-50MV), averaged over several linac designs and qualities.
These tables are useful, both as a baseline against which to compare a department's own
measured data and as examples of measurements in beam energies which may not be
available within a department. The minimum field size tabulated is 40x40mm2 and until
recently there has been no requirement for smaller field sizes.
In a 400x400mm2 field, the spread in PDD over energies between 4 and 12MV, at a depth of
100mm, is approximately 8%(PDD). This increases to approximately 12% in a
100x100mm2 field and 15%(PDD) in a 40x40mm2 field. In a small field the scatter is
mainly determined by the energy, but in a large field it is mainly determined by the field
size. It is expected therefore, that in field sizes <40x40mm2, the spread over the same range
of energies is likely to be >=15%. Figure 3.1 shows a plot of the PDDs in a 40x40mm2 field
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BJR Supplement 25 PDDs in a 40x40mm2 field, for energies between 4 and
12MV.
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To compare the small field results in the publications previously discussed, PDDs
(normalised to dmax only) for either the recommended detector, or the smallest detector
have been extracted , as summarised in Table 3.1.
Author Year Energy Linac Field Measurement
(MV) type system
Arcovito et al 1985 9 Neptune CGR □ TLD
0.3mm wide
Dasu et al 2002 6 Clinac 2300 CD O LIC
Francescon et al 1998 6 Siemens O MC BEAM
Mevatron
Fleydarian et al 1996 6 Siemens O EGS4
Mevatron KD-2
Houdek et al 1983 10 LMR-13 □ TLD ribbons
Toshiba
Kubsad et al 1990 6 ? O EGS4
McKerracher & 1999 6 BBC CH6 o EFD
Thwaites
Paskalev et al 2001 10 Clinac 1800 o MC
Sanchez-Doblado 2003 6 Elekta SL-18 o MC
et al
Verhaegen et al 1998 6 Clinac 600SR o MC
Westermark et al 2000 6 Varian Clinac o small diode
2100C
Yin et al 2002 6 Varian Clinac o ?
Table 3.1 A summary of PDD data extracted from the literature review, for circular
(o) and square (□) fields.
The above table contains a broad spectrum of energies and measurement methods. The
linac manufacturer is not stated in Kubsad et al and Yin et al do not explain which detector
was used. As most authors only report the results in the smallest fields, only the PDDs for
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Figure 3.2. Plot of data from Table 3.1, for fields close to 10mm width.
Supplement 25 suggests a 7% spread in PDD at 100mm deep in a 40x40mm2 field and the
spread in Figure 3.2 is approximately 10% PDD at 100mm deep, which is comparable for
energies between 6 and 10MV. Flowever, the difference between the results of Arcovito et
al (9MV) and Houdek et al (10MV) is >5%. Although Arcovito et al measured dmax in a
100x100mm2 field to be 20mm, they reported a shift to 16mm in a 10x10mm2 field. Houdek
found dmax to be 25mm in all field sizes measured. This difference in the depth of dmax
may explain the differences in PDD. The results for the 6MV beams are almost identical
and independent of the methodology. Although the linacs are of different designs and
qualities, the agreement gives some credence to the measured data. Figure 3.3 shows a
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Figure 3.3. Plot of data from Table 3.1, for fields of width <10mm.
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Although all beam energies (other than in Paskalev et al) are nominally 6MV, the spread
over all beams atlOOmm deep is approximately 10% and the results reported in Yin et al are
much lower than expected.
Zero area PDDs
A zero area PDD shows the decrease in primary with depth and can be obtained either
through extrapolation or from a measured linear attenuation coefficient (Arcovito et al,
1985; Houdek et al, 1983). A zero area PDD can be used to interpolate PDDs for field sizes
smaller than those available. Figure 3.4 shows zero area PDDs in the literature.
OAOrrni
Figure 3.4 Zero area PDDs from the literature.
Again the differences reflect the differences in dmax position, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Summary
The diversity in all of the above results shows the extent of the problem in small field
measurements. The magnitude of the spread in PDD over all publications is not only a
reflection of the beam energies, but is a result of the measurement methods used. These
differences increase as the beam diameter decreases and show that extreme care must be
taken in measuring small field PDDs. In addition, it is clear that in the absence any
recommendations for detectors and methods, the production of standard PDD tables for very
small field sizes is unlikely for some significant time.
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3.1.6 Aim
The primary aim of this work was to compare different detectors in the measurement of
small field PDDs in collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, in order to determine an
optimum commercial detector(s), from those available to the ECC. In particular, the
performance of more stereotactic specific detectors such as a small diode or IC was
compared against that for their more routine counterparts. The optimum detector was then
used for measurements on all linacs. Zero area PDDs were also extrapolated from measured
data and used to interpolate PDDs for collimators in the 10-5mm diameter range. These
results were compared against measurements in these collimator sizes.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Materials
All diodes (PFD, EFD, SFD), both cylindrical ICs (0.125cc, 0.015cc) and the PPIC were
compared in the water tank. Film was used in solid water. A diamond was originally
unavailable and was later found to be unsuitable for measurements in the Scanditronix tank
due to the design and weight of the 'M' connector, as shown in Figure 3.5, which made it
physically unstable in the detector holder.




Figure 3.5. Diamond with 'M' connector.
3.2.2 Methods
Detectors
All detectors were initially compared in the 40 and 12.5mm diameter collimators on the
BBC CH6, to determine the optimum detector. This was then used to measure PDDs in
intermediate collimators and all collimators on the 600CD. PDDs measured on the 600CD
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were extrapolated to zero field size and the calculated data in 10 and 5mm collimators
compared against data measured with the SFD.
Tank measurements
PDDs were measured in the water tank at 1000mm FSD. Neither of the linacs used, nor the
Scanditronix tank, provided the means to take a reference signal from the MU chamber and
input it directly to the electrometer attached to the tank, unless extensive in-house
modifications were made. On the CH6, the reference detector (unshielded diode) was
placed inside the field, between the surface of the water and the end of the stereotactic
collimator, because the tertiary collimator housing was mounted flush with the face-plate of
the linac. However, on the 600CD, the reference detector was placed above the stereotactic
collimator, inside the 50x50mm2 field, but outwith the stereotactic field, because the
housing was mounted with a 5mm gap. Measurements were made in both the upward and
downward directions, along the CAX.
The cylindrical ICs were orientated conventionally, with long axes perpendicular to the
beam CAX. This was because there were physical problems in fixing the chambers to the
detector holder in any other orientation, making their position very unstable. The diodes
were used conventionally, with long axes parallel to the beam CAX. Film was used parallel
to the beam, in solid water only.
The centre of the sensitive volume of each detector was aligned with the beam CAX by
scanning beam profiles at both dmax and 100mm deep. The Inplane/Xplane zero co¬
ordinates were then set at the centre of the 50% dose regions, averaged over both depths.
Measurements were carried out in precision mode, in 0.5mm depth steps.
Solid water measurements
Both the PPIC and film were used in solid water (RMI). Film was positioned parallel to the
beam and calibrated at dmax using film positioned normal to the beam CAX. Although this
method was not recommended by Williamson et al (1981) in conventional field sizes, the
situation was investigated in small fields. The film envelope was pierced prior to use and
then sandwiched tightly between blocks of RMI. The PFD and EFD were also used in RMI
at a few depths as an independent check of the tank data. The dose in the build-up region
was measured using each detector in RMI and this was combined with the tank data.
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Data smoothing and extrapolation
PDDs were smoothed by plotting PDD against collimator diameter at selected depths and
obtaining best fit lines to the data. In this way data for fields < 12.5mm diameter could be
extrapolated and the effects of noise smoothed. The extrapolated data was necessary for the
conversion ofPDDs to TMRs (Chapter 8).
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 CH6 measurements
Reproducibility
Measurements were made with each detector in the tank, in both directions, on different
days, in order to determine the reproducibility. The noise in the measurements increased
with decreasing collimator diameter. On the BBC linacs this was primarily because the
reference detector was positioned at the very edge of the field, in the region of high dose
gradient. The reproducibility of repeat tank measurements in both directions, at depths
beyond dmax, is +/-0.5% PDD. The largest uncertainties are in the region around dmax, as
the effect of the reference detector position is largest and the push and pull of the meniscus
has the greatest effect. The EFD measurements in the 12.5mm collimator are shown in
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Figure 3.6. Repeat PDDs in the 12.5mm collimator, measured with the EFD.
The spread over repeat tank measurements is 1mm (i.e. +/-0.5mm) due to differences in the
set-up of the tank zero co-ordinate, the FSD and the movement of the meniscus. The RMI
measurements are approximately 0.5mm nearer the surface than the highest tank
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measurements. This could be a real effect caused by a systematic error in the set-up of
either the tank or the RMI, or due to the water-equivalent material. The magnitude of the
uncertainties is similar for all other detectors.
Dmax shift
The position of dmax decreases from approximately 15.6mm for the 40mm collimator, to
13.8mm for the 12.5mm collimator, averaged over all detectors. The standard dmax in the
reference field (1 OOx 100mm2) is 15mm. These results agree with those of other authors as
discussed in the literature review. Although the noise associated with each detector causes
the measured dmax to vary by up to +/- 1mm, the field size dependence is still apparent. A
constant normalisation depth of 15mm, is used in all further measurements, in accordance
with other authors (Serago 1992, Das 1996, Fan 1997). As a result, PDDs will be >100% at
depths <15mm, in the smaller collimators.
Surface dose
Nominal surface dose was measured in RMI with all detectors other than the ICs. True
surface dose could only be measured with the PP-IC. Although the surface dose varied
between 10 and 20%, noise in the measurements was too large to extract any field size
dependence, in accordance with other authors (Sixel and Podgorsak, 1993 and Das, 1996).
Detector comparison
Figure 3.7 shows a plot ofPDD against depth, in the 40mm collimator, on the CH6.
Depth Imm
Figure 3.7. Comparison of detectors in the measurement ofPDDs in the 40mm
diameter collimator on the CH6.
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The maximum spread over all detectors, other than film, at 100mm deep is <0.5% PDD (i.e.
<0.8% local dose), with a minimal increase as the depth increases. Film PDD is >2% (>5%
local dose) higher than the mean of the other detectors at the same depth. This could be due
to the over-response of film to low energy photons and suggests that phantom scatter still
has an effect at this field size. However, air pockets and gaps between slabs of RMI may
not have been entirely eliminated and could have introduced some additional experimental
uncertainties, accounting for the more irregular appearance of the film depth dose curve.
The unshielded diodes might also be expected to over-respond to scatter at depth. However,
it is the PFD which is higher than the others, but only by approximately 1% PDD at 200mm
deep. This suggests that phantom scatter is not a problem for the unshielded diode at this
field size and that the energy compensation in the PFD has caused an under-response at
dmax, perhaps due to the absorption of too many contaminant electrons. This apparent
contradiction regarding phantom scatter effects in the diodes compared with film is due to
the difference in atomic number between silver and silicon i.e. phantom scatter will have a
larger effect on film, due to the higher atomic number of silver.
An alternative way to consider differences between PDDs measured with a variety of
detectors, is to normalise to a depth other than dmax. This method can highlight small
differences between curves as the differences are shifted to the high dose region around
dmax. Figure 3.8 shows the PDDs for the 40mm collimator, normalised to 100mm deep.
DepttVrrm
Figure 3.8. PDDs around dmax in the 40mm collimator, from Figure 7.7, renormalised
to 100mm deep.
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The relative response of film at dmax is approximately 8% PDD (>5% local dose) lower
than the other detectors. This could suggest an under-response at dmax, rather than an over-
response at depth, although the latter seems more likely. The responses of the diodes match
that of the 0.125cc IC. Figure 3.9 shows the corresponding results in the 12.5mm
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of detectors in the measurement of PDDs in the 12.5mm
diameter collimator on the CH6.
The spread over all detectors, other than film, is larger than in the 40mm and is
approximately 1.5% PDD (2.5% local dose) at 100mm deep. Figure 3.10 shows the region














Figure 3.10. PDD region near 100mm deep in the 12.5mm collimator (from Figure 3.9.)
The maximum depth measured with the PPIC measurements was 100mm. The 0.015cc IC
measurements appear to have a discontinuity around 100mm, likely to be due to movement
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between the detector and/or the tank mechanism. The PFD is closely matched to the
0.125cc IC and both are <0.5% PDD higher than the two unshielded diodes, which
themselves are almost indistinguishable. The film results are approximately 0.6% PDD (1%
local dose) lower than the unshielded diodes. The differences between detectors in this field
could be due to differences in the effects of scatter, or due to the partial volume effect,
which would cause the IC PDDs to be too high, as found. The decrease in the over-response
of film could also be a result of the reduction in phantom scatter. The change in the
response of the PFD could be due to the lack of contaminant electrons in the smallest field
size. Figure 3.11 shows the results normalised to 100mm deep.
Figure 3.11 PDDs in the dmax region, from Figure 3.9, renormalised to 100mm deep.
Film and the unshielded diodes appear to be over-responding with respect to the ICs in the
12.5mm collimator, although again this is more likely due to due to an under-response in the
ICs caused by the partial volume effect. Although the PFD matches the 0.125cc IC, this
does not necessarily imply that both are correct. As stated, the IC could be under-
responding at dmax due to the partial volume effect.
Optimum detector
It is important to be aware that differences between curves could be due to detector under or
over-response at dmax or depth, irrespective of the normalisation. Conclusions regarding
the absolute detector response cannot be made from relative measurements alone. MC
could be used to determine absolute response, but this is outwith the scope of this work.
The match of the unshielded diodes to the ICs in the 40mm collimator shows that scatter
effects are minimal, in terms of their effect on the response in silicon. In the 12.5mm
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collimator, both cylindrical ICs are likely to be too large and produce PDDs which are too
high, when normalised to dmax. A PFD measures PDDs which are also too high, possibly
due to the absorption of too many contaminant electrons in the tungsten shielding at dmax.
The unshielded diodes are therefore the most appropriate detectors to use in all collimators
measured. Differences between the two types (EFD and SFD) are inconclusive at this stage,
but the SFD has the lowest signal and therefore a slower acquisition speed must be used to
improve the signal to noise ratio.
3.3.2 Measurements on the 600CD
Reproducibility
BDAS measurements in the 40 and 12.5mm collimators were repeated on three separate
occasions, in both directions. The mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of
the relative dose at each depth were then calculated from the six sets of data for each
collimator. Beyond dmax, the mean variation in local dose between repeat measurements
was 0.4%. As the uncertainty is largest in the build-up region and in the 12.5mm
collimator, these results are shown in Figure 3.12, with the mean of all results shown in red.
Depth/mm
Figure 3.12. Reproducibility ofmeasurements with the EFD in the 12.5mm collimator.
In the build-up region the spread in depth, over all measurements at 5mm deep, is
approximately 1.3mm, again comparable with the CH6 results although more repeats were
carried out on the 600CD. This shows that the largest uncertainties are associated with the
doses in the build-up region.
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Data measurements and smoothing
PDDs were measured on the 600CD with the EFD in all collimators between 40 and
12.5mm diameter. The curves were smoothed by plotting PDD against collimator diameter
and fitting a straight line at each depth of interest. An example of the data, extrapolated to
zero field size using the linear fits, is shown in Figure 3.13. The extrapolation assumes a
linear fit down to zero field size, which is not actually physically correct.
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Figure 3.13. An example of some crossplots of PDD data against collimator diameter for
three depths, with best fit lines superimposed.
The R2 value for straight line fits to the PDD data for depths beyond 50mm was >0.95.
However, at shallower depths R2 decreased rapidly to 0.25 at 20mm deep and 0.1 at 10mm
deep. Figure 3.14 shows examples for depths of 10 and 13mm.
CeiiiTetar damBterArm
Figure 3.14. PDDs against collimator diameter at both 10 and 13mm deep, with straight
line fits.
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This highlights the problems of extrapolation at shallow depths. Figure 3.15 shows the
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Figure 3.15. Final smoothed PDD data on 600CD measured with the EFD and
extrapolated data for 10mm diameter and zero-area.
Zero area PDDs
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Figure 3.16. Zero-area PDDs, with ISL removed, plotted on a log-linear graph.
The linear attenuation coeffiecient calculated from the gradient of the above curve, was
0.00496mm"1. On the 600CD, p. had previously been measured in a 30x30mm2 field and
found to be 0.00484mm"1. The difference of 2.5% is likely to be a result of differences in
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extrapolation. The extrapolated zero-area PDDs are compared against those calculated
using the measured linear attenuation coefficient in Figure 3.17.
DepttVmm
Figure 3.17. Extrapolated zero-area PDDs comapred with those calculated from a
measured linear attenuation coefficient.
The difference between these two curves reflects the differences in extrapolation between a
conventional field size and a small one, as shown in Figure 3.18, where the open square
field data has been plotted against equivalent circle.
Field diameter /mm
Figure 3.18. Comparison of PDDs at three depths extrapolated from conventional open
field measurements and extrapolated from stereotactic field measurements.
As the depth increases, the PDDs extrapolated from the conventional open field data are
higher than those extrapolated from the stereotactic data. This is because the slope of the
curve increases as the field size decreases. It should be noted that below a 12.5mm
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collimator the slope is likely to increase further and shows that extrapolation is a flawed
technique.
Measurements in very small collimators
Smaller collimators (<12.5mm diameter) became available at the time of the commissioning
of the 600CD. Raw measurements in the 40 and 12.5mm collimators with both the EFD
and SFD are shown in Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19. Comparison of the EFD and SFD in the 40 and 12.5mm collimators.
The two detectors are virtually indistinguishable in both collimators. However, as the use of
the EFD could result in volume averaging effects in smaller collimators and as it was
desirable to use only one detector to minimise the number of measurements, only the SFD
was used in collimators < 12.5mm diameter. The PDDs measured in the 10mm collimator
are compared against the extrapolated data in Figure 3.20, with the 40mm (measured) and
zero-area (extrapolated) data included for comparison.
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Figure 3.20. Comparison of (EFD) extrapolated data and (SFD) measured data, in the
10mm collimator. 40mm and zero-area data included for comparison.
At 100mm deep in the 10mm collimator, the extrapolated data is approximately 1% PDD
(1.8% local dose) higher than the measured data. Larger differences are apparent in the
build-up region and in the region between dmax and 50mm deep. These differences could
be due to the extrapolation of data in this region, as discussed previously, but could also be
due to a systematic error in the positioning of the SFD. The measured depth of dmax is
approximately 13mm. Comparable results for the 5mm collimator are shown in Figure
3.21.
Depth /mm
Figure 3.21. Comparison of (EFD) extrapolated data and (SFD) measured data, in the
5mm collimator. 40mm and zero-area data included for comparison.
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The differences between the extrapolated and measured data are comparable with those for
the 10mm collimator. The depth of dmax appears to have shifted to <llmm, which is in
approximate agreement with Verhaegen et al (1998) who calculated dmax to be
approximately 9mm in a 5mm diameter collimator. This relatively large shift in dmax
would not have been accounted for in the extrapolation and this could be the reason for
some of the differences. However, there are other experimental uncertainties which could
account for the differences. At very small field sizes, the accuracy of the set-up becomes
more critical. If the detector axis and the movement of the depth controller are not exactly
aligned with the beam CAX, the detector will not measure the same off axis dose at each
depth. In addition, the relatively high signal on the reference detector, compared with the
very small signal on the SFD, particularly in the 5mm collimator, could mean that small
variations in linac output are not compensated for in the SFD measurements.
3.3.3 Comparison with CH6
Final PDDs on both the CH6 and the 600CD, measured with the EFD, in the 40 and
12.5mm collimators are shown in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22. A comparison of PDDs in the 40 and 12.5mm collimators, on both the
600CD and the CH6.
In both collimators, the PDDs on the CH6 are higher than those on the 600CD, due to the
higher beam quality (QI= 0.678, compared with 0.663). The approximate 1.5% increase in
PDD at 100mm deep corresponds to that measured in the standard field sizes.
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3.3.4 XKnife requirements
The XKnife planning system requires the input of TMRs, rather than PDDs. TMRs are
calculated from PDDs using equation 2(a) in BJR Supplement 25 (Burns, 1996), in Chapter
8. TMRs calculated in collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter require PDDs down to
a 10mm collimator. At the time of this original work, the very small collimators were not
available and therefore extrapolated data down to a 10mm collimator was used. The final
PDD data set used for TMR calculation on the 600CD is shown in Appendix 1.
3.4 Conclusion
From the detectors tested, an unshielded diode has been shown to be the most suitable for
the measurement of PDDs in collimators between 40-12.5mm. The EFD is more practical
than the SFD in this range because of the higher signal to noise ratio. However, the use of
the term "electron diode" (EFD) to describe the unshielded diode is somewhat confusing as
it suggests that the diode has been designed specifically for use in electron beams. This is
not the case. The only difference between the "electron" and "photon" diodes is the
inclusion of energy compensating material in the "photon" diode. This is used to
compensate for the over-response of a diode to low energy scatter. The results outlined in
this chapter have shown that phantom scatter is minimal in small fields and therefore the
diode over-response is practically eliminated. Indeed the photon diode could be a
disadvantage in small fields as too many contaminant electrons may be absorbed in the
energy compensating shield. This would cause the PDDs to be under-estimated in larger
small fields, when normalised to dmax. Because of its small size, the SFD should be the
most appropriate detector to use in very small fields. However, there is some uncertainty
over the differences between measured PDDs and those extrapolated from the EFD
measurements. This requires further examination, perhaps with repeat measurements, a
longer sampling time and the reference signal taken directly from the MU chamber. MC
calculations would be extremely useful to determine the accuracy of the measured data at
these field sizes. However, it would appear that PDDs for fields smaller than 12.5mm
diameter can be extrapolated with an uncertainty of approximately =<1% (PDD) in a 5mm
collimator, at 100mm deep.
PDDs should be measured with the reference signal ideally taken from the linac MU
chamber, or placed above the tertiary collimator system, within the open field, but outwith
the stereotactic field. In addition, the detector should be carefully aligned with the beam
CAX by scanning the beam profile at a minimum of two depths and aligning the







The change in the x-ray dose distribution along a defined line in a plane perpendicular to the
beam CAX is characterised by the beam profile, the shape of which is dependent on both the
geometric and dosimetric properties of the beam. Although a megavoltage x-ray source
produces photons in all directions, the beam has a forward peak which is reduced by the
inclusion of a beam flattening filter (BFF), downstream of the target. The BFF is conical in
shape and is comprised of a mixture of metals. On the 600CD these are predominantly lead
and tin. The shape of the BFF is designed to remove more photons from the centre of the
beam than the edges and thus flatten the overall profile, making it more useful for clinical
treatments. IEC (1989) states that the flatness within the central 80% of the beam width, at
a depth of 100mm in water, 1000mm FAD, should be within +/-3% of the dose on the CAX.
Field size
Although IEC (1989) states that the field size should be defined as the width of the 50%
isodose at the isocentre, 100mm deep, it is almost invariably set up to be the width of the
50% at the phantom surface. The field size is determined by the collimating system, such as
the movable collimators of the linac, MLC, blocks or stereotactic collimators.
Penumbra
If scatter and transmission effects are ignored and a point source is considered, the dose
outside the geometrical edge of a beam is zero. However, the finite size of the source, the
transmission through the collimators, the in-air and in-phantom photon scattering and the
secondary electron transport, all result in a dose gradient, known as the penumbra. The
penumbra is a region of electronic disequilibrium, where electrons are predominantly






Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the penumbra.
The left-hand diagram in Figure 4.1 shows a finite source, s and a beam defined by the
collimation system at X. The line SB represents the geometrical edge of a beam from a
theoretical point source at S and the region ABC represents the penumbra (p) in the real
beam. The distance between the source and the lower edge of the linac collimators is
represented by c and the FSD is the distance to the phantom surface. The broken line in the
right hand diagram represents the theoretical beam, the intensity of which drops to zero at B.
The broad line represents the true situation, where ABC again represents the penumbra.
The true dose in the shoulder region at A is less than that in the theoretical situation because
electrons are predominantly scattered out of the beam. Conversely, the dose in the tail at C
is greater than that in the theoretical situation, because although it lies entirely outside the
geometric edge of the beam, some of the source can still be "seen" at that point. In addition,
photons and electrons are scattered to that point from inside the beam and some dose is
deposited as a result of transmission through the collimators.
The width of the penumbra can be characterised either as the distance between the 20 and
80% or between the 10 and 90% regions. IEC (1989) recommends that penumbra is
measured at 100mm deep, 1000mm FAD in a 100x100mm2 field. Although IEC do not
state a recommended penumbra width under these conditions, on a linac the 20-80%
distance is approximately 10mm (Almond and Horton, 2000).
The width of the penumbra changes with field size, FSD, depth and energy, due to geometry
and changes in scatter. The width of the penumbra decreases as the field size decreases, due
to geometrical effects and differences in transmission through the movable collimators.
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These can be minimised by mounting the linac collimators on an arc such that the inner
surface of each collimator remains parallel to the edge of the beam as the field size is
adjusted (Khan, Chapter 4, 1994). All linac manufacturers design the movable collimators
in this manner. However, the only linac on which this also applies to the MLC is the
Siemens Primus. On the Varian 600CD the MLC leaves travel only in the plane
perpendicular to the beam CAX. However, the rounded ends of the MLC leaves have been
designed to try to ensure that transmission effects are constant for all field sizes.
The width of the penumbra increases with depth, due to geometrical effects and the increase
in scatter with depth. The relationship between the penumbra and FSD can be expressed
analytically (Bomford, 2003):
p = s(FSD-c)/c (4.1)
It is apparent that p increases as the FSD and spot size (s) increases. It is also apparent that
p can be minimised by increasing the distance c, between the source and the lower edge of
the collimating system i.e. by decreasing the distance between the end of the collimation
system and the isocentre.
Off axis ratio
The ratio of the dose at any off axis distance (OAD) to that on the CAX at the same depth
and FSD, is known as the off axis ratio (OAR).
OAR = D(r, d) / D(r0, d) (4.2)
where r is the distance off axis from the CAX to the point of measurement, at a depth d and
r0 is the CAX (i.e. r = 0).
Planning systems based predominantly on measured data generally require the input of
OARs at several fixed depths and field sizes. Profiles at intermediate depths and field sizes
are calculated by interpolation. Alternatively, some planning systems require only profile
information in the largest field size, at several depths. The penumbra is extracted from the




Although the geometric and dosimetric properties of the beam determine the actual profile,
the properties of the measurement device will have an affect on the apparent profile. The
composition, directional response, energy, dose rate dependence and, most importantly, size
of the detector will all affect the apparent profile (Heydarian et al, 1996).
4.1.2 Measurement of profiles
Phantoms
OARs are most efficiently measured in a water tank using a field detector and a reference
detector. Measurements should be made over both beam axes and compared. Although the
shape of the profile is dependent on the axis (Inplane/Xplane), profiles in both directions are
generally considered to be sufficiently similar that profiles in only one direction are input to
the TPS. Measurements should only be carried out in beams which are sufficiently
symmetrical to allow the profiles to be averaged over both sides of the CAX.
It should be noted that the scan direction for an ion chamber used in conventional
orientation (long axis perpendicular to beam CAX) must be perpendicular to the long axis of
the chamber, to optimise the resolution and avoid potential asymmetry in the measurements.
OARs can also be measured in a solid water phantom using a point detector. However, the
process is time consuming and the couch lateral co-ordinate must be adjusted to obtain
measurements at off axis positions. If solid water is used, it is more common to use it in
conjunction with film, with which 2D information can be obtained in a single exposure.
Detectors
The finite size of any detector will affect the resolution of measurements in regions of
significant dose gradient, as the dose will be averaged over the entire detector volume
(volume averaging). For large detectors, such as ion chambers, this will result in a
broadening of the penumbra caused by a decrease in dose in the shoulders and an increase in
dose in the tails. However, it has been shown that correction factors can be calculated to
account for the size of the chamber. Dawson et al (1986) extrapolated detector size to zero
by measuring the same profile with several cylindrical ICs of different diameters. The
authors concluded that IC penumbra measurements could be adjusted by increasing and
decreasing the distance from the CAX in the high and low dose regions respectively, in
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proportion to the radius of the IC. This correction did however, still underestimate the
profile width in a 100x100mm2 field compared with film, by up to 1.5mm.
Sibata et al (1991) defined a similar correction, based on a quadratic fit to the data, but the
80-20% penumbra regions in a half beam blocked 50x70mm2 field were still approximately
1mm wider than those measured with film.
Diodes can be used to improve the resolution when measuring profiles. However, although
the sensitive volume is small (approximately 2.5mm width), volume averaging will still
occur when the detector is used with its long axis parallel to the beam CAX. This has led
some investigators to orientate the detector with long axis perpendicular to the beam CAX.
The thickness of the silicon chip will then be presented to the beam and as this is generally
of the order of 0.2mm, the resolution is greatly increased. However, the asymmetric
construction of the detector in this orientation may produce an asymmetrical response.
The non-tissue-equivalence of silicon will also have an effect on the apparent penumbra. In
some of the literature discussed in the next section this is considered to be a positive feature.
pZ/A is higher in silicon than in water or air and as a result, the electron range in silicon is
shorter than in water or air. This is important in regions of electronic disequilibrium, such
as the penumbra. The stopping power (MeVcm2/g) multiplied by the physical density
(g/cm2) shows that an electron of the same energy will be stopped in silicon in
approximately half the distance required in water. In penumbral measurements the effect of
this would be to reduce the number of electrons scattered out of the beam, increase the dose
in the shoulder region and consequently sharpen the penumbra. Volume averaging and
electron range are conflicting effects, but the magnitude of each still requires further
investigation.
The energy, dose rate and directional response of diodes may also cause problems in the
measurement of OARs. For example, at off axis distances, the directional response of
diodes could lead to an underestimation of the dose. The decrease in the mean energy and
the increase in dose rate at off axis distances might also cause the diode to over-respond.
It is interesting to note that Dawson et al (1984) claimed to be the first to describe two types
of distribution in the penumbra. These were the photon-fluence distribution (head scatter)
and the dose distribution. The authors stated that an ionisation chamber is an electron
detector and consequently measures the dose distribution. A diode is however a photon
detector and therefore measures the photon fluence associated with the geometry of the linac
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head. The net result of this is that a diode measures a sharper profile than an IC and
underestimates the width of the penumbra, by an amount that increases with beam energy.
At 6MV the difference between the 10-90% penumbra measured with a very small diode
(0.13mm sensitive width) and an IC with 3.5mm inner diameter, in a 100x100mm2 field at
an unspecified depth in water, was 0.4mm. The authors advised that the true penumbra lay
in between these two measured penumbras.
Film is a useful detector for the measurement of profiles as 2D information can be obtained
quickly, at one depth, for a single exposure. Although film is energy dependent and its
over-response to low energy photons could affect off axis doses, Sibata et al (1991) found
that the variation in beam spectra across a beam profile had no significant effect on the
energy response of film. As the resolution of film measurements is only dependent on the
resolution of the densitometer, film would appear to be the ideal detector for use in profile
measurements.
4.1.3 Small field situation
Penumbra
A narrow penumbra is particularly desirable in stereotactic fields, where a small target
volume may be located close to a sensitive structure. Tertiary collimators, matched to the
geometric divergence of the beam, reduce the overall penumbra by sharpening the
geometric penumbra, reducing collimator transmission and minimising the effects of scatter
in the head and in the air. Both of these effects can be maximised by positioning the tertiary
collimators nearer to the patient (increasing c). However, this has to be weighed against
increasing the distance between the isocentre and the end of the tertiary collimators, to
maximise the number of possible approaches for each beam. Serago et al (1992) found that
increasing the distance between the source and the ends of the collimators from 585mm to
760mm, decreased the penumbra in a 30mm diameter collimator by less than 0.4mm and in
smaller collimators by only 0.1mm. The Radionics system used in the ECC employs a
distance of 770mm between the source and the end of the collimators.
Although the 20-80% distance is most often quoted for the penumbra in larger fields, the
10-90% is more clinically significant in stereotactic fields as the target volume is generally
covered by the 90% isodose and the requirement is for the dose to fall off quickly outside
this region. Many authors discuss uncertainties in penumbra width of the order of 0.5mm.
Although this should be put in the context of the overall uncertainty of both localisation and
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treatment, small uncertainties in various measurements may add to increase the overall
uncertainty.
High dose region and detectors
Accurate determination of the width of the 90% isodose is probably more important than
accurate determination of the penumbra width, as this determines the size of collimator
chosen for treatment. The use of a collimator which is too large (underestimation of the
90% width) will lead to the unnecessary irradiation of excess normal tissue. The use of a
collimator which is too small (over-estimation of the 90% width) will lead to the under-
dosage of the target volume.
As the field size is described by the width of the 50% isodose, the full width half maximum
(FWHM) is often quoted as an important parameter. However, in stereotactic fields, the fall
off in dose is much sharper than in conventional fields and the width of the 50% becomes a
much less useful parameter, particularly with reference to the size of detector used. A
detector must ideally fit within the very high dose region, such as the 99%, to be used in
stereotactic field measurements, without the need for a correction for detector size.
Volume averaging
If a detector is too large for measurements in small fields, volume averaging will occur.
This can be accounted for by extrapolating the detector size to zero, as previously discussed.
However, it is also important to note that when measuring the penumbra in small circular
fields, the width of the sensitive area is important not only in the scan direction, but also in





Figure 4.2. Example of scan direction for measurements in circular collimators.
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Averaging of the dose occurs over the steep dose gradient in the penumbra and also over the
curvature of the field edge. Ideally, both changes should be accounted for.
4.1.4 Small field profiles in the literature
At the time of the original commissioning of the stereotactic system on the CH6 linac
(1994), only three publications existed on the measurement ofOARs in small fields.
Rice et al (1987) used ICs of different diameter and extrapolated the results to zero detector
size to determine the profile width at 75mm deep in a 17.5mm diameter collimator. The
extrapolated results were within 0.3mm of measurements with film and 0.9mm TLD
ribbons. Measurements were also made at other depths and in-air with an IC and a brass
build-up cap. No significant change in penumbra with depth in water was reported and the
authors concluded that the profile shape was independent of depth in small beams.
Although the in-air profile in the 30 and 12.5mm diameter collimators showed a sharper
penumbra and a wider high dose region, this was not discussed by the authors.
Haworth and Perry (1993) used a photon diode (2.5mm sensitive width) orientated with
long axis perpendicular to the beam, to measure profiles at 50mm deep, at three FSDs. The
authors found that the 50% width determined by the diode, matched that measured on film
to within 0.25mm, in collimators down to 7mm diameter. However, their measurements
were painstakingly made in a solid water phantom, only half of each profile was measured
and the results were not compared against a diode in conventional orientation. Although the
penumbra was measured at different FSDs, no results were presented.
Beddar et al (1994) compared a photon and an electron diode (both 2.5mm sensitive width)
in both orientations to measure profiles at an unspecified depth in a 10mm diameter
collimator. Maximum spatial resolution was achieved when each diode was orientated with
long axis perpendicular to the beam CAX i.e. the thickness of the measurement volume was
presented to the beam. This decreased the measured penumbra by approximately 0.6mm
compared with that measured in conventional orientation. However, the perpendicular
orientation also led to an asymmetrical beam profile, thought to be due to the difference in
density between the materials in front of and behind the detectors. In front of the sensitive
volume of each diode is epoxy (in the detector) and water (in the tank). Behind the sensitive
volume there is epoxy, cable connections and the detector stems. The measured dose, in the
penumbra in particular, is therefore dependent on the direction of scan. The measured
asymmetry was greatest with the photon diode due to the additional tungsten shielding. A
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symmetrical profile can however be obtained by turning the diode around at the CAX and
measuring the two halves of the profile separately. However, for simplicity and greater
accuracy, the authors recommended the use of an electron diode, orientated with long axis
parallel to the beam. Although the size of the sensitive area was larger in this orientation,
the authors suggested that the decreased electron range in silicon cancelled out the effect of
volume averaging. The maximum error introduced by using an electron diode parallel to the
beam CAX was thought to be =<0.5mm, based on film measurements in materials of
different density. Haworth and Perry (1993) did not report any asymmetry, but this was
probably because only half of each beam profile was measured.
At the start of the stereotactic commissioning in the ECC (1994), an electron diode (parallel
to the beam CAX), or film, appeared to be the most useful detectors. These detectors were
selected for use, but were also compared against a PFD and 0.125cc IC.
Prior to the publication of the small detectors work at the ECC (McKerracher and Thwaites,
1999), several additional papers were published on the subject of the measurement of OARs
in small fields. Higgens et al (1995) used deconvolution of (3.5mm internal diameter) IC
size to correct small beam profiles. Although measurements were carried out at both 15 and
105mm deep, the results were only presented for one, unspecified depth. In the 12.5 and
10mm collimators, the deconvolved IC results were up to 1.0mm wider than those measured
with film. The authors made the interesting point that if the detector was too large, the dose
on the CAX could have been underestimated. This would have led to incorrect
normalisation and a corresponding increase in the penumbra. Consequently, they
recommended that the maximum inner diameter of any detector should be less than half the
full width half maximum (FWHM) of the smallest beam in order to use deconvolution.
Rustgi (1995) compared a photon diode (2.2mm sensitive width), a diamond (2.7mm
sensitive width) and a 0.14cc IC, in elongated fields (10x200, 30x200mm2) at dmax. The
diode and diamond were orientated with long axes perpendicular to the beam CAX to
maximise the resolution. As only half of the beam profile was presented, there was no
evidence of skew. This would be expected when a photon diode is used in this orientation.
The authors recommended the use of the photon diode as this measured penumbras which
were 0.4 and 0.8mm narrower than those measured with the diamond in small fields.
Das et al (1996) measured profiles at dmax, 50 and 100mm, using a diamond (2.7mm
sensitive width) with long axis parallel to the beam. The results were found to be identical
with those in both Kodak XV and CEA film in all collimators between 40 and 12.5mm
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diameter. This suggested that the resolution of a diode in this orientation was satisfactory.
The authors also noted that the OARs were relatively independent of depth, when measured
isocentrically. This suggested that phantom scatter had little effect on the penumbra.
Fan et al (1997) used Kodak XV-2 film to measure profiles at 50mm deep in collimators
between 40 and 5mm diameter, but did not compare it with any other detector.
Gotoh et al (1996) compared profiles measured at 50mm deep with a micro IC (0.009cc)
and film in collimators with diameters between 31.4 and 11,6mm. The IC and film results
agreed to within 3.5% in the low dose region, but the profiles measured with the IC were
0.5mm wider than those measured with film.
Heydarian et al (1996) measured profiles at 60mm deep in collimators between 41.0 and
8.9mm diameter with a photon diode (2.5mm sensitive width) parallel to the CAX, a
diamond (0.25mm thickness) perpendicular to the CAX and film. The penumbra measured
with the diamond was <0.2mm narrower in the smallest collimator than that calculated with
EGS4 MC and the diode and film measured penumbras were too large by approximately
0.5mm. The authors suggested that the effects of the diode size (volume averaging) and
composition (reduced electron range in silicon) could cancel. However, they also suggested
that directional response could have an effect off axis. The maximum off axis distance
presented was 50mm in the 23mm diameter collimator. At an FAD of 1000mm, this
represents an angle of approximately 1.4°, which is unlikely to have any effect on the
directional response. However, the authors could be referring to scatter into the detector
volume from different directions, as this could have an effect on the directional response.
The broadening of the penumbra by film was thought to be due to the low energy
components in the beam off axis, which would cause an over-response off axis.
Dasu et al (1998) used both a photon and an electron diode (both 2.5mm sensitive width)
and a prototype LIC (sensitive diameter 3mm, thickness 0.3mm) in both orientations, to
measure profiles at 100mm deep in collimators with diameters between 44 and 8mm. Both
types of diode matched when used parallel to the beam CAX, but asymmetrical profiles
were measured when they were used perpendicularly. The smallest penumbra was
measured with the long axis of the LIC perpendicular to the beam CAX, due to the 0.3mm
thickness of the sensitive volume. The largest penumbra was measured with the LIC
parallel to the beam CAX. The difference between the two orientations was 0.8mm in the
8mm collimator. The authors recommended the LIC for profile measurements.
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Francescon et al (1998) used both radiographic and radiochromic film to measure profiles at
an unspecified depth, in collimators between 19 and 4.4mm diameter. Although the results
from both types of film were in agreement, there was more noise with the radiochromic film
and repeat measurements had to be carried out and the results averaged and smoothed.
Norrgard (1998) used a PFD and EFD (2.5mm sensitive width), a 0.1 cc IC (4mm inner
diameter) and film to measure profiles at 50mm deep in collimators between 45 and 15mm
diameter. In the 15mm collimator the 20-80% penumbra measured with the IC was
approximately 2mm broader than that measured with film. The profiles measured with both
the PFD and EFD were 0.2mm broader than those measured with film.
Radiochromic film has been used to measure off axis ratios and dose distributions for
stereotactic fields on the Gamma Knife unit (Sanders 1992, McLaughlin 1994, Somigliana
1999) and on a linac (Guan 1993, Somigliana 1999). However, the results have all been
comparable with those for radiographic film. The advantage of radiochromic film appears
to be in terms of its use practically, rather than a dosimetric advantage.
Verhaegen et al (1998) used BEAM (EGS4) to calculate OARs in stereotactic fields on a
6MV Varian Clinac-600SR. Calculated OARs were compared with measurements carried
out with a diamond of 3mm sensitive width, in collimators of 40 and 20mm width. The
calculated profiles reproduced the measurements "very well" but over-estimated the dose in
the tails due to an over-estimation of photon scatter in the stereotactic collimators.
McKerracher and Thwaites (1999) compared standard detectors used in the commissioning
process (PFD, EFD, 0.125cc IC, film) with two new detectors which had not yet been tested
for profile measurements. One was a small (0.6mm sensitive width) stereotactic diode
manufactured by Scanditronix and the other the PTW PinPoint IC (0.015cc, 2 and 5mm
sensitive diameter and length). These measurements will be discussed in the results section.
Since 1999, four other publications have reported on the measurement of small field
profiles. Westermark et al (2000) measured profiles at 100mm deep in collimators between
18 and 4mm diameter, with a diamond (3.8mm sensitive width) and a prototype LIC
(1.5mm sensitive diameter, 0.6mm thick), both orientated perpendicular to the beam and
two small (0.6mm sensitive width) diodes. One incorporated a single chip (SFD) and the
other a prototype double chip (DD). Both diodes were orientated parallel to the beam and
the measurements compared with MC calculations. The diamond produced an asymmetric
profile and a radiograph showed a larger electrode below the diamond than above it, which
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could have led to the problem. The corrected L1C measurements were found to match MC
and although the SFD was also closely matched, the DD significantly underestimated the
penumbra. The authors noted that the size and shape of the penumbra was not only a feature
of the detector size, but was also affected by the detector composition and dose-rate
dependence. In addition, deconvolution of detector size should only be applied to detectors
which are water-equivalent. Although the diodes showed a sharper penumbra, the authors
suggested that this was in fact too sharp and was caused by a reduction in the electron range
in silicon. This effect is enhanced in the double chip diode. MC agreed primarily with LIC
and a scintillator corrected for detector size. In-air profiles (Pb build-up cap) were also
measured, although the detectors used were not specified. The in-air penumbras were found
to be constant with field size, whereas the in-water penumbras increased with field size, due
to increases in phantom scatter. In-air profiles were not presented graphically.
Paskalev et al (2002) used a micro PP-IC (mPP-IC) with inner cavity of 2mm diameter and
HS Gafchromic film to measure OARs in beams of 5 and 1.5mm diameter on the 10MV
beam of a Varian Clinac-18. The mPP-IC measurements were corrected to account for the
size, construction and material of the detector. All measurements agreed well with
EGS/BEAM calculations to within +/-3% of the dose on the CAX. Differences were due to
slight differences in the alignment of the collimators.
Laub and Wong (2003) used extrapolation of detector size to zero to reconstruct profiles
measured with a 0.3cc, 0.125 and 0.015cc IC, both parallel and perpendicular to the beam
CAX, a Markus PP-IC and a linear chamber array (LCA). The corrected profiles agreed
with those measured with a diamond at dmax in a 20x20mm2 field. The authors
recommended this technique in preference to film because of its over-response to low
energy photons, but it should be noted that they did not actually use film.
Sanchez-Doblado et al (2003) calculated OARs in small stereotactic collimators (10.5 and
3mm diameter) on the 6MV beam of an Elekta SL-18 using EGS4 (BEAM). Measurements
with Kodak X-Omat V film were in "good agreement" with MC.
Comparison of results
A direct comparison of results between authors is not possible for profile measurements
simply because the data is difficult to extract from the figures in each publication. Table 4.1
summarises the range of detectors described in each publication and emphasises the amount
of work carried out to date.
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Author Year Film EFD PFD SFD IC* LIC Diam MC TLD




Beddar et al 1994 ✓ ✓
_
Rustgi et al 1995 ✓ ✓ ✓ ]
Das et al 1996 ✓ ✓
;
Fan et al 1996 ✓










1999 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
McKerracher
& Thwaites
1999 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Westermark
et al
2000 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Paskalev et al 2001 ✓ ✓ ✓







Table 4.1. Summary of detectors used in small field publications. IC* encompasses
measurements with one or many ICs, deconvolution of detector size and
measurements with very small ICs.
The number of publications summarised above shows that the measurement of small field
profiles has been investigated quite extensively. However, it should be noted that most of
the comparisons were carried out in the last five years and that the paper by McKerracher
and Thwaites (1999) was published at the same time as the main bulk of the work. Film or
a diode (particularly an unshielded diode) appear to be the most useful of the commercially
available detectors. However, it has not yet been established exactly how much of an effect
the silicon has on the measured penumbra.
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4.1.5 Aim
An EFD and film have been recommended in several publications as the detectors of choice
in the measurement of beam profiles. The primary aim of this work was to determine
whether either of two previously unpublished detectors (pre 1999) had any advantages over
these detectors in the measurement of profiles in collimators between 40 and 12.5mm
diameter. These were a small stereotactic diode (0.6mm sensitive width) and a small
(0.015cc) IC. The detectors were compared using penumbra widths and the width of the
99% region.
The second aim was to measure the width of the 99% high dose region in all stereotactic
collimators and small open and MLC fields between 50x50 and 10x10mm2. This
information was used to remove the effects of volume averaging and determine the most
suitable detector to use in the measurement of Scp and Sc in Chapters 5 and 6.
Measurements were therefore carried out in-air and in-phantom at dmax and 50mm.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Materials
All diodes, both cylindrical ICs and the PPIC were compared in the water tank. Film was
used in solid water. The diamond was unavailable at the time of the original measurements
and later found to be unsuitable for measurements in the Scanditronix tank due to the design
and weight of the 'M' connector, which made it physically unstable in the detector holder.
Although modifications could have been made to accommodate the detector, this was only
considered necessary if the measurements with other detectors proved to be unsatisfactory.
4.2.2 Methods
Tank measurements
All detectors were initially compared on the CH6, in-water at 50mm deep, 1000mm FAD, in
collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter. The reference detector was positioned in the
same manner as for PDD measurements; within each stereotactic field on the CH6 and
above the stereotactic collimators, within the open field, on the 600CD. On the CH6, care
was taken to ensure that the reference detector was not positioned along the scan direction.
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In-air and in-water profiles at dmax and 50mm, all 1000mm FAD, were measured with the
most appropriate detector, in the above collimators and in the smaller collimators (10-5mm
diameter) and in square fields between 50x50 and 10x10mm2, formed by the movable
collimators and the MLC. These results will be used to determine the effects of detector
volume in Chapters 5 and 6. In-air measurements were made using a small RMI build-up
cap without side scatter (build-up top), to minimise the phantom scatter. The diameter of
the build-up top was equal to the diameter of the detector housing. The merit of this type of
build-up will be discussed more fully in Chapter 6.
The cylindrical ICs were orientated with long axes perpendicular to the beam CAX. The
diodes were only orientated with long axes parallel to the beam CAX, due to problems in
attaching each detector to the detector holder. New attachments would have been designed
if the resolution of the diodes in conventional orientation proved to be unacceptable. The
centre of the sensitive volume of each detector was aligned with the beam CAX by
repeatedly scanning beam profiles until the profiles along both axes were symmetrically
aligned with the Inplane/Xplane zero co-ordinate.
Film measurements
Film orientated perpendicular to the beam was used in RMI, at 50mm deep only, 1000mm
FAD. Originally the point densitometer (Tobias) was used to analyse the film results, but at
a later date, a scanning densitometer (Vidar) was purchased. The maximum resolution on
the Vidar is 300dpi. However, after scanning in the film, ID profile information can only
be extracted by selecting scan parameters. Although a step size of 0.2mm was selected for
all scans, the smallest area over which the dose is averaged without introducing an
unacceptable level of noise, is a square of side 1mm. As a result, the film acts as a detector
with a 1mm sensitive width when read on either densitometer.
Data smoothing
OARs were measured on only one occasion. Where appropriate, the data was firstly
averaged over both Inplane and Xplane axes and then averaged around the CAX. No
smoothing was carried out, other than to ensure that the normalisation point on the CAX
was representative of the maximum dose i.e. care was taken to ensure that the curves were
not normalised to a "spike" caused simply by noise.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 CH6 Measurements
Detector comparison
The Inplane and Xplane profiles were symmetrical and identical, within the experimental
uncertainty, in all measured profiles in all stereotactic collimators. The profiles were
therefore averaged over both axes and around the CAX. Figure 4.3 shows a plot of OAR
against OAD in a 40mm collimator, with all detectors.
QAD/mm
Figure 4.3. OARs measured on CH6 at 50mm deep, 1000mm FAD with a variety of
detectors in the 40mm collimator.
All diodes and film measure the 10-90% penumbra to be 6.4mm. The 0.015cc IC measures
6.8mm and the 0.125cc IC 7.9mm. As expected, the ICs broaden the apparent penumbra.
Although the 0.015cc IC improves the resolution, the dose is still slightly underestimated in
the shoulder region compared with film. The distance between the 90% regions on the IC
and film curves is of the order of 0.5r, where r is the internal radius of the chamber.
Although it would therefore be appropriate to make the correction advised by Dawson et al
(1986), film and the three diodes would seem to be the more practical detectors to use. The
corresponding measurements in the 12.5mm collimator are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4. OARs measured on CH6 at 50mm deep, 1000mm FAD with a variety of
detectors in the 12.5mm collimator
The 10-90% penumbra measured with all diodes and film is approximately 5.0mm. The
0.015 and 0.125cc ICs measured 5.5 and 7.0mm respectively. Again, the ICs are too large
and broaden the penumbra and although corrections could be made, it is apparent that these
detectors are not particularly useful for the measurement of small field profiles. The PFD,
EFD and film are again well matched, although the SFD measures a slightly higher dose in
the shoulder region. The most obvious reason for this is that the SFD has the smallest
sensitive width, noting that film is acting as a 1mm detector. However, Westermark et al
(2000) suggested that the silicon in diodes causes the penumbra to be underestimated.
In both collimators, the 90% regions were underestimated by approximately 3.5 and 1.5mm
when measured with the 0.125 and 0.015cc ICs respectively. These differences are
clinically significant in terms of choosing the appropriate collimator diameter for treatment.
In all of the above BDAS measurements, the resolution was sub-optimal, at 1mm. All
subsequent measurements were carried out with a much smaller step size of 0.2mm.
Although there were no differences between the profiles measured with the PFD and the
EFD, the EFD was chosen for comparison with the SFD. This was also for consistency, as
the EFD was shown to be better than the PFD in the measurement ofPDDs (Chapter 3).
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Small collimators
Towards the end of the use of the CH6, small collimators (10-5mm diameter) were obtained
on loan from Radionics. A film scanner was also purchased at this time. Profiles were
measured in the new collimators with the EFD, SFD and film. Profiles in the 12.5mm
collimator were re-measured with a 0.2mm step size for comparison. The shape of the
profiles both Inplane and Xplane were identical, within the experimental uncertainty and
therefore all profiles were averaged across both axes and across both sides of the CAX.
Figure 4.5 shows the results, including the original measurements with the EFD.
Figure 4.5. Profiles at 50mm deep in the 12.5, 10 and 5mm diameter collimators,
measured with the EFD, SFD and Film.
Figure 4.5 shows firstly that, other than differences in resolution, there are no significant
differences between the profile in the 12.5mm collimator measured at the time of the
original detector comparison and that measured above. This is an indication of the
reproducibility of the measurements. The use of the film scanner shows that the dose in the
tails measured with film, matches that measured with the diodes. In all collimators the SFD
produces the sharpest penumbra. This was also reported by Westermark et al (2000) and
thought to be due to the enhanced response in silicon. Although this effect would also occur
(to a larger extent) in the EFD, the authors found that the volume averaging in the larger
diode cancelled out the enhanced response. The maximum difference between the 90%
regions measured with the SFD and film or EFD is of the order of 0.3mm, which is not
clinically significant within the overall experimental and patient set-up uncertainties.
The profiles measured with film are less sharp than those measured with the SFD because of
the differences in effective sensitive width; 1mm for film and 0.6mm for the SFD. The
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maximum spread in penumbra widths is <0.5mm in the 5mm collimator. Figure 4.6 shows
Figure 4.5 zoomed in on the high dose region.
Figure 4.6. High dose regions in the 12.5, 10 and 5mm collimators extracted from
Figure 4.5.
Superimposed on the curves in Figure 4.6 are red lines which represent half of the width of
the sensitive area of the EFD (1.25mm), the SFD (0.3mm) and Film (0.5mm). It is apparent
that volume averaging should be insignificant for all detectors in the 12.5mm collimator. In
the 10mm collimator, the EFD will be subject to a very small amount of volume averaging
as it fits within the 99% isodose. In the 5mm collimator, film fits within the 99% isodose
and the SFD within the 99.6%. As a result, the SFD and film could be used for
measurements in any of the collimators, with a maximum under-response of less than 1%.
The EFD could under-estimate the dose in the 10mm collimator by 1% and by up to 10% in
the 5mm collimator, but will have a very minimal under-response in the 12.5mm collimator.
The widths of the 10-90% penumbras, the 99% and 50% regions, measured with the SFD
have been extracted from the results in Figure 4.5 and are shown in Table 4.2.
Collimator 10-90% 20-80% 99% 50%
diameter /mm /mm /mm /mm /mm
40.0 6.5 3.5 21.0 40.2
12.5 4.4 2.4 3.4 12.6
10 4.2 2.4 2.4 9.6
5 3.0 1.8 1.0 4.8
Table 4.2. Penumbra widths and isodose widths extracted from Figure 4.5.
The precision in all measurements is +/-0.2mm. As expected, the penumbra width decreases
with collimator diameter, due mainly to geometric penumbra. The width of the 99% high
dose region again confirms that a small amount of volume averaging may occur with the
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EFD in the 10mm collimator, but will definitely occur in the 5mm collimator. The SFD is
suitable for measurements in all collimator diameters.
Although the measured diameter of the 5mm collimator is smaller than expected, this is
likely to be due to positioning errors, in the direction perpendicular to the measurement
direction. A misalignment of the centre of the detector sensitive area and the beam CAX
will result in scans which are not across the main axes of the collimators. For example, a
0.2mm error in position will reduce the measured width of the 5mm collimator by 0.3mm.
Although the detector origin was found by repeatedly scanning profiles in both directions,
the uncertainty in the position is of the order of 0.2-0.3mm.
4.3.2 600CD detector comparison
Comparison with CH6
The EFD was used to measure all profiles in the standard collimators (40-12.5mm
diameter). Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of profiles in the 40 and 12.5mm collimators
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Figure 4.7. Profiles measured in the 40 and 12.5mm collimators on both the CH6 and
600CD, with the EFD at 50mm deep, 1000mm FAD
Although the penumbra appears smallest on the 600CD, the difference is < 1.0mm and could
be due to experimental uncertainties, or differences in focal spots. In theory the spot size
should be smaller on the CH6 due to the 270° bending magnet, but this may not be the case.
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Small collimators
Profiles were measured in the smallest collimators with the EFD, SFD and film. At this
time, the performance of the detector movement mechanism in the original BDAS system
began to deteriorate and differences were noted between the Inplane and Xplane profiles in
the smallest collimators. Figure 4.8 shows an example for the 5mm collimator at dmax.
Figure 4.8. Inplane and Xplane profiles in the 5mm collimator, measured with the SFD
at dmax, 1000mm FAD.
The difference in noise in the Xplane direction is due to the movement and mounting of the
field detector. In the Inplane direction, the detector is driven along rails running parallel to
the measurement axis, via a belt. This is a relatively smooth movement. In the Xplane
direction, the detector remains stationary and the whole mounting mechanism is driven
across the tank. This movement is slightly more "jumpy". The corresponding increase in
noise in the Xplane direction only becomes noticeable in the smallest field sizes. As a
result, only the Inplane profiles were considered in detail, for the smallest collimators.
Figure 4.9 shows the Inplane profiles at 50mm deep, 1000mm FAD in the 10 and 5mm
diameter collimators, on the 600CD. Profiles in the 12.5mm were re-measured with a
0.2mm step size for comparison with the original measurements.
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Figure 4.9. Profiles at 50mm deep, 1000mm FAD in the 12.5, 10 and 5mm diameter
collimators, on the 600CD
The SFD again measures the sharpest penumbra. Table 4.3 shows the widths of the
penumbras and the 99 and 50% regions, in the 40, 12.5, 10 and 5mm diameter collimators
and compared with the CH6.
Penumbra widths /mm Isodose widths /mm
Coll. 600CD c.f. CH6 600CD c.f. CH6 600CD c.f. CH6 600CD c.f. CH6
/mm 10-90% /mm 20-80% /mm 99% /mm 50% /mm
40 5.2 -1.3 2.7 -0.8 21.6 +0.6 40.3 +0.1
12.5 3.5 -0.9 1.7 -0.7 3.4 0 12.4 -0.2
10 3.2 -1.0 1.7 -0.7 2.5 +0.1 9.6 0
5 2.4 -0.6 1.3 -0.5 1.0 +0.1 4.6 -0.2
Table 4.3 Penumbra and isodose widths extracted for a selection of collimators
measured on the 600CD, at dmax and compared with the CH6.
All differences in penumbral width between the two machines are of the order of 0.5-1.0mm
and as they appear to be consistent, it suggests that the effect is real.
4.3.3 In-air / in-phantom profiles
Overview
The width of the 99% high dose region measured at dmax and 50mm is important to
determine the maximum detector diameter for Scp measurements at the two depths, in
Chapter 5. The shape of in-air profiles in small fields has only previously been presented by
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Rice et al (1987), but was not discussed. The width of the 99% high dose region in-air will
determine the maximum detector diameter for use in the measurement of Sc in Chapter 6.
The SFD was used in all measurements to limit the amount of volume averaging. Although
the use of a diode has been thought to underestimate the penumbra, the effect is likely to be
minimal for the 0.6mm silicon chip. A small RMI build-up top, without side scatter, was
attached to the SFD for measurements in-air. The merit of this build-up is discussed in
Chapter 6. In-air and in-phantom measurements were carried out in all stereotactic
collimators and small open and MLC fields between 50x50 and 10x10mm2.
Stereotactic collimators
As the Inplane profiles were less noisy than the Xplane, only Inplane profiles were averaged
over both sides of the CAX. Figure 4.10 shows the mean in-air and in-phantom profiles at
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Figure 4.10. In-air and in phantom profiles at dmax and 50mm deep.
The difference in profile shape between the in-air and in-phantom profiles in the 20mm
collimator is immediately apparent. The penumbra is sharper and the width of the high dose
region is wider, as also shown by Rice et al (1987), but not discussed. Although changes in
phantom scatter have no significant effect on the width of the penumbra as the depth is
increased, lack of phantom scatter in an in-air measurement will reduce the penumbra. The
effect is not apparent in the 5mm diameter collimator due to differences in normalisation.
For example, if the penumbra in the 10mm collimator is shifted to the beam CAX and
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renormalised at the position of the red dots in Figure 4.10, the wider high dose region in the
in-air profile effectively disappears, as shown in Figure 4.11.
OflUmm
Figure 4.11. Comparison of measured in-air and dmax in-water profiles in the 5mm
collimator, with profiles extracted from the 10mm collimator penumbra.
The 10mm renormalised profiles match those in the 5mm collimator, allowing for the actual
differences in penumbra (<0.5mm) between the two collimator diameters. Table 4.4
summarises the penumbra, 99 and 50% widths for the in-air and in-phantom profiles.
Collimator Profile 10-90% 20-80% 99% 50%
diameter /mm type /mm /mm /mm /mm
20 in-air 2.0 1.2 14.4 20.2
dmax 3.7 1.8 8.8 20.0
50mm 4.1 1.9 9.4 20.0
12.5 in-air 2.0 1.2 6.6 12.4
dmax 3.5 1.7 3.4 12.4
50mm 3.5 1.7 3.5 12.4
10 in-air 2.0 1.2 4.1 9.6
dmax 3.2 1.7 2.5 9.6
50mm 3.1 1.5 1.7 9.6
5 in-air 1.8 1.1 0.8 4.6
dmax 2.3 1.4 1.0 4.6
50mm 2.4 1.3 0.7 4.6
Table 4.4. Penumbra and the widths of the 99 and 50% isodoses, in-air and in-
phantom at dmax and 50mm, extracted from Figure 4.9.
The in-phantom penumbra decreases with collimator diameter, but does not increase with
depth. There is a small increase in phantom scatter in the tails at 50mm deep, of the order of
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2% in the 20mm collimator, also found by Rice et al (1987). This effect is not apparent in
the 5mm collimator, as the phantom scatter is less significant in smaller diameters.
Open fields
In all open field measurements with the BDAS, the reference detector had to be placed
within the field. To minimise perturbation of the beam at the phantom surface the reference
was attached to the face plate of the linac head and positioned in the corner of the field to
minimise the effect on measurements across both axes. Figure 4.12 shows the in-phantom
Inplane and Xplane profiles measured at dmax only in the 20x20 and 10x10mm2 fields. The
results have been meaned across both sides of the CAX.
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Figure 4.12. The Inplane and Xplane profiles measured at dmax in the 20x20 and
10x10mm2 fields
Once again the Xplane profiles are noisier than the Inplane, due to the control of the BDAS
movement. On reflection, the linac head could have been rotated through 90° to measure
Xplane profiles without the effect of the BDAS positional uncertainties. The Inplane
penumbra is wider than the Xplane, by approximately 1mm, because of the increased
geometric penumbra in the direction of the upper, Y movable collimators. Although the
field width in the Xplane direction is approximately 1mm wider than that inplane, the field
size settings are within the Varian specification (+/- 2mm). Film tests of the settings on the
movable collimators showed the reproducibility to be +/-1.0mm. Figure 4.13 shows Inplane
profiles in-air and in-phantom at dmax and 50mm.
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Figure 4.13. Inplane profiles in-air and in-phantom at dmax and 50mm
Although the width of the 20x20mm2 Inplane profile in Figure 4.13 is approximately 1mm
wider at 50mm deep than at dmax, each profile was measured at a different time, with the
same nominal field size setting. This was because, for isocentric measurements, it was
easier to measure all field sizes at dmax, followed by all field sizes at 50mm and all field
sizes in-air, rather than change the tank FSD in between measurements. As a result, the
difference in field widths represents differences in field size setting. The widths of the
penumbras, 99 and 50% regions are summarised in Table 4.5.
Field Scan Profile type 10-90% 20-80% 99% 50%
size/mm2 direction /mm /mm /mm /mm
20x20 Inplane in-air 5.2 3.0 10.6 18.9
dmax 5.3 3.9 5.9 18.9
50mm 5.0 3.7 6.1 19.9
Xplane in-air 3.4 2.3 13.6 20.4
dmax 4.6 2.7 10.9 20.1
50mm 5.1 2.9 10.3 19.8
10x10 Inplane in-air 4.6 3.0 1.7 9.1
dmax 5.2 3.6 1.4 9.3
50mm 5.4 3.4 1.9 9.4
Xplane in-air 3.5 2.3 4.6 10.4
dmax 3.9 2.6 4.2 10.2
50mm 4.3 2.6 4.1 10.3
Table 4.5. Summary of the widths of the penumbras and the 50% regions in open
fields.
The penumbra in the 10x10mm2 field is larger than that measured in the 10mm diameter
collimator, by between 0.5 and 1.0mm in the Xplane direction and 1.5 and 2.0mm Inplane.
This is indicative of the improvement in penumbra produced by the tertiary collimators.
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The high dose regions are also wider in the open fields compared with the stereotactic fields.
The 99% region is wider in-air in the 20x20mm2 field, but not in the 10x1Omm2 field, again
because of normalisation within the penumbra. In-air measurements in the 20x20mm2 field
can therefore be carried out using a larger detector than in in-water measurements.
MLC fields
The reference detector again had to be placed within the beam for all MLC measurements
with the BDAS. Figure 4.14 shows the Inplane and Xplane profiles measured at dmax in
the 20x20 and 10x10mm2 fields.
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Figure 4.14. Inplane and Xplane MLC profiles measured only at dmax in the 20x20 and
10x10mm2 fields
It is immediately obvious that the dose is very much higher in the ostensibly low dose
region in the inplane direction. This is because the Inplane profiles have been measured
through the opposing leaf ends, which have a gap of 0.2 mm between them when in the
"closed" position. In addition, the rounded design of the leaf ends will cause some
additional transmission and also increase the dose in this region. This will not normally
occur in the clinical situation, as the movable collimators will be set close to the MLC field
size, whereas in the above measurements, the movable collimators have been set to a
constant 50x50mm2. However, it is important to note that this will need to be accounted for
in IMRT fields as the field size will be set to the largest portal defined by the MLC.
The noise is once again higher in the Xplane direction, for the same reasons as before. The
width of the high dose region is again narrower in the inplane direction. Inplane scans for
the 20x20 and 10x10mm2 MLC fields are displayed in-air, dmax and 50mm in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15. Inplane scans for the 20x20 and 10x10mm2 MLC fields measured in-air,
dmax and 50mm.
Table 4.6 summarises the widths of the penumbras and the 50% regions.
Field Scan Profile 90-10% 80-20% 99% 50%
size/mm2 direction type /mm /mm /mm /mm
20x20 Inplane in-air - - 14.8 21.9
dmax - - 10.0 22.0
50mm - - 10.0 22.1
Xplane in-air 4.6 2.5 14.8 21.8
dmax 6.5 3.5 6.8 21.6
50mm 6.8 3.8 7.6 21.9
10x10 Inplane in-air - - 4.7 11.9
dmax - - 3.8 12.3
50mm - - 3.4 12.5
Xplane in-air 4.5 2.6 3.5 11.8
dmax 5.9 3.2 3.1 11.7
50mm 6.3 3.3 3.6 12.0
Table 4.6. Summary of the widths of the penumbras and the 50% regions measured in
MLC fields.
Compared with open field profiles in the crossplane direction, the crossplane MLC
penumbra is wider. Although the geometry (MLC is closer to the phantom) suggests that
the crossplane penumbra should be smaller than that for open fields, the rounded ends of the
MLC leaves broaden the penumbra, due to transmission and scatter, particularly in the low
dose region. The widths of the 50% regions are between 1.6 and 1.9mm wider than the field
size settings, due to the transmission through the leaf ends (Wang et al, 1996). The widths
of the high dose regions will be examined more closely in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Comparison of beam defining systems
The high dose regions in the Inplane direction of fields of 10mm width defined by each
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Figure 4.16. Profiles at dmax in a 10mm stereotactic collimator and Inplane profiles in
open and MLC fields of 10mm width.
The red lines represent half of the width of the EFD and SFD. It is apparent that the high
dose region is widest in the MLC field and narrowest in the open field. This is because the
MLC 10x10mm2 field is wider than the open field and because of geometric and scatter
effects caused by the increased distance of the MLC from the source. It is also apparent that
although the EFD may not under-respond in either the open or stereotactic 10mm width
fields (sensitive width intersects 99-100% regions), it will under-respond in the open field
(sensitive width intersects the 96% region approximately). Figure 4.17 shows the
corresponding results in the Xplane direction.
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Figure 4.17. Profiles at dmax in a 10mm stereotactic collimator and Xplane profiles in
open and MLC fields of 10mm width.
In the Xplane direction, the high dose region is wider in the open and MLC fields and all
detectors should fit within the high dose regions. The difference between the widths of the
high dose regions in the Inplane and Xplane directions is caused by the effects of geometric
penumbra and changes in scatter due to the fact that the Y collimators (Inplane) are nearer
the source than the X collimators (Xplane).
4.3.4 XKnife data
The data required for input to the XKnife TPS was measured with the EFD on each linac, in
collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter. XKnife requires the input of only one profile
at a depth of 50mm, 1000mm FAD. The profile at any other depth is obtained by scaling
the off axis distance at the point of interest, to an equivalent distance at the isocentre. In
effect, XKnife assumes that the change in profile with depth is only dependent on the
geometric divergence and not on changes in scatter, as shown by Rice et al (1987) and in the
work described above. The final data for the 600CD is presented in Appendix 2.
4.4 Conclusion
The PFD, EFD, SFD and film have all been shown to be suitable detectors for measuring
the profiles in collimators with diameters >12.5mm. The SFD has been shown to resolve
the penumbra slightly better than the other detectors in the 12.5mm collimator. The largest
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difference is in the high dose region, where the SFD measures isodoses which are wider by
approximately 0.3mm at the 90% level. However, as this difference is not significant for
clinical stereotactic treatments in collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, it can be
concluded that any of these four detectors can be used to measure the beam profiles in these
collimators. Film is the simplest detector to use and it avoids the problem of aligning the
detector with the beam CAX. However, it should be read out on a scanning densitometer.
The SFD is the most suitable detector for measuring profiles in fields < 12.5mm diameter as
the PFD and EFD will broaden the penumbra due to volume averaging, but by <0.5mm.
Although film was also shown to broaden the penumbra, the use of a different scanner,
processor, or type of film, could allow the dose to be averaged over a smaller area.
The penumbra has been shown to be narrower and the high dose regions wider, for in-air
measurements in all stereotactic collimators >=10mm diameter and all square fields other
than an open 10x10mm2. It is apparent therefore that a larger detector could be used in the
in-air measurements compared with in-phantom measurements, due to the wider high dose
region. Data extracted from the in-air profiles will be used in the measurement of head
scatter factors in Chapter 6. In-water profiles are identical, within the experimental
uncertainty, at both dmax and 50mm, which confirms that changes in phantom scatter do
not significantly affect the beam profile at different depths. In-water profiles will be used to






The dose at a depth in any given field size, can be related to the dose in the reference field,
at the same depth and FSD, using a relative output factor. This is frequently known as a
total scatter factor and denoted by Scp. Scp is defined as the ratio of the dose (D) in the field
size of interest (s) to the dose (Dref) in the reference field size (sref), for both measurements
made at depth (d) and distance (f), in a full scatter phantom for the same number ofMU.
Scp(s) = D(f. s, d) (5.1)
Dref(f, sref, d)
Historically, the most common formalism employs relative outputs measured at dmax and
normalised to a 100x100mm2 field at 1000mm FSD. This is the formalism currently
adopted in the ECC. Some formalisms, based on a reference depth other than dmax, require
Scp values which are measured at a greater depth. Commonly, this can be 50, 80 or 100mm.
Scp is depth dependent and therefore the chosen measurement depth must be consistent with
the rest of the formalism and data used. Formalisms based on isocentric geometry may
require Scp to be measured at 1000mm FAD. Again, this must be internally consistent with
the rest of the planning data.
5.1.2 Measurement of Scp
Regular fields
Relative output factors are measured for a range of square and rectangular fields for entry
into the TPS, tabulation and use in a MU check program. If the response of the detector
used is the same in the field size of interest and in the reference field, the correction factors
required to convert the detector readings to dose, cancel out. As a result, the ratio of
readings can be used. This assumption is generally taken to hold within the experimental
uncertainty, for the normal range of field sizes.
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Relative output factors should be measured at a selection of FSDs to determine whether the
ISL is preserved. This will depend on the linac head design. If the ISL is not preserved,
then tables of Scp at different FSDs will be necessary. Relative outputs in field shapes which
are non-square, or non-rectangular, are equal to the relative output measured in the EQSQ.
Collimator exchange effects are generally minimal for most routine treatments, but for
elongated fields, the output in a field with the long axis defined by the X collimators should
be compared against that defined by the Y collimators. If significant differences exist
(>2%), then independent sets of output tables may be necessary.
Irregular fields
The calculation of relative output is more complex for irregular fields, such as those which
are asymmetric, or incorporate blocks, MLC etc. Although the primary dose is constant at a
given depth, the head scatter dose is dependent on the machine design and beam defining
system. The phantom scatter dose is generally assumed to be dependent only on the
irradiated volume, as widely confirmed by measurements in the normal range of field sizes.
One method of calculating the dose in an irregular field is to separate out the head and
phantom scatter doses. Holt et al (1970) achieved this by defining a collimator (head)
scatter factor (Sc) and a phantom scatter factor (Sp), such that:
Sc is dependent primarily on the setting on the movable collimators, but also on the beam
defining system, whereas Sp is dependent only on the beam area at the surface.
Another approach, also discussed by Holt (1970), is to use dose, rather than relative output,
as described in equation 5.3.
P0 is the primary dose, a(c) is the head scattered dose and o(p) is the phantom scattered
dose. More complex methods, such as convolution (Mackie et al, 1985; Mohan et al, 1986)
can also be used. The most common approach (equation 5.2) is adhered to in this work.
Detectors
An IC is the detector of choice for measurements of relative output in the normal field size
range. Although a 0.6cc cylindrical chamber is most commonly used to measure data in
(5.2)
Dose = P0 + a(c) + a(p) (5.3)
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conventional field sizes, the minimum field size in which this can be used without
significant volume averaging occurring, is a 40x40mm2 field.
For simplicity and reproducibility, relative outputs are generally measured in solid water,
although water equivalence should be checked at each beam energy. If relative outputs are
measured in water, then the 0.6cc IC, if used, must be enclosed in a waterproof sleeve.
Diodes have also been investigated for the measurement of relative outputs. Karlsson et al
(1997) compared an unshielded and shielded diode with a 0.5cc IC in the measurement of
relative outputs at dmax and 100mm deep in beams of between 4 and 50MV. All results
were normalised to a 100x100mm2 field. The unshielded diode overestimated the relative
output in a 400x400mm2 field by approximately 7.5% at 100mm deep and 2.8% at dmax in
beams between 4 and 6MV. The use of the energy compensated diode reduced the
overestimation to 2.4 and 0.7% respectively. In fields < 100x100mm2 the results were
virtually indistinguishable, but the spread over all detectors in the 40x40mm2 appeared to be
of the order of 0.7%. The IC was lower than the two diodes, due to volume averaging.
5.1.3 Small field problems
Volume averaging
One of the main problems with the measurement of Scp in small fields is that a 0.6cc IC is
generally too large to use in fields <40x40mm2 as the effect of volume averaging will
obviously become more significant as the field size is reduced. In order to determine
whether or not a particular detector is suitable for measurements in that field size, the beam
profile should be scanned in similar conditions (depth, FSD, phantom) and the width of the
high dose region determined. An ideal detector should have a sensitive width which lies
within this high dose region, suggested to be the 99% region in Chapter 4. Although
Karlsson et al (1997) have shown that diodes are more suitable than an IC in a 40x40mm2
field, the use of diodes in smaller fields requires further investigation.
Lack of LEE
Lack of LEE will affect small field measurements in non-water equivalent materials, due to
changes in the electron range. If LEE does not exist at a particular point in water, the use of
a high density material may actually cause LEE to be achieved. Conversely, the use of a
low density material will increase the electronic disequilibrium. This will primarily affect
measurements carried out with silicon diodes and ion chambers.
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Spectral changes
As discussed in Chapter 1, an x-ray beam is composed of a range of photon and electron
energies. As the field size decreases, the number of low energy particles will decrease and
the beam will be composed primarily of photons which have been filtered through the
thickest part of the flattening filter. However, if stereotactic collimators are used, there will
be additional low energy photons within the beam (Sanchez-Doblado et al, 2003). These
differences may affect measurements with an energy dependent detector. However, if the
measurements with the energy dependent detector are normalised to the largest small field
size (e.g. 40mm collimator), the effects will be minimised. The results can then be
normalised to the reference field (100x100mm2) using a larger, energy independent detector.
In addition, the assumption that the ratio of detector readings is equivalent to the ratio of
doses may begin to fall down at small field sizes. The correction factors necessary to
convert the readings to dose may not be the same in both the field size of interest and the
reference field, due to spectral changes. Although some dosimetric data has been shown to
be the same in small and large fields for measurements carried out in ICs (Verhaegen et al,
1998; Sanchez-Doblado et al, 2003), it has not be shown for measurements with other
detectors, such as diodes. This problem can however be minimised by normalising all small
field measurements to the largest small field, then separately normalising the results to the
reference field.
Rapid fall off
As will be shown in the literature review, Scp drops rapidly at very small field sizes. The
magnitude of this drop may be dependent on the detector used, or the type of linac
investigated. Care must be taken to ensure that the measured outputs are a reflection of the
true scatter conditions in each field size and not a result of the measurement technique used.
5.1.4 Small field Scp in the literature
Literature overview
Unless otherwise stated, all of the following references report on Scp measured at dmax,
1000mm FAD, relative to a 100x100mm2 field. Most measurements have been carried out
at 1000mm FAD, primarily because many small field planning systems are based on an
isocentric formalism, particularly if designed for arc therapy.
At the time of the commissioning of the stereotactic system on the CH6 linac (1994), only a
few papers were available in which detectors had been compared in the measurement of Scp.
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Houdek et al (1983) used only TLD-100 ribbons for square fields between 30 and 10mm
width on a 10MV Toshiba-LMR and found a 24% drop in Scp at the smallest field. Arcovito
et al (1985) also used only TLDs to measure Scp at dmax on a 9MV CGR-Neptune, and
noted a total drop in Scp of 16% between the 100x100 and 10x10mm2 fields.
Rice et al (1987) were the first to measure Scp with ICs of different volumes and compare
the effects of volume averaging. Measurements were carried out in collimators between 40
and 12.5mm diameter, on a 6MV Varian Clinac 2500. Volume averaging was accounted for
by extrapolating the Scp measurements to zero detector size. The corrected results were
within 0.5% of MC (EGS4) calculations and showed a 12% drop in Scp between a
100x100mm2 field and the 12.5mm diameter collimator.
Serago et al (1992) also compared several ICs, a diode (type unspecified) of 2mm sensitive
diameter, 3mm wide TLD chips and Kodak XV-2 film on a 6MV Varian Clinac 2500. The
ICs were found to be too large in the smallest fields, but the diode, TLDs and film agreed to
within 3% in an 8mm diameter collimator, where the total drop in Scp was almost 30%.
As a result, at the start of the commissioning (1994), the only detectors which had been
tested for small field outputs, were several ICs, which required a correction for detector size,
TLD, film and an unspecified type of diode. TLDs and film had generally been used
because of their small size, but the reproducibility was not reported on by any authors. As a
result, several ion chambers and three types of diode were tested in this work as part of the
commissioning process.
Gotoh et al (1996) used a 0.009cc micro-IC and Kodak X-Omat V2 film to measure Scp in
circular collimators down to 3.3mm diameter, on a 10MV Varian Clinac 2100. The
agreement was within 2.2% for fields down to 8.3mm diameter, where the total drop in Scp
was just over 50%. Only film was used in the 3.3mm diameter field, in which the total drop
in Scp was 65%. No statistical uncertainty was given for the film. The authors
recommended that a diode or diamond should also be tested.
Fan et al (1997) compared 0.6 and O.lcc ICs, Kodak X-Omat XV-2 film, TLD chips (3mm
diameter, 0.4mm thickness) and TLD rods (1mm diameter, 3mm long), on a 6MV Varian
Clinac 1800. Although the ICs were too large in fields <15mm diameter, film and TLD
agreed to within 2.5% in all fields down to 5mm diameter, where the total drop in Scp was
just over 30%. The standard deviation on the TLD chips was +/-3%, but no reproducibility
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was given for the film. Indeed, it is unclear which detector results were presented as the
final table of Scp values.
Dasu et al (1998) compared several different detectors at a depth of 100mm, on a 6MV
Varian Clinac 2300C/D. These were, a prototype parallel plate LIC (sensitive diameter =
3mm), a prototype parallel-plate air-filled IC (PPIC, sensitive diameter = 20mm) and both a
photon and an electron diode (sensitive diameters = 2.5mm). Although the PPIC proved to
be too large in small square fields, the spread over all other detectors was only 3% in the
5x5mm2 field, where the total drop in Scp was of the order of 50%. The highest value of Scp
was measured with the photon diode, which the authors attributed to a change in the beam
spectrum caused by the tungsten shield, resulting in an over-response in the diode. The LIC
and electron diode were in good agreement. As the LIC is energy independent, the match
with the electron diode suggests that it too is energy independent in small fields.
Francescon et al (1998) compared radiographic and radiochromic film, a 1.6mm diameter
parallel plate micro-chamber (PP-MC), 0.5mm diameter MOSFET, TLD-800 microcubes
and MC BEAM, in field diameters between 19 and 4.4mm. Measurements were carried out
on a 6MV Siemens Mevatron. A correction factor (F), was calculated for each detector
using MC BEAM, to account for detector size and composition and these factors were
applied to each set of results. The reproducibility at 2 s.d. was 2-3% for both types of film,
2-4% for TLD, up to 4% for MOSFETs, up to 1% for the ICs and <0.5% for MC. Both
types of film and the TLDs agreed with BEAM, which showed just over a 50% drop in Scp
in the 4.4mm diameter collimator. The PPMC was found to underestimate Scp due to
volume averaging and the MOSFET over-estimated. The authors stated that this was due to
an increase in the fraction of scattered electrons from the silicon as the field size decreases.
Verhaegen et al (1998) used BEAM (EGS4) to calculate Scp at both dmax and 50mm deep
in stereotactic fields on a 6MV Varian Clinac-600SR. The calculations were normalised to
the 40mm diameter collimator. The total drop in Scp between the 40mm diameter collimator
and the 5mm, was almost 30% at dmax and 34% at 50mm deep.
As a result, by the time of the publication of the ECC results (1999), several types of
detectors had been tested, as outlined above. However, accurate results could only be
obtained using ICs with corrections based on volume averaging, or using film or TLD, with
a rigorous calibration method. McKerracher and Thwaites (1999) reported on a comparison
between commonly available detectors (0.125cc cylindrical ICs, a 5mm diameter PPIC,
photon and electron diodes of 2.5mm sensitive diameter) and two new detectors which had
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not yet been published. These were a small (0.6mm sensitive width) unshielded diode and a
0.015cc IC. Measurements were carried out on a 6MV BBC CH6 in collimators between 40
and 12.5mm diameter. These measurements will be presented in the results section.
Wierzbicki & Bissonnette (1999) used only a 2.5mm diameter photon diode in collimators
between 40 and 10mm diameter and reported a 16% fall off in Scp in a 10mm diameter
collimator. Measurements were carried out on a Philips SL75 and although the energy was
unspecified, this was likely to have been 5MV.
Westermark et al (2000) were the first to test the 0.004cc diamond to measure Scp in small
fields, between 18 and 4mm diameter. Measurements were carried out on 6 and 18MV
beams of a Varian Clinac 2100C. The diamond was compared with two 0.6mm diameter
unshielded diodes, one with a single chip and one prototype with a double chip, a 1mm
diameter plastic scintillator and a prototype 1,5mm diameter LIC, all at 100mm deep. In the
4mm collimator, in the 6 and 18MV beams, the spreads over all detectors were 7 and 5%
respectively, with total fall offs of approximately 45 and 30% respectively. The highest
values of Scp were measured with the double chip diode and the smallest with the diamond.
The authors explained that unshielded diodes suffered from two counter-balancing effects in
small fields; the over-response to scatter in field sizes >40x40mm2 (Rikner 1985) and the
over-response in small fields due to the higher atomic number of silicon. As the over-
response to scatter is greater in a 1 OOx 100mm2 field compared with a 40x40mm2 field, this
will cause the resulting value of Scp to be too low (if normalised to the 100x100mm2 field).
The over-response due to the high-Z will be greater in a small field without LEE, because
LEE may be preserved. This will result in a value of Scp which is too high. The diamond
was found to underestimate Scp in the smallest fields, due to volume averaging effects. The
size of this diamond, manufactured by Riga, appears to be particularly large. The thickness
is quoted as 0.29mm, which implies that the width of the sensitive volume is approximately
4mm. The LIC and scintillator agreed to within 2%. The authors recommended that to
minimise the errors caused by the different responses of each detector in larger fields, small
field measurements should be normalised to the largest circular field rather than the
reference 1 OOx 100mm2 field.
Zhu et al (2000) measured Scp in collimators down to 5mm, using two types of unshielded
diode, on a 6MV Varian Clinac 2300CD. Although one incorporated a 2mm diameter chip
and the other a 1mm chip, there was a maximum difference of only 1% in all collimators
down to 5mm diameter, where the total fall off was approximately 35%. The authors
explained that although the 2mm diode is physically too large in the smallest field, it has a
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higher than expected response due to the preservation of LEE in silicon. Conversely,
although a smaller diode is more likely to be positioned correctly within the high dose
region, the precisional advantage is reduced because LEE is not preserved, resulting in a
lower response than expected. It was somewhat fortuitous therefore that both diodes
produced similar results.
Martens et al (2000) examined the use of the PTW PinPoint (0.015cc) IC to measure beam
parameters in IMRT field segments, on 6 and 18MV beams of an Elekta Sli-plus. When
compared with the diamond (long-axis perpendicular to beam CAX), in the water tank, the
PinPoint (long axis parallel to beam CAX) produced values of Sep which were too low by
almost 2% in a 100x10mm2 field formed by the MLC. This was thought to be due to the
over-response of the chamber to low energy photons and caused by the steel electrode. As
there is more scatter in the normalisation field (100x100mm2), the resulting relative output
will be too low. The relative output measured with the PinPoint parallel to the beam, was
less than 1% higher than when used in perpendicular orientation. Interestingly, the authors
also compared the results with a Markus parallel plate IC (PP-IC) used perpendicular to its
conventional direction. The relative output was found to be 1% lower than the PinPoint.
Haryanto et al (2002) compared several detectors with the results of BEAM/EGS4 in fields
down to 10x10mm2, on a 6MV, Elekta Sli-plus. The detectors used were a 0.125cc IC,
diode (1mm2 sensitive area), diamond (5.6mm2 sensitive area), PinPoint IC (0.015cc) and all
results were normalised to a 50x50mm2 field at 100mm deep. All detectors agreed to within
3% in the 20x20mm2 field and matched MC, but in the 10x10mm2 there was a 35%
difference between the diode and the 0.125cc IC. These authors noted that both the size of
the detector and the non-water equivalence will have an effect on the measured dose. For
the ion chamber, as the size of the detector increases, the under-estimation will also
increase, due to volume averaging. In addition, the electron range in air will be increased,
which will further increase the disequilibrium and lead to outputs which are under¬
estimated. Although there will be some volume averaging in a diode, the measured dose
may be over-estimated due to the decreased electron range in silicon. However, in a 1mm2
silicon chip, this effect is likely to be minimal. Although the diamond is the most water-
equivalent of the detectors, it is quite large and the authors do not appear to consider that the
8% difference between the diode and the diamond might be the result of the size of the
diamond. However, the diamond results matched those of MC, whereas the diode results
only matched when the calculation material was silicon. Finally, the authors commented
that the sharp drop in Scp was caused by the size of the electron source, but did not comment
any further on this.
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Lee et al (2002) compared a new type of PPMC (0.002cc) against a shielded and an
unshielded diode (dimensions unspecified), on a 6MV Varian 2100C. From the description
given these appeared to be in-vivo patient dosimetry diodes (Sun Nuclear diodes) which are
not generally used for the acquisition of beam data. The shielded diode is cylindrical in
construction and designed to be directionally independent. It contains inherent build-up in
the form of a metallic ring which, according to the authors, caused the diode to act as a
kerma detector. It is unclear what the authors meant by this as kerma is not measured by
any type of detector. It is however likely that they mean that the inherent build-up causes
electronic equilibrium to be achieved at all depths i.e. the manufacturers deliberately create
EE by surrounding the silicon with a high density material. The unshielded diode does not
contain build-up and is a flat, 12mm diameter, diode with a silicon chip of 3.3mm diameter.
Between the 40 and 12.5mm diameter collimators, Scp fell by 2, 6 and 12% as measured
with the shielded and unshielded diodes and the PPMC respectively. MC calculations
confirmed the results of the unshielded diode, which suggests that the results measured with
the shielded diode were too high. According to the authors, the shielded diode over-
responded in fields without LEE (<26mm diameter) as kerma and dose are non-equivalent,
but this is not explained further. The authors recommended the use of the small, unshielded,
diode for measurements in small fields.
Yin et al (2002) used a mini IC with width of 2mm and length of 3.6mm, both parallel and
perpendicular to the beam CAX, in addition to a 0.6mm diameter unshielded diode, on a
6MV Varian Clinac. In the 4mm diameter collimator, there was a 20% spread over all
measurements, with the unshielded diode highest and the IC, orientated perpendicularly to
the beam CAX, lowest. The unshielded diode was higher than the IC orientated parallel to
the beam CAX, by approximately 3%. The total fall off from a 100x100mm2 field was
approximately 50%.
Laub and Wong (2003) investigated the volume effect by comparing 0.6, 0.125 and 0.015cc
ICs with a diamond and a 1mm2 sensitive area diode in a 10x10mm2 field, on two Elekta
Sli-plus linacs with energies of 6, 15 and 18MV. The profile of the 10x10mm2 field was
scanned using the diode and used to calculate a three-dimensional Gaussian function which
was then used to account for volume averaging in the geometry of each detector. The
results were normalised at zero detector size to the results calculated by EGS4/BEAM.
Although the uncorrected results were spread over almost 45%, the corrected results were
spread over just less than 15%. However, the ICs, in particular the 0.6cc, still
underestimated the output and this was thought to be because lateral electronic
disequilibrium increases with increasing detector volume i.e. volume averaging cannot
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account entirely for the problem. The authors concluded that an IC should be corrected for
both spatial resolution (volume averaging) and water equivalence (electronic
disequilibrium). It is interesting to note that the corrected diode result (normalised to MC)
is actually smaller than the measured value, by approximately 4%. According to the
authors, the increase in importance of secondary electrons in small fields, in silicon and in
the materials surrounding it, leads to an over-estimation of outputs.
Comparison of results
Although a large fall off in Scp is reported in most of the above work, it is not clear, whether
this fall off is real, or a result of the detectors used. To visualise the extent of the problem,
Scp values measured at dmax and normalised to an open 100x100mm2 field are compared in
different publications. Values of Scp in small square and circular stereotactic fields, have
been measured by several authors using a variety of detectors. Most Scp data has been
measured isocentrically at dmax, 1000mm FAD and normalised to an open 100x100mm2
field at the same FAD, as this is the most common formalism used. A few authors have
measured Scp at 100mm deep, in accordance with a depth-based formalism and therefore
these results cannot be compared directly against those measured at dmax. In addition, a
few authors have presented results normalised only to the largest small field tested. These
results cannot be compared directly against the other results as they require further
normalisation to a reference field. The single detector or calculation method recommended
in each relevant publication and used to compare the results in the different publications is
summarised in Table 5.1.
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Author Energy Linac Field type FSD Detector or
MV (coll. /mm2) /FAD measurement system
Arcovito et al 9 CGR Open FSD TLD
(1985) Neptune 0.3mm wide
Bucciolini et al 5 Elekta mMLC FAD 0.6mm diameter
(2002) SL75-5 (100x100) diode
Fan et al 6 Clinac stereo FAD Radiographic film
(1997) 1800 (60x60)
Francescon et al 6 Siemens stereo FAD MC BEAM
(1998) Mevatron (60x60)
Gotoh et al 10 Clinac stereo FAD Radiographic film
(1996) 2100 (50x50)
Houdek et al 10 LMR-13 Open FSD TLD ribbons
(1983) Toshiba
McKerracher & 6 BBC CH6 stereo FAD unshielded diode
Thwaites (1999)
Rice et al 6 Clinac stereo FAD MC
(1987) 6/100 (40x40)
Serago et al 6 Clinac stereo FAD 2mm diameter diode
(1992) 2500 (50x50)
Wierzbicki & ? 5 Philips stereo FAD 2.5mm diameter
Bissonnette (1999) SL75 (50x50) diode
Yin et al 6 Varian stereo FAD 0.6mm diameter
(2002) Clinac (40x40) diode
Zhu et al 6 Clinac stereo FAD 1mm diameter diode
(2000) 2300CD (60x60)
Table 5.1 Summary of recommended Scp measurement or calculation method in a
variety of publications, presented in Figure 5.1.
Note that in Table 5.1, the field type is either stereo (stereotactic collimators) or open
(movable collimators only) and the "coll" setting is the setting on the movable collimators
used in conjunction with the stereotactic fields. The range of linacs and energies is quite
extensive. The data summarised in Table 5.1 above is plotted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of Scp measured with a variety of detectors, in several
publications.
Although the range of detectors and linac types and energies is quite large, it is interesting to
note that the overall spread in Scp is only 5% in a 20x20mm2 field, where Scp is
approximately 0.9. Below this field size, Scp falls much more rapidly and the spread
between data sets increases to approximately 20% in the 5x5mm2 field. This suggests that if
differences between linacs are responsible for differences in the magnitude of the drop,
these differences only become significant at fields <20x20mm2. Interestingly, one of the
steepest fall offs is presented by Francescon et al (1998) whose results are based on MC
calculations and therefore independent of detector size and type.
Selection of appropriate detectors
Although the extent of the literature review suggests that the measurement of Scp in small
fields has been investigated thoroughly, it would appear that there is still no consensus of
opinion as to which detector is the most appropriate. MC is often considered to be the "gold
standard" against which all measurements should be compared and it may be that in the
future, MC calculations will be shown to be the most appropriate method of determining Scp
in small fields. However, relatively few departments have access to MC calculations and
until the results have been verified comprehensively against measured data, MC remains
only an option, to be considered alongside other options.
ICs, of various forms and sizes, have been shown to under-respond in most small fields due
to volume averaging and probably due to their lower density which will reduce LEE in the
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smaller fields. Although Rice et al (1987) accounted for this through extrapolation to zero
detector size, this process is time-consuming and complicated and seems unnecessary if
other types of detector can be used.
Only one publication reports on the use ofMOSFETs (Francescon et al, 1998). These were
shown to over-respond in the same way as a diode, due to the silicon in the sensitive
volume. Although TLD, radiographic and radiochromic film were found to agree (Fan et al,
1997) and to match MC calculations (Francescon et al, 1998), their sensitivities are
dependent on their annealing, processing and calibration. It is particularly important
therefore that measurements with these detectors are presented with descriptions of these
processes and the corresponding experimental uncertainty. This has not been done in most
of the above reported work. In addition, although these detectors may be appropriate
measurement devices, they are more time-consuming to use than other more straightforward
detectors.
Westermark et al (2000) were the only authors to investigate a diamond and a scintillator.
Although the scintillator was found to agree with the LIC, the LIC is still under
development. The diamond appears to under-respond in a 4mm diameter collimator, due to
volume averaging, but in larger fields it was found to match the LIC.
A conventional unshielded diode has been shown to be very useful. It has been shown to
match an energy independent LIC down to a 5x5mm2 field (Dasu et al, 1998) and TLD
chips and radiochromic film down to an 8mm collimator (Serago et al, 1992). These results
imply that scatter is minimal in very small fields and energy compensation is unnecessary.
Indeed, energy compensation has been shown to cause the relative outputs in small fields to
be over-estimated (Dasu et al, 1998).
Finally, both Westermark et al (2000) and Lee et al (2002) recommended that Scp in small
fields should be measured relative to the largest small field, to minimise differences in
response between detectors. Normalisation to the reference field should be investigated
separately as the best detectors for the two steps may be different.
5.1.5 Aim
The primary aim of this work was to compare detectors in the measurement of Scp at dmax,
1000mm FAD and determine an optimum detector to use in stereotactic collimators between
40 and 12.5mm diameter. This includes the investigation of two detectors, not previously
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reported at the time of the publication of this work (1999). These were a small (0.6mm
sensitive width) stereotactic diode and a 0.015cc IC. The secondary aim was to compare a
more limited set of detectors in the measurement of Scp at both dmax and 50mm deep in all
collimators between 40 and 5mm diameter and in small square open and MLC fields
between 50x50 and 10x10mm2. These collimating systems were investigated to determine
whether differences in scatter conditions had any effect on the detector responses and to
compare phantom scatter factors in Chapter 7. All measurements in the stereotactic
collimators were initially normalised to the 40mm collimator and the square fields to an
open 50x50mm2 field. Normalisation to the reference field was investigated separately.
The overall aim was to find a detector which was simple to use and which could preferably
be used without the need for a correction factor.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Materials
Detectors
The initial detector comparison was carried out on the CH6 linac with the PFD, EFD,
0.125cc IC and the PP-IC, which are all standard detectors available within the department.
Additional small detectors were subsequently tested as they became available, either
through purchase or loan. These were the SFD, a diamond and a 0.015cc IC.
Phantoms
To measure Scp, slabs ofRMI were drilled to allow the long axes of the diamond, PFD, EFD
and SFD to be orientated parallel to the beam CAX. All ICs were orientated conventionally,
with their long axes perpendicular to the beam CAX. The 0.125cc IC was, in addition,
orientated with long axis parallel to the beam CAX.
5.2.2 Methods
Detector comparison: CH6
The original detector comparison was carried out on the CH6 for collimators between 40
and 12.5mm diameter only, with a variety of detectors. Scp was measured at dmax, 1000mm
FAD and normalised to the 40mm collimator. Detectors were also compared to find the
most appropriate method of normalising the results to the reference 100x100mm2 field.
Measurements were repeated on between two and three occasions and the average taken. All
measurements in stereotactic collimators were initially normalised to the 40mm collimator.
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Detector comparison: 600CD
A more precise detector comparison, with an increased number of repeats (minimum of
five) and a more limited number of detectors, was carried out on the 600CD. Three beam
defining systems were investigated; open fields defined by the linac jaws, MLC fields and
fields defined by the stereotactic collimators. All measurements were carried out at
1000mm FAD, at both dmax and 50mm deep. The open and MLC square fields were both
normalised to a 50x50mm2 open field defined by the movable collimators. Normalisation to
the reference field was carried out by detector comparison, as before. Measurements in
RMI were compared against measurements using the BDAS system, on a single occasion,
for the smallest collimators. The profiles in the 5mm collimator were scanned and the zero
co-ordinates set at the centre of the 50% regions. Scp measurements in the 12.5, 10, 7.5 and
5mm collimators at dmax only, were then normalised to the 40mm collimator.
Linac comparison
The final data sets measured on the CH6, CH20 and 600CD were compared.
Beam profiles
Profile information from chapter 4 was used to determine an approximate value for the
under-response of each detector in fields with high dose regions smaller than the sensitive
widths of each detector. The amount of volume averaging was estimated by integrating the
beam profiles over the area of each sensitive volume.
Statistics
On the 600CD, each measurement in each experiment was repeated on at least five separate
occasions. The results were meaned and the standard deviation (s.d.) and coefficient of
variation (s.d./mean x 100%) calculated. Differences between sets of measurements were
considered insignificant if they were <0.3%. To determine whether differences >=0.3%
were significant, a two tailed t-test was carried out.
Radiation isocentre
The position of the radiation isocentre with respect to the crosswires was determined on
several occasions, using the Winston Lutz (1988) test at gantry 0° (beam directed
downwards). In all Scp measurements, the geometric centre of each detector was aligned
with the radiation isocentre.
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5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Radiation isocentre
On all machines, the radiation isocentre was found to match the crosswires to within +/-
0.2mm. As a result, the geometric centre of each detector was aligned with the crosswires.
5.3.2 CH6 measurements
Detector comparison
Figure 5.2 shows a plot of Scp, normalised to the 40mm collimator and measured at dmax,
1000mm FAD, on the CH6, against collimator diameter.
Figure 5.2 Scp at dmax against collimator diameter, normalised to a 40mm collimator,
for measurements made on the CH6, ECC.
The value of Scp becomes detector dependent below a 27.5mm collimator. By the 20mm
collimator, the spread over all detectors is 2% and in the 12.5mm collimator it has increased
to over 8%. For the larger detectors, it is obvious that as the field size decreases, the entire
sensitive volume does not lie within the high dose region of the corresponding profile. This
will result in a signal which is too low.
It is possible to determine whether a detector is too large for measurements in a particular
collimator, by considering the width of the (99%) high dose region, as discussed in Chapter
4. The approximate reduction in signal can be calculated by integrating the profile over the
area of the detector. This is simplest when the detector lies symmetrically around the CAX,
but is more complicated for ion chambers used in conventional orientation. For a
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cylindrical ion chamber, the effective point of measurement does not lie at the geometric
centre of the detector and the detector itself is not symmetrical about all axes. Figure 5.3
shows an example of the situation for an ion chamber (a) perpendicular to the beam CAX





Figure 5.3 Example of the situation for an ion chamber (a) perpendicular to the beam
CAX and (b) parallel to the beam CAX
Although it is possible to integrate over the volume in (a), it is more complicated. For
simplicity, volume integration was only limited to detectors which lay symmetrically around
the beam CAX. In addition, the conventional orientation for ICs (a) was not pursued for
outputs in small fields.
The reduction in signal caused by volume averaging, is greatest in the smallest (12.5mm)
collimator. Figure 5.4 shows the high dose region in the 12.5mm collimator, fitted with a
fourth order polynomial.
Figure 5.4 Polynomial fit to profile measured at dmax, with SFD, in 12.5mm
collimator.
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The approximate percentage response of each detector was calculated by integrating the
above curve over the sensitive area of each detector. The calculated response for each of the
detectors in the 12.5mm collimator, is shown in Table 5.2.





0.125cc IC 5.5 98.5
Table 5.2 The calculated % responses for each of the detectors in the 12.5mm
collimator.
The results in Table 5.2 suggest that the maximum under-response should be less than 2% in
the IC. Volume averaging does not therefore explain why the 0.125cc IC orientated parallel
to the beam CAX and the PPIC are both 7-8% lower than the solid state detectors in Figure
5.2. This suggests that it cannot simply be the sizes of the ICs which cause the under-
responses. An additional problem is that both ICs are measuring ionisation in air, under
electronic disequilibrium where the low density sensitive volume worsens the situation.
In the paper by McKerracher and Thwaites (1999), a larger correction was applied to each
detector based on the widths of the high dose regions. These widths were extracted from the
original profiles for each collimator and a line of best fit calculated. This simple method is
not as accurate as integration of the appropriate profile and it seems that too large a
correction was applied to the ion chamber results in that publication. For example, the
response of the PPIC was increased by approximately 6% in the 12.5mm collimator in the
original publication (Figure 7), whereas the results in Table 5.2 indicate that a correction of
only 1.1 % is more appropriate.
Any kind of volume integration assumes that the centre of the sensitive volume has been
positioned on the beam CAX. For measurements in RMI, the geometric centre of each solid
state detector was aligned with the radiation isocentre, which assumes that the centre of the
sensitive volume lies at the geometric centre of each detector. This has been shown not to
be the case (McKerracher and Thwaites, 2001). If the sensitive volume is not aligned with
the radiation isocentre, the measured dose will be reduced. This problem can be eliminated
by measuring Scp in the water tank (Zhu et al, 2000), scanning the beam profile and
positioning the detector at the centre of the 50% dose regions. This method is time-
consuming and physically demanding (changing the collimators over the water tank) and
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therefore was carried out only once, on the 600CD, to determine the magnitude of the
difference.
All solid state detectors agree to within less than 2% in the 12.5mm collimator. The PFD
appears to produce values of Scp which are too large, as also reported by Dasu et al (1998).
This is probably due to the absorption of too much scatter in the normalisation field (40mm
collimator) producing too high a value of Scp. Scp for both unshielded diodes and the
diamond are within 0.5%. Again, this is in agreement with other authors and suggests that
any of these three detectors (diamond, EFD, SFD) could be used to measure accurate beam
data within the field size range tested. The over-response of the EFD to scatter is not
apparent in these small field sizes, due to the lack of scatter.
5.3.3 Linac comparison
The diamond, EFD and SFD, as available, were used to measure Scp on the CH20 and the
600CD. The differences between detectors used on each linac were found to be comparable.
Scp measured with the EFD and normalised to the 40mm collimator, on all three accelerators
is shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5 Scp measured with the EFD and normalised to the 40mm collimator, on the
three accelerators
Differences between the linacs begin to appear in the 25mm collimator, when normalised to




Scp data in fields smaller than 12.5mm is useful for the calculation of phantom scatter factors
in a large range of small field sizes. This will be discussed further in Chapter 7. However,
these collimators are not used for clinical treatments at the ECC. The small collimator
profiles (chapter 4) were initially integrated over the area of each of the solid state detectors.
Figure 5.6 shows an example for the 5mm collimator.
Figure 5.6 Example ofpolynomial fit to the profile data in a 5mm collimator.
The approximate percentage responses for the 12.5, 10 and 5mm diameter collimators were
calculated and are noted in Table 5.3.
Detector Width/mm % Response
12.5mm 10mm 5mm
Diamond 2.2 99.6 99.5 96.9
PFD/EFD 2.5 99.4 99.2 94.6
SFD 0.6 100.0 99.9 99.5
Table 5.3 The calculated percentage responses in the 12.5, 10 and 5mm diameter
collimators.
The results in Table 5.3 show that all detectors should be accurate to within 0.8% down to a
10mm collimator. In the smallest collimator, only the SFD lies within the high dose region,
the diamond could under-respond by approximately 3% and the PFD and EFD by >5%.
This shows that these detectors can only be used in this collimator size, in conjunction with
a correction factor to account for the volume averaging.
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As most measurements in each collimator were repeated on at least five separate occasions,
the coefficient of variation, expressed as a percentage, is an indication of the reproducibility,
or precision of the results, at 1 s.d.. Table 5.4 summarises the coefficient of variation.
Where no value is reported, only one or two measurements were made.
Coefficient of variation (%)
Detector 12.5mm 10mm 5mm
Diamond 0.1 0.2 1.7
PFD 0.1 0.4 1.6
EFD 0.2 0.2 0.5
SFD 0.2 0.5 1.2
Film - 4.3 6.5
Table 5.4 Coefficients of variation, expressed as a percentage of the mean, for each
set of experiments for each detector in each collimator diameter.
Insufficient measurements were carried out in the 7.5mm collimator, simply due to time
constraints. The coefficient of variation increases as the collimator diameter decreases.
This is a reflection of the positional uncertainties. The reproducibility of the diamond is
lower than the diodes. Notice that the reproducibility of film is very poor and is a reflection
of the inconsistencies of the processing conditions. Although film processing requires a
more thorough investigation in order to improve the reproducibility, this is outwith the
scope of this work. As a result, film will not be investigated further.
When re-measured with the BDAS system, only the PFD and SFD measured larger values
of Scp. This occurred only in the 7.5 and 5mm collimators and only by between 1.5 and
2.0%. The new values of Scp were at the upper limit of the range of values measured in RMI
and showed that positioning errors caused the larger spread of results in the 5mm collimator.
The diamond and EFD measurements did not increase when used with the BDAS system,
suggesting that they were correctly positioned originally. The higher values measured with
the PFD and SFD were used in Figure 5.7 which shows a plot of Scp against collimator
diameter, for all detectors.
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Figure 5.7 Plot of Scp at dmax against collimator diameter, for all detectors. Volume
averaging has not been accounted for.
In the 12.5mm diameter collimator, the spread over all detectors is approximately 1.5%.
The PFD shows the highest results, again in accordance with the results of other authors
(Dasu et al, 1998) and likely to be due to the absorption of too many contaminant electrons
in the normalisation field. If the PFD is ignored, the spread over the three other detectors is
only 0.6%. This suggests that either the diamond, EFD or SFD could be used to measure Scp
in the 40-12.5mm diameter collimator range. Although the diode results may be too high,
due to the preservation of LEE in silicon, the effect is obviously small in the 12.5mm
collimator. Below the 12.5mm diameter collimator, the effects of volume averaging must
be accounted for. Figure 5.8 shows the values of Scp recalculated to account for this.
Figure 5.8. Plot of Scp at dmax against collimator diameter, for all detectors, with
volume averaging accounted for.
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Although it is apparent that volume averaging has accounted for the differences between the
diodes, the difference between the diode and diamond results is still too large in the smallest
collimator. This could be a result of the preservation of LEE in silicon in the smallest fields,
which would cause the diodes results to be too high. Alternatively, the problem could be an
under-response in the diamond in the smallest collimator. The response of the diamond was
calculated by assuming that the diamond width was 2.2mm. However, as shown in Chapter
2, the width may be larger than this. In addition, positioning the detector using the BDAS
system may not have been entirely satisfactory. Scanning the profiles possibly did not result
in the centre of the crystal being placed at the centre of the high dose region. Unless the size
of the sensitive volume of the diamond can be determined more exactly, the diamond should
not be used for measurements in field widths <10mm. At 50mm deep the coefficients of
variation and the relative results between detectors were comparable with those at dmax.
Open fields
Scp in small open fields were measured to determine whether differences in scatter
conditions had any effect on the response of different detectors. In addition, the small field
Scp results were used to calculate phantom scatter factors in Chapter 7. The Inplane and
Xplane profiles were integrated over the sensitive area of each detector. Figure 5.9 shows an
example of the polynomial fit to the Inplane profile in the 10x10mm2 open field.
OAD/mm
Figure 5.9 The inplane profile in the 10x10mm2 open field.
Table 5.5 shows the calculated percentage responses in each detector in the 10x10mm2 field,










Table 5.5 The calculated percentage responses in the 10x10mm2 field
The results in Table 5.5 show that although the diamond and larger diodes could under¬
estimate the dose in the smallest field, it should only be by approximately 1%.
The reproducibility of the measurement of Scp, as determined by the coefficient of variation,
with each detector, in the smallest fields, is summarised in Table 5.6.
Detector






Table 5.6 The reproducibility of the measurements as determined by the coefficient of
variation, described as a percentage of the mean.
The reproducibility of each detector in the 10x10mm2 field is poorer than in the 10mm
diameter collimator. This is because the coefficient of variation also reflects the
reproducibility of the setting of the movable collimators. This will have more effect as the
field size decreases. In addition, the reproducibility will not only reflect the differences in
the actual field sizes determined by the width of the 50% region, but will also reflect the
corresponding change in the position of the radiation isocentre with collimator setting.




Figure 5.10 Plot of Scp against EQSQ for all four detectors, with volume averaging
accounted for.
The spread over all detectors in the 10x10mm2 field is approximately 4%. The PFD results
are too high, for the same reasons as before. The EFD and SFD agree, with the volume
averaging accounted for, but the diamond results are lower than the diodes, by
approximately 2%. As discussed previously for stereotactic fields, the diode results could
be too high due to the preservation of LEE in silicon, or the diamond could be too low due
to doubts over its size. Open field Scp were not remeasured using the BDAS system and
mispositioning could therefore account for the under-response of the diamond. However,
the effect is likely to be small. At 50mm deep the uncertainties remain the same for all
other detectors and the spread over all detectors is the same as that at dmax.
MLC fields
Scp in small MLC fields were measured to determine whether differences in scatter
conditions had any effect on the response of different detectors. In addition, the small MLC
Scp results will be used to calculate phantom scatter factors in Chapter 7. The 99% high
dose regions were integrated over the sensitive area of each detector. Figure 5.11 shows an
example of the polynomial fit to the inplane profile in the 10x10mm2 MLC field.
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Figure 5.11. The high dose region of the inplane profile in the 10x1Omm2 field.
It should be noted that although the profile in Figure 5.11 appears somewhat strange in
shape, this is the result of noise within a very small profile region (dose scale covers only
1.5%) and was not as obvious in the whole profile shown in Figure 4.14. The approximate
percentage responses in each detector in the 10x10mm2 MLC field, integrated over both
profile directions, are shown in Table 5.7.






Table 5.7 Calculated responses for each detector in the 10x10mm2 field
The responses are much higher in the MLC fields than in the open fields. This is due to the
wider high dose region in the MLC fields shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 in Chapter 4. It is
apparent therefore that the size of each detector is not a problem in any of the MLC field
sizes investigated. As a result, all detectors should be accurate, in terms of their size only.
The reproducibility of the measurement of Scp, as determined by the coefficient of variation,
with each detector, in the smallest fields, is summarised in Table 5.8.
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Detector
Coefficient of variation (%)





Table 5.8. The reproducibility of the measurements as determined by the coefficient of
variation, expressed as a percentage of the mean.
The reproducibility of the measurements is excellent and perhaps reflects the slightly larger
high dose region. This is more likely to ensure that the sensitive width of each detector lies
within the high dose region, rather than within the penumbra. Figure 5.12 shows a plot of
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Figure 5.12 Plot of Scp against MLC field size for all four solid state detectors. Volume
averaging was unnecessary for all MLC field sizes.
As before, the PFD results are too high, but the other detectors agree within a range of less
than 1%. The results are comparable at 50mm deep.
5.3.5 Normalisation
Overview
Initially the results for Scp in stereotactic fields were renormalised from the 40mm diameter
collimator, to an open 50x50mm2 field. Measurements in all beam defining systems could
then be renormalised to an open 100x100mm2 field, at 1000mm FAD.
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40mm/50x50mm2
Scp in the 40mm collimator relative to an open 50x50mm2 was measured with a variety of
detectors. The results are shown in Table 5.9, for each detector, along with the
corresponding coefficient of variation (coeff. of var.).
40mm/50x50mm2
Detector dmax norm coeff. of var. 50mm norm coeff. of var.
Diamond 0.995 0.3 0.984 0.2
PFD 0.997 0.1 0.986 0.1
EFD 0.995 0.1 0.981 0.1
SFD 0.994 0.2 0.981 0.5
0.125cc 0.996 0.2 0.982 0.2
mean 0.995 0.1 0.983 0.2
Table 5.9 Scp in the 40mm collimator relative to an open 50x50mm2 field, with
corresponding values for the coefficient of variation (coeff. of var.).
The coefficient of variation for the mean of all detectors is comparable with the coefficient
of variation for each individual detector. This suggests that there are no significant
differences between detectors and the average value could be used at each depth.
50x50mm2/100x100mm2
All detectors were compared in the normalisation of a 50x50mm2 field to an open
100x100mm2 field. The results are shown in Table 5.10, for each detector, along with the
corresponding coefficients of variation.
50x50mm / 100x100mm
Detector dmax norm coeff. of var. 50mm norm coeff. of var.
Diamond .954 0.1 .932 0.1
PFD .958 0.1 .937 0.1
EFD .952 0.2 .930 0.1
SFD .950 0.1 .924 0.0
0.125cc .955 0.1 .935 0.1
mean .954 0.3 .932 0.5
Table 5.10 Scp in the 50x50mm2 field relative to the 100x100mm2 field, with
corresponding values for the coefficient of variation (coeff. of var.).
The coefficient of variation of the mean over all detectors is larger than the individual
coefficients, which suggests real differences between the detectors, confirmed by t-testing.
The diamond, PFD and IC are all designed for use in photon fields and are all within a range
of 0.4% at dmax and 0.5% at 50mm deep. However, the PFD may be slightly too high, as
the energy compensation may cause the absorption of relatively more scatter in the
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100x100mm2 field compared with the 50x50mm2 field. The unshielded diodes are not
designed for use in photon fields and are known to over-respond to scatter. As scatter will
be larger in the 100x100mm2 field, the normalisation value will be too low. The effect is
greater at depth, where scatter is also larger. It is unclear why the SFD is lower than the
EFD as this suggests that the SFD is more sensitive to scatter than the EFD. As discussed
before, this may be due to the relatively larger effects of the connectors within the SFD,
compared to the small size of the detector.
The results for the diamond, PFD and IC were meaned to obtain final
50x50mm2/ 100x100mm2 normalisation values of 0.956 and 0.935 at dmax and 50mm deep
respectively, on the 600CD, with an uncertainty of +/-0.2 and 0.3% respectively (1 s.d.).
Similar methods were used on the CH6 and CH20 linacs. The overall % uncertainty (1 s.d.)
in Sep calculated from the reproducibility at dmax only, of each detector on the 600CD is
shown in Table 5.11.
% uncertainty in Scp
Detector 12.5mm 10mm 5mm
Diamond 0.2 0.3 1.7
PFD 0.2 0.5 1.6
EFD 0.3 0.3 .5
SFD 0.3 0.5 1.2
Table 5.11. Overall uncertainty (dmax) in Scp normalised to a 100x100mm2 field.
5.3.6 Comparison of beam defining systems
The Scp results for each of the three beam defining systems were normalised to the
100x100mm2 field at 1000mm FAD, using the normalisations calculated above. Collimator
diameters were converted to EQSQs. Elowever, to be able to compare results between
systems, the measured field widths were used, rather than the nominal field size settings.
EQSQs were therefore calculated from the 50% widths measured in chapter 4 and plotted
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Figure 5.13 Scp at dmax for each of the three beam defining systems, normalised to the
reference field. Volume averaging has been accounted for.
Scp values for the stereotactic and MLC fields are the most similar, due to the constant field
size setting on the movable collimators of 50x50mm2, in both types of field. The relative
output factors in the open fields results are up to 4% lower as, by definition, the collimator
scatter decreases with the field size setting. Scp falls by up to 5% between the 40x40 and
20x20mm2 fields. Between the 20x20 and 10x10mm2 fields Scp falls by a further 5% in the
stereotactic and MLC fields and by 10% in the open fields. Below this the drop in the
stereotactic collimators is between 15 and 25% dependent on the detector. All of these
results are comparable with those of other authors in Figure 5.1. The same effects are
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Figure 5.14. Scp at 50mm for each of the three beam defining systems, normalised to the
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The differences between detectors are the same at 50mm deep, which shows that the
differences are independent of depth.
5.3.7 Comparison of linacs
Scp in stereotactic fields between 40 and 12.5mm diameter measured on all three linacs, with
the EFD and normalised to the 100x100mm2 field at 1000mm FAD, using an appropriate
detector, are shown in Figure 5.15, along with corresponding measurements in an open
50x50mm2 field, also at 1000mm FAD. Note that Scp is plotted against collimator diameter
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Figure 5.15. Normalised Scp data in stereotactic collimators between 40 and 12.5mm
diameter for all three linacs, with the EFD.
The QI for each linac is in brackets. Relative output factors are generally independent of
beam energy and highly dependent on machine design. For example, the 6 and 16MV
beams of the CH20 linac have identical relative outputs in regular field sizes between 40x40
and 400x400mm2, but the relative outputs on the 6MV beams of the CH6, CH20 and 600CD
are all different and do not reflect the beam qualities.
It is interesting to note that the shape of the curves on the CH6 and 600CD are similar, but
the CH20 curves fall more rapidly below a 20mm collimator. This could be a real effect, or
could be a result of less precise measurements, particularly in the 12.5mm collimator.
Unfortunately these measurements cannot be repeated to verify the difference as the
machines are no longer in use.
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5.3.8 XKnife requirements
XKnife requires the input of Scp, measured at dmax, 1000mm FAD and normalised to a
100x100mm2 field, also at 1000mm FAD. These values are multiplied separately by the
value of M, to relate the relative outputs to the linac calibration at 1000mm FSD, as
discussed in Chapter 2. M is calculated to be 1.03 from the ratio of the relative distances of
the normalisation point from the source, in both the FAD and FSD set-ups. This was
confirmed by measurement, to be within +/-0.2%. Although either the diamond or the EFD
could be used in collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, Scp was measured with the
EFD on all linacs simply because the diamond was not available at the time of the
commissioning of each linac. The final XKnife data (without the M factor) is shown in
Table 5.12, along with the additional SFD measured data in the smaller collimators. All


















Table 5.12. Final Scp data (40-12.5mm diameter) measured on the 600CD, for input to
XKnife, with the additional small field values.
5.4 Conclusion
Values of Scp in collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter measured with the diamond,
EFD and SFD agreed to within =<0.6%. Volume averaging was not found to be a problem
within this range. The diamond and EFD were the simplest detectors to use, as the small
signal on the SFD required more MU to be delivered to obtain a comparable resolution.
Although the diamond does not appear to offer any advantages over the EFD within this
range, it may be that the nearer water equivalence of the diamond, results in a better
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estimation of Sep than for the diodes. However, the effect is small within this range and the
requirement for pre-irradiation of the diamond at each measurement session could be
considered to be a disadvantage, although it was not found to be a problem in this work.
Significant differences between the EFD, SFD and diamond only began to emerge in the
smallest stereotactic collimators. These were due to volume averaging, uncertainty over the
sizes of the detector areas and mispositioning of the centres with respect to the radiation
isocentre. Volume averaging can be accounted for by integrating the profile over the size
and shape of the sensitive volume. Mispositioning can be minimised by measuring Scp in
the water tank and placing the centre of the sensitive area midway between the 50% dose
regions. This measurement technique is only necessary for the 5mm diameter collimator,
although there may be a small (<1%) advantage in using it for measurements in the 7.5mm
collimator.
The same conclusions regarding detectors were reached in square open and MLC fields,
where the detector size was only found to be a problem for the diamond in a 10x10mm2
open field. This suggests that differences in scatter effects from the three beam defining
systems have no effect on the relative detector responses.
Small field Scp values can be normalised to the 100x100mm2 field using either a diamond,
PFD or small IC. An unshielded diode should not be used as this may lead to an
underestimation of the relative output in a 50x50mm2 field, albeit by less than 0.5%.
Scp measured in stereotactic collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter were found to be





6.1.1 Definition of Sc
The head scatter factor, Sc is defined as the ratio of the dose (D) "in-air" in the field size of
interest (s) to the dose (Dref) in the reference field size (sref), when both measurements are
made at depth (d) and distance (f), for the same number ofMU.
Sc= D(f, s, d) (6.1)
ITct(f sref, d)
6.1.2 Measurement of Sc
Build-up cap
Sc is generally measured in a build-up cap to achieve electronic equilibrium in all directions
around the measurement point. For simplicity, build-up caps for cylindrical ion chambers
conventionally have a cross-sectional radius equal to the build-up depth in the forward
direction. As a result, the size of the build-up cap is dependent on the energy of the beam.
Figure 6.1 shows three perspex build-up caps designed for a 0.6cc cylindrical IC, used in
beams of between 15 and 6MV.
Figure 6.1. Perspex build-up caps for use with a 0.6cc IC in (from left to right) 15, 9
and 6MV beams.
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A build-up cap will introduce some phantom scatter into the measurements, but if the
minimum field size measured is always larger than the diameter of the build-up cap, the
phantom scatter will approximately cancel out in relative measurements. Consequently, the
width of the build-up cap will limit the minimum field size which can be measured. If, as is
common, the minimum field size setting on a linac is 40x40mm2, the maximum cap width
must be less than 40mm in order to measure the full field size range. This size of cap will
ensure lateral electronic equilibrium (LEE) in energies up to approximately 8MV. To
measure the full field size range in higher energy beams, or to measure Sc in fields smaller
than the build-up cap, Sc must either be measured at extended FSD, in a high density build¬
up cap, or under conditions of electronic disequilibrium.
Extended FSD
The advantage of measurements at extended FSD is that the field size at the isocentre is
projected to a larger field size at the measurement distance and hence covers the build-up
cap. However, measurements at extended FSD are only equivalent to measurements at the
standard distance, if Sc is independent of FSD. Khan et al (1996) measured Sc in a build-up
cap in fields >=80x80mm2 at FSDs between 1000 and 2000mm. The results showed that Sc
was independent of FSD to within 0.5%, if the field size setting at extended FSD was
chosen such that the same amount of the flattening filter was "seen" from the measurement
point as would have been seen from the isocentre. Sc has also been shown to be
independent of FSD within the conventional field size range by other authors (Allahverdi,
1998; Allahverdi and Thwaites, 1999).
High density build-up caps
High density build-up caps can be used to measure Sc under conditions of electronic
equilibrium, in field sizes at the lower end of the linac field size range. The high density
material may however, cause the quality to change as a result of beam hardening. Jursinic
and Thomadsen (1999) compared build-up caps of Mylar, acrylic, Al, Cu and Pb to measure
Sc with a cylindrical IC (dimensions unspecified), in beams of 6, 10 and 18MV, at 1000mm
FAD. Diodes with intrinsic tungsten and brass were also investigated and although their
dimensions were unspecified, these appeared to be patient in-vivo dosimetry diodes (Sun
Nuclear), not generally used for dosimetry measurements. In fields between 100x100 and
30x30mm2, Sc was greater in the high density materials, by between 2 and 3%. According
to the authors, in high density build-up caps, at large field sizes, secondary electrons are
scattered away from the measurement point, which results in a lower signal. Measurements
in fields <100x100mm2, would therefore produce values of Sc which were too high. This
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phenomenon has also been reported elsewhere, for conventional field sizes (Allahverdi,
1998; Allahverdi and Thwaites, 1999).
The mini-phantom
Recent developments in treatment planning have encouraged the use of formalisms which
are based on the normalisation of dosimetric data at a depth beyond the maximum range of
contaminant electrons. These formalisms require relative outputs which are measured
commonly at a depth of 50, 80 or 100mm. It is obvious therefore, that Sc values measured
at dmax in a build-up cap cannot be used in these formalisms. In response to this problem,
van Gasteren et al (1991) designed a "mini-phantom" in which to measure Sc at depths
beyond dmax. The cross-section of the mini-phantom was chosen to be 40mm in order to
minimise phantom scatter, but achieve LEE in most energies of interest. Although
measurements were carried out in beams of up to 25MV, the authors acknowledged that
LEE would not be achieved at 25MV (dmax approximately 40mm), within a radius of
20mm. This was not thought to be important as the side scatter would be virtually
independent of field size in fields > the phantom diameter. A reference depth of 50mm was
chosen for energies up to 10MV and a depth of 100mm chosen for higher energies. More
recently, a reference depth of 100mm for all energies, has been recommended (NCRD,1998;
ESTRO, 1997).
Comparison of mini-phantom and build-up cap
It is important to note that the only difference between measurements in a mini-phantom
and measurements in a build-up cap, is the depth. The argument that the width of the
phantom must be wide enough to achieve lateral electronic equilibrium applies equally to
measurements in either type of phantom. If Sc can be measured in a high energy beam in a
mini-phantom with only 20mm (radius) of side scatter , then equally it can be measured in a
build-up cap with side walls which are < the depth of dmax.
Measurements under electronic disequilibrium
Li (1995) used MC (EGS4) to calculate the radius at which lateral electronic equilibrium
(LEE) occurs. At 6MV this was found to be <1.3g/cm2. Sc was measured in the field size
range 360x360 to 40x40mm2 with a 0.12cc IC at 50mm deep in polystyrene mini-phantoms
of different radii (=<LEE) and the results compared with measurements in brass build-up
caps (^LEE). In fields >100x100mm2, Sc was found to be higher in the mini-phantom
compared to the brass caps. In fields <100x100mm2, Sc was lower in the mini-phantom
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compared to brass. As all differences were less than 1%, the authors concluded that
electronic equilibrium need not be preserved in the measurement of Sc. However, the
authors found that electron contamination was a problem in phantoms with radii <LEE and
recommended that a mini-phantom or build-up cap should be wide enough to avoid electron
contamination in the lateral direction. This appeared to have been a problem only in a mini-
phantom of radius 5mm, in an 18MV beam. Allahverdi (1998) reported a decrease in Sc of
approximately 3% measured with a 0.125cc IC in a 40mm diameter mini-phantom at dmax
compared with measurements in a build-up cap with side-wall thickness of 9mm.
Direct measurement
An alternative to measuring Sc in a build-up cap or mini-phantom, is to measure Sc directly
in a full scatter phantom. Lam and Ten Haken (1996) reported on a blocking technique,
whereby a 50x50mm2 field was defined by a large cerrobend cut-out. Measurements were
made in a full scatter phantom, under the cut-out, for collimator settings between 50x50 and
300x300mm2. Although the phantom scatter remained the same (constant cut-out size), the
collimator scatter changed (variable collimator setting) and thus values of Sc could be
obtained. This method does however assume that there are no additional scatter effects
caused by the cerrobend cut-out.
Detectors
Although a cylindrical IC (0.1-0.6cc) is generally used to measure Sc in a build-up cap or
mini-phantom in conventional field sizes between 400x400 and 50x50mm2, Karlsson et al
(1997) investigated the use of both a shielded and an unshielded diode. Measurements were
made at the isocentre, 100mm deep in a mini-phantom, in field sizes >=50x50mm2 and
compared with the results from a 0.5cc IC. No differences >0.2% were detected between
the diodes and the IC, in energies between 4 and 50MV. Although differences had been
found between the detectors in the measurement of Scp, these were caused mainly be the
response of the diodes to phantom scatter. As phantom scatter is minimal and relatively
constant in the measurement of Sc in these fields, the differences between the detectors
effectively disappear.
6.1.3 Small field problems
If a mini-phantom or build-up cap with a cross-section smaller than the smallest field size is
used to measure Sc in very small fields (<40x40mm2), Sc will necessarily be measured under
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conditions of electronic disequilibrium. Although Li (1995) and others (Allahverdi, 1998;
Allahverdi and Thwaites, 1999) showed that this was not a significant problem for fields
>40x40mm2, the system has not been tested for smaller fields. Instead, Sc in smaller fields
has generally been measured at extended FSD, or in a high density build-up cap.
The problems of detector size are the same in the measurement of both Scp and Sc. A
suitable detector for the measurement of Sc should therefore have a sensitive width which
can lie within the high dose region of the in-air profile. Problems such as spectral change
and a rapid fall off in dose at small fields are also common between the measurement of Scp
and Sc. Once again, the correction factors necessary to convert the detector readings to dose
may now not necessarily cancel out in the field size of interest and the reference field.
Again, this problem can be minimised by normalising the results to the largest small field.
6.1.4 Small field Sc in the literature
Overview
Most small field Sc measurements reported in the literature have been carried out using an
IC in a build-up cap. The chamber is generally orientated with long axis parallel to the
beam, to minimise the effects of volume averaging. However, it has been shown in Chapter
5 that most ICs are unsuitable for measurements in very small field sizes and it is not clear
why they should be suitable for the measurement of Sc.
Literature overview
Houdek et al (1983) compared the measurement of Sc with a 0.1 cc IC in an aluminium
(22mm diameter) and a polystyrene (46mm diameter) build-up cap, for fields between
50x50 and 20x20mm2 at 3000mm FSD. Both sets of measurements agreed to within 1%,
although the authors did not state whether differences were random or whether
measurements in one material were systematically higher than the other. Sc dropped by
almost 20% between a 100x100 and 10x10mm2 field, the latter field size being measured
only with an aluminium build-up cap. The magnitude of this drop was not discussed.
Arcovito et al (1985) measured Sc with a 0.22cc IC in an aluminium build-up cap in fields
down to 10x10mm2 at 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000mm FSD. Fields less than 40x40mm2
were generated by adding custom-made lead collimators to the inside of the movable linac
collimators. Sc was independent of FSD, although the uncertainty was not stated. Sc
decreased rapidly below a 40x40mm2 field such that the overall drop was approximately
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15% between the 100x100 and 10x10mm2 fields. However, the value of Sc tabulated in the
results was 0.920, which appears to be a contradiction.
Rice et al (1987) measured Sc in stereotactic collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter
using a O.lcc IC in polystyrene, brass and aluminium build-up caps. The thickness of each
cap was 1.5g/cm2. In all measurements, the linac collimators were set to a constant
40x40mm2 field. The fields defined by collimators < 17.5mm diameter, covered the width of
the brass cap only and as a result, brass was used in all field sizes. Sc was found to be
constant and equal to the open field setting of 40x40mm2.
Sixel and Podgorsak (1993) used an unspecified type of diode (2.5mm sensitive width) with
brass build-up caps of between 2 and 3.5mm "thickness", which, from the text, must refer to
the cap widths. Sc was measured in stereotactic collimators between 30 and 10mm
diameter, for beam energies of 6, 10 and 18MV. In all measurements, the linac collimators
were set to a constant 40x40mm2. For all beam energies, Sc was found to be constant and
equal to Sc in the open 40x40mm2 field. This was despite the fact that the build-up cap
would appear to be too large for measurements in the smallest field. Sc was found to
decrease with beam energy, although the overall spread was only 2%.
Zhu and Bjarngard (1994) measured Sc in open fields between 400x400 and 8x8mm2, with a
O.lcc IC in a Pb build-up cap (3.5g/cm wall thickness) and in an acrylic mini-phantom
(40mm width) at 50mm deep. Sc appears to have been measured at either 3000 or 4000mm
FAD, although this is not clear. There were no differences between measurements in the
two materials. However, the 8x8mm2 field would not have covered the mini-phantom, even
at 4000mm FAD and therefore it must be assumed that not all field sizes were measured in
both types of phantom. Sc was shown to drop by between 10 and 60% on four types of
accelerator with energies between 6 and 10MV. The authors examined the reasons for this
effect, noting that when the linac collimators were set to =<30x30mm2, part of the opening
at the top of the primary collimator was obscured when viewed from the measurement point.
This was thought to have contributed to the large drop in Sc. However, the magnitude of the
drop in Sc was also thought to be related to the size of the source which is related to the
design of the beam bending mechanism. A linac without a beam bending device was
thought to produce a relatively large spot on the target, whereas a 90° bending device was
thought to focus the beam and reduce the size of the spot. However, although a 270°
bending system does produce the smallest spot, a 90° bending system (unless with slalom
system) actually spreads out the spot. The authors found that the linac with the, assumed,
largest spot (Clinac 6/100), resulted in the largest drop in Sc and the linac with the assumed
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smallest spot (Clinac 1800), resulted in the smallest drop, with the Philips SL75 lying in
between. The authors also noted that the source on the SL75 must extend to 5mm from the
CAX, but this would appear to be excessively large.
Heydarian et al (1996) measured Sc in stereotactic collimators between 41.0 and 8.9mm
diameter, normalised to the largest collimator. The field size setting on the linac collimators
was unspecified. Measurements were carried out at an extended FSD of 1580mm, with an
IC, shielded diode and a diamond, each with a brass build-up cap of 1,7g/cm2. Although the
manufacturers of each detector were stated, no detector dimensions were explicitly given.
The IC and diamond agreed in fields down to 8.9mm diameter, with the diode
approximately 0.5% higher. The fall in Sc with collimator diameter was fairly constant and
the total drop between the 41.0 and 8.9mm diameter collimators was only 7%.
Allahverdi (1998) measured Sc in fields down to 15x15mm2 with a 0.125cc IC in a selection
of build-up caps, at an extended FSD of 1500mm. The spread in Sc over all build-up
materials was >5%, at 6MV. Measurements in brass were the highest. Measurements in
perspex caps with sidewalls ranging from 12 to 21mm water equivalence were spread over
approximately 3% in the smallest field. The highest value for Scp measured in a perspex
cap, was for sidewall thickness of 18mm. However, this is larger than the field dimensions.
The total drop in Sc from the 100x100mm2 field was almost 30%.
Comparison of results




































9 Neptune-10 □ 0.22ccIC aluminium 3000
Rice et al
(1987)
6 Clinac 6/100 o 0.1 cc IC brass 1000
Sixel and
Podgorsak (1993)
10 Clinac 1800 o diode brass 1000
(FSD)
6 Clinac 2300 o diode brass 1000
(FSD)






□ 0.1 cc IC Lead 3000
6 Clinac 6/100 □ 0.1 cc IC Lead 3000
10 Clinac 1800 □ 0.1 cc IC Lead 3000
Table 6.1. Summary of the methods used to measure Sc, in each of the publications
presented in Figure 6.1. o indicates measurements in circular stereotactic
collimators and □ indicates measurements in square fields.
The linac collimators were set to 40x40mm2 for all measurements in stereotactic collimators
in Rice et al (1987) and Sixel and Podgorsak (1993). Although Heydarian et al (1996) also
carried out measurements in stereotactic fields, they did not specify the setting on the
movable collimators and the results were only normalised to the largest collimator. All Sc
measurements which were normalised to an open 100x100mm2 field are plotted in Figure
6.2, where the squares represent open square fields defined by the movable linac collimators
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Figure 6.2. Published values of Sc, measured at dmax in stereotactic collimators
and in small square fields. Data summarised in Table 6.1.
The drop in Sc is different in each publication and is dependent on either the methodology or
the linac used. All measurements in stereotactic collimators show Sc to be constant with
collimator diameter (Rice et al, 1987; Sixel and Podgorsak, 1993), down to 10mm. This
suggests that the head scatter in stereotactic collimators within this range, is only dependent
on the field size setting on the movable collimators, and not on the diameter of the
stereotactic collimators. This also shows that the stereotactic collimators neither add scatter,
nor shield out scatter from components above, within this range.
Sc drops with field size setting on the movable linac collimators, due to the reduction in the
amount of flattening filter "seen" at the measurement point. However, it is apparent from
Figure 6.2 that the magnitude of the drop is highly dependent on the design of the linac.
6.1.5 Shielding of the source
Introduction
Zhu and Bjarngard (1994) described the problem of source shielding with respect to both
the size of the x-ray source on the linac and width of the aperture at the top of the primary
collimator. Each of these is examined in detail, with respect to the 600CD.
Spot size
The size of the photon source, S, is determined by the size of the electron spot on the target.
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Shielding of the source
Figure 6.3 shows a diagrammatic view of the head of the Clinac 600CD.
Primary collimator / Flattening filter
Upper collimator (Y) |
Lower collimator (X) D
MLC<
Figure 6.3. A diagrammatic view of the head of the Clinac 600CD.
The amount of scatter visible at point P will be determined primarily by the amount of the
flattening filter (BFF) "seen" from the point of measurement. This will in turn be
determined by the field size setting on the movable collimators, as indicated by the pink
lines in Figure 6.2 above. However, the size of the incident photon beam on the BFF is
determined by both the spot size and the width of the aperture at the top of the primary
collimator. If either of these are obscured when viewed from the point ofmeasurement, the
scatter from the flattening filter will effectively be reduced. This may occur at very small
field sizes, as indicated by the red lines in Figure 6.3 above.
It is also important to remember that the detector at P is not a point detector and has a finite
size. This will mean that a different area of the flattening filter, source or top of primary
collimator will be seen by each point on the sensitive area of the detector, effectively
broadening the relevant areas.
6.1.6 Summary
All small field measurements require an accurate and reproducible experimental set-up. To
measure Sc, the detector and phantom must both be aligned with the centre of the radiation
field. This becomes increasingly difficult at extended FSD where the shadow of the
crosswires may not be easily visible and the gantry sag is more significant, particularly as
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both the field size and the width of the high dose region decrease. To measure Sc at the
isocentre, both the detector and the phantom must be smaller than the high dose region in
the collimator of interest and Sc will be measured under electronic disequilibrium. If the
results are satisfactory, there is no need for a high density build-up cap.
Only Heydarian et al (1996) compared detectors (IC, shielded diode, diamond) in the
measurement of small field Sc. Most other authors have used only ICs and Sixel and
Podgorsak (1993) used only a diode (type unspecified). A full comparison of detectors has
not therefore been carried out in the measurement of Sc.
6.1.7 Aim
There were several aims to this work. The first was to determine an optimum phantom for
the measurement of Sc. Phantom sizes and materials were compared both in stereotactic
collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter and in open fields between 40x40 and
10x10mm2, at both dmax and 50mm. The second aim was then to use the optimum
phantom width and material to compare Sc measured with a range of detectors. In addition
to the above fields, small stereotactic collimators between 10 and 5mm diameter and MLC
fields between 40x40 and 10x10mm2 were also investigated. The optimum detector was
then used to measure Sc in the full range of stereotactic collimators. These results were used
to calculate Sp values in Chapter 7. The third aim was to investigate reasons for changes in
head scatter in small fields, with respect to real changes in the head and also with respect to
differences caused by the detectors and the methodology. The fourth aim was to investigate
a method of normalisation. Initially, all measurements were normalised to the largest small
field (40mm collimator or 50x50mm2 open field) and therefore an optimum method of
normalisation to the 100x100mm2 reference field had to be determined. This was carried
out for all solid state detectors and the 0.125cc IC, in several phantom diameters. Finally,
differences between beam defining systems and linacs were investigated.
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Materials
Detectors
The diamond, PFD, EFD and SFD were compared in all small field measurements. The




Build-up caps (diameter 10mm, length 40mm) of solid water (WT1) and of brass, with
minimum wall thickness had been designed for head scatter work in larger field sizes
(Allahverdi, 1998; Allahverdi and Thwaites, 1999). In this work, these are denoted as
build-up caps. Rods of brass and WT1 had also been milled for the same work to increase
the effective depth of measurement in both materials, to 50mm. These, used with the build¬
up caps are denoted as 50mm-caps. Build-up caps and 50mm-caps were also designed
without side scatter (no walls), with diameters equal to the physical diameter of each
detector. These are known as build-up tops and 50mm-tops. Brass build-up caps and tops
were not initially designed for the IC nor the SFD. The caps and tops for the solid state
detectors are shown in Figure 6.4.
Two WT1 mini-phantoms with cross-sectional diameters of 40mm had previously been














Figure 6.5. The two types of mini-phantom used; one (on the left) with detector insert
along the long axis and one with the insert across the diameter.
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The diamond, PFD, EFD and SFD were all used in the first type of phantom, with their long
axes parallel to the beam CAX, at both dmax and 50mm. The 0.125cc IC was used both
parallel and perpendicular to the beam CAX, again at both dmax and 50mm.
6.2.2 Methods
Linacs
Although Sc was measured on all three linacs, a thorough comparison of detectors and
phantoms was only carried out on the 600CD. The results from the 600CD are therefore
presented in full and a final comparison made with the other two linacs.
Geometry of the head
The geometry of the head of the 600CD was examined for each beam defining system, with
reference to the amount of the flattening filter, primary collimator aperture and spot size,
visible from the point ofmeasurement. Figure 6.6 shows all the relevant parameters.
Figure 6.6. Schematic view of the geometry of the head of the 600CD, showing all the
relevant parameters.
F indicates the FSD to the appropriate feature such as the Y collimators, d indicates the
width of the opening at the appropriate level, for example, at the top of the primary
collimator. Table 6.2 shows the values of the fixed parameters used in calculations.
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Parameter Description mm
Fr Distance from target to top of primary collimator 21
FP' Distance from target to bottom of primary collimator 113
Ff Distance from target to base of flattening filter 113
Fy Distance from target to top ofY moveable collimators 280
Fy Distance from target to bottom ofY moveable collimators 358
Fx Distance from target to top ofX moveable collimators 367
FX' Distance from target to bottom ofX moveable collimators 445
Fmlc Distance from target to top ofMLC 482.5
Fmlc' Distance from target to bottom ofMLC 536
Fstereo Distance from target to top of stereotactic collimator 642
Fstereo' Distance from target to bottom of stereotactic collimator 770
F1 ISO Distance from target to isocentre 1000
dp width of top ofprimary collimator 10.5
df width of base of flattening filter 56.3
ds width of the source 2*
Table 6.2. Values of the fixed parameters used in calculations. * indicates the
estimated value for the source width.
Table 6.3 shows the variables used in the calculations
Parameter Description
dy width of top ofY moveable collimators
dx width of top ofX moveable collimators
dmic width of top ofMLC
dstereo width of top of stereotactic collimators
diS0 width of field at the isocentre
Table 6.3. Variables used in the calculation of linac head geometry.
Phantom comparison
Figure 6.7 shows the experimental set-up for the measurement of Sc in small fields, using
the build-up caps and tops and the 50mm-caps and tops.
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Figure 6.7. The experimental set-up for the measurement of Sc in small fields, using the
build-up caps and tops and 50mm-caps and tops.
The stand was composed of the minimum amount of plastic, to both minimise scatter and
ensure that the set-up was rigid and reproducible. In fields >40x40mm2, the measurement of
Sc requires that the width of the phantom is less than the minimum field size at the surface
of the phantom. Table 6.4 shows the field size at the surface (ssurface) of a phantom for a
field size at the isocentre (siso), when the measurement point is placed at dmax and 50mm.
Ssurface /mm





Table 6.4 Calculation of the field size at the surface (ssurface) of a phantom for
measurements at dmax, for each field width at the isocentre (siS0).
It is apparent that a 10mm diameter build-up cap is only suitable for measurements in fields
>= 12.5mm. Measurements in smaller fields require phantoms with smaller diameters. The
minimum phantom width is determined by the diameter of the outer casing of each detector.
For the diamond this is 7.3mm, which implies that it can only be used at 50mm deep for
fields > 7.5mm diameter. The shielded and unshielded diodes (diameter 7mm) can be used
at both depths down to 7.5mm diameter and although the SFD has a diameter of only 5mm,
it will also be unsuitable for measurements in the 5mm diameter collimator, unless the FSD
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is extended by approximately 15mm. The comparison of phantom widths was therefore
carried out in field widths >10mm.
Detector comparison
The results from the in-air profile measurements in Chapter 4 were used to estimate the
response of each detector in each field, by integrating over the detector area. The detector
comparison was carried out in all field sizes, with the most appropriate phantoms.
Measurements using the set-up shown in Figure 6.7 were compared against measurements
using the BDAS for positioning, on a single occasion, for the smallest collimators. The
profiles in the 5mm collimator were scanned using the SFD, with the WT1 build-up top or
50mm-top and the zero co-ordinates set at the centre of the 50% regions. Sc measurements
in the 12.5, 10, 7.5 and 5mm collimators were then normalised to the 40mm collimator.
Normalisation
Measurements in stereotactic collimators were initially normalised to the 40mm diameter
collimator (movable linac collimators set to 50x50mm2) and those in the square fields (open
and MLC) to an open 50x50mm2 field. Normalisation of the 40mm diameter collimator to
the 50x50mm2 open field was investigated by comparing detectors and build-up caps and
tops. Normalisation of the 50x50mm2 to the 100x100mm2 reference field was investigated
by comparing detectors (including the 0.125cc IC) in the build-up caps and tops and in the
mini-phantoms. All measurements were carried out at both dmax and 50mm deep.
Statistics
Each measurement in each experiment was repeated on the 600CD on at least five separate
occasions. The results were meaned and the standard deviation (s.d.) and coefficient of
variation (s.d./mean x 100%) calculated. Differences between sets of measurements were
considered insignificant if they were <0.3%. To determine whether differences >=0.3%
were significant, a two tailed t-test was carried out.
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6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Small field phantom comparison
Stereotactic fields
Initially, brass and WT1 caps and tops were compared in the measurement of Sc in all
collimators down to 12.5mm diameter, normalised to the 40mm. The reproducibility of the
measurements, as determined by the coefficient of variation (coeff. of var.) in the 12.5mm
collimator, relative to the 40mm collimator, is shown in Table 6.5.
coeff. of var. (% ofmean)
Detector WT1 cap WT1 top Brass cap Brass top
Diamond 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3
PFD 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4
EFD 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.5
SFD 0.4 0.3 - -
Table 6.5. The coefficients of variation, expressed as a percentage, for each set of
measurements (12.5/40mm collimators).
The results in Table 6.5 show that the reproducibility of each measurement set was within
0.5%. Although this is good, the measurements are less reproducible than in the
measurement of Scp in the corresponding collimator. This is because, for Sc, the detector
stem must be fixed in air, parallel to the beam CAX. This is quite difficult without a more
rigid set-up than that shown in Figure 6.7. However, it is not apparent why the brass
measurements appear to be less reproducible than those in WT1. The mean values for each
measurement set are compared for build-up caps and tops ofRMI and brass, in Table 6.6.
Sc (12.5/40mm collimators)
Detector WT 1 cap WT 1 top Brass cap Brass top mean coeff. of
var.
Diamond .989 .988 .988 .988 0.988 0.1
PFD .989 .988 .990 .989 0.989 0.1
EFD .989 .988 .990 .991 0.990 0.1
SFD .988 .991 - - 0.990 0.2
mean 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989
coeff. of var. 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
Table 6.6. Sc (12.5/40mm collimators) at dmax for each detector and phantom.
The mean values for each detector were averaged over all caps and tops (row mean) and the
coefficients of variation calculated. These were comparable with the individual coefficients
in Table 6.5 and show that there are no significant differences between phantoms. The
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mean values of Sc for each phantom were averaged over all detectors (column mean) and
again the coefficient of variation showed no significant differences between detectors. The
coefficient of variation increased at 50mm (up to 0.8% for the PFD), due to increased
difficulties in aligning the detector and phantom with the beam CAX at 50mm deep. A
comparison of brass and RMI at 50mm deep showed a 0.3-0.5% increase in Sc in the brass
for all detectors (p=<0.1). Weber et al (1997) also reported a 0.3% increase in Sc in fields
<50x50mm2, at 4MV, in brass, due to a slight increase in the quality of the beam. As the
effect is likely to be less at dmax, it was probably masked by experimental uncertainties.
The Sc values for each detector, with each type of build-up, at both dmax and 50mm, in the





















Figure 6.8. Summary of the Sc values for each detector, with each type of build-up, at
dmax and 50mm in the 12.5mm collimator
Although it was shown in Table 6.6 that there were no significant differences between
phantoms, it is apparent that there is a very small, consistent, difference between the brass
and WT1. Although the spread in results over all detectors and phantoms is only of the
order of 0.7%, there is a small increase in Sc in brass. This is probably due to the increase in
beam quality which predominantly affects the silicon diodes, due to their energy
dependence, but may also be due to secondary electron effects. Monte Carlo modelling is
really required to explain the effect in full.
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Open fields
Although a 10mm diameter phantom is unsuitable for measurements in a 10x10mm2 field,
some measurements had previously been carried out and are worth considering. The
reproducibility, as determined by the coefficient of variation, is shown in Table 6.7.
coeff. of var. (% ofmean)
Detector WT1 cap WT1 top Brass cap Brass top
Diamond 1.6 0.9 0.6 0.7
PFD 0.7 0.5 1.1 0.9
EFD 1.4 1.2 0.7 0.5
SFD 0.9 0.6
Table 6.7. The coefficients of variation, expressed as a percentage, for each set of
measurements (10xl0/50x50mm2 open fields).
The coefficients of variation are higher in the open fields than in the stereotactic fields,
which is a reflection of the reproducibility of the field size setting. The results for Sc
measured at dmax with each detector, in the 10x10mm2 field are shown in Table 6.8.
Sc (10xl0/50x50mm2 open fields)
Detector WT1 cap WT1 top Brass cap Brass top mean coeff. of var.
Diamond .876 .899 .87 .903 0.887 1.9
PFD .899 .912 .915 .924 0.913 1.1
EFD .89 .904 .903 .924 0.905 1.6
SFD .896 .927 0.912 2.4
mean 0.890 0.911 0.896 0.917
coeff. of var. 1.1 1.3 2.6 1.3
Table 6.8. Sc (10xl0/50x50mm2) at dmax for each detector and each phantom.
The mean values for each detector were averaged over all caps and tops (the row mean) and
the corresponding coefficient of variations calculated. These were greater than the
individual coefficients for each measurement set. This shows that there are real differences
between phantom materials. The mean values for each cap and top were averaged over all
detectors (the column mean) and again the coefficient of variation is larger. This shows that
there are also real differences between detectors. The measurements in the build-up caps
could be smaller than those in the build-up tops, due to a lack of phantom scatter in the
small field measurements, as calculated in Table 6.4.
The relative results at 50mm were the same as those at dmax, although again the coefficients
of variation were larger, due to the increased set-up difficulties at 50mm. Figure 6.9 shows
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a summary of the Sc values for each detector, for the build-up tops only, at both dmax and














Figure 6.9. Sc values for each detector, with each type of build-up, at both dmax and
50mm, in the 10x10mm2 open field relative to the 50x50mm2 field.
The results for all detectors are spread over 3%, which is more than for the stereotactic
collimators. Although there is also increased uncertainty in the measurements in the open
fields, there does appear to be a much larger increase in Sc in the brass than was shown in
the 12.5mm diameter collimator. Again, this must be due to spectral changes and secondary
electron effects in the brass. As there are likely to be more secondary electrons in the open
fields compared with the stereotactic collimators, the effects are probably enhanced.
However, Monte Carlo modelling is required to explain the effect in full.
Summary
Although both the build-up tops and caps are suitable for measurements in stereotactic
collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, only the tops are suitable for smaller
collimators and for measurements in the open 10x10mm2 field. As brass has been shown to
produce higher values of Sc than in WT1, possibly due to spectral changes and secondary
electron effects, build-up tops of WT1 with diameters equal to the diameters of each
detector were chosen as the most suitable phantoms for Sc measurements in small fields.
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6.3.2 Detector comparison: stereotactic fields
Overview
All detectors were compared in each field situation using the WT1 build-up and 50mm tops.
The in-air profiles reported in Chapter 4 were used to determine the response in each
detector. In addition, the geometric aspects of the linac head in the stereotactic field
situation were investigated with respect to changes in scatter in small collimators.
Detector response
The high dose region of each in-air profile, measured with the SFD, was fitted with a fourth
order polynomial. Figure 6.10 shows an example for the 5mm collimator.
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Figure 6.10. In-air profile in the 5mm collimator, measured with the SFD and fitted with
a fourth order polynomial.
The profile was integrated over the sensitive area of each detector to determine the amount
of under-response caused by its finite size. The results of the integration give an
approximate value for the percentage response in the detector, as shown for the 10 and 5mm
diameter collimators in Table 6.9.
% Response
Detector sensitive 12.5mm 10mm 5mm
width / mm coll. coll. coll.
Diamond 2.2 99.9 99.8 96.3
PFD/EFD 2.5 99.9 99.7 93.8
SFD 0.6 99.9 99.9 99.5
Table 6.9 Calculated responses for each detector in the 10 and 5mm collimators.
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Only the SFD has a sensitive width (0.6mm) which is small enough to be positioned within
the 99% isodose of all collimators. The maximum sensitive widths of the other detectors
(2.2-2.5mm) lie within the 99% isodose of all collimators other than the 5mm diameter
where they may under-respond by approximately 4%.
Reproducibility
The reproducibility, in terms of the coefficient of variation, of the measurements of Sc in the
build-up tops, for collimators between 12.5 and 5mm diameter is shown in Table 6.10.
coeff. of var. (%)
Detector 12.5mm 10mm 5mm
Diamond 0.1 0.2 0.3
PFD 0.2 0.2 1.1
EFD 0.1 0.1 1.1
SFD 0.3 0.5 1.2
Table 6.10. Coefficients of variation, expressed as a percentage, for each set of
experiments for each detector in each collimator diameter.
Only one or two measurements were carried out in the 7.5mm collimator, due to time
constraints and therefore a corresponding coefficient of variation could not be calculated.
The coefficient of variation in the 20-10mm diameter range is <0.3% for all detectors other
than the SFD, which is <0.5%. In the 5mm collimator this increases to 1.2% for all
detectors.
When re-measured using the BDAS system, only the PFD and SFD measured values of Sc
which were higher than those originally measured with the set-up in Figure 6.6. Increases
of 1.5-3% were only apparent for measurements in the 7.5 and 5mm collimators and these
values were at the upper limit of the original range of values. This suggests that positioning
errors caused the larger spread of results in the smallest collimator. The highest increase
occurred with the SFD in the 5mm collimator, which produced a value of Sc which was
almost 3% higher than that measured conventionally. The EFD and diamond were thought
to have been positioned correctly in the original measurements.
Sc results
The higher values were used to complete the curves in Figure 6.11 which shows Sc
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Figure 6.11. Sc measured at dmax, with each detector, in the WT1 build-up top.
There are no significant differences between the detectors for collimators in the 20-10mm
diameter range. Below a 10mm collimator, there is a large drop in Sc, which is very
detector dependent and due in part to the effects of volume averaging. Figure 6.12 shows
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Figure 6.12. Sc measured at dmax, with each detector, in the WT1 build-up top, with the
effect of volume averaging accounted for.
It is apparent that volume averaging does not account for the differences between detectors
in the 5mm diameter collimator, where there is a spread in Sc of approximately 18% over all
detectors. There were no significant differences between the results at dmax and those at




Volume averaging may be less accurate for the diamond, due to uncertainties over the size
of the plate, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Positioning
Although the effects of positioning have been dealt with by carrying out measurements
using the BDAS system, this is only accurate to approximately =/-0.2mm. A positioning
error of only 0.2% may still have a large effect on the measured dose, particularly in a
collimator where the width of the high dose region is only of the order of 1mm. In addition,
there was a problem with the positioning of the diamond, as discussed in Chapter 5.
Phantom size
The calculated beam widths at the phantom surface in Table 6.4 showed that the size of the
build-up top was actually too big for measurements in the 5mm diameter collimator, with all
detectors. This was because the field size at the surface of each build-up top, was less than
the diameter of the top. The effect was smallest for the SFD and greatest for the diamond as
it has the largest diameter (7.3mm) and requires the widest top. The effect of the use of a
phantom which is too wide will be too include some phantom scatter in the normalisation
field (40mm) that will be missing in the small field (5mm). This will lead to a value of Sc
which is too low. However, it may be more important to consider the width of the high dose
region rather than the field size defined at the 50% level. This is for two reasons; the fall off
in dose is very fast and the penumbra accounts for a much larger proportion of the beam. If
the high dose region dose not entirely cover the phantom in both fields, Sc will be
underestimated. Although this may affect measurements in all collimators <12.5mm
diameter, from Figure 6.11 it only appears to be significant in the 5mm collimator where the
width of the high dose region is of the order of 1mm.
Spectral changes
As reported in Chapter 5, the calculation of Sc from the ratio of two detector readings
assumes that the correction factors necessary to convert the reading to dose are the same in
both field sizes. This may not be the case in very small fields without electronic
equilibrium. This is more likely to affect the diode results, but the magnitude of the error
can only be calculated through Monte Carlo modelling.
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Source shielding
Zhu and Bjarngard (1994) reported that the large drop in Sc found on some linacs was due to
the design of the linac head, particularly with respect to the size of the source and the width
of the aperture at the top of the primary collimator. The inability to "see" the entire aperture
or source, from the point of measurement in any field size, would lead to a large drop in Sc.
Figure 6.13 shows the head of the 600CD in the stereotactic field situation.
Figure 6.13. Schematic diagram of the head of the 600CD in the stereotactic field
situation.
In all measurements in stereotactic fields, the movable linac collimators are set to a constant
50x50mm2 field. As discussed previously, the amount of head scatter detected at the point
ofmeasurement is primarily dependent on the amount of the flattening filter "seen" from the
point ofmeasurement. It is important therefore to determine whether it is the position of the
movable linac collimators, or the diameter of the stereotactic collimator, which limits the
amount of the flattening filter seen. The setting on the linac collimators is considered first.
The stereotactic collimator diameter at the isocentre (diso) which corresponds to the 50mm
width on the X and Y collimators separately can be calculated from the distances in Table
6.2, as shown in Table 6.11.
lstereo
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width Y collimators X collimators
1000-F,.stereo .dy = 7.0mm 1000 - F,.stereo .dx = 10.4mm
d.Lstereo 1000-Fy 1000-Fx
1000 . d.Lstereo - 10.9mm 1000 . dstereo = 16.2mm
Liso ^ stereo stereo
Table 6.11. Calculation of diameter of stereotactic collimator equivalent to an open
50x50mm2 field.
These results show that a point detector used to measure Sc in all collimators with X
> 16.2mm will "see" the same amount of the flattening filter as the open (50x50mm2) field.
The minimum collimator diameter to which this is applicable, is the 17.5mm diameter.
Although this suggests that the head scatter will not change in collimators down to 17.5mm
diameter, measurements in larger diameters will include scatter from the sides of the
movable linac collimators and transmission through the edges. As a result, there is likely to
be a very small drop in Sc down to a 17.5mm diameter collimator. Figure 6.14 shows a
complete set of Sc values, measured with the EFD and build-up top down to 12.5mm
diameter and the SFD and build-up top between 12.5 and 5mm diameter.
Figure 6.14. Sc measured with the EFD and SFD and corresponding build-up tops, in all
stereotactic collimators.
There is a drop in Sc of <1% down to a 12.5mm diameter collimator. The slightly higher
value of Sc measured with the SFD (+0.3%) in the 12.5mm collimators is within the
experimental uncertainty. Although no drop in Sc down to a 12.5mm collimator was
reported by Rice et al (1987) and Sixel and Podgorsak (1993) this is likely to have been due
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to the smaller (40x40mm2) field size setting on the linac collimators. However, for
collimators <17.5mm diameter, the head scatter is primarily determined by the projection of
the stereotactic collimator on to the flattening filter. However, the head scatter may also be
affected by shielding of the source, or the aperture at the top of the primary collimator. The
collimators at which the entire source, or primary collimator aperture are not "seen" at the
point ofmeasurement, are calculated in Table 6.12.
width Source Primary collimator
1000 - .d, = 0.7mm 1000 - F^™ ,dP — 3.8mm
^stereo 1000 1000-FP
1000 . ds„.™ = 1.1mm 1000 . = 6.0mm
tfso p1 stereo p1 stereo
Table 6.12. Calculation of the collimator diameter at the isocentre (diso) at which the
entire source or aperture at the top of the primary collimator, will be seen
from the point ofmeasurement.
The entire (estimated at 2mm) source will not be visible from the measurement point only in
collimators with diameters =<lmm, which means that the entire source will be visible in the
40-5mm range of collimator diameters. The entire aperture at the top of the primary
collimator will not be visible from the point of measurement in collimators with diameters
<6mm, which will only affect measurements in the 5mm diameter, collimator.
Discussion
The true head scatter in stereotactic fields >=17.5mm diameter is predominantly determined
by the setting on the movable linac collimators. Below this collimator diameter, Sc
decreases as the amount of flattening filter visible at the point ofmeasurement is determined
predominantly by the collimator diameter. In the 5mm diameter collimator, some of the
scatter from the aperture at the top of the primary collimator may be shielded, due to the
small size of the collimator.
However, the head scatter measured by different detectors is affected by several other
parameters. The finite size of the detector will cause volume averaging to occur, although
the magnitude of this effect is no more than 6% for the EFD and PFD in the 5mm diameter
collimator. Positioning of the detectors can also result in a reduction of Sc, although this is
likely to be less than 3%. The size of the phantom will also lead to some under-estimation
of Sc, which is only significant in the 5mm diameter collimator. This is due to the inclusion
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of phantom scatter in the 40mm diameter collimator, which is missing in the smallest
collimator. Although this effect could be minimised by carrying out measurements in the
smallest collimator at extended FSD, the effect of changes in electron contamination would
also have to be investigated as the FSD would have to be increased to approximately
2000mm. This leads to additional set-up difficulties which again require further
investigation. Finally, spectral changes may affect the conversion of a detector reading to
dose, in the field size of interest and in the normalisation field. It is apparent therefore, that
all of these effects contribute to an underestimation of Sc and only Monte Carlo modelling
can provide detailed answers as to the magnitude of each of these effects.
6.3.3 Detector comparison: Open fields
Overview
All detectors were compared in each field situation using only the WT1 build-up tops and
50mm tops. The in-air profiles reported in Chapter 4 were used to determine each detector
response. In addition, the geometrical aspects of the linac head in the open field situation
were investigated with respect to changes in scatter in small open fields.
Detector response
The high dose region of each in-air profile, measured with the SFD, was fitted with a fourth
order polynomial. Figure 6.15 shows an example for the 10x10mm2 open field.
CACYmm
Figure 6.15. In-air profile in a 10x10mm2 open field, measured with the SFD and fitted
with a fourth order polynomial.
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The Inplane and Xplane profiles were integrated over the sensitive area of each detector to
determine the amount of under-response caused by its finite size. The results of the
integration give an approximate value for the percentage response in the detector, as shown
for the 10x10mm2 field in Table 6.13.





Table 6.13. Calculated responses for each detector in the 10x10mm2 field.
In terms of detector size only, the maximum under-response of any detector should be <1%.
Reproducibility
The reproducibility, in terms of the coefficient of variation, of the measurements of Sc in the
build-up tops, for open fields is shown in Table 6.14.






Table 6.14. Coefficients of variation, expressed as a percentage, for each set of
experiments for each detector in each open field size.
The coefficient of variation is 0.5% for the SFD and 0.1% for the other detectors in the
20x20mm2 field, increasing to 0.5-1.2% in the smallest field. This is a reflection not only of
the positional difficulties, but also the reproducibility of the field size setting determined by
the movable collimators (+/-2mm, as determined in Chapter 4). Measurements were not
repeated in the BDAS system. Although this was partly due to time constraints, it was also
noted that Sc only increased in the 5mm diameter stereotactic collimator and by <3%. The
increase, if any, in the 10x10mm2 open field is likely to be much less.
Sc results
Figure 6.16 shows Sc measured at dmax, with each detector, in the build-up top. Volume
averaging has been accounted for.
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Figure 6.16. Sc in open fields measured at dmax, with each detector, in the build-up top,
with the effects of volume averaging accounted for.
It is apparent once again, that volume averaging does not account for all the differences
between detectors as the total spread in Sc in the 10x10mm2 field is approximately 3%. The
fact that the PFD is lower than the SFD in the smallest field, suggests that mispositioning
could account for 1-2% of the difference. However, it is also worth investigating the
effects of source shielding in the open field situation.
Source shielding
The head design is considered in the open field situation, as shown in Figure 6.17.





The open field widths at which the entire source, or primary collimator aperture are not
"seen" at the point ofmeasurement, are calculated in Table 6.15.
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Table 6.15. Calculation of the field width at the isocentre (diS0) at which the entire
source or aperture at the top of the primary collimator, will be seen from the
point ofmeasurement.
The entire source will therefore be visible in all open field measurements. The entire
aperture at the top of the primary flattening filter will however not be visible from the point
ofmeasurement for fields with X<18.5mm and Y<27.5mm. This will reduce Sc in both the
20x20 and 10x10mm2 fields.
Summary
The same problems noted for measurements of Sc in stereotactic fields, exist for
measurements in open fields. The effects are less, simply because the field size range
measured is smaller. The magnitude of the effects of source shielding and spectral changes
can only be accurately determined with Monte Carlo modelling.
6.3.4 Detector comparison: MLC fields
Overview
All detectors were compared in each MLC field situation using only the WT1 build-up tops
and 50mm tops. The in-air profiles reported in Chapter 4 were used to determine the
reduction in detector response over the sensitive area of each detector. In addition, the
geometrical aspects of the linac head in the MLC field situation were investigated with
respect to changes in scatter in small MLC fields.
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Detector response
The high dose region of each in-air profile, measured with the SFD, was fitted with a fourth
order polynomial. Figure 6.18 shows an example for the 10x10mm2 MLC field.
QAD/mm
Figure 6.18. In-air profile measured with the SFD in a lOxlOmm2 MLC field
The Inplane and Xplane profiles were integrated over the sensitive area of each detector to
determine the amount of under-response caused by its finite size. The results of the
integration give an approximate value for the percentage response in the detector, as shown
for the 10x10mm2 MLC field in Table 6.16.





Table 6.16. Calculated responses for each detector in the 10x10mm2 field.
In terms of detector size only, there should be minimum under-response in any detector.
Reproducibility
The reproducibility, in terms of the coefficient of variation, of the measurements of Sc in the
build-up tops, for open fields is shown in Table 6.17.
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Table 6.17. Coefficients of variation, expressed as a percentage, for each set of
experiments for each detector in each MLC field size.
The coefficients of variation are all very small, which shows that the positioning is good.
As the high dose regions are wider in the MLC fields than in the open fields (Chapter 4),
repositioning of each detector using the BDAS system was considered to be unnecessary.
Figure 6.19 shows Sc measured at dmax, with each detector, in the build-up top.
EQSOmm
Figure 6.19. Sc measured at dmax, with each detector, in the RMI build-up top.
The spread over all detectors is 0.4% in the 20x20mm2 field and 0.6% in the 10x10mm2.
There were no significant differences between the results at dmax and those at 50mm.
Although there are some differences between detectors, the effect is very small. The effect
of source shielding in MLC fields is investigated for interest only.
Source shielding
The head design in the MLC field situation is shown in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20. Schematic diagram of the head of the 600CD in the MLC field situation.
In all measurements in MLC fields, the movable linac collimators are set to a constant field
size of 50x50mm2. As discussed previously, the amount of head scatter detected at the point
ofmeasurement is primarily dependent on the amount of the flattening filter "seen" from the
point ofmeasurement. It is important therefore to determine whether it is the position of the
movable linac collimators, or the width of the MLC opening, which limits this amount. The
setting on the linac collimators is considered first. The MLC width at the isocentre (diso)
which corresponds to the 50mm width on the X and Y collimators separately can be
calculated from the distances in Table 6.2, as shown in Table 6.18.
width Y collimators X collimators
1000 - Fmir ,d„ = 10.1mm 1000-Fm,, ,d„ = 15.0mm
dmlc 1000 -Fy 1000 -Fx
1000 . dm,o = 20.9mm 1000.d„,, = 31.1mm
diso Fmlc Fmlc
Table 6.18. Calculation of width ofMLC equivalent to open 50x50mm2 field.
Head scatter is therefore dependent mainly on the MLC setting for fields of 20x20 and
10x10mm2. The MLC field widths at which the entire source, or primary collimator
aperture are not "seen" at the point ofmeasurement, are calculated in Table 6.19.
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= 2.1mm 100 . dm|C
Fmlc
= 11.5mm
Table 6.19. Calculation of the MLC field width at the isocentre (diso) at which the entire
source or aperture at the top of the primary collimator, will be seen from the
point ofmeasurement.
The entire (estimated at 2mm) source will not be visible in fields <2.Omm width, which is
again not relevant for any of the MLC field measurements in this work. The entire aperture
at the top of the primary flattening filter will not be visible from the point of measurement
for MLC settings <11.5mm2, which may affect measurements in the 10x10mm2 MLC field.
Summary
Although the effects are small, the same Sc problems in stereotactic and open fields, exist
for measurements in MLC fields. The magnitude of the effects of source shielding and
spectral changes can only be accurately determined with Monte Carlo modelling.
6.3.5 Normalisation
40mm/50x50mm2
There were no differences in the readings for each detector between a 40mm collimator and
the 50x50mm2 field. This shows that the head scatter remains the same on addition of the
largest stereotactic collimator. Normalisation to the 100x100mm2 reference field can
therefore be carried out in the same way for all field types.
50x50mm2/100x100mm2
At the ECC, Sc is generally measured at dmax in a mini-phantom. To relate the results in
small fields to those in more conventional field sizes, it is necessary to investigate the
differences between phantom diameters in the normalisation of the 50x50mm2 field to the
100x100mm2. This was carried out using each detector, in three different types of phantom;
the 40mm diameter mini-phantom, the build-up and 50mm caps and tops. In the mini-
phantoms and caps, the 0.125cc IC was only used with long axis parallel to the beam CAX.
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The purpose of these measurements was to ensure that Sc was independent of phantom
diameter. The coefficient of variation for each detector is shown in Table 6.19.
Detector
coeff. of var. (%)
mini-phantom build-up cap build-up top
Diamond 0.0 0.1 0.1
PFD 0.1 0.1 0.3
EFD 0.1 0.1 0.1
SFD 0.2 0.3 0.1
0.125ccIC 0.1 0.1
Table 6.19 Table of coefficients of variation, as percentages, for repeat measurements,
in the three phantom diameters, with each detector, at dmax.
The precision of the measurements is very high, showing that the experimental set-up was
reproducible for each detector and phantom. Figure 6.21 shows the results at dmax.
Phantom cfiameter/mm
Figure 6.21. Graph of Sc at dmax, against phantom diameter for a 50x50mm2 field
relative to the 100x100mm2 reference field.
The spread over all phantoms and detectors is only 1% and if the SFD results are excluded,
the spread is only 0.5%. This suggests that Sc measured in a 50x50mm2 field relative to a
100x100mm2 field is virtually independent of the phantom diameter. At this field size Sc
can be measured under electronic disequilibrium, as also reported by Li et al (1995). This
also means that the small field results can be normalised to the reference field using
measurements in any of the above phantom diameters, with any of the above detectors
(other than the SFD) to within 0.5%.
Although the differences between phantoms are very small, they are reproducible and Sc
does appear to decrease slightly with decreasing phantom diameter. The reason for this is
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unclear and could be thought to be due either to a decrease in phantom scatter, or an
increase in the effects of electron contamination. In terms of phantom scatter, although the
100% isodose will entirely cover the mini-phantom in a 100x100mm2 field, only the 93%
isodose will cover the mini-phantom in a 50x50mm2 field. As a result, there will be some
missing phantom scatter in the 50x50mm2 measurement, which could result in a value of Sc
which is too low. Phantom scatter differences cannot therefore explain the decrease in Sc
with phantom diameter. Electron contamination will have the largest effect in the smallest
diameter phantom where electrons to the sides of the detectors will most easily reach the
sensitive volume. As electron contamination will be greater in the normalisation field, the
resulting Sc will be too low. This is therefore the most likely explanation for the small drop
in Sc with phantom diameter. The drop will be largest for the SFD because it is the smallest
diameter detector and will have the smallest diameter build-up top. Sc measured with the
0.125cc IC in the build-up cap may be slightly too low due to the air within the
measurement volume which may make the detector and phantom behave more like a water
equivalent detector with a smaller phantom diameter.
The results were averaged over all detectors in each phantom. The IC was excluded from
the build-up cap results and the SFD excluded from the build-up top results. The final
normalisation values in the mini-phantom, build-up cap and top were 0.969, 0.969 and
0.967 respectively. The mini-phantom and build-up cap values were chosen for
normalisation to exclude the additional effects of electron contamination. The same relative
effects (and precision) were found at 50mm deep, as shown in Figure 6.22.
Phantom dameter/mm
Figure 6.22. Graph of Sc at 50mm deep, against phantom diameter for a 50x50mm2field
relative to the 100x100mm2 reference field.
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Averaging was carried out as before, yielding values of 0.971, 0.971 and 0.968 in all three
phantoms respectively, with a coefficient of variation maximum of 0.2%. Comparing these
results with those at dmax, yields p values of <0.01, 0.06 and 0.2 respectively, which
suggests that there is a depth dependence, but only of the order of 0.2%. The response of
the SFD in the mini-phantom is curious and may be related to the same effect apparent in
the normalisation of Scp in Chapter 5 (Table 5.10).
Comparison of beam defining systems
All Sc (dmax) measurements were therefore normalised to the reference field using 0.969.
As no significant differences (>0.2%) were found between measurements at dmax and
50mm, one set was used for both depths. Figure 6.23 shows a plot of the results. Note that
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Figure 6.23. Comparison of Sc measured in all three beam defining systems, normalised
to a 1 OOx 100mm2 field.
Fields shaped with the stereotactic collimators show the smallest drop in Sc, of
approximately 1.2%, between 40x40 and 10x10mm2 equivalent square. The MLC shaped
fields show a 3.5% fall off in this region, and the open fields over 6%. The larger fall off in
the open fields is to be expected as, by definition, Sc decreases as the setting on the movable
collimators decreases. In both the stereotactic and MLC fields the setting on the movable




















It is important to note that the measurements carried out on the other two linacs were not as
extensive, nor as precise, as those carried out on the 600CD. Sc on the CH6 and CH20 linacs
are therefore subject to a larger uncertainty. In addition, only Sc at dmax, in stereotactic
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Figure 6.24. Comparison of Sc measured with the SFD on all three linacs, in all
stereotactic collimators.
The differences between linacs appear to be <2%, other than in the 5mm collimator, where
the results on the CH linacs are almost 15% lower than those on the 600CD. This may be
due to real differences between linacs, with particular reference to shielding of the aperture
at the top of the primary collimator, but will also be due to less precision in the
measurement of Sc on the CH linacs.
6.3.7 XKnife Requirements
Although XKnife does not require the input of Sc values, these were required for collimators
between 40 and 10mm diameter, for the calculation of Sp. The final set of values used is






















Table 6.20. Final table of Sc values on the 600CD.
6.4 Conclusion
No significant differences between phantom diameters or materials, detectors or depths were
found for stereotactic collimators in the 40-12.5mm range. Measurements with brass were
approximately 0.5% higher, probably due to spectral changes. In open fields between
50x50 and 10x10mm2, measurements in tops were higher than those in caps, by
approximately 2%. This was thought to be due to too much phantom scatter in the cap
measurements in the larger field. Although there were no significant differences between
depths, there were differences between detectors in the smallest field.
The under-response of each detector due to volume averaging in small collimators
(< 12.5mm diameter) and small square fields (10x10mm2) did not entirely account for the
differences between detectors. Additional under-response was firstly due to the widths of
the build-up tops in the 5mm diameter collimator, which caused some phantom scatter to be
measured in the normalisation field and be excluded from measurements in the smallest
field. Spectral changes could mean that the conversion of detector reading to dose is not the
same in the normalisation field and the field size of interest, which could also lead to errors.
Although there were large differences between detectors at small field sizes, all detectors
measured a significant drop in Sc at small field sizes. This was thought to be due to
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shielding of the aperture at the top of the primary collimator which was independent of
detector, but dependent on beam defining system.
Small field Sc could be normalised to the reference field using measurements in any of the
phantoms investigated, to within 0.2%. Any detector, other than the SFD could be used for
normalisation measurements although an IC should really only be used in a mini-phantom
due to positional difficulties. The comparison of results between beam defining systems
was as expected. Setting 50x50mm2 on the movable linac collimators for all stereotactic
fields ensured that the head scatter remained approximately constant (excluding the effects
of transmission and scatter from the movable collimators) at collimators >=17.5mm
diameter. Below this the scatter is determined primarily by the diameter of the collimator.
Although a similar effect is noticed with the MLC, this is not relevant for routine clinical
work as the linac collimators will generally be positioned close to the edge of the MLC.
This will however be relevant in the IMRT situation and head scatter will have to be
determined for both the setting on the linac collimators and the MLC setting.
The differences between linacs were minimal, other than in the smallest collimator. This
was either due to linac head design or experimental uncertainties.
In all of the above, it is important to be able to distinguish between real changes in head
scatter and apparent changes caused by the measurement system. Real changes are caused
primarily by the amount of the flattening filter visible from the point ofmeasurement, but, at
very small field sizes, also by the amount of the aperture at the top of the primary collimator
visible from the measurement point. Although this latter effect changes the effective
primary, it is still a real, measurable effect and reflects a real change in Sc. Apparent
changes are caused by the size of the detector volume and to a lesser extent, the phantom
material. The width of the phantom may have a significant effect in the smallest field and
although measurements could be carried out at extended FSD, there needs to be a fuller
examination of the smallest field. In addition, spectral changes may cause differences in the
correction factors necessary to convert the detector reading to dose. Although the detector
volume can be accounted for with volume averaging, the other effects require further







A back scatter factor (BSF) is the ratio of the total absorbed dose (D) on the CAX in a field
size (s) at the surface of a phantom (do) to the absorbed dose (D0) at the same point due to
effective primary only, with the same collimator opening.
BSF = DCs, dn) (7.1)
Do(s, do)
Peak scatter factor
A peak scatter factor (PSF) is the ratio of the total absorbed dose (D) on the CAX in a field
size (s) at dmax (dm) to the absorbed dose (D0) at the same point due to effective primary
only, with the same collimator opening.
PSF = D(s, dj (7.2)
Do(so, dm)
Normalised peak scatter factor
A normalised peak scatter factor is the ratio of the PSF in the field size of interest (s) to that
in a reference field (sref), usually 100x100mm2.
NPSF = PSF (si (7.3)
PSF (sref)
Phantom scatter factor
A phantom scatter factor (Sp) is the ratio of the dose (D) in a field (s) to the dose (Dref) in the





When Sp is measured at dmax, it is analogous to an NPSF. However, Sp can be measured at
any depth to conform with the reference depth used in any particular formalism. Because
scatter increases with depth, Sp values are also depth dependent.
7.1.2 Measurement of scatter factors
BSF
BSFs are generally only defined, measured and used at orthovoltage energies and below
(=:<400kV), where the maximum dose is at, or very close to the surface. As a BSF is the
ratio of the dose at the surface of a phantom, to that in air at the same point in the same
irradiation conditions, BSFs can be measured only in field sizes > the size of the detector.
PSF
PSFs are defined, measured and used at higher energies, where the maximum dose lies at a
significant depth below the surface. They are measured as the ratio of the dose at dmax in a
phantom, to that in-air at the same point, in a build-up cap. As the build-up cap is designed
to provide electronic equilibrium, its size increases with increasing energy. PSFs can only
be measured in field sizes > the dimensions of the build-up cap and therefore the minimum
field size measurable is limited by the size of the build-up cap and hence the energy.
NPSF and Sp
As a result of the limitations described above, it is difficult to obtain absolute PSFs for small
field sizes, particularly for high energies. This is because an increasing amount of
attenuation and scatter will occur as the size of the build-up cap and the energy increases,
thus affecting the in-air measurements. For this reason, NPSFs are more commonly
measured and used, as the amount of attenuation and scatter in the field size of interest and
in the reference field, will approximately cancel. In addition, as the ratio of PSFs is most
often used in calculations, the substitution of the ratio ofNPSFs will be satisfactory.
An NPSF can be measured from the ratio of a relative output in phantom, to a relative
output in air, when both sets of data have been measured at the same depth and distance
from the source and are normalised to the same reference field. Equation 5.2 in Chapter 5
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can therefore be used to calculate NPSFs (Sp values at dmax) from values of Scp and Sc
which have also been measured at dmax.
Sp = Scp / Sc (7.5)
This equation can also be used to calculate Sp at any other depth, if Scp and Sc are also
measured at the same depth. Sp values at a depth beyond dmax are used in formalisms
which are also based on a depth beyond dmax, as discussed previously.
Although both NPSF and Sp are commonly extracted from measurements of Scp and Sc, they
can also be measured directly in a full scatter phantom. Khan (1980) achieved this by
setting the movable collimators to a constant field size and using blocks placed at the
phantom surface to produce a range of beam areas. However, this method assumes that the
blocks do not change, or contribute to, the head scatter. Similarly, Sp can be determined by
carrying out measurements in phantoms of different cross-sectional sizes, again for the same
collimator setting (Khan, 1994). NPSF and Sp values can also be calculated analytically
from differential scatter factors (dSAR) or from Monte Carlo.
7.1.3 Tables of scatter factors
BJR (Supplement 25)
Following the approach laid down by its predecessors (Supplements 17,11,10), BJR
Supplement 25 contains tables of BSF, PSF and NPSFs (Burns; Jordan; McKenzie; Smith,
1996). BSFs are tabulated for ortho and kilovoltage x-ray units and PSFs for Cs-137 and
Co-60 units. PSFs and BSFs decrease with field size as the phantom scatter decreases.
More exactly, the total absorbed dose tends towards the primary as the field size tends
towards zero. BSFs and PSFs are therefore normalised to 1.0 at zero field size.
The tables of data in the supplements have been compiled from the analysis of a large range
of data supplied to the BJR Working Party by numerous radiotherapy centres. The data
encompassed a wide range of linac designs and beam energies. On analysis of the NPSF
data for MV x-ray beams, it was noted by the Working Party that no systematic differences
were apparent with beam energy. The Co-60 PSFs were renormalised to 1.0 in a
100x100mm2 field to produce NPSFs and compared with the values for MV x-rays. Again,
no significant differences were apparent. As a result, BJR contains a single set of NPSFs
for all MV beams (Co-60 and x-rays between 2 and 50MV). This indicates energy
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independence within the experimental uncertainties of the data supplied. At first this seems
surprising, as scatter is clearly energy dependent. However, although the scatter decreases
with increasing energy (all other parameters considered to be equal), it also increases with
depth. As the depth of dmax increases with energy, this effect counterbalances the decrease
and these two effects appear to cancel within the experimental uncertainties in the BJR
compilation (Jordan 1996).
Storchi and van Gasteren (1996)
Storchi and van Gasteren (1996) used Scp data measured in a full scatter phantom and Sc
data measured in a 40mm diameter mini-phantom to produce a table of Sp values at 100mm
depth, for use in formalisms based on a depth beyond dmax. Measurements were made in
fields between 400x400 and 40x40mm2 and normalised to 100x100mm2, for energies
between 4 and 25MV. Figure 7.1 shows a plot of the final tabulated Sp data, for the full
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Figure 7.1 Sp data at 100mm deep, for beam energies between 4 and 25MV from
Storchi and van Gasteren (1996). NPSF data from BJR Supplement 25.
The expected increase in Sp and NPSF (BJR) with increasing field size and hence, phantom
scatter, is clearly seen. NPSF was found to be independent of beam quality, Sp increases
with quality in fields < the normalisation field (1 OOx 100mm2) and decreases with quality in
larger fields, reflecting the decrease in phantom scatter at the point of measurement as the
beam energy increases. The 'kinks' in the Sp data for QI = 0.6 and 0.62 at a field size of
approximately 200x200mm2, are real and imply that there are possibly some smoothing or
typing errors in the original paper.
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7.1.4 Small field problems
As Sp is most commonly extracted from Scp and Sc measurements, accurate Sp data for small
fields relies on the accurate measurement of both Scp and Sc. The uncertainties in Sp will
therefore be a combination of the uncertainties in each of these. However, the problems
associated with Scp (Chapter 5) and Sc (Chapter 6) measurements may or may not have an
effect on the calculated values of Sp, depending on whether or not the effects cancel out.
7.1.5 Small field Sp in the literature
Overview
Sp data at dmax (NPSF) and normalised to a 100x100mm2 reference field, have been
published for small square fields and circular stereotactic fields. No small field Sp data at
any other depth has been published to date.
Literature review
Houdek et al (1983) obtained small square field Sp data from measured (10MV) Scp (TLD
ribbons) and Sc (0.1 cc IC, Al build-up cap, extended FSD) data. The decrease in Sp from
the reference field to a 1 Ox 10mm2 field was approximately 8%.
Arcovito et al (1985) also obtained small square field Sp data from measured (9MV) Scp
(TLD) and Sc (0.22cc, Al build-up cap, extended FSD) data. The decrease in Sp from the
reference field to a 10x10mm2 field was approximately 9%.
Rice et al (1987) calculated Sp data from EGS4 Monte Carlo (MC) Scp data and measured Sc
(O.lcc IC, brass build-up cap) data, for both small square and circular stereotactic fields.
The linac collimators were set to 40x40mm2 for all Scp calculations and Sc measurements
and Sc found to be constant for all stereotactic collimators. Sp fell by approximately 12%
between the reference field and the 12.5mm diameter collimator.
Chierego et al (1993) obtained Sp from measured TMRs (Markus, 0.6cc IC) and PDDs
(Markus), which had been corrected for detector size. The curve of NPSF values between
100x100 and 10x10mm2 showed a total drop in NPSF of approximately 15%. An
extrapolated curve showed a drop of only 4%, but this was not discussed.
Haider and El-Khatib (1994) measured Sp directly from Scp/Sc in fields >=40x40mm2. Sp in
fields down to 10x10mm2 were obtained using the density scaling theorem of O'Conner
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(1957). This theorem assumes that the ratio of primary to scatter is the same in two
materials of different density, if the phantom dimensions are scaled in proportion to the ratio
of the densities. In practice, the authors assumed that a small field Sp measured in water,
was equal to Sp in a larger field of lower density. The size of the larger field was calculated
using the ratio of the electron densities. The mean value of Sp measured in both balsa and
cedar wood dropped by approximately 30% between a 100x100 and 10x10mm2 field.
Li (1999) used EGS4 MC to calculate PSFs for Co-60. Less than 4% drop in NPSF was
reported between the 100x100 and 10x10mm2 fields.
Comparison of results






Arcovito et al 1985 10 Toshiba □ sp=scp/sc
LMR-13
Chierego et al 1993 6 Siemens O TMRs and PDDs
Mevatron 6700
Flaider & El- 1994 10 Clinac 2100C □ Density scaling
Khatib theorem.
Houdek et al 1983 9 Neptune-10 □ Sp=Scp/Sc
Li et al 1999 6 Siemens KD2 □ EGS4
Rice et al 1987 6 Clinac 6/100 o Sp=(MC)Scp/Sc
Table 7.1 Methods used in each of the above publications to obtain Sp.
Values of Sp from the publications in Table 7.1 are plotted against EQSQ in Figure 7.2.
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Sdeof square/rrm
Figure 7.2. Sp from the publications in Table 7.1 plotted against EQSQ.
Sp at dmax (NPSF) is expected to be independent of beam quality if the energy
independence reported in BJR can be extended to smaller fields. Sp should then only be
dependent on the beam area at the surface of the phantom. The spread over the 6MV beams
(navy) is comparable with the spread over the higher energy beams (red) and no quality
dependence is discernible. This suggests that it is the range of experimental and calculation
methods which have led to the differences between data sets. Although Li et al (1999) are
the only authors to have used MC, their results show a surprisingly small drop in Sp, which
does not seem to be reasonable. The overall spread in Sp values in a 10x10mm2 field is
>15%, which shows the magnitude of the possible error in small field Sp data.
7.1.6 Aim
The primary aim of this work was to compare measured values of Sp, extracted from Scp and
Sc data measured with each detector, at both dmax and 50mm in all three beam defining
systems and identify the possible magnitude and likely causes of differences. The
secondary aim was to obtain Sp data at dmax (NPSF) in stereotactic collimators between 40
and 10mm diameter and compare the results on all three linacs.
7.2 Methods
Sp was obtained using equation 7.5 for each detector, beam defining system and field size, at
both dmax and 50mm, using the Scp (Table 5.12) and Sc (Table 6.20) results in Chapters 5
and 6 respectively, which had been corrected for detector size. The uncertainty in each ratio
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of Scp/Sc was calculated as the quadrature sum of the square of the coefficients of variation
of each parameter for each detector, in each field size. Uncertainties are therefore expressed
as +/- percentage uncertainty at ls.d.
7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Calculation of Sp
Stereotactic collimators
The (+/-) percentage uncertainties (ls.d.) in the calculation of Sp, are shown in Table 7.2.
% uncertainty (ls.d.)
Detector 12.5mm 10mm 5mm
Diamond 0.3 0.4 2.0
PFD 0.3 0.5 2.0
EFD 0.3 0.3 1.2
SFD 0.4 0.8 1.7
Table 7.2 Uncertainties in Sp (stereotactic collimators), expressed as a percentage of
the mean.
The uncertainties increase with decreasing collimator diameter due to the problems in the
measurement of both Scp and Sc in the smallest collimator. Figure 7.3 shows a plot of Sp at
dmax against EQSQ (not collimator diameter). Note that the points are based on measured
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Figure 7.3. Sp calculated at dmax for the stereotactic beam defining system, using Scp
and Sc data corrected for detector size.
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Sp should be independent of the detector used, if all uncertainties in the measurement of Scp
and Sc cancel out. However, differences in Sp are apparent between detectors, in Figure 7.3.
This is because although some of the measurement features in both situations (Scp and Sc),
which could have had an effect on the detector response, may cancel out in the calculation
of Sp, some may not. For example, the effect of shielding of the primary collimator aperture
will cancel out in the calculation of Sp as this is inherent to both sets of measurements.
However, the effect of spectral changes may not cancel as the spectrum will be different in
the measurement of each parameter. The effects of detector size will cancel, if Scp and Sc
values have been adjusted to account for the effects of detector size. The effects of detector
size will not cancel in uncorrected values of Scp and Sc because the amount of volume
averaging is dependent on the shape of the profile, which will be different for the in-
phantom and in-air situations. The effect of LEE may not cancel because this too may be
different in the in-phantom and in-air situations. The effect of the absorption of too much
phantom scatter in the PFD will not cancel out. Values of Scp were over-estimated with the
PFD, but no over-estimation occurred in the measurement of Sc. Sp is therefore still over¬
estimated for the PFD.
Finally, the effect of the phantom width in the measurement of Sc in the smallest collimator
will not cancel. The build-up top was too wide for measurements with the SFD in the 5mm
diameter collimator and therefore Sc was underestimated. This will result in a value of Sp
which is too high. The effect will increase with detector (and hence phantom) diameter.
Although this should suggest that the highest value of Sp should be measured with the
diamond, it was shown in Chapters 5 and 6 that both volume averaging and positioning of
the diamond using the BDAS system may not have entirely accounted for the shape of the
crystal. Scp measured with the diamond was 10% lower than that measured with the PFD or
EFD and 5% lower for Sc in the 5mm diameter collimator and therefore Sp for the diamond
is approximately 5% lower than for the PFD or EFD. Figure 7.4 shows a plot of Scp, Sc and
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Figure 7.4. Plot of Scp, Sc and Sp against EQSQ for the EFD and SFD, for the
stereotactic collimators.
The large drop in Sc measured with the EFD has caused the over-estimation of Sp in the
smallest collimators. Although it would seem that the SFD is therefore a more appropriate
detector in the smallest collimators, it should be remembered that the Sp value calculated
from SFD measured data for the 5mm collimator is also too high, due to the underestimation
of Sc caused by the phantom width.
Open fields
The uncertainties in the calculation of Sp, expressed as percentages of the means at 1 s.d.,







Table 7.3 Uncertainties in Sp (open fields), expressed as percentage of the mean.
The increase in uncertainties in the 10x10mm2 field is a reflection of the positional
uncertainties and the reproducibility of the field size setting on the movable collimators. In
addition, the high dose region is smaller than for the 10mm width stereotactic field (Figure
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which the effects of volume averaging have been corrected for. These results are analogous
to NPSFs.
ECBOmm
Figure 7.5. Plot of Sp against EQSQ for measurements at dmax in open fields.
The spread over all detectors is just over 2% in the smallest field size. Differences between
detectors echo the corresponding differences in the measurement of Scp and Sc. The PFD
values are also over-estimated, for the same reasons as before. Scp, Sc and Sp for the EFD
and SFD are compared in Figure 7.6 against measured EQSQ.
EQSQ/rrm
Figure 7.6. Scp, Sc and Sp for the EFD and SFD in open fields.
Once again, at the smallest field size, the under-estimation of Sc measured with the EFD has
caused Sp to be over-estimated.
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MLC fields
The uncertainties in the calculation of Sp, expressed as percentages of the means at 1 s.d.,







Table 7.4 Uncertainties in Sp (MLC fields), expressed as percentage of the mean.
The experimental uncertainty is improved in the MLC fields, due to the wider high dose
region. This decreases the effects of the positional inaccuracies. Figure 7.7 shows a plot of
Sp against measured EQSQ for measurements at dmax. This time there were no volume
averaging effects in either Scp or Sc. These results are again analogous to NPSFs.
EQSQ/mm
Figure 7.7. Plot of Sp against EQSQ for measurements at dmax, in MLC fields.
The spread over all detectors in the smallest field is approximately 2%. Again, this is due to
the same differences between detectors in the measurement of Scp and Sc. Scp, Sc and Sp
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Figure 7.8. Scp, Sc and Sp for the EFD and SFD in MLC fields.
The differences between the detectors are reduced in the MLC fields, due to the wider high
dose regions.
7.3.2 Comparison of beam defining systems
Sp should be dependent only on the beam area at the surface of the phantom and therefore
independent of the beam defining system. Sp against measured EQSQ, calculated for all
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Figure 7.9. Sp calculated at dmax for all three beam defining systems.
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The maximum difference between Sp in each beam defining system, is approximately 1.5%,
within the field size ranges measured. The differences are due to the experimental
uncertainties and the specific measurement features in each situation. The most appropriate
Sp results for fields <20x20mm2 are those calculated from SFD measured data, as this
minimises the effect of the phantom width. However, the magnitude of the effect of the
increase in LEE caused by the silicon is unknown, although it is likely to be small in the
smallest collimator. Sp against measured EQSQ calculated at both dmax and 50mm for
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Figure 7.10. Sp calculated at both dmax and 50mm deep for all three beam defining
systems, for the EFD and SFD only.
The effects are similar at both depths and it is likely that the EFD measurements have
resulted in values of Sp which are too high.
7.3.3 Comparison of linacs
Sp data sets extracted from EFD (down to 15mm collimator) and SFD (smallest collimators)

























Figure 7.11. Comparison of Sp calculated data on all three linacs.
The maximum difference between curves is 3% in a 10mm diameter collimator. This may
be the result of a quality dependence which is apparent only in fields <40x40mm2.
However, it could also be due to inaccuracies in the measurements on the two CH linacs.
7.3.4 XKnife data
XKnife does not require the input of Sp values. However, values of Sp calculated at dmax
(NPSF) are required to calculate TMRs from PDDs in Chapter 8. Table 7.5 shows the final
values of Sp at dmax for the stereotactic collimators.
















Table 7.5. Table of Sp at dmax for stereotactic collimators.
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However, it should be remembered that values for the 5mm diameter collimator may be
underestimated.
7.3.5 Comparison with other authors
The results in Table 7.5 are compared with those of other authors in Figure 7.12.
Sdecf squara/nm
Figure 7.12. Comparison of ECC results for Sp calculated at dmax, with those of other
authors.
The ECC results are for the largest range of field sizes and therefore show the largest drop
in Sp.
7.4 Conclusion
Sp has been extracted at dmax and 50mm, from Scp and Sc data measured with a range of
detectors. Sp has been shown to be dependent on the detectors used, but independent of the
beam defining system. The accuracy of Sp data calculated from equation 7.5 relies on the
accuracy of the measured data for Scp and Sc.
Sp should be independent of the detector used, if all uncertainties in the measurement of Scp
and Sc cancel out. However, differences in Sp are apparent between detectors, in Figure 7.3.
This is because some of the measurement features in both situations (Scp and Sc), which
could have had an effect on the detector response, may cancel out in the calculation of Sp,
but some may not. For example, the effect of shielding of the primary collimator aperture
will cancel out in the calculation of Sp as this is inherent to both sets of measurements.
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However, the effect of spectral changes may not cancel as the spectrum will be different in
the measurement of each parameter. The effects of detector size will cancel, if Scp and Sc
values have been adjusted to account for the effects of detector size. The effects of detector
size will not cancel in uncorrected values of Scp and Sc because the amount of volume
averaging is dependent on the shape of the profile, which will be different for the in-
phantom and in-air situations. The effect of LEE may not cancel because this too may be
different in the in-phantom and in-air situations. The effect of the absorption of too much
phantom scatter in the PFD will not cancel out. Values of Scp were over-estimated with the
PFD, but no over-estimation occurred in the measurement of Sc. Sp is therefore still over¬
estimated for the PFD.
Finally, the effect of the phantom width in the measurement of Sc in the smallest collimator
will not cancel. The build-up top was too wide for measurements with the SFD in the 5mm
diameter collimator and therefore Sc was underestimated. This will result in a value of Sp
which is too high. The effect will increase with detector (and hence phantom) diameter.
Although this should suggest that the highest value of Sp should be measured with the
diamond, it was shown in Chapters 5 and 6 that both volume averaging and positioning of
the diamond using the BDAS system may not have entirely accounted for the shape of the
crystal.
Although differences in Sp were reported on the three linacs tested, the measurement on the
CH linacs may have been less precise as a full investigation of the methodology was only
carried out on the 600CD.
Differences between the ECC results and those of other authors show that for fields
< 12.5mm diameter, experimental differences can have large effects. This indicates that the
accurate determination of Sp data in the full field size range may only be achieved through
MC modelling of both the beam and the detectors, which is outwith the scope of this work.
A final table of Sp was produced, although Sp in the 5mm diameter collimator is likely to
have been over-estimated. However, as the calculation of TMRs relies on the ratio of two







In a similar way to PDDs, tissue phantom ratios (TPRs) also characterise the fall off in dose
with depth along the beam CAX. They are equal to the dose (D) at depth (d) divided by the
dose at the reference depth (d0), but for the measurement point held at a constant FAD.
TPR(d, s, FAD) = D(d)/D(d0) (8.1)
TPRs can be normalised to any depth do, dependent on the formalism used. Formalisms
based on a depth beyond dmax will use TPRs normalised to the same depth. TMRs are
generally expressed as a ratio, but are stated in this work as a percentage, for convenience.
Tissue maximum ratio
A tissue maximum ratio (TMR) is a special case of the TPR, in that d0 is equal to dmax.
TMRs are used for formalisms which are based on dmax.
8.1.2 Measurement of TMRs
Water tank
TMRs can be measured in a water scanning tank (BDAS system) equipped with computer
control of both the detector position and the water level. The detector is held at a constant
FAD for each measurement and the water level increased in small increments. Although
several tank manufacturers offer this facility as an "add-on" to the basic BDAS facility, the
measurements are time consuming and often fraught with practical difficulties. This is
primarily because the water has to be filled from the reservoir under computer control and
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the water depth has to be fed back accurately to the software as each signal is sampled. The
same detectors are used in the measurement ofTMR as are used in PDD measurements.
Solid water measurements
TMRs can be measured much more easily in a solid water phantom. The detector is inserted
in the phantom and the effective point ofmeasurement located at the isocentre. The depth is
increased by placing slabs of material on top of the detector. Although this is a simple
technique, the measurements are again time-consuming, particularly if repeat measurements
are carried out to determine the experimental uncertainty. In addition, care must be taken to
ensure that the detector remains at the isocentre as the depth is increased, as couch sag with
increasing weight of phantom could move the detector out of position. An adjustment to the
couch height may therefore be necessary at greater depths.
8.1.3 Calculation of TMRs
PDDs can be converted to TMRs using equation 2(a) in Appendix B of BJR supplement 25
(Burns 1996):
TMR(d, s) = L x PDD[d, f, sf/(f+d)] x PSFTsf/If+dll x (£±d)2 (8.2)
100 PSF[sf/(f+dm)] (f+dm)2
where d is the depth of interest, dm is the depth of dmax and s is the field size at the FSD, f.
This formula is applicable to PDDs which have been measured at f. The field sizes used in
PDDs and PSFs must also have been defined at f. Although the above equation requires a
ratio of PSFs, these are substituted with NPSFs (Sp values at dmax) for high energy beams.
PDD
In equation 8.2, the TMR is calculated for a field size s at the isocentre, from a PDD which
has the same field size s at depth d and therefore a smaller field size at the phantom surface,
equal to sf/(f +d). For example, the calculation of TMRs for a 12.5mm collimator, at depths
of 100 and 200mm will require PDDs for collimators of diameters 11.4 and 10.4mm
respectively. In order to calculate TMRs for all collimators in the range of 40-12.5mm
diameter, PDDs for fields down to 10mm diameter are required.
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Scatter correction
The ratio of PSF (or NPSF, or Sp at dmax) for two different field sizes in equation 8.2, is
known in this work as the scatter correction. The scatter correction is required to account
for the different amounts of phantom scatter in the TMR field size (s) at an FAD of f,
compared to that in the PDD situation, where the field size s has been projected to the
phantom surface at FSD f. The different field sizes and hence amounts of scatter are caused
by the differences in divergence between the PDD and TMR situations. This will generally
be a small correction at depths close to dmax, but will increase with increasing depth.
ISL correction
The effect of the ISL in the measurement of relative depth dose, is to further decrease the
dose at depth in addition to the effect of attenuation. For TMR measurements, the
measurement point is always located at the isocentre and therefore the relative dose at a
given depth is greater than in the PDD (field size defined at the surface) situation.
Removing the ISL from the relative PDD in equation 8.2 accounts for this. The effect of
ISL is negligible at depths close to dmax, but increases as the depth increases and is 1% at
20mm deep and 40% at 200mm deep. As TMRs do not exhibit the effects of the ISL, they
are FSD independent and are often used in isocentric based calculation systems. They are
particularly useful for rotational treatments, as the change in FSD at each increment of
gantry angle does not need to be accounted for.
8.1.4 Small field problems
Measured TMRs in small fields are subject to the same problems as the equivalent PDDs.
In particular, these are the size of the detector (volume averaging) and the position of the
reference (for BDAS measurements). However, when using a BDAS, there will be less
uncertainty in the alignment between the detector and the beam CAX as the depth increases,
compared to PDDs. This is because the detector position always remains the same and is
not dependent on the accuracy of the tank depth control. However, there are other practical
problems, such as the difficulty of changing the stereotactic collimators (if used) over a tank
which has been positioned such that the detector is at the isocentre, at a large depth. As the
distance between the end of the stereotactic collimators and the isocentre is only 230mm,
the maximum depth which could be measured is very limited, as there should be a gap
between the end collimators and the water surface.
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TMRs measured in RMI will be subject to the same uncertainties as PDDs measured in
RMI, although there will be the additional problem of the couch sag. If TMRs are
calculated rather than measured, they will be subject to the uncertainties inherent in the
measured PDD and the NPSF ratios.
8.1.5 Small field TMRs in the literature
Overview
Most small field TMRs reported in the literature have been measured directly, either using a
BDAS system, or in a solid water equivalent phantom. Although film was rejected by
several authors for the measurement of PDDs (Chapter 3), some authors have used it to
measure TMRs, placing it perpendicular to the beam under different thicknesses of
phantom. Although film is subject to potentially large uncertainties caused by the
calibration and processing conditions, it is notable that no authors have commented on this
with respect to TMR measurements.
Measured TMRs
Rice et al (1987) measured TMRs at 6MV in a polystyrene phantom with both a parallel
plate (5.4mm effective diameter) and a cylindrical IC (internal diameter 3.5mm). TMRs
measured with each detector were within 0.5% in collimators between 40 and 12.5mm, to a
depth of 200mm.
Serago et al (1992) compared film, a parallel plate IC (PPIC, dimensions unspecified) and a
diode (2mm sensitive width, shielding unspecified) to measure TMRs in a solid water
phantom at 10MV. The detectors agreed to within 3% to a depth of 300mm, in a 8.4mm
diameter collimator. The reproducibility of film was not discussed, nor the calibration
method. The PPIC results were the highest and the diode and film results appeared to
match, although differences were difficult to extract from the graphs. The PPIC was
subsequently selected to measure TMRs in a range of energies between 24 and 4MV,
although the reason for its selection is unclear.
Chierego et al (1993) measured TMRs at 6MV with a (0.055cc) PPIC and a cylindrical IC
(0.6cc) in a water tank and film in a solid water phantom. All measurements were corrected
for detector size using depth dependent correction factors calculated from Rice et al (1987).
In addition, PDDs were measured in the water tank with the PPIC and converted to TMRs.
Results were only presented for measurements in a 15x15mm2 field. The uncertainty on the
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PPIC was the smallest, at +1-0.6% and this was therefore considered to be the optimum
detector to use. The 0.6cc IC results had an uncertainty of +/-1% and varied from 2.9%
higher than the PPIC at 30mm deep, to 0.2% higher at 150mm deep. The uncertainty on
film was +/-1.8% and was within 0.5% of the PPIC around dmax, but diverged to a
maximum difference of 1.6% lower at a depth of 150mm.
Haworth and Perry (1993) used a photon diode (2.5mm sensitive width, long axis parallel to
CAX) to measure TMRs in a water tank (BDAS). These were compared with TMRs
measured in a solid water phantom (detector perpendicular to the CAX), at 6MV. The
maximum difference between the two set-ups was 1% down to a depth of 250mm, in
collimators between 30 and 5mm.
Rustgi et al (1995) measured TMRs in a solid water phantom with a diamond (2.7mm
sensitive width) and a photon diode (2.2mm sensitive width) both with long axes parallel to
the CAX and a PPIC (5.4mm active diameter), in a 12.5mm collimator, at 6MV. The
maximum difference between detectors was 2% at a depth of 250mm. The authors noted
that there was no over-response to low energy photons because an energy compensated
diode was used. However, it has been shown that scatter effects in small fields are minimal.
Gotoh et al (1996) found agreement to within 2.7% between TMRs measured with film and
a micro-IC (external diameter 3.2mm) at 10MV, for depths up to 175mm, in collimators
between 31 and 11mm diameters. No uncertainties were presented for film.
Heydarian et al (1996) used a diamond (size unspecified) and shielded diode (2.5mm
sensitive width), both with long axes parallel to the beam CAX, in the water tank, at 6MV.
Film was used in a solid water phantom. All results were compared with MC (EGS4). The
diode was found to under-respond by 2 and 3% in the 23 and 7mm collimators respectively
at 200mm deep. The diamond over-responded by 1.1 and 1.6% and film over-responded by
3.8 and 5.5% in the same field sizes, at the same depths. The responses of the diode and
diamond were thought to be due to their dose-rate dependency and the film due to its over-
response to low energy photons.
Das et al (1996) compared a diamond (2.7mm sensitive width) and a 0.125cc IC to measure
TMRs in a water tank at 6MV, in "larger" collimators (diameters unspecified) and found
that the results from each detector agreed to within +/-0.5% for depths down to 200mm.
Although film was also used, no results were presented. A full set of TMRs for collimators
between 50 and 12.5mm was measured with the diamond.
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Fan et al (1997) measured TMRs with a O.lcc IC (axis perpendicular to beam CAX) in 40-
20mm diameter cones and used TLD in smaller cones down to 5mm diameter, at 6MV. All
measurements were carried out in a polystyrene phantom. However, as measurements were
only made with one detector type in each collimator, results could not be compared.
Francescon et al (1998) used both a 0.002cc PP micro-chamber (PPMC) and radiochromic
film to measure TMRs using a BDAS system and compared the results with MC. However,
the authors do not explain how they positioned film accurately within the water. In a
10.5mm diameter field, the PPMC was 0.3% lower than MC at a depth of 30mm and 1.1%
higher at 150mm deep. The radiochromic film was 0.3% higher and 1.7% lower at the same
depths. These results were considered to be in good agreement.
Zhu et al (2000) used a diode (1mm sensitive width) and film to measured TMRs in 7.5 and
5mm diameter collimators, in a polystyrene phantom. Their results on a 6MV beam of a
Varian Clinac 2300CD compared favourably with the TLD results of Fan et al (1997) on a
6MV Clinac 1800. However, film was found to significantly over-estimate the dose at a
depth of 150mm in both collimators, by approximately 3%.
van Battum et al (2002) measured TMRs with a shielded diode (2.5mm sensitive width) ,in
collimators between 50-5mm diameter, in a 6MV beam, at depths beyond the build-up
region only. The results were compared with calculated TMRs (see next section).
Calculated TMRs
The conversion of small field PDDs to TMRs using the BJR-25 equation, has been reported
in only two publications to date. Chierego et al (1993) converted PDDs to TMRs using
NPSF values which had been calculated through a comparison of measured TMR and PDD
values. However, this appears to be a circular argument. As differences of up to 2.4% were
found between the measured and calculated TMRs in a 15x15mm2 field, it is possible that
the work was reported incorrectly.
McKerracher and Thwaites (1999) calculated TMRs from average PDDs measured with a
selection of detectors and NPSF values taken from Rice et al (1987). The inclusion of the
NPSF correction was found to improve the match between calculated and measured TMRs
in the 12.5mm diameter collimator only. This work will be discussed in the results section.
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van Battum et al (2002) used a unique method to calculate TMRs from PDDs. Although it
was based on equation 2(a) in BJR-25, the ratio ofNPSFs was approximated by the ratio of
Scp values for two other field sizes. A comparison of the calculated and measured (2.5mm
sensitive width shielded diode) TMRs in a 5mm diameter collimator produced random
differences only, of up to 2% at a depth of 200mm and 3% at 300mm. The method was
found to be satisfactory within the desired experimental uncertainty, although no problems
were discussed regarding the size of the diode with respect to the 5mm collimator.
Comparison of results
One field size (closest to 10mm width) has been selected from each publication for
comparison, as summarised in Table 8.1.
Author Energy Linac Field Field Data
/MV Type width/mm presented
Chierego et al 6 Siemens □ 15 PPIC
(1993) Mevatron 6700
Das et al (1996) 6 Clinac 600SR O 12.5 Film
Fan et al (1997) 6 Varian Clinac O 12.5 TLD +
1800 0.1 cc IC
Francescon et al 6 Siemens o 10.5 MC BEAM
(1998) Mevatron
Gotoh et al 10 Varian Clinac o 11.6 Film
(1996) 2100C
Haworth and 6 Philips o 10 Diode
Perry (1993)
Heydarian et al 6 Siemens o 7 EGS4
(1996) Mevatron KD-2
McKerracher & 6 BBC CH6 o 12.5 Calculated
Thwaites (1999) from PDD
Rice et al (1987) 6 Varian Clinac o 12.5 PPIC
6/100
Rustgi et al 6 Siemens KD2 o 12.5 diamond
(1995)
Serago et al 6 Varian Clinac o 12.5 PPIC
(1992) 6/100
van Battum et al 6 Varian 2300 o 20 Calculated
(2002) C/D from PDD
Zhu et al (2000) 6 Varian Clinac o 7.5 Diode
2300CD
Table 8.1 Summary of data extracted from the above literature review, for circular (o)
and square (□) fields.
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Figure 8.1 Comparison of TMR results in a variety of publications, as summarised in
Table 8.1.
The spread over all 6MV data sets is approximately 10% and although a variety of beam
widths is presented, the spread is higher than expected from quality alone and may be due to
the different experimental techniques. Gotoh et al (1996) are the only authors to present
results for 10MV and the resulting TMR curve is much higher than the highest 6MV data,
by approximately 10% (TMR) at a depth of 100mm. The BJR-25 TMR data for a
40x40mm2 field shows an increase of only 2% (TMR) over the same range of energies, at
100mm deep. It is clear therefore, that although all authors have reported results which
they consider to be accurate and representative of the data measured, the magnitude of the
spread between results suggests that the measurement method plays a larger role than was
suggested in any of the publications.
8.1.6 Aim
The aim of this work was firstly to compare TMRs calculated from PDDs and NPSFs, with
TMR point measurements in solid water, made with a selection of detectors, in collimators
between 40 and 12.5mm diameter and to determine the magnitude of the NPSF correction
(equation 8.2).
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8.2 Materials and Methods
8.2.1 Materials
A limited number of spot checks of TMR were made at different times, in solid water
(RMI), with the diamond, EFD and PFD.
8.2.2 Methods
At the time of the commissioning of the stereotactic facility at the ECC (1994), the BDAS
system in use did not have a functioning TMR facility. In addition, the measurement of
TMRs in all collimators, in a full range of depths was considered to be too time consuming.
PDDs were therefore converted to TMRs using NPSFs, according to equation 8.2. On the
CH6, NPSFs were taken from Rice et al (1987), as discussed in McKerracher and Thwaites
(1999). However, the extracted Sp (dmax) data from Chapter 7 were used in the calculations
on the 600CD. To facilitate the calculation of the scatter correction, the Sp values at dmax
from Chapter 7 (Table 7.5) were fitted to a curve using Origin version 6 software package
(Microcal Software Inc, USA).
Spot checks of TMRs were also measured in solid water with the EFD, in the 40 and
12.5mm diameter collimators. A few measurements were also made with the PFD and the
diamond. In each case, the effective point of measurement was set to the isocentre at
1000mm FAD. Measurements were only carried out on between one and three occasions.
TMRs were smoothed and averaged as appropriate.
8.3 Results and discussion
8.3.1 Calculated TMRs
Sp curve fitting
The Sp values calculated at dmax in Chapter 7 (Table 7.5) were fitted to a Growth/Sigmoidal
curve using the Hill function in the Origin software. The fit to the entire data set (40-5mm
diameter) yielded an R2 of 0.998 and a maximum difference between calculated and fitted Sp
data of 0.5%. However, Sp was underestimated by 0.5% in collimators between 20 and
15mm diameter and matched the Sp values in the smallest collimators. As the data in the
smallest collimators were subject to greater uncertainties and as Sp was required only for
collimators between 40 and 10mm diameter, the curve fit was repeated for Sp data in this
range only. R2 was 0.998 for the new curve and the maximum difference between
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calculated and fitted Sp values was 0.2%. The final equation to calculate Sp in a collimator
of diameter s, is:
Sp = 0.984 s219 / (3.55219 + s219) (8.3)
It should be noted that equation 2(a) of Appendix B in BJR-25 (equation 8.2 here) requires
NPSF data for field sizes defined at the phantom surface, at fixed FSD. Sp values in Table
7.5 in Chapter 7 have been measured at 1000mm FAD and the field sizes have been defined
at the isocentre. However, the effect of the ISL will cancel due to the use of the ratio of
NPSF used in equation 8.2 and the effect of the field size difference will be very small. In a
40mm collimator, the difference in field size is 0.6mm, which corresponds to an
insignificant difference in Sp. In the 12.5mm collimator Sp is changing rapidly, but the field
size change is only 0.2mm, which corresponds to a change in TMR of <0.1%.
Spreadsheet calculation
TMRs were calculated from PDDs and ratios of Sp at dmax (NPSF) in Excel. An example
of a spreadsheet calculation is shown in Appendix 3, for the 12.5mm diameter collimator.
Scatter correction
The maximum scatter correction (ratio of Sp) is 2.7% in a 12.5mm collimator at 220mm and
1.2% at 100mm deep, which lowers the TMR value at that point. The correction is smallest
in the 40mm diameter collimator, at only 0.2% of the TMR value at the same depth.
Uncertainties
The uncertainties in the calculated TMRs can be estimated from the uncertainties in the
PDDs and the ratio of NPSFs. For collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, the
uncertainty in the PDDs (reproducibility only) was approximately +/-0.5%. In the 12.5mm
collimator, the coefficient of variation for the calculation of Sp was <0.5%. However, as the
ratio of Sp values is used, the uncertainty will be much less than this and is estimated here
as +/-0.2%. The total uncertainty, at ls.d. can therefore be estimated as +/-0.5% at ls.d..




TMRs were measured on between only one and three occasions with the diamond, PFD and
EFD. The overall reproducibility was +1-0.1%, which can be taken to be an uncertainty of
+/-0.4% at the ls.d. level. Measurements with the EFD were repeated again at a much later
date and found to match the previous results.
8.3.3 Calculated compared with measured TMRs
Figure 8.2 shows calculated and measured TMRs for the 40mm collimator.
Depth/mm
Figure 8.2 Calculated and measured TMRs for the 40mm collimator.
The differences between the average of the measured results in the 40mm diameter
collimator and the calculated TMRs are shown in Table 8.2 for depths beyond dmax.
Depth Calculated Diamond % EFD %
/mm TMR measured TMR difference measured TMR difference
20 99.5 99.3 0.2 99.4 0.1
50 89.3 88.6 0.8 88.2 1.2
100 71.4 70.6 1.1 70.7 1.0
150 56.6 - - 56.0 1.1
200 44.7 44.3 0.9 44.4 0.7
Table 8.2. Comparison of calculated and measured (EFD and diamond) TMRs in the
40mm diameter collimator.
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Although the calculated and measured TMRs agree to within the quoted experimental
uncertainties, there appears to be a systematic difference between the two data sets.
Measured TMRs are approximately 1% lower than those calculated, as measured with both
detectors. The differences are larger in the region around dmax, as shown in Figure 8.3.
DeptfVmm
Figure 8.3 Calculated and measured TMRs for the 40mm collimator, in the region
around dmax.
In the region around dmax, both the PFD and EFD measurements show a small shift in the
position of dmax towards the surface. This is the same difference reported for the PDDs
(Chapter 3) and is for all the same reasons, primarily the difficulties in smoothing the data in
the build-up region. However, it could also be due to a systematic error in the depth; either
in the set-up of the tank (for PDD), or in the RMI measurements.
Alternatively, the differences could be due to differences in detector response between the
two methods of obtaining TMRs. As has been discussed previously, diodes are dose rate
dependent. In the PDD measurements, the dose rate decreases due to both the depth and the
distance. In the TMR measurements the dose rate is changing only with depth. These




Figure 8.4 Calculated and measured TMRs for the 12.5mm collimator.
The differences between the mean measured and the calculated TMRs are shown in Table
8.3 for depths beyond dmax.
Depth Calculated PFD % EFD %
/mm TMR measured TMR difference measured TMR difference
20 99.0 98.2 0.8 98.4 0.6
50 85.6 85.1 0.6 84.6 1.2
100 66.2 66.8 -0.9 66.0 0.3
150 51.6 52.4 -1.5 51.8 -0.4
200 40.3 40.3 0.0 40.5 -0.5
Table 8.3. Comparison of calculated and measured (EFD and diamond) TMRs in the
12.5mm diameter collimator.
In the 12.5mm collimator, the differences between the measured and calculated TMRs show
a possible tilt in either data set. This could be due to uncertainties in the NPSF data in small
field sizes, requiring a larger NPSF correction at shallow depths and a smaller one at deeper
depths. Alternatively it could the result of a problem with the measured data. This requires
further investigation. Figure 8.5 shows the region around dmax.
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Figure 8.5. Calculated and measured TMRs for the 12.5mm collimator, in the region
around dmax.
These differences are comparable with those in the 40mm diameter collimator. The same
effects were also found in the 30 and 20mm diameter collimators.
Data smoothing
All calculated TMR curves were adjusted by averaging between the measured and
calculated values. This results in a total uncertainty of +/-0.9% ls.d.. The results were then
smoothed in the same manner as the PDDs in Chapter 3 i.e. by plotting TMR against
collimator diameter for each depth of measurement and fitting straight lines. The TMRs in
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Figure 8.6 Final smoothed TMRs in all collimators on the 600CD.
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Figure 8.7. Final smoothed TMRs around dmax, in all collimators on the 600CD.
8.3.4 Comparison with CH6
PDDs were converted to TMRs on the CH6 using equation 8.2. Sp values at dmax, taken
from Rice et al (1987) were used as the NPSF values in the equation, as Sp data had not been
measured for this linac at that time. However, Rice et al provided Sp data only down to a
12.5mm diameter and as a result, data in beam widths down to 10mm were extrapolated.
The ratio of Sp (NPSF) values resulted in a maximum correction to the PDD, of 4.5% at
200mm deep in a 12.5mm collimator. On the 600CD, the maximum correction resulting
from the 600CD measured Sp values, was 3.3% at the same depth and collimator diameter.
Using the correction based on Rice et al for the 600CD data, produces TMRs which are
approximately 0.8% (TMR) lower than those calculated using the Sp data in Chapter 7.
TMRs in the 40 and 12.5mm diameter collimators on the 600CD, calculated using the Sp
data in Chapter 7 are compared with TMRs calculated using the data in Rice et al and with
the calculated data for the CH6, in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8 Comparison ofTMRs on the 600CD and CH6, calculated from Chapter 7 Sp
values (600CD only) and from data in Rice et al (600CD and CH6).
It is obvious that the TMRs on the CH6 (blue) are higher than those on the 600CD (red) by
approximately 5% (local dose) at a depth of 200mm. This corresponds to approximately the
same difference in PDD local dose (Figure 3.22) between the two linacs. However, the
CH6 TMRs have been calculated using the Sp values in Rice et al and the TMRs on the
600CD have been calculated using the measured Sp values. To compare the difference
caused by using the two different Sp data sets, the TMRs on the 600CD have been calculated
using each Sp data set. The red solid lines in Figure 8.8. represent TMRs calculated from
PDDs and measured Sp values and the dashed lines represent TMRs calculated from the
same PDDs but Sp values taken from Rice et al (1987). These two sets of TMRs are
indistinguishable in the 40mm collimator, but in the 12.5mm diameter collimator the use of
the measured Sp values results in a TMR curve which is approximately 2% (local dose)
higher at 200mm deep than that calculated with the data from Rice et al.
8.3.5 Comparison with BJR-25
As a final point of interest, measured PDDs and calculated TMRs for the 40mm diameter
collimator, on the 600CD were compared with PDDs and TMRs taken from BJR-25 6MV
beam data for a 40x40mm2 field, which is the smallest field size tabulated. Figure 8.9
shows the results, including PDDs and TMRs for the 12.5mm diameter collimator.
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Figure 8.9. Comparison of PDD and TMR data for the 40 and 12.5mm diameter
collimators on the 600CD with 40x40mm2 data in BJR-25.
Although the QI for the BJR data is not stated explicitly, the dose at 100mm deep in a
100x100mm2 field is 67.5%. On the 600CD it is 66.5%. The BJR data is therefore
representative of a higher energy beam and this is reflected in the higher PDD and TMR
data. TMRs are higher than PDDs primarily because the effect of the 1SL has been removed
from the measurements at depth. At shallow depths, the scatter correction is very small
simply because the field size change caused by divergence is also very small.
8.3.6 XKnife data
XKnife requires the input of TMRs for the full range of collimators used. In the ECC,
collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter are used clinically. The corresponding TMR
data calculated for the 600CD from measured PDD and extracted Sp (dmax) data and shown
in Figure 8.6 is tabulated in Appendix 4.
8.4 Conclusion
TMRs calculated from PDDs and the ratio of Sp (dmax) values are subject to the
uncertainties in both sets of data. The overall uncertainty in calculated TMRs has been
shown in this work, to be +/- 0.5% (1 s.d.). The ratio of Sp values lowers the calculated
TMRs by a very small amount in the larger collimators (0.2-0.5%), but in the 12.5mm
collimator the correction is greatest and is 1% at 100mm deep and 2.7% at 200mm deep.
The use of Rice et al (1987) Sp values resulted in TMRs which were too low by
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approximately 1.8% at 200mm in the smallest collimator. This error was caused by
extrapolation at the smaller field sizes.
The uncertainty in TMRs measured in solid water was estimated as +1-0.1%, but this is the
total spread over very few repeats. Although this means that the calculated and measured
TMRs agreed within the experimental uncertainty, there does appear to be a systematic
difference between the two methods. TMRs calculated in the 40mm collimator were
approximately 1% (of the value) higher than a few points measured with the diamond and
EFD, at depths beyond 50mm. In the 12.5mm collimator the differences were less
systematic although the calculated TMRs ranged from 1% higher to 1% lower. The reason
for a systematic error could be due to positioning errors, or a dose-rate effect, as discussed
previously. Differences in the build-up region were due to the PDD extrapolation problem
in this region, as also reported previously. In conclusion TMRs can be calculated from
PDDs to within an accuracy of+/-0.5%.
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Chapter 9





All radiotherapy techniques require verification of some kind, whether it is through
measurements of dose in a phantom (in-vitro) or by measurements of dose on or in the
patient (in-vivo). Verification of a new technique in a phantom is particularly useful as the
phantom can be scanned and planned in a similar way to a patient. The geometry and set-up
of the phantom and isocentre can be checked, as can the dose to specific points. Finally, the
overall dose distribution can be checked. Verification can be used to confirm the overall
accuracy of the system, from the imaging and planning processes at the beginning, to the
treatment stages at the end. It is useful both within a department as part of the overall
quality assurance programme and between departments, to audit the dosimetry, planning
and treatment processes.
Geometrical set-up
An accurate geometrical set-up is dependent on precise patient positioning and the
mechanical constraints of the linac, couch and lasers. To achieve this, customised
immobilisation devices must be individually fitted to reproduce the patient position between
all imaging (CT, MR, simulator etc) and treatment modalities. Exact transfer of patient
images and beam co-ordinates must also be carried out between the imaging, planning and
treatment equipment, to ensure consistency of data. The coincidence of the crosswires,
lasers, beam CAX and centre of rotation of the gantry, and collimator, must lie within a
sphere of, at worst, diameter 4mm (IEC, 1989). However, as agreement to within +/-lmm
can be achieved on the majority of modern linacs, most departments work to within this
smaller limit.
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The geometrical set-up is frequently verified using radio-opaque markers embedded in a
phantom. The difference between the known (measured) and calculated (on the planning
system) positions is an indication of the overall geometric accuracy. However, in the patient
situation, accuracy is likely to be reduced as a result of patient movement (voluntary or
involuntary), breathing and internal organ motion.
Relative dose distribution
The accuracy of the calculated relative dose distribution is dependent on the data input to
the planning system in terms of OARs, PDDs, TMRs etc. It is also dependent on the
planning algorithm, with particular reference to the modelling of inhomogeneities and lack
of scatter. Finally, it is dependent on the accuracy of the imaging information, which in turn
is dependent on CT slice thickness, and separation etc. ICRU 42 (1987) states that the
difference between measured and computed dose distributions should be <2% relative dose
within regions of constant dose and <2mm between isodose lines, in regions of high dose
gradient.
The relative dose distribution can be measured in a phantom using TLD, film or gel.
Although each TLD chip can supply only 1D information, arrays of TLDs can be used to
obtain 3D data. However, the overall resolution is likely to be poor and the process is time-
consuming. A single sheet of film can provide 2D information and if banks of films are
used, 3D data can be extracted. However, the calibration and reproducibility of film is
dependent on the accuracy of the processing conditions and the specific irradiation
conditions (e.g. film perpendicular or parallel to beam CAX) and optimising these can be a
lengthy process. Although gel is the only type of dosimeter which can provide full 3D
information, it is also the most expensive and time-consuming and as a result, its use is not
as yet routine.
Absolute dose
The accuracy of the calculated dose to the isocentre is also a function of the planning system
input data, algorithms, imaging data and relative outputs. The accuracy of the measured
dose is dependent primarily on the traceable calibration for the detector used. ICRU 24
(1976) states that the dose delivered to a specific point in a patient should be at worst,
within +/- 5% of the prescribed dose, although other assessments of recommended accuracy,
based on dose-effect curve information, suggests about 3% at the ls.d. level (IPEM 81,
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1999). The dose at the isocentre (or any point of interest) is usually measured with an ion-
chamber in a phantom at a predefined point.
Phantoms
Various types of phantom have been in use for a number of years. The Rando
anthropomorphic phantom (Alderson et al, 1962) remains popular and is the most
anatomically correct phantom. It is most often used in conjunction with TLD or film.
Semi-anatomic phantoms (Thwaites, 1996; Thwaites and Allahverdi, 1997; Thwaites et al,
2003) are useful for intra and inter-departmental audit and can be used in conjunction with
film, TLD and ion chambers. These phantoms are most suitable for the verification of
coplanar beams. The verification of target co-ordinates generally requires the design of an
in-house phantom (Hartmann et al, 1993; Yeung et al, 1993), although some commercial
phantoms are available.
9.1.2 Small field problems
Geometry
The geometrical accuracy of the linac, couch and lasers for stereotactic treatments, must be
better than that for conventional treatments. Tsai et al (1991) and Hartmann et al (1993)
both recommended coincidence within a 1mm diameter sphere for stereotactic treatments.
The overall geometrical accuracy of a stereotactic treatment will again depend on the
immobilisation device, the quality of the imaging data and the accurate transfer of co¬
ordinates between the imaging modality, planning system and treatment machine. A more
precise patient immobilisation system is required for stereotactic treatment, such as the fixed
or relocatable frames discussed in Chapter 1. Smaller CT slice thickness and separation are
also required to minimise errors in patient outline and tumour localisation. However, as a
scan of the whole head is required, there may have to be a compromise between slice
thickness and total number of slices.
Dose and distribution
The accuracy of the delivered dose and dose distribution, in all types of treatments, is
dependent on the input beam data. As the measurement of small field beam data is much
more complex than for more routine types of treatment, the verification of that data is also
more complex. The measurement of absolute dose in small fields introduces additional
problems. The calibration of several small types of detectors must be investigated carefully
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as the correction factors applied to convert a detector reading to dose may not apply in the
small field situation. In addition, verification of the dose delivered from several non-
coplanar arcs requires a thorough investigation of the directional response of each detector.
Phantom
A dedicated phantom is required for the verification of stereotactic treatments. It must be
attachable to the appropriate stereotactic frame, should mimic the shape of the head and
allow the use of non-coplanar beams.
9.1.3 Small field verification in the literature
Introduction
The verification of various aspects of stereotactic treatments has been described in several
publications. Although dedicated phantoms have been designed commercially, or in-house,
many of the procedures outlined below are complex and unsuitable for use on a more
routine basis, particularly as part of a regular quality assurance programme.
Target position verification
Yeung et al (1993) investigated individual spatial uncertainties and overall spatial accuracy
using targets in an acrylic cylinder. Localisation was found to be most accurate for
conventional angiography (0.38 +/-0.1mm) and least accurate for CT slices with 4mm
spacing (1.6 +/-0.5mm).
Coffey et al (1993) verified target position with ferrous-sulphate gel and although there was
"excellent" agreement between the target co-ordinates and the machine isocentre, it was not
quantified. More usefully, Hartmann et al (1993) looked at errors in the determination of
known target co-ordinates and found agreement to within 1mm using CT and x-ray.
O'Brien and Fung (1994) located 1mm diameter markers of known co-ordinates relative to
the centre) of an acrylic phantom, to within 1.2mm, as determined by CT and digital
subtraction angiography (DSA).
Ramani et al (1995) localised markers embedded in an acrylic phantom at known co¬
ordinates to within the voxel size for CT (lxlxlmm2) and MR (1.2x1.2x3.0mm3).
However, for DSA, the error was >2.5mm at the periphery of the image.
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Verellen et al (1999) used 0.2cm lead beads in an anthropomorphic phantom and found
agreement between the known co-ordinates and those localised with CT, to within 0.8mm,
at 95% confidence.
Linac, couch and lasers
Winston and Lutz (1988) developed a method for checking the coincidence of the radiation
isocentre with the lasers, which was later adapted by Warrington et al (1994). Tsai et al
(1991, 1996) also developed methods for testing the stability of the isocentre and found
agreement to within 0.3mm.
Gibbs et al (1992) tested the coincidence of the crosswires and lasers on five Varian
accelerators. A root mean square error between +/-0.06 to 0.08mm was found in the plane
of rotation and between +/-0.17 to 0.35mm perpendicular to that plane. This demonstrates
the achievable accuracy on similar Varian linacs.
Treuer et al (2000) developed a method for looking at the stability of the isocentre with
respect to the lasers and found agreement to within 0.3mm.
Verification of dose and dose distribution
Coffey et al (1993) planned a typical 18mm collimator Gamma Knife treatment on a
commercial water filled phantom and verified the absolute dose with TLD powder
embedded in ferrous gel. The dose to the isocentre was measured on several different
occasions and found to differ from calculation by between +4.2% and -3.7%. The authors
did not make any comment regarding the acceptability of these results, nor the
reproducibility.
Guan et al (1993) used gel, TLD and radiochromic film in an anthropomorphic head
phantom. Nine non-coplanar arcs were planned with a 10mm collimator. The gel showed
"qualitative" agreement with the calculated dose distribution. Agreement between the
prescribed dose and the dose measured with TLD was within 5% in the high dose region,
but at the 10% dose level, there was a disagreement of almost 30%. Radiochromic film also
showed agreement in the high dose region, but a 20% difference at the 50% level.
According to the authors, the largest problem was in determining the isocentre co-ordinates
in the phantom, for each dosimeter used.
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Ramani et al (1994) used radiochromic film in an acrylic phantom. The isocentre dose was
measured to within +1-3% of the calculated dose in a plan which incorporated a 20mm
diameter collimator. The 90 and 50% isodoses were measured to within +/-lmm and the
10% to within 5mm.
Ravindran et al (2001) verified the dose in mMLC plans in a commercial acrylic phantom.
Plastic inserts were used to simulate different lesions and film and TLD used for
verification. TLDs were found to match the expected dose in the target to within 3%, but in
regions of high dose gradient the deviations were 5-9%. Film measured the dose to the
isocentre to within 2%, but differed by up to 8% at off axis distances. Transverse and
sagittal plane isodose distributions agreed with calculated values to within l-2mm.
O'Brien and Fung (1994) used a TLD array to measure profile widths and found these to
differ from calculated widths by up to 5mm.
Duggan and Coffey (1996) used a micro-ionisation chamber (0.009cc) in a commercial
water filled phantom. The mean dose to the IC was calculated by averaging the dose over
the orthogonal projections of the isodose curves in the final plan. The measured doses for
plans incorporating collimators of between 32 and 16mm diameter were within 2% of the
calculated doses. For the 7.5 and 5mm collimators, the differences were 5.8 and 7.5%
respectively.
Ertl et al (1997) used TLD in a RANDO phantom to verify the treatment of an eye on the
Gamma Knife. The measured dose to isocentre was found to be within +/-1.6% of the
calculated dose. To verify the dose to different parts of the eye, a TLD array was inserted
into a human cadaver. The measured dose was found to be within 3% of the calculated dose
at the back of eye, but up to 30% less than the calculation at the front of the eye. Flowever,
measurements at the surface of a phantom are subject to the largest uncertainty.
Cosgrove et al (1999) used film in a cubic, solid water phantom to verify the dose
distribution from several six-field, non-coplanar mMLC plans. Measured isodoses >=50%
matched calculated isodoses to within 1mm, but deviations of up to 5mm were found in the
low dose region. Absolute dose measurement with film differed from the calculated dose by
up to 6%. Although TLD in a Rando phantom matched the calculated dose to within +/-
2%, the reproducibility was +/-4%.
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Cosgrove et al (2000) used polyacrylamide gel (PAG) in a perspex and glass phantom to
confirm non-coplanar conformal plans. The areas enclosed by particular isodoses differed
from the calculated areas by between 2 and 8%, with a reproducibility of +1-5%. However,
the absolute dose was found to be on average 23.5% higher than the calculation. This was
thought to show the unsuitability of gel for the measurement of absolute dose.
Perks et al (1999) verified the dose in a 32.5mm collimator non-coplanar arc plan and a four
field conformal plan. A 0.2cc IC was used in a hemispherical water filled perspex phantom.
Although the maximum percentage difference for a single arc was 3.2% in the stereotactic
plan, the overall difference was only 0.3% in the dose to the isocentre. In the fixed field
plan, the maximum single field difference was 2.4%, with an overall difference in the total
dose to the isocentre of 0.6%.
Verellen et al (1999) measured the dose to the isocentre in a perspex phantom for a
stereotactic plan to within 2% with TLD.
Robar and Clark (2000) used a multiple-film cassette box in a water-filled anthropomorphic
phantom to verify a five-arc, 30mm collimator, plan. Monte Carlo simulation showed that
as the number of films increased, so too did the photon attenuation. As a result, there was a
compromise between spatial resolution and dose perturbation. Although the planned and
measured 80% isodoses matched to within 1.5mm, there were differences of up to 3.2mm in
regions of low dose.
Grebe et al (2001) used both a polymer gel phantom and a 0.3cc IC in a water filled glass
phantom. Conformal plans for target volumes between 7 and 9cc were produced with 5
arcs. The measured 50 and 90% isodoses were within l-2mm of the planned isodoses and
the dose to the isocentre was within +1-2%. The authors noted that the BANG polymer gel
method required approximately 12hrs for planning, irradiation and measurement, excluding
analysis.
McKerracher and Thwaites (2002) compared a 0.125cc IC against a diamond and a
shielded, unshielded and stereotactic diode in the measurement of the dose to the isocentre.
These measurements will be presented and discussed in the results section.
Comparison of results
Table 9.1 summarises the verification processes described in each of the above papers.
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Authors Target Linac Absolute Relative
co-ords geometry dose dose
Coffey et al (1993)
Cosgrove et al (1999)
✓ ✓
✓ ✓
Cosgrove et al (2000)




Ertl et al (1997) ✓
Guan et al (1993) ✓
Gibbs et al (1992)
Grebe et al (2001)
✓
✓ ✓
Hartmann et al (1993) ✓
McKerracher and Thwaites (2002) ✓
O'Brien and Fung (1994) ✓ ✓
Perks et al (1999)
Ramani et al (1994)
✓
✓ ✓
Ramani et al (1995)
Ravindran et al (2001)
✓
✓ ✓
Robar and Clark (2000) ✓
Treuer et al (2000) ✓
Tsai et al (1991) ✓
Tsai et al (1996)
Verellen et al (1999)
✓
✓ ✓
Warrington et al (1994) ✓ ✓
Winston and Lutz (1988) ✓
Yeung et al (1993) ✓
Table 9.1. Summary of verification processes in the above literature review.
Summary
Although polymer gels have been shown to be useful in measuring the dose distribution,
they are messy, expensive and time-consuming and unsuitable for use on a regular basis.
TLD arrays are easier to use, but the process is still time consuming and the reproducibility
and resolution is less than ideal. Film, if calibrated and processed appropriately, is therefore
the most useful detector for verification of the dose distribution.
In terms of the measurement of absolute dose, gel has been shown to exhibit large
inconsistencies. TLD is much more accurate, but with a lack of precision. Ion chambers
have been shown to be both accurate and precise, but are generally unsuitable for
measurements in small fields. Other types of detectors have not been tested in the
measurement of the delivered dose to the isocentre.
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9.1.4 Verification of stereotaxy at the ECC
Although target co-ordinates, relative dose distribution and absolute dose should all be
tested as part of the verification process, this work is concerned only with the verification of
the absolute dose to the isocentre. Verification of the basic geometrical aspects of the
stereotactic process at the ECC was carried out originally by Radionics as part of the
XKnife installation process. ECC staff then borrowed the geometric phantom on several
occasions to test new scanners and recently this phantom has been purchased. Verification
of the dose distribution is currently being studied, but as this requires a thorough
investigation of film types (X-Omat V, EDR and Gafchromic) in addition to a review of the
calibration and processing conditions, analysis of appropriate scanners (x-ray densitometer,
laser scanner, document scanner) and the design of a new phantom. This will be undertaken
as future work.
9.1.5 Aim
The aim of this work was to develop a simple, reproducible technique to verify the dose to
the isocentre in a selection of typical treatment plans, for the full range of clinical
collimators, 40-12.5mm diameter. This involved the design of a phantom which could be
attached to the GTC frame. The most appropriate detector to use in the phantom was
determined by testing the symmetry, directional response and calibration of a range of small
detectors. A technique was developed to measure the dose to the isocentre on a routine
basis, in a simple and reproducible manner. The verification method was also incorporated
into the departmental quality assurance programme.
9.2. Methods and Materials
9.2.1 Materials
Detectors
The diamond, PFD, EFD, SFD and 0.125cc IC were all compared to determine the most
appropriate detector. All measurements were carried out on the 600CD only.
Phantom
A solid water phantom was designed and constructed in-house as shown in Figure 9.1.
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GTC frame






The phantom is made of WT1, an epoxy-resin based water equivalent phantom material
produced at St Bartholomew's Hospital in London. The design was loosely based on the
water-filled phantom used at the Royal Marsden in London (Perks et al, 1999). It was
attached to the GTC relocatable stereotactic frame via a steel baseplate. The shape of the
phantom is basically cylindrical, terminating in an 8cm radius hemispherical section furthest
from the frame. 1cm diameter holes were drilled the full length of the phantom both at the
centre and at 3cm off axis. Inserts of the same material were made to fit the holes and to
hold each of the detectors under investigation. Figure 9.2 is a diagrammatic view.
Figure 9.2. Diagram of the stereotactic phantom, viewed in cross-section from the side
and the end. A and B are points lying along the central hole and C lies in
the off-axis hole.
Position A is located within the cylindrical section of the phantom, 10cm from the
hemispherical end and in the middle of the central hole. Position B is also located in the
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middle hole, but at 2cm from A, towards the hemispherical end, at the origin of the
hemisphere. Position C is located in the off-axis hole, at 4cm from A along the axis of the
central hole. The accuracy of the position of the holes and the effective point of
measurement within each detector sleeve were both +/-0.2mm.
Image data
XKnife version 3.0, in use at the time, limited the maximum number of slices to 64. In
order to scan the whole of the phantom, CT slices of 3mm thickness and separation had to
be used. The slices were transferred via the local network to the planning system.
9.2.2 Methods
Radiation isocentre
The position of the radiation isocentre with respect to the position of the lasers was
determined using the Winston Lutz test (1988) at the four principal gantry angles (0, 90,
180, 270). The centre of the measurement volume for each detector was placed at the mean
position of the radiation isocentre, averaged over all arcs, for each individual plan. The
coincidence of the couch rotation with the radiation isocentre was tested at the time of
acceptance. An overhead laser was also purchased to allow adjustments for isocentre drift
(+/-lmm) to be made at each floor angle.
Symmetry
Symmetry is defined in this work as the relative radial response around the axis of the




Figure 9.3. Direction of detector symmetry, as defined in this work.
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Symmetry was measured by placing the effective point of measurement for each detector at
position A in the phantom. Position A was then placed at the radiation isocentre, averaged
over the four principal gantry angles. Measurements were initially made at 0° couch, for
static beams positioned at the four principal gantry angles, then at gantry 0°, with each
detector rotated around its axis, to achieve the same beam-detector alignments. This
verified whether or not the phantom and set-up were symmetrical and whether or not the
dose variation with gantry angle, on the linac was acceptable (+/- 0.5%).
Measurements were carried out for gantry positions between 0° and 350° in 10° intervals
and the response at each angle was normalised to that at 0°. Moving the detector 1mm in
the superior-inferior direction assessed misalignment between the radiation isocentre and the
effective point ofmeasurement. This was achieved using spacers of 0.5 and 1mm.
Directional dependence
Directional dependence is defined here as the change in response of the detector at any
angle, around the end of the detector axis, as shown in Figure 9.4.
Figure 9.4. Direction of detector directional dependence, as defined in this work
The centre of the measurement volume was placed at position B, the couch rotated to 90°
and measurements made in static beams at 10° intervals from gantry 0 to 180°. The
response at each angle was normalised to that at the calibration geometry for each detector.
The diode was then turned through 90° and the measurements repeated, to compare the
results over two axes. Measurements of directional dependence beyond 0 and 180° gantry
limits would require the use of a spherical phantom and would only be necessary if inferior
arcs were used in treatment planning. To avoid the potential for gantry-couch collision,
inferior arcs are not used in the ECC. As a result, these gantry angles were not measured.
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Exposures
For both symmetry and directional dependence, exposures of 100MU were used for all
detectors other than the SFD. The small signal on the SFD resulted in poor resolution on
the electrometer reading and this necessitated the use of exposures of 500MU.
Correction factors
Correction Factors (CFs) were calculated as the inverse of the directional dependence. An
effective angle (y) was calculated from each combination of gantry (0) and floor (a) angle:
A curve was fitted to a plot of CF against effective angle, using Origin version 6 (Microcal
Software Inc, MA, USA). CFs were then integrated over the appropriate gantry arc at each
floor angle, to obtain one average CF for each beam. It is important to note that
measurement of the directional dependence includes the effects of asymmetry and averaging
the results over all axes increases the uncertainty.
Calibration
Each detector was calibrated against the 0.125cc IC following the procedures outlined in the
IPSM Code of Practice (IPSM, 1990) and using factors traceable to the UK Primary
Standards (NPL). Although the standard calibration conditions used in this department are
fixed FSD, all detectors were calibrated under isocentric conditions to match the set-up used
in the measurement of the relative output factors. The reference conditions were:
y = 0 sin a (9.1)
* 100x100mm2 field size
* 50mm deep
* 1000mm FAD
* water equivalent phantom (WT1)
A CAL factor was then obtained for each detector:




where R(IC) is the reading on the electrometer for the 0.125cc IC and R(detector) is the
reading on the appropriate electrometer for each detector. Fx is the traceable calibration
factor for the 0.125cc IC and electrometer combination (x), to convert the reading to dose in
water, at the appropriate beam quality. TP is the temperature and pressure correction
applied to the IC reading. CAL factors were also measured in a 50x50mm2 field to
investigate conditions nearer the stereotactic situation. This was to determine whether the
Fx factor was still appropriate for use in fields <50x50mm2, where the scatter conditions and
beam spectrums are different.
XKnife data
The final beam data described in Chapters 4 (OARs), 5 (Scp) and 8 (TMRs) were entered
into the XKnife TPS and used to calculate the dose and distribution for each plan on the
600CD.
Calculation of dose
Equation 9.3 described the calculated, or planned dose to the isocentre (Dc) on XKnife:
Dc = MU x TMR(dav, s) x Scp x M (9.3)
where MU is the number ofMU delivered per beam and TMR(dav, s) is the TMR at a mean
depth of dav averaged over the entire arc. Scp is the relative output factor for the field size s
at the isocentre and M is the factor to convert the FAD situation to the beam calibration FSD
conditions. It is calculated geometrically from the ISL as 1.03.
Measured dose
The measured dose (Dm) for each detector was obtained from:
Dm = R x CAL x CF( y) x OP (x TP) (9.4)
where R is again the reading on the electrometer, CAL is the calibration factor to convert
each detector reading to dose and CF( y) is the correction factor to account for directional
dependence at the effective gantry angle y. OP is the routine output correction for the




Single field rotations at position A were planned with the couch at 0° for gantry rotations of
20° to 120° and 240° to 340°. The dose to the isocentre for each arc was calculated for
200MU. These single arcs were used to verify the methodology before proceeding to full
treatment plans.
Plans
The general approach in the ECC is to use 4-5 arcs for a patient's treatment, selected to
avoid sensitive structures and shape the dose distribution. A plan for each collimator size
was designed to include a variety of typical arcs and couch positions. The isocentre was
positioned at B, the centre of the hemispherical region, to obtain arcs of equal depth. MUs
were calculated to give 17.5Gy to the 90% dose region, which is the prescription used in the
ECC for the single fraction treatment of arterio-venous malformations (AVMs). The plan
parameters are shown in Table 9.2.
Plans at position B
Beam Couch Gantry Gantry mean Dose per 40mm 12.5mm
start end depth/mm arc /cGy MU MU
1 15 20 120 80 648.1 848 972
2 345 240 340 80 648.1 848 972
3 60 50 90 80 259.3 339 388
4 300 240 300 80 388.9 509 584
Table 9.2. Plan parameters for a typical stereotactic plans at position B.
To test the validity of the method for isocentres of different depths, plans were also
calculated at position C, the off axis position. The plan parameters for this position are
shown in Table 9.3.
Plans at position C
Beam Couch Gantry Gantry mean Dose per 40mm 12.5mm
start end depth/mm arc /cGy MU MU
1 15 20 120 65.5 648.1 793 901
2 345 240 340 41 648.1 717 797
3 60 50 90 42.6 259.3 288 321
4 300 240 300 35.4 388.9 421 465
Table 9.3. Plan parameters for a typical stereotactic plan at position C.
An example of the plan at position B, for the 12.5mm diameter collimator is shown in
Appendix 5.
Uncertainties
In all experiments, measurements were carried out on at least three separate occasions. The
mean, standard deviation (s.d.) and coefficient of variation were calculated. The
uncertainties in the calculated dose were calculated from the beam and image data input to
the planning system. The uncertainties in the measured dose were calculated from the
uncertainties in the electrometer reading, detector calibration, calculation of correction
factors and phantom and detector positional uncertainties. In each case, the overall
uncertainty (1 s.d.) was calculated as the square root of the summed squares of all constituent
parts.
9.3 Results & Discussion
9.3.1 Radiation isocentre
The lasers were found to match the mean position of the radiation isocentre to within a
sphere of diameter 1.5mm +/-0.2mm. The maximum difference was caused by gantry sag
between 0 and 180°. As no treatments are ever delivered through gantry 180° due to the
higher density impression and mounting materials at the posterior side of the frame, the
actual drift per arc is much smaller. The mean position of the radiation isocentre was
calculated for each arc individually and the maximum drift from the start angle to the end
angle calculated to be <1.0mm i.e. the positional uncertainty on each arc was +/-0.5mm. In
terms ofTMR, this constitutes an uncertainty of only +/-0.2 TMR (+/-0.3% of local TMR).
9.3.2 Detector properties
Symmetry
The measured symmetry of each detector is shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5. Graph of symmetry against gantry angle (couch 0°), for each detector.
Values normalised to the response at gantry 0°.
All detectors, other than the ion chamber, exhibit some degree of asymmetry. The
maximum variation in ion chamber readings was 0.2%, with a reproducibility of +/-0.2%.
This suggests that the construction and geometry of the phantom and set-up is symmetrical
and that there are no significant fluctuations in dose with gantry angle. The diamond and
the EFD show asymmetry of up to approximately 1% and the PFD and the SFD up to 1.5%
and 3.5% respectively. The reproducibility of each detector was 0.2%, other than the SFD,
which was 2%. Agreement between measurements with the detector in a fixed position
(gantry rotated) and with the detector rotated (fixed gantry angle) showed that detector
asymmetry alone was responsible for the results. This confirmed the observations above on
phantom and linac uncertainties.
It is interesting to note that there is a line of approximate symmetry for each detector. To
minimise the above problem in all further experiments, each detector was rotated around its
axis to align the line of symmetry with the beam CAX at gantry 0°. Unfortunately, accurate
rotation is physically quite difficult as each detector cable tends to pull in a particular
direction.
For solid state detectors, the effective centre of the measurement volume is usually assumed
to lie on the CAX of the detector. The results in Figure 9.5 clearly show that this is not the
case. Small amounts of asymmetry displayed by the EFD, PFD and diamond are not
significant for measurements in routine x-ray beams, but may present problems when trying
to align the centre of the detector with the centre of a small beam. This may affect the
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measurement of OARs and PDDs in very small fields. However, according to the
manufacturers, the results are not surprising. In the case of the EFD, the materials
surrounding the chip may not be uniform and the chip itself may not lie at the exact centre
of the encapsulation. In addition, there are electrical connections and other design features
which are not cylindrically symmetric. The same is true of the PFD but with the additional
problem that the high density material used for energy compensation may not be spatially
uniform. The larger asymmetry displayed by the SFD is due to the difficulties of placing
the very small chip, perfectly horizontally, in the centre of the diode casing and the
relatively larger effects of connectors and wires etc. The fact that the SFD measurements
are the least reproducible may in part be due to the small signal and also because small
differences in position between measurement sessions will lead to greater differences in
symmetry. Diamonds are naturally grown and therefore unlikely to be symmetrical. In
addition, Westermark et al (2000) found that the two electrodes attached to the diamond
crystal, were of different thicknesses, which may also account for some asymmetry.
The percentage asymmetry for each detector was converted to a percentage change in TMR
and then to a depth in water. The possible shifts in the effective point of measurements
away from the geometric centres were calculated to be 1.2mm (EFD), 2.7mm (PFD), 1.1mm
(diamond) and 4.2mm (SFD). However, the true shifts will typically be less than these
values because the asymmetry in response is also due to the inhomogeneities of construction
described above, as must obviously be the case for the SFD as the shift is comparable with
the detector size.
When the detector was moved by 0.5 and 1mm in the superior-inferior direction (using the
spacer), in the 40mm collimator, there was no change in signal. However, in the 12.5mm
collimator, the signal increased when the detector was move inferiorly by 1mm, by less than
1% at gantry 0° and almost 2% at gantry 180°. This indicates that the effective point of
measurement was not in fact placed at the radiation isocentre. This was due to the use of an
average radiation isocentre position and will cause more of a problem in the small
collimator because of the sharp fall off in dose.
Directional dependence
Figure 9.6 shows the directional dependence of each detector, averaged across the two main
axes and averaged across both sides of the CAX in order to minimise the effect of
asymmetry. All values were normalised to the response at the calibration orientation for
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each detector. For an ion chamber, this was gantry 0° and for all other detectors this was
gantry 90°.
Gantry arge
Figure 9.6. Graph of directional dependence against gantry angle for couch at 90° and
gantry between 0 and 180°. Values normalised to the response at the
calibration orientation for each detector.
The results for the PFD, EFD and SFD follow a parabolic shape with minimum responses of
80, 87 and 93% respectively at gantry 0° and 180°. The reproducibility is better than 0.5%
for the EFD, and the measurements across the two axes are the same. The reproducibility of
the PFD is also within 0.5%, but with a maximum difference between axes of +1-2%. The
reproducibility of the SFD measurements is 0.2%, with a maximum difference between axes
of +3% to -1%. In addition, there is a maximum of 2% difference between each half of the
curve (0 to 90° and 90 to 180°).
Directional dependence is an inherent property of diodes. Rikner and Grusell (1985)
measured the maximum directional dependence at 85 and 95% for the PFD and EFD
respectively, at 50mm deep in an 8MV narrow beam. However, the directional dependence
measured above in this work, is larger than that measured by Rickner and Grusell. This
could be due to the difference in depth ofmeasurement.
The difference in directional dependence across the two axes for each of the diodes, is
caused mainly by the asymmetry, which will contribute to the measured response at each
gantry angle. The magnitude of the differences above approximately agree with the values
of asymmetry at the corresponding positions. Small inconsistencies are due to the different
set-ups for the measurement of the two parameters as symmetry is measured at position A
and directional dependence at position B. The asymmetry in directional dependence will
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lead to uncertainties in the CFs, which are based on average values of directional
dependence.
The diamond exhibits a small amount of directional dependence whereby the response
increases by 1% when it is irradiated with its long axis perpendicular to the beam. This is
probably due to the non-symmetrical and non-uniform shape of the diamond crystal. The
0.125cc IC also has an increase in response of around 1% when irradiated with its long axis
parallel to the beam, possibly due to the shift in the effective point ofmeasurement from one
orientation to the other. The reproducibility is better than 0.5% for both detectors and the
measurements across the two axes are the same.
As the directional dependence for the diodes follows a parabolic shape, and the ion chamber
and diamond are approximately linear, the expected values for any combination of couch
and gantry angle can be predicted. However averaging the results for the SFD will lead to
much larger uncertainties than for the other detectors, due to the large degree of asymmetry.
Although it would be more appropriate to calculate CFs in 3D for the SF, this is an
unnecessary complication unless the other detectors prove to be unsuitable. For this reason,
the SFD was not used in any dose measurements in the phantom.
Correction factors
Correction factors to account for the directional response of each detector were calculated as
the inverse of the Origin fits to the above data., for each effective angle. The difference
between the Origin fitted values and the mean measured values was less than 0.3% for each
detector. An average CF was calculated by integrating over all effective angles, for each arc.
An example of the CFs calculated for the EFD for couch and gantry angles between 0 and
90° is shown in Appendix 6.
Calibration factors
Table 9.4 shows CAL values averaged over five sets of measurements for each detector
calibrated against the IC in both a 100x100mm2 field and a 50x50mm2 field.
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CAL factors
detector 100x100mm2 coeff. 50x50mm2 coeff. 50x50mm2 c.f.
of var. of var. 100x100mm2
Diamond 0.0926 0.4 0.0928 0.4 0.3
PFD 0.0243 0.5 0.0242 0.5 -0.2
EFD 0.0368 0.6 0.0369 0.5 0.4
SFD 0.3968 0.2 0.4017 0.2 1.2
0.125ccIC 1.0000 - 1.0000 - 0.0
Table 9.4 Comparison of calibration factors (CAL values) for each detector in a small
(50x50mm2) and a large (100x100mm2) field.
The precision, as indicated by the coefficient of variation, is approximately 0.5%. Column
six shows the differences between the calibration in the 50x50mm2 field and the
100x100mm2 field, which are all within the experimental uncertainties for each detector,
other than for the SFD. The SFD has a significantly higher calibration factor in the
50x50mm2 field, which suggests that the over-response of an unshielded diode due to the
larger scatter in the 100x100mm2 field is greater for the SFD than for the EFD. This over-
response was also shown in chapter 5 and indicates that the SFD is unsuitable for
measurements in large fields. The reason for the over-response may be due to the relatively
larger effect of connectors (probably high density) and other materials, relative to the small
size of the detector. The agreement between the calibration factors for each detector relative
to the 0.125cc IC in both field sizes suggests that if the changes in beam spectrum in the
small field affect the correction factors to convert reading to dose, they are independent of
the detector used. However, this does not prove that the same is true in very small fields.
The CAL factors for the diodes in Table 9.4 were between 10 and 20% lower than those
measured two months previously. During that period, the PFD and EFD had been subject to
a cumulative dose of approximately 200Gy and the SFD to approximately lOOOGy, which
must have decreased their responses. However, the cumulative doses to the PFD and EFD
are less than the recommended re-calibration limits (lOOOGy) for patient diodes and the
percentage decrease in calibration is much higher than the 0.5% expected (Essers and
Mijnheer, 1999). As a result, CAL values were measured for each detector against the IC,




Positioning uncertainties in the verification process are comparable with the treatment
process. For example, errors introduced by the CT slice thickness can lead to uncertainties
of position of +/- 1mm (Yeung et al 1993). Although the treatment process includes errors
introduced by the patient, phantom measurements introduce other uncertainties. The
absolute depth of the effective point has uncertainty associated with it, quoted as +/-0.15mm
for the diode. In addition, each sleeve is drilled with an uncertainty of approximately +/- 0.1
mm. These uncertainties were minimised during the symmetry and directional dependence
measurements by finding the position of the maximum signal, which implies coincidence
between the effective point and the radiation isocentre.
Calculated dose
The overall uncertainty in the calculated dose is a result of the uncertainties in the TMR, Scp
and absolute calibration of the MU chamber, in addition to uncertainties in the imaging data.
The calculation is described in Appendix 7 and the total uncertainty in Dc calculated to be
+/-0.9% (1 s.d.), for all collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter.
Measured dose
The uncertainty in the measured dose is detector dependent and is due to the uncertainty in
each of the parameters in equation 9.4 and the positional uncertainties. The calculations are
shown in Appendix 7 and the results for each detector listed in Table 9.5.
Detector % uncertainty





Table 9.5. Overall uncertainty in the measured dose (Dm) for each detector. Complete
calculations are shown in Appendix 7.
The largest uncertainty is associated with the PFD, due primarily to the larger asymmetry.
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9.3.4 Dose measurements in single arcs
Radiation isocentre
The coincidence of the mean radiation isocentre with the effective point of measurement
was tested by comparing measurements in the 12.5mm collimator with and without a
selection of small spacers. As the signal was maximised when the 1mm spacer was
inserted, this was included in each of the following measurements.
40mm collimator
Table 9.6 shows the results for rotations at position A (40mm collimator) for all detectors
other than the SFD.
Rotations at position A: 40mm collimator
20°to 120O 240° to 340°
Detector Dc Dmi coeff. diff c.f. Dm2 coeff. diff c.f. diff c.f.
cGy cGy of var. Dc (%) cGy of var. Dc (%) Dmi (%)
Diamond 152.8 154.5 0.4 1.1 152.8 0.1 0.0 -1.1
PFD 152.8 151.6 0.3 -0.8 154.5 0.2 1.1 1.9
EFD 152.8 153.3 0.3 0.3 152.5 0.5 -0.2 -0.5
0.125ccIC 152.8 153.1 0.2 0.2 152.6 0.3 -0.2 -0.3
Table 9.6. Comparison of the measured dose (Dmi, D^) against the calculated dose
(Dc) for single arcs at position A, with a 40mm collimator.
The reproducibility of all measurements is within 0.5%. The difference between the
calculated dose (Dc) and the measured dose (Dm) is between -0.8 and 1.1%, the largest
differences being for the PFD and diamond. There are differences between measurements at
one side of the phantom (Dn,i) compared with the other (D^). These are =< 0.5% for the
EFD and 0.125cc IC, 1.1% for the diamond and 1.9% for the PFD. These values are
consistent with the measured asymmetry of each detector, which was averaged over the
CAX in the calculation of the correction factors for the directional response.
12.5mm collimator
The results in the 12.5mm collimator for all detectors other than the SFD and 0.125cc IC are
shown in Table 9.7.
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Rotations at position A: 12.5mm collimator
20°to 120° 240° to 340°
Detector Dc Dmi coeff. diff c.f. Dm2 coeff. of diff c.f. diff c.f.
cGy cGy of var. Dc(%) cGy var. Do (%) Dml (%)
Diamond 133.2 134.7 0.3 1.1 133.9 0.2 0.6 -0.6
PFD 133.2 134.7 0.5 1.1 137.3 0.3 3.1 1.9
EFD 133.2 134.4 0.3 0.9 133.6 0.4 0.3 -0.5
Table 9.7. Comparison of the measured dose (Dmi, D,^) against the calculated dose
(Dc) for single arcs at position A, with a 12.5mm collimator.
The reproducibility of all measurements is again within 0.5%. The difference between the
calculated dose (Dc) and the measured dose (Dm) is between 0.3 and 3.1%, the largest
differences being for the PFD. Again there are differences between measurements at one
side of the phantom (Dmi) compared with the other (Dm2), of the order of 0.5% for the
diamond and EFD and 1.9% for the PFD. These values are again consistent with the
measured asymmetry of each detector.
Summary
The differences between the expected and measured doses for these single fields give some
indication of the errors introduced both by calculating the CF(y) only at each increment of
10° gantry rotational fields and by averaging the directional dependence over the two axes.
The 0.125cc IC is the only symmetrical detector and the consistent difference of -0.3% from
one side is an indication of asymmetry in the set-up of the phantom, or in the phantom itself,
which was not apparent in the measurements of asymmetry.
9.3.5 Dose measurements in plans at position B
40mm collimator
The values of Dc for the plan at position B are shown in Table 9.2 as the dose per arc in
cGy. Table 9.8 shows Dc again and the difference between Dm and Dc for each arc and for
the total dose to the isocentre, for the 40mm diameter collimator.
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Plans at position B: 40mm collimator (D™ cfDA
Diamond PFD EFD CU25ccIC
Beam Dc Diff. coeff. Diff. coeff. Diff. coeff. Diff. coeff.
/cGy (%) of var. (%) of var. (%) of var. (%) of var.
1 648.1 0.3 0.6 -3.3 0.4 -0.6 0.9 -0.1 0.4
2 648.1 -0.7 0.9 -2.2 0.5 -1.4 1.0 -0.4 0.4
3 259.3 0.2 0.3 -1.8 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.4
4 388.9 -0.2 0.3 -1.8 0.7 -0.4 0.9 -0.2 0.2
Total 1944.4 -0.2 0.0 -2.4 0.5 -0.8 0.9 -0.1 0.3
Table 9.8. Comparison of the difference between the measured dose and the calculated
dose for plans at position B, with the 40mm collimator.
The reproducibility (coefficient of variation) is better than 1% for each set ofmeasurements.
The most reproducible results are for the 0.125cc IC, probably because its symmetry ensures
that small rotational uncertainties have no effect. The differences between Dc and Dm for
the total dose to the isocentre are within 0.9% for all detectors, other than the PFD, which is
too low by 2.4%. The differences between Dc and Dm for each individual arc are within
0.4% for the 0.125cc IC and 0.7% for the diamond. Agreement is good for the EFD in all
but one of the beams, which is 1.4% lower that the calculated value. The differences are
largest for the PFD, particularly at couch and gantry angles with the largest correction
factors. At these positions, the curve describing the directional dependence is the steepest
and therefore averaging the CF over the entire arc becomes less precise.
12.5mm collimator
Table 9.9 shows the difference between Dm and Dc for each arc and for the total dose to the
isocentre, for plans at position B, with the 12.5mm diameter collimator.
Diamond PFD EFD
Beam Dc Diff. coeff. Diff. coeff. Diff. coeff.
/cGy (%) of var. (%) of var. (%) of var.
1 648.1 0.2 0.3 -2.3 0.9 -0.7 0.7
2 648.1 0.1 0.2 -0.6 0.3 -1.2 0.9
3 259.3 0.1 0.3 -0.2 0.5 0.7 0.8
4 388.9 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6
Total 1944.4 0.1 0.3 -0.9 0.5 -0.4 0.8
Table 9.9. Comparison of the difference between the measured dose and the calculated
dose for plans at position B, with the 12.5mm collimator.
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The reproducibility is again better than 1% for each set of measurements. The results for
the EFD and the diamond are comparable with those for the 40mm collimator, which
suggests that each detector has been positioned accurately within the 12.5mm collimator.
The diamond shows the smallest differences between Dc and Dm. The PFD again shows the
largest differences although the results for individual beams appear to be slightly better than
for the 40mm collimator. However, for both collimators, the PFD is consistently low,
which suggests a systematic error. Although this could be investigated further, it is
unnecessary when the EFD can be used to obtain accurate and reproducible results to within
0.9% and the diamond can be used to obtain accurate and reproducible results to within
0.3%, in both cases for each individual beam and the total dose to the isocentre.
9.3.6 Dose measurements in plans at position C
40mm collimator
Table 9.10 shows the difference between Dm and Dc for each arc and for the total dose to the
isocentre, for a plan with the 40mm collimator at position C. Only one single measurement
has been made at this position to date, simply to verify that variations in depth and isocentre
position do not affect the results and therefore no coefficients of variation are presented.
Beam
Plans at position C: 40mm collimator(Dm cf DA
Diamond PFD EFD 0.125cc IC
1 -0.4 -2.2 -0.8 -0.4
2 -0.6 -2.2 -0.7 -0.2
3 0.2 0.5 1.6 1.0
4 -0.3 0.2 0.4 -0.2
Total -0.4 -1.4 -0.2 -0.1
Table 9.10. Comparison of the difference between the measured dose and the calculated
dose for plans at position C, with a 40mm collimator.
These results are comparable with those at position B in the 40mm collimator. The
diamond and the 0.125cc IC show the best results. The maximum differences are 0.6% for
the diamond and 1.0% for the 0.125cc IC. All differences are =<1.6% for the EFD and
=<2.2% for the PFD.
12.5mm collimator
Table 9.11. shows the difference between Dm and Dc for each arc and for the total dose to
the isocentre, for the 12.5mm diameter collimator at position C.
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Beam
Plans at position C: 12.5mm collimator(D,m Cf Dr)
Diamond PFD EFD
1 -1.1 -2.1 -1.3
2 -1.1 -2.1 -1.0
3 -0.3 1.5 1.8
4 -1.3 1.3 0.4
Total -1.0 -0.9 -0.5
Table 9.11 Comparison of the difference between the measured dose and the calculated
dose for plans at position C, with a 12.5mm diameter collimator.
The 12.5mm collimator results for the PFD and the EFD are comparable, but for the
diamond they are slightly higher. This may be because of positioning uncertainties.
However, the results confirm that the method can be applied to plans at other positions
within the available channels in the phantom.
9.3.7 Quality Assurance
The above verification technique has been incorporated into the quality assurance
programme at the ECC and is carried out on an annual basis. For each check, the phantom
is CT scanned and the images are transferred to XKnife where a typical plan is created for
one collimator (a different collimator is selected on each occasion). For collimators
>=32.5mm, the IC is used and for all other collimators, the diamond. Its calibration is
verified against the IC at each measurement session. If the measured dose per beam differs
from the calculated dose by >2%, all stereotactic treatments are stopped until the differences
are resolved. If the differences are between 1 and 2% then further investigations should be
carried out, but stereotactic treatments can continue. However, neither of these situations
has ever arisen.
9.4 Conclusion
A simple, reproducible method of verifying the dose to the isocentre in two typical
stereotactic plans, for a large (40mm) and a small (12.5mm) collimator has been developed.
The symmetry and directional dependence of response for a range of detectors was
investigated and correction factors calculated to account for them. The stability of response
for each detector was investigated over time and the recommendation made that diodes
should be calibrated on a regular basis, in a 50x50mm2 field to be closer to the stereotactic
situation.
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The 0.125cc IC was found to be appropriate for use in collimators down to 32.5mm
diameter. In all collimators, the diamond was within 1.3% and the EFD within 1.8%.
Either of these detectors can therefore be used to verify the dose to the isocentre to within
2%. However, the simplest detector to use, is the diamond as it requires a minimum
correction for directional dependence and is much more stable over time compared with a
diode. However, in the absence of a diamond, an EFD, or even a PFD could be used to
verify the dose to the isocentre in all collimators between 40 and 12.5mm diameter, if the
detectors are calibrated appropriately and account is taken of the directional dependence.
The asymmetry of the stereotactic diode and the fact that it underestimates the dose in a
50x50mm2 field make it unsuitable for this type ofwork.
It is important to note that the verification of the accuracy of the calculated dose does not
necessarily confirm the delivered dose. The calculated dose is itself dependent on the input
measured data and if both the input data and the verification technique are flawed in exactly
the same way, a false positive could be obtained. This would mean that the verification
process could confirm that the measured dose matched the calculated dose when in fact the
delivered dose was still incorrect.
Most of the beam data sets in Chapters 4-8 were measured with the EFD. The measured
dose to the isocentre has been confirmed with the EFD, which shows internal consistency,
but does not confirm that the delivered dose is correct. However, the fact that the dose to
the isocentre has also been confirmed with the diamond and the PFD, in all collimators, and
the ion chamber in the larger collimator does suggest that both the measured data and the
verification process are correct. It is good practice therefore to verify the dose to the
isocentre with a different detector from the one used to measure the data.
The verification technique is simple, inexpensive and time-effective and has been
incorporated into the departmental quality assurance programme. The verification of the
dose to the isocentre with several different detectors validates the final data sets obtained in
each of the previous chapters. The author has proposed this technique as the basis for an




10.1 Small field problems
The analysis of the absolute and relative dosimetry of small x-ray beams is not
straightforward. The interpretation of the data within different sets of measurements
requires a thorough knowledge of the specific beam and detector properties. Beam
properties which are unique to the small field situation are the lack of electronic equilibrium
(at 6MV, fields <30mm width), the lack of scatter outside the field, the steep fall off in dose
within the penumbra region (fields defined by stereotactic collimators), the changes in beam
spectrum, both in-air and in-phantom and the changes in head scatter.
Although it is obvious that the measurement of dose within a small field requires the use of
a small detector, the unique beam properties outlined above may have an effect on the
response of that small detector. For relative dose measurements in more conventional field
sizes (400 to 40mm width), it is generally assumed that the correction factors required to
convert a detector reading to dose are the same in the field size of interest and in the
reference field. A ratio of detector readings can therefore be substituted for the ratio of
doses, assuming that the effective point of measurement of the detector is accounted for.
However, in small fields this may not be the case. For example, LEE may be preserved in
the normalisation field of 40mm width, but not in a width of 20mm or less. In addition,
photon scatter is a smaller proportion of the total dose in the smaller field. As a result, the
detector response may not be the same in both situations. The composition of a small
detector may also have an effect on its response in the small field, which is not apparent in a
more conventional field size. This may be the case for the sensitive detector material, but
also for the larger relative effect of connecting wires etc and of the detector housing. Again
this may be particularly significant in regions of electronic disequilibrium.
In short, it is difficult to determine whether a set of relative detector measurements in small
fields is a reflection of the true change in relative dose for a particular situation, or is a
reflection of the properties of the detector used. Throughout this work it has become
apparent that the only way to accurately determine the true change in relative dose may be
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through modelling of both the beam and the detector. However, it is important to
distinguish between problems which affect the sizes of fields used clinically within a
department and those which affect field sizes which, to be used clinically, would require a
greater degree of sophistication in terms of the overall accuracy of the system.
Within the ECC, clinical treatments with small fields are limited to stereotactic collimators
within the range of 40-12.5mm diameter. These field sizes are fairly typical of the ranges
commonly used in centres employing the stereotactic technique in the UK and smaller fields
are only used on the Gamma Knife units. The question then remains as to how the dose can
be measured with acceptable accuracy within these field sizes. In particular, it is necessary
to know whether a single detector could be used for all measurements, or whether several
should be compared. If the latter is the case, then it is important to know which types of
detectors are the most useful and whether it is necessary to purchase one that has been
designed specifically for stereotactic use. In addition, it is also important to determine the
best experimental method for each measurement set, in terms of accuracy and precision
primarily, but also of simplicity. This work has been an attempt to address these questions
and point to the way ahead for measurements in small beams.
10.2 Appropriate detectors and methods
10.2.1 Clinical range 40-12.5mm diameter
Overview
Several types of detectors were compared in the measurement of PDDs, TMRs, OARs, Scp,
Sc and Sp, in addition to an investigation of the measurement of the dose to the isocentre.
The types of more commonly available detectors which were compared were a shielded
(PFD) and unshielded (EFD) diode, a 0.125cc cylindrical IC (0.125cc IC), a Markus
parallel-plate IC (PP-IC) and film. Three new detectors were also investigated. No results
had previously been published (prior to McKerracher and Thwaites, 1999) for
measurements with a small (0.6mm sensitive width) unshielded diode (SFD) and a PinPoint
0.015cc cylindrical IC. Although there were published results for the use of a diamond, the
literature was somewhat limited on its use in small fields.
PDDs
PDDs measured with all relevant detectors were within a range of <2% local dose at 100mm
deep (normalisation to dmax) in the largest (40mm) collimator. However PDDs measured
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with the PFD were slightly higher than those measured with the other detectors. This effect
increased as the field size decreased and was thought to be due to too much absorption in
the tungsten shielding at dmax. PDDs measured with the ICs agreed with the other
detectors in the largest collimator, but became higher than the other detectors as the field
size decreased, due to the partial volume effect. As a result, the unshielded diodes were
selected as the most appropriate detectors with which to measure PDDs in the field size
range of 40-12.5mm diameter. The EFD was found to be more suitable than the SFD due to
its high signal to noise ratio compared with the SFD. Although the diamond may also be
suitable, the design of the M connector makes it more difficult to set up in a BDAS system,
unless a suitable cable holder is made.
An accurate experimental set-up for the measurement of PDDs requires that they are
measured using a BDAS scanning system. Beam profiles should be scanned at at least two
depths and the effective centre of the detector sensitive volume aligned with the beam CAX
determined as midway between the 50% dose levels, before commencing PDD
measurements. The reference signal should be taken directly from the linac MU chamber,
or the reference detector placed above the stereotactic collimators (if used).
OARs
The effects of volume averaging can be exhibited most clearly in the measurement of
profiles. For measurements in circular fields the effect is enhanced due to averaging in two
dimensions; across the sharp dose gradient at the edge of the beam and across the shape of
the circular field. Although the detector size can be extrapolated to zero and the profile
shape corrected, this method is time consuming and requires several small detectors of the
same type, but with different internal diameters. If possible, the use of a smaller detector is
preferred to eliminate the need for these corrections.
OARs measured with the 0.125 and 0.015cc ICs exhibited the effects of volume averaging
and produced peunumbras which were too wide. However, all diodes and film were found
to be in agreement over the collimator range of 40-12.5mm diameter. As the sensitive width
of the detectors ranged from 2.5mm to 0.6mm, it was concluded that volume averaging for
the sizes of diodes used was not a significant problem within this field size range. The SFD
did however measure a slightly sharper profile in the 12.5mm diameter collimator and the
width of the 90% region was found to be 0.3mm greater than that measured with the other
detectors. However, it was not apparent whether the SFD was measuring a truer profile due
to its smaller size, or whether it was over-sharpening the profile due to the effect that silicon
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has on the LEE. Although it might be thought that the larger diodes (more silicon) should
increase the amount of over-sharpening, it has been suggested (Beddar et al 1994) that the
effect is counter-balanced by the effect of volume averaging. The validity of the sharper
profile could be determined simply by film measurements if the film resolution could be
improved without increasing the noise. Although this should be possible, the 1mm
maximum resolution was a feature of the limitations of the scanning densitometer. Methods
of improving this are currently being examined within the ECC.
In summary, a PFD, EFD, SFD and film could be used in all collimators, but with a small
uncertainty (<0.3mm) in the 12.5mm diameter collimator. The experimental set-up was
simplest for film used in slabs of solid water. Profiles were measured with the diodes using
a BDAS scanning system. Profiles should be scanned along both axes several times until
the effective centre of the detector is coincident with the centre of the 50% dose regions, to
within +/-0.2mm. This was the accuracy of the BDAS system in use at the time. The
reference signal should be obtained in the same manner as for PDDs.
Scp
Scp was measured most easily in a solid water phantom. However, the geometric centre of
the detector should be placed at the beam CAX. Steps should therefore be taken to
determine the position of the radiation isocentre with respect to the crosswires or the lasers.
Although this assumes that the centre of the sensitive volume is aligned with the centre of
the detector, the positional misalignment does not appear to have had any significant effect
within the field size range of 40-12.5mm diameter. Measurements of Scp in small fields
should be normalised to an appropriate intermediate field, such as a 50x50mm2 or a 40mm
diameter collimator. Normalisation to the reference field (100x100mm2) should be carried
out separately with a detector such as an IC, PFD or diamond.
The effect of volume averaging within the clinical field size range was also minimal at
approximately 0.5% for the diamond and larger diodes. However, volume averaging should
still be accounted for by integrating over the detector shape. The agreement in Scp values to
within 0.6% in a 12.5mm collimator, for the diamond, EFD and SFD showed that the
alignment was satisfactory and that volume averaging almost entirely accounted for
differences between detectors. Values of Scp measured with the PFD were approximately
1% higher than those measured with the other detectors and this was thought to be due to
the over-absorption of scatter in the tungsten shielding, which would predominantly affect
measurements in the normalisation field. The two unshielded diodes were approximately
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0.6% higher than the diamond and it is not apparent whether the diode Scp were higher as a
result of the (small) effect of the silicon or the diamond Scp were lower due to
mispositioning of the diamond or innaccurate volume averaging over its shape. This
difference could only be resolved through modelling. However, within the 40-12.5mm field
size range, it is reasonable to assume that any of the above detectors could be used to
measure Scp.
Sc
It was shown that Sc could be measured simply, reproducibly and accurately under
conditions of electronic disequilibrium using a small build-up top of water-equivalent
material, equal in diameter to that of the detector housing. The agreement in Sc values
measured with the diamond, PFD, EFD and SFD was 0.3% in the 12.5mm diameter
collimator, when volume averaging was taken into account. This showed that differences
between detectors were minimised in the measurement of Sc. This was probably due to the
lack of phantom scatter which would otherwise have led to differences in response between
the detectors. Again, all measurements should be normalised initially to the appropriate
intermediate field size and further normalisation to the reference field should only be carried
out with any of the above detectors other than the SFD.
SP
The accuracy of Sp data relies on the accuracy of the measured data for Scp and Sc. Sp
should, in theory, be independent of the beam defining system and the detector used, if all
uncertainties in the measurement of Scp and Sc cancel out. Although differences between Sp
in each of the three beam defining systems were within the overall experimental uncertainty,
there was a 2% spread in values of Sp over all detectors, in the 12.5mm diameter collimator.
However, the spread was only 1% over the unshielded diodes and the diamond. Sp
measured with the PFD was too high simply because Scp measured with this detector was
also too high. The spread over the other detectors was a reflection of the spread over the
corresponding measurements of Scp and Sc, for the reasons discussed above.
TMR
The measurement of TMR data is particularly problematic for small fields. Although
software exists to measure TMRs directly in the tank, the small distance between the end of
the stereotactic collimators and the isocentre (ECC = 230mm) makes this difficult and
changing the collimators between measurements may actually require the whole tank to be
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moved out the way. TMRs can be measured more simply in RMI but the method is time
consuming if data in a full range of collimators, at all depths, is required.
TMRs can be calculated from PDDs and the ratio of Sp (dmax) values. However, these
calculated TMRs are subject to the uncertainties in both data sets. However, it is good
practice to both calculate TMRs and compare them with measurements in solid water.
Although calculated and measured TMRs agreed within the experimental uncertainty, there
did appear to be a systematic difference between the two methods, which was a maximum
of +/-1% in the 12.5mm diameter collimator. The reason for this difference was not clear
and further investigation is required.
Dose to the isocentre
The symmetry, directional response and calibration of the 0.125cc IC, diamond, PFD, EFD
and SFD were all investigated with a view to using them to measure the dose delivered to
the isocentre. The small signal on the SFD and its relatively large asymmetry excluded it
from measurements of the dose to the isocentre. The directional dependence of the other
detectors was accounted for with the use of correction factors. Each detector was calibrated
against the 0.125cc IC in a 50x50mm2 field and the 0.125cc IC calibrated against a
calibrated Farmer according to the IPSM code of practice.
A suitable phantom was designed to be attached to the GTC. The 0.125cc IC was found to
be appropriate for use in the phantom to verify the dose to the isocentre in collimators down
to 32.5mm diameter. In all collimators, the diamond was within 1.3% and the EFD within
1.8% of the calculated dose and therefore either of these detectors could be used to verify
the dose to the isocentre to within 2%. The simplest detector to use was the diamond as it
required a minimum correction for directional dependence and was much more stable over
time compared with a diode. The use of the diamond to confirm the dose to the isocentre
for data measured primarily with an EFD, suggests that both the measured data and the
verification process were correct. It is good practice therefore to verify the dose to the
isocentre with a different type of detector from the one used to measure the data. The
verification technique is simple, inexpensive and time-efficient and has been incorporated




In fields <12.5mm width, all the above measurement problems were enhanced. The
comparison of extrapolated and measured PDDs produced some significant differences, the
reasons for which were not completely resolved. Although it was apparent that a very small
detector, such as the SFD was required to ensure that volume averaging did not cause the
PDDs to be over-estimated at greater depths, positional difficulties could still have led to
problems. Although alignment was very difficult in the smallest field size, a misalignment
of the detector at dmax would have caused the PDDs to be too high. In fact, the PDDs
measured with the SFD were lower than those extrapolated from the EFD. Either the EFD
was misaligned in the 12.5mm diameter collimator, or the extrapolation technique is flawed
in small field sizes. The latter is likely, particularly as it has been shown that there is a
relatively larger shift in the dmax position towards the surface in very small fields, which
would lead to inaccuracies in the extrapolation technique.
OARs
In the measurement of profiles, significant differences between detectors began to emerge in
fields < 12.5mm. Although the SFD measured the sharpest profile, it was not clear whether
this was a result of its smaller size in relation to the EFD and film, or was a result of the
increase in LEE in silicon. This problem could be resolved by improving the resolution of
film, or more precisely, through modelling. As the in-air and in-phantom profiles were
different, both situations would have to be modelled separately.
Sep
The EFD, SFD and diamond were found to be the most suitable detectors for the
measurement of Scp in fields between 40 and 12.5mm diameter. However, differences
between the three detectors began to emerge in fields less than this. Volume averaging in
the smallest fields was much more significant, particularly in the 5mm diameter collimators
where the response of the EFD was calculated to be approximately 94.6%. Positioning was
also much more important although repositioning of the SFD using the BDAS system
increased Scp by a maximum of 2% in the 5mm collimator. However, neither of these
effects (volume averaging, detector mispositioning) could account for the >10% spread over
all three detectors in the 5mm diameter collimator. The only way to accurately resolve these
differences would be to model both the beam and the detector.
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So
Differences between detectors also began to emerge in the measurement of Sc in fields
<12.5mm diameter. Although differences in Scp were only 0.3% in the 7.5mm diameter
collimator, in the 5mm diameter collimator, the spread over all detectors was almost 20%.
The SFD measured a drop in Sc of only 5% between the 40 and 5mm diameter collimators,
whereas the diamond measured a drop of almost 25%. It was shown that a large drop in Sc
was to be expected in the smallest stereotactic field due to the shielding of the aperture at
the top of the primary collimator. However, the magnitude of this effect could only truly be
investigated though modelling. Although the SFD might measure a value of Sc which is too
high due to the preservation of LEE in silicon, the diamond value may be too low due to
detector mispositioning or the use of a phantom (build-up top) which is too wide. Again,
the reasons for these differences could only be resolved through modelling.
SP
Differences in Sp measured with each detector increased below a 12.5mm diameter
collimator. These were due to differences in the experimental situations for both Scp and Sc,
which did not cancel out, such as changes in beam spectrum, shielding of the aperture at the
top of the primary collimator, the effect of LEE and the effect of the phantom width. For
the PFD there was the additional problem of the absorption of too much phantom scatter in
the normalisation field in the Scp measurements only. Once again, these effects can only be
accounted for through modelling.
10.3 Conclusion
It would appear from the above, that other than a very small amount (0.5%) of volume
averaging, no corrections are necessary for measurements in stereotactic collimators within
the 40-12.5mm diameter range. The magnitude of the effects of volume averaging is
dependent on the beam defining system and profile measurements are therefore required in
each measurement situation. Measurements in all fields within this range can be accurately
carried out using a selection of the above detectors, as appropriate. Measurements with the
diamond using the BDAS system were not investigated due to the awkward design of the
"M" connector, which makes it more difficult to position accurately within the water tank.
However, BDAS measurements with the diodes proved to be satisfactory. The diamond did
however offer an advantage in the verification of the dose to the isocentre and it is useful to
have a small, near-tissue equivalent detector available to verily measurements carried out
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predominantly with diodes. However, the manufacturers should review the design of the
cable.
The SFD did not offer any advantages within the clinical field range and indeed was less
useful than the conventional unshielded diode due to the very low signal. The 0.015cc
PinPoint IC did not offer any advantages over the diodes as it was still too large for
measurements within the full clinical field size range. Although corrections could have
been applied to the data, this appears to be unnecessary when the diodes appeared to be
satisfactory.
The differences between detectors and uncertainties in the measurements, increase in fields
< 12.5mm width. However the problems are really only significant in the 5mm diameter
collimator. It is apparent that in terms of its size, only the SFD is suitable for measurements
in the very smallest fields, although the effect of the silicon and of the relatively larger
volume of connectors and other materials within the detector housing need to be examined.
To accurately resolve the differences between detectors it is necessary to model both the
beam and the detector. Paskalev et al (2001) did precisely this for the measurement of
PDDs and OARs only, in two fields of 5 and 1.5mm diameter. Their work highlights the
complexity of the calculations necessary in order to model both the beam and the detector
10.4 Future work
This author has proposed an audit of all stereotactic facilities within the UK. This is likely
to involve measurements with the diamond detector, in the verification phantom developed
in this work. The development of a method for the verification of the dose distribution is
currently underway and will be carried out in conjunction with similar work for IMRT.
The commissioning of IMRT has recently commenced within the ECC and the conclusions
reached in this work will be applied to measurements in small IMRT portals. The
differences in detector response in the small field and large field situations outlined in this
work highlight the problems that may occur in measurements in IMRT fields which are a
combination of small and large fields.
Finally, to further investigate the measurement of dose in very small fields it is necessary to
carry out Monte Carlo modelling of both the beams and the detectors. In order to do this,
more detailed detector information is required from the manufacturers. Detector and small
field modelling is likely to form part of a proposal for a research project.
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Appendix 1
PDD data on 600CD
The following table shows the final table of PDDs, calculated in Chapter 3. d indicates the
depth in mm.
Collimator diameter /mm
d 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 22.5 25 27.5 30 32.5 35 37.5 40
0.9 30.5 30.5 30.4 30.3 30.3 30.2 30.2 30.1 30.0 30.0 29.9 29.9 29.8
5 79.0 78.8 78.7 78.5 78.3 78.1 77.9 77.7 77.5 77.3 77.2 77.0 76.8
10 97.4 97.3 97.3 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.1 97.1 97.1 97.1 97.0 97.0
11 98.5 98.5 98.5 98.4 98.4 98.4 98.4 98.3 98.3 98.3 98.3 98.2 98.2
12 99.6 99.5 99.5 99.4 99.4 99.4 99.3 99.3 99.2 99.2 99.2 99.1 99.1
13 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.6 99.6 99.6
14 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1
15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
16 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9
17 99.4 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.6 99.6 99.6 99.6 99.7 99.7 99.7
18 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.2 99.2 99.2 99.3 99.3 99.3 99.3 99.4 99.4
20 98.1 98.1 98.1 98.2 98.2 98.3 98.3 98.4 98.4 98.5 98.5 98.6 98.6
30 92.0 92.2 92.4 92.5 92.7 92.8 93.0 93.2 93.3 93.5 93.7 93.8 94.0
40 86.2 86.4 86.6 86.8 87.1 87.3 87.5 87.7 87.9 88.1 88.3 88.5 88.7
50 80.2 80.5 80.8 81.1 81.4 81.7 82.0 82.3 82.6 82.9 83.2 83.5 83.7
60 75.2 75.5 75.8 76.1 76.5 76.8 77.1 77.4 77.7 78.0 78.4 78.7 79.0
70 70.3 70.6 70.9 71.3 71.6 71.9 72.3 72.6 73.0 73.3 73.6 74.0 74.3
80 65.5 65.8 66.1 66.4 66.7 67.0 67.3 67.7 68.0 68.3 68.6 68.9 69.2
90 61.1 61.4 61.8 62.1 62.5 62.9 63.2 63.6 63.9 64.3 64.7 65.0 65.4
100 56.9 57.3 57.7 58.1 58.4 58.8 59.2 59.6 59.9 60.3 60.7 61.0 61.4
120 50.1 50.4 50.7 51.1 51.4 51.7 52.1 52.4 52.8 53.1 53.4 53.8 54.1
150 41.0 41.3 41.6 41.9 42.3 42.6 42.9 43.2 43.5 43.9 44.2 44.5 44.8
180 33.7 34.0 34.3 34.6 34.9 35.2 35.5 35.7 36.0 36.3 36.6 36.9 37.2
200 29.7 30.0 30.2 30.5 30.7 31.0 31.2 31.5 31.8 32.0 32.3 32.5 32.8
220 26.1 26.4 26.7 26.9 27.1 27.4 27.6 27.8 28.1 28.3 28.6 28.8 29.0
240 23.2 23.3 23.6 23.8 24.0 24.2 24.4 24.6 24.8 25.1 25.3 25.5 25.7
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Appendix 2
OAR data on 600CD
The following table shows the final table of OARs, calculated in Chapter 4. OAD indicates
the off axis distance in mm.
Collimator diameter/mm
OAD 12.5 15 17.5 20 22.5 25 27.5 30 32.5 35 37.5 40
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.2 0.995 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.001
1.8 0.990 0.994 0.995 0.996 0.998 0.999 0.999 1.001 1.001
2.4 0.981 0.987 0.992 0.994 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.001
3 0.963 0.982 0.988 0.991 0.995 0.997 0.000 0.000 0.999 1.000 1.000
3.6 0.941 0.967 0.982 0.988 0.993 0.996 0.997 0.998 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.001
4.2 0.903 0.951 0.972 0.983 0.990 0.994 0.997 0.000 1.000
4.8 0.840 0.925 0.962 0.978 0.987 0.993 0.995 0.996 0.997 0.998 0.999 1.000
5.4 0.724 0.891 0.945 0.969 0.982 0.990
6 0.833 0.925 0.958 0.978 0.987 0.991 0.994 0.996 0.997 0.999 0.999
6.6 0.382 0.725 0.893 0.945 0.972 0.981
7.2 0.236 0.569 0.842 0.927 0.958 0.977 0.986 0.989 0.993 0.995 0.997 0.998
7.8 0.139 0.395 0.741 0.897 0.946 0.972
8.4 0.092 0.244 0.591 0.851 0.925 0.964 0.975 0.985 0.988 0.992 0.994 0.996
9 0.065 0.146 0.411 0.764 0.893 0.949
9.6 0.097 0.256 0.624 0.847 0.931 0.960 0.978 0.982 0.988 0.991 0.993
10.2 0.037 0.069 0.153 0.449 0.757 0.903
10.8 0.103 0.287 0.612 0.863 0.933 0.960 0.974 0.983 0.988 0.990
11.4 0.040 0.075 0.172 0.437 0.781 0.906
12 0.021 0.033 0.000 0.114 0.279 0.648 0.867 0.933 0.957 0.974 0.981 0.986
12.3 0.052 0.835 0.923
12.6 0.083 0.171 0.473 0.793
13.2 0.018 0.022 0.036 0.063 0.114 0.313 0.668 0.874 0.933 0.958 0.972 0.980
13.8 0.050 0.084 0.195 0.509 0.809 0.920
14.4 0.000 0.019 0.025 0.040 0.065 0.129 0.345 0.690 0.874 0.930 0.959 0.972
15 0.015 0.017 0.023 0.034 0.052 0.094 0.217 0.528 0.813 0.907 0.951 0.967
15.6 0.029 0.043 0.071 0.143 0.359 0.699 0.869 0.937 0.959
16.2 0.025 0.036 0.057 0.102 0.223 0.538 0.802 0.917 0.948
16.8 0.019 0.022 0.031 0.046 0.078 0.144 0.368 0.680 0.886 0.935
17.4 0.015 0.027 0.039 0.062 0.105 0.228 0.520 0.833 0.916
18 0.020 0.025 0.033 0.051 0.081 0.149 0.353 0.735 0.887
18.6 0.023 0.029 0.043 0.065 0.109 0.224 0.587 0.834
19.2 0.015 0.022 0.026 0.037 0.054 0.084 0.150 0.420 0.741
19.8 0.024 0.033 0.046 0.068 0.110 0.274 0.598
20.4 0.012 0.013 0.000 0.017 0.019 0.029 0.039 0.057 0.086 0.179 0.435
21 0.021 0.027 0.034 0.048 0.070 0.127 0.286
21.6 0.025 0.031 0.041 0.058 0.098 0.185
22.2 0.023 0.037 0.049 0.078 0.131
22.8 0.032 0.042 0.064 0.100
23.4 0.014 0.015 0.017 0.000 0.024 0.029 0.037 0.054 0.080
24 0.018 0.026 0.033 0.046 0.065
24.6 0.024 0.029 0.040 0.055
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25.2 0.013 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.026 0.035 0.047
25.8 0.024 0.032 0.041
26.4 0.022 0.028 0.036
27 0.014 0.018 0.021 0.026 0.033
27.6 0.019 0.024 0.030
28.2 0.018 0.022 0.027
28.8 0.017 0.021 0.025
29.4 0.013 0.014 0.016 0.020 0.023
34 0.013 0.014 0.016
40 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013













Depth/ Sf Sf PDD PDD PDD NPSF NPSF NPSF(l) (f+d)2 TMR
mm (f+d) (f+dm) (10) (12.5) (1) (1) (2) NPSF(2) (f+dm)2
0.9 12.5 12.3 30.5 30.5 30.5 0.926 0.924 1.002 0.972 29.7
5.0 12.4 12.3 79.0 78.8 78.8 0.925 0.924 1.001 0.980 77.4
10.0 12.4 12.3 97.4 97.3 97.3 0.925 0.924 1.001 0.990 96.4
11.0 12.4 12.3 98.5 98.5 98.5 0.925 0.924 1.001 0.992 97.8
12.0 12.4 12.3 99.6 99.5 99.5 0.924 0.924 1.000 0.994 99.0
13.0 12.3 12.3 99.8 99.9 99.9 0.924 0.924 1.000 0.996 99.5
14.0 12.3 12.3 100.1 100.1 100.1 0.924 0.924 1.000 0.998 99.9
15.0 12.3 12.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.924 0.924 1.000 1.000 100.0
16.0 12.3 12.3 99.8 99.8 99.8 0.924 0.924 1.000 1.002 100.0
17.0 12.3 12.3 99.43 99.5 99.4 0.924 0.924 1.000 1.004 99.8
18.0 12.3 12.3 99.05 99.1 99.1 0.924 0.924 1.000 1.006 99.6
20.0 12.3 12.3 98.08 98.1 98.1 0.923 0.924 0.999 1.010 99.0
30.0 12.1 12.3 92.00 92.2 92.2 0.922 0.924 0.998 1.030 94.7
50.0 11.9 12.3 80.20 80.5 80.4 0.920 0.924 0.995 1.070 85.7
60.0 11.8 12.3 75.20 75.5 75.4 0.918 0.924 0.994 1.091 81.7
70.0 11.7 12.3 70.30 70.6 70.5 0.917 0.924 0.993 1.111 77.8
80.0 11.6 12.3 65.50 65.8 65.7 0.916 0.924 0.991 1.132 73.7
90.0 11.5 12.3 61.10 61.4 61.3 0.915 0.924 0.990 1.153 69.9
100.0 11.4 12.3 56.90 57.3 57.1 0.913 0.924 0.988 1.175 66.3
120.0 11.2 12.3 50.10 50.4 50.2 0.911 0.924 0.985 1.218 60.3
150.0 10.9 12.3 41.00 41.3 41.1 0.906 0.924 0.981 1.284 51.8
180.0 10.6 12.3 33.70 34.0 33.8 0.902 0.924 0.977 1.352 44.6
200.0 10.4 12.3 29.70 30.0 29.7 0.899 0.924 0.973 1.398 40.5
220.0 10.2 12.3 26.10 26.4 26.1 0.897 0.924 0.970 1.445 36.6
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Appendix 4
TMR data for 600CD
The following table shows the final table of TMRs, calculated in Chapter 8. d indicates the
depth in mm. Note that the values on this page have been smoothed from those in Appendix
3 (see section 8.3.3).
Collimator diameter / mm
d 12.5 15 17.5 20 22.5 25 27.5 30 32.5 35 37.5 40
0.9 29.7 29.6 29.5 29.5 29.4 29.3 29.3 29.2 29.2 29.1 29.0 29.0
5 81.0 81.0 81.0 81.0 81.3 81.5 81.8 82.0 82.0 82.0 82.0 82.0
10 97.5 97.4 97.4 97.3 97.2 97.2 97.1 97.0 97.0 96.9 96.9 96.8
11 98.8 98.7 98.6 98.5 98.4 98.4 98.3 98.2 98.2 98.1 98.1 98.0
12 99.5 99.4 99.3 99.2 99.2 99.1 99.1 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0
13 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.7 99.7 99.6 99.6 99.6 99.5 99.5
14 100.1 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9
15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
16 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1
18 99.4 99.4 99.5 99.5 99.6 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 100.0
20 98.8 98.9 98.9 99.0 99.1 99.2 99.2 99.3 99.4 99.4 99.5 99.5
30 94.7 94.9 95.1 95.3 95.5 95.7 95.9 96.0 96.2 96.4 96.5 96.7
40 90.2 90.5 90.8 91.0 91.3 91.5 91.7 92.0 92.2 92.4 92.6 92.8
50 85.6 86.1 86.4 86.8 87.1 87.5 87.8 88.1 88.4 88.7 89.0 89.3
60 81.7 82.2 82.6 83.0 83.4 83.7 84.1 84.4 84.8 85.1 85.5 85.8
70 77.7 78.2 78.7 79.1 79.5 79.9 80.3 80.7 81.0 81.4 81.8 82.1
80 73.6 74.2 74.7 75.2 75.6 76.0 76.4 76.8 77.1 77.5 77.9 78.3
90 69.8 70.5 71.0 71.5 71.9 72.4 72.8 73.2 73.6 74.0 74.4 74.8
100 66.2 66.9 67.5 68.0 68.5 68.9 69.3 69.8 70.2 70.6 71.0 71.4
120 60.1 60.8 61.3 61.8 62.3 62.7 63.1 63.5 63.9 64.3 64.7 65.1
150 51.6 52.3 52.9 53.4 53.8 54.3 54.7 55.1 55.5 55.8 56.2 56.6
180 44.4 45.2 45.7 46.2 46.6 47.0 47.4 47.8 48.1 48.5 48.8 49.2
200 40.3 41.0 41.5 42.0 42.4 42.8 43.1 43.5 43.8 44.1 44.4 44.7
220 36.5 37.3 37.8 38.2 38.6 39.0 39.3 39.6 39.9 40.2 40.5 40.8
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Appendix 5
XKnife plan at position B
XKnife 3.0 (29/ 8/101) Beam Set-Up Sheet
Patient: [ BARTS (Al) | Hospital: WGH-LA1 | Time: 17:18:58
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The following table shows an example of the CF(y)s to account for the directional
dependence of the EFD, used in Chapter 8.
gantry (0)
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155
10 1.155 1.148 1.142 1.136 1.129 1.123 1.118 1.112 1.106 1.101
20 1.155 1.142 1.130 1.118 1.107 1.097 1.087 1.077 1.068 1.060
30 1.155 1.136 1.119 1.103 1.088 1.075 1.062 1.051 1.041 1.032
floor 40 1.155 1.131 1.110 1.090 1.073 1.057 1.044 1.032 1.022 1.015
(a) 50 1.155 1.127 1.102 1.080 1.061 1.044 1.031 1.020 1.011 1.005
60 1.155 1.124 1.096 1.072 1.052 1.035 1.022 1.012 1.005 1.001
70 1.155 1.121 1.092 1.067 1.046 1.029 1.016 1.007 1.002 1.000
80 1.155 1.120 1.089 1.081 1.042 1.026 1.013 1.005 1.001 1.001





All uncertainties in this work are calculated as the square root of the sum of the squares of
each individual percentage uncertainty, at 1 s.d.. Although the uncertainty in TMR and Scp is
dependent on the collimator diameter, the uncertainty is only calculated for the 12.5mm
diameter collimator, where it is a maximum within the clinical range (collimators 40 to
12.5mm diameter). The uncertainty is calculated only for those detectors which were used
in the measurement of the dose to the isocentre. The SFD was rejected because of its large
asymmetry and therefore its overall uncertainty is not calculated. The relative uncertainty in
the Farmer calibration of the linac is stated within the department to be +/-0.25% at 1 s.d.,
based on the distributions of repeated relative calibrations (dose/MU). All uncertainties are
calculated relative to the internal departmental beam calibration only.
A.7.2 Calculation of uncertainties in the calculated dose (Dc)
Equation 9.3 in Chapter 9 described the calculation of the dose to the isocentre (Dc) for each
stereotactic plan under investigation:
Dc = MU x TMR(dav, s) x Scp(s) x M (9.3)
The uncertainties in Dc are therefore dependent on the uncertainties in the TMR, Scp and the
adherence to the ISL (M), relative to the standard beam calibration. As the calculation is
relative to the absolute beam calibration, the uncertainty in MU is considered to be nil. The
uncertainty in the daily output variation is considered only in the calculation of the
uncertainties in the measured dose. The uncertainties in TMR, Scp and M are described in
the appropriate chapters, in terms of their overall reproducibility only. The calculated
uncertainty is also dependent on the uncertainty in position, which is determined primarily
by the CT slice thickness. In the case of 3mm slices, the uncertainty is +/-1.5mm, which
equates to +1-0.1% dose at 80mm deep. The total percentage uncertainty in Dc, arising from
random errors only, is calculated in Table A.7.1 for the 12.5mm collimator.
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Parameter TMR SCD M CT Total (Dc)
%uncertainty (1 s.d.) 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.9
Table A.7.1. Random % uncertainties (ls.d.) in the calculated dose (Dc), for the 12.5mm
diameter collimator. Based on reproducibility only.
A.7.3. Calculation of uncertainties in the measured dose (Dm)
Overview
Equation 9.4 in Chapter 9 described the calculation of the measured dose (Dm) for each
stereotactic plan under investigation:
Dm = R x CAL x CF( y) x OP (x TP) (9.4)
The uncertainties in the measured dose (Dm) are therefore dependent of the uncertainties in
each of the above. These are, the uncertainties in the reading (R) on each electrometer, for
each detector, the calibration factor (CAL) for each detector, the correction factor for the
directional dependence (CF), the daily output on the linac and the temperature and pressure
correction (where appropriate). Each of these will be considered in turn.
Calibration factor
The CAL factor was described in equation 9.2:
CAL = RdC) x Recombination x TP x Fx (9.2)
R(detector)
The total percentage uncertainty in CAL can therefore be calculated for each detector
individually.
% uncertainty (ls.d.) CAL
Detector R(IC) Recomb. TP Fx R(detector) Total (CAL)
Diamond 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.25 0.01 0.27
PFD 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.25 0.03 0.27
EFD 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.25 0.05 0.27
0.125ccIC 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.25 0.01 0.27
Table A.7.2 Random % uncertainties (ls.d.) in the calibration factor (CAL) for each
detector.
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Directional dependence CF( y)
The uncertainty in the CF( y) is a result of the uncertainty in the calculation of directional
dependence at each gantry angle, averaged over two axes and meaned across the central
axis. The uncertainty is therefore calculated individually for each detector. The total
uncertainty in the best fit and that caused by averaging over the asymmetry is assumed to be
2 s.d., such that the uncertainty at ls.d. is half of those values. The uncertainty determined
from the reproducibility of measurements, is ls.d.. The overall random uncertainty is
calculated in Table A.7.3.
% uncertainty (ls.d.) CF( y)
Detector Reproducibility Best fit Asymmetry Total (CF( y))
Diamond 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5
PFD 0.4 0.1 1.0 1.1
EFD 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.4
0.125cc IC 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4
Table A.7.3. Random % uncertainties (ls.d.) in the correction factor CF( y) for
directional dependence.
The magnitude of the uncertainty is dependent on the asymmetry of each detector. The
directional dependence was averaged over two main axes and therefore the uncertainty
caused by the asymmetry is inherent in the correction factor and is largest for the PFD.
Linac output
The uncertainty in the daily linac output is the result of the uncertainty in the reading on the
Farmer chamber (0.02%), the TP correction (0.08%) and in the overall stability of repeat
output measurements (0.25%). The total uncertainty is therefore 0.26%.
Position
The uncertainty in the measured dose is also a result ofmispositioning between the effective
point ofmeasurement and the radiation isocentre. Although there is a drift in the radiation
isocentre within each arc, this was averaged and the use of the spacer to maximise the dose
reduced the uncertainty to +/-0.25mm. This is equivalent to an uncertainty in dose of
approximately +/-0.2%.
Overall uncertainty
The overall uncertainty for each detector is calculated in Table A.7.4.
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% uncertainty (ls.d.) Dm
Detector R CAL CF OP TP Position Total (Dm)
Diamond 0.01 0.27 0.5 0.26 - 0.3 0.7
PFD 0.03 0.27 1.1 0.26 - 0.3 1.2
EFD 0.05 0.27 0.4 0.26 - 0.3 0.6
0.125ccIC 0.01 0.27 0.4 0.26 0.08 0.3 0.6
Table A.7.4. Random % uncertainties (ls.d.) in the measured dose (Dm).
These uncertainties have been calculated for the 12.5mm diameter collimator at a depth of
80mm only. Although uncertainties for larger collimators and shallower depths will be less,
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Assessment of new small-field detectors against standard-field
detectors for practical stereotactic beam data acquisition
C McKerracher and D I Thwaites
Oncology Physics, Clinical Oncology, Western General Hospital, Crewe Road, Edinburgh,
EH4 2XU, UK
E-mail: caxolyn.mckerracher@ed.ac.uk and david.thwaites@ed.ac.uk
Received 5 January 1999, in final form 28 May 1999
Abstract. Two new detectors (0.015 cm3 ion chamber from PTW, 0.6 mm diameter diode from
Scanditronix AB) designed specifically for use in small stereotactic fields were compared against
similar, more routine, detectors (0.125 cm3 ion chamber, parallel plate chamber, shielded and
unshielded diodes and film). Percentage depth doses, tissue maximum ratios, off-axis ratios
and relative output factors were compared for circular fields in the 40-12.5 mm diameter range,
with a view to identifying the optimum detector for stereotactic beam data acquisition. Practical
suggestions for beam data collection and analysis are made, with an emphasis on what is achievable
practically in radiotherapy departments where the primary demand is to provide a routine service.
No single detector was found to be ideal, and neither of the two new measurement devices had
any significant advantages over more routine devices, in the situations measured. Although the
new 0.015 cm3 ion chamber was an improvement on a 0.125 cm3 ion chamber in the measurement
of profiles, it was still too large when compared with a diode. The new small diode had a low
signal to noise ratio which made reliable data difficult to extract and its only advantage is possibly
improved resolution in fields smaller than the range tested. The use of a larger unshielded diode is
recommended for all measurements, with the additional cross-checking of data against at least one
small ion chamber and film. A simple method of obtaining reliable output data from the detectors
used is explained.
1. Introduction
Stereotactic radiotherapy performed on a linear accelerator is, by now, an established technique.
However, themeasurement of the beam data required for a particular planning system continues
to present problems. Rice etal (1987) advised that both the lack of lateral electronic equilibrium
and the steep fall-off in dose in the penumbra of small fields, necessitate the use of small
detectors. It has been suggested (Higgins et al 1995, Bjarngard et al 1990) that the maximum
\inner diameter should be smaller than the beam radius. As the most common field sizes used
In stereotactic treatments are circles with diameters ranging from 40 to 10 mm, an optimum
detector to measure all fields should have a sensitive width (as 'seen' by the radiation beam) of
less than 5 mm. Increasing use is also being made of field sizes in the 10-4 mm range, which
would require a detector with sensitive width less than 2 mm. This presents a much greater
problem which will not be dealt with here. Film, diodes and small ion chambers have all been
recommended (AAPM 1995), but new specifically designed detectors continue to be developed.
A diamond detector (Rustgi 1995) has been shown to be reliable for small-field
measurements, primarily due to its non-directional dependence (compared with an energy
compensated diode), near tissue equivalence, small volume and small active diameter
0031-9155/99/092143+18$30.00 © 1999 IOP Publishing Ltd 2143
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(2to4mm).However,thedetectoisexpensive,iffi ultoob a nandhb sh wn toexhibitd seratdependencewh nus dithparticularelectromete s(No gardl 1998).Dasuetl(1 98)testedsmallliquiionizationch mberwhichcomparedell withbotsh eldedandunshiel eddiod scoulalibratednusf ra solute dosimetry.Francescontal(1998)investiga eds veralnewtyp sofd ctor,radiochr mic film,anewparallell tchamber,MOSFETsndTLD800microcubes,withco parable results.However,theradiochromicfilmasundtbequi alentradiographicfil ,th parallelpl tchamberisnotav ilab ecom ercially,tMOSFETswenotco par dg in t conventionaldosimetryi desa dTLDh vlwaysbelabori ustus .Othautho s haveinvestigatedradiochromicfilmwi hprom singresult(S nd rsl1993,McL ghl etal1994,Somiglianatl1 9),butwhethericusedtoob ainmoreaccur ted thanoseobtai dwithc nve tionaldetec orsistillunpr ven. Althoughespecificadvantagesth snewdetec orarsignifi ant,hquestio remainsastowhetheritsneces arypurc a especiald ctorf st reot ctic measurements,owhetherthdet ctorsgen allyavailablei imdep r mwi suffice?Accuracyandprecisionshouldbw igheagainste seofu ,av l bility,co t importantly,theabilityusedetectorinv rificationmeasureme tsa dudi s.Although theuseofndetectortacquirellhnec ssaryawo ldbw lcome,P dgor ak(1992) pointsoutthaits'g odpractice'tompareseveraldiff r nttyp .Iaddition,fih casethatst ndarddo im tryev c sradequate,impo t nss sthrelativemeritf eachdevi einmeasuringp rticularb mr tendconsequentlypplyexperim ntal limitationstoeach.Alth ughMonteC rlod tah vb eusedcalculatesmall-field beamdata(Heydariantl1996),the est lproblemsind finingthspec rumfoall fields(Bjarngardetl1990)ndtdoesnotlimina ethefdetectorsver fication measurementsinphantoms. Inthispaper,severaldet ctors,includingwn wcommercialn sdevelopedf s all- fieldwork,arecomparednthmeasurementfp centagede ths s(PDD ),tis u maximumr tios(TMRs),off-axisrati s(OAR )ndel tiveoutputfactori stereotactic fields.Themeritsofeachd tectorarsse sednllmeasurementsituationswivi wo producingacceptablyuratebeamd tfollcirc l ri ldsizesinthngf40-12.5m diameter.Thn wcommercialdetec o sar'mini'i de(sensitiveter0.6m)fr ScanditronixABandsmall'PinPoint'i chamber(0.0153)froTW.B thdetectors arecomparedagainstthlar rdetectorsfs metyas e tainwh heryp s t significantadvantageso ertheipredecesso . 2.Materials 2.1.Linacandccessories Allmeasurementswerca ri donABBCH66MVlinac,d ptedf rste otactic treatmentsvianadd-onsyst mf oRadio ics.Thisinc rpora essta nlet ltertiary collimatorhousing,wh chib tedthfacplateflin can12tertiarycollimators madeofcerrobend.Thollimatorsarslottintoth usingnldplace thelinacsour eendbyhoul rregionascrewcaptt ppositendow r s isocentre.Theyardrilledwithdiv rg nthol shichp oduceci c larfi lsiz som40t 12.5mmdia eterisocen re.AlthoughR dionicspr du esmallerc lli ators,12.5m
kjwasconsideredtbeathlo renfus fuln ssftyplesiotre te .A Q\50xmmfieldsettingialwaysetonthecondarycol i atorsnsureth ads tt r fromthestandardm chinecomponentsre a sco st .
Detectorsfostere tacticbeam Table1.Summaryofdetectorsus dantheirstimportantprope ties.
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tDistancealongbe mCAX. JDistancefromtheipftcha berlongi sowaxis. d=chamberiamete(crosssection).
/ =chamberlength(alongaxis). w=chamberallthickness. Activesizithemaximumdimension'seen'bytradiation. *Overalldimensionincludi gadditi alma eris rr undingthensit veeofthMa k s. 2.2.Detectors Thedetectorsus dant eirm stimportanprope tiesaresummarizedit bl1.A unshieldeddiodiap-typesiliconetect rang rallyusi ctronb ams('ele n diode').Inmegavoltagephotonbeamstover stimat st edla gp hndfi lsiz s duetohincreasedsensitivityfsiliconet ct rlow-energphot s.As i l edd od isanenergycompensateddi de('photoni ')whichhabeempiricallyod fiedt absorbsomefthislow-en rgyscattet roughaddi ionfl yhigat micn ber materialim edi telybehindtchip(G gert1977,Rik rrusell1 85).Although thepropertiesfwotydi dff rsignificantly,ma ypap rsnst eotactic measurementsdonotindicatewhichtypfdiodh sbused.Tmi idefr Scanditronixisunshieldeddiodwithmall rsensitivea ea,p c ficallyde ig ed forstereotacticbeamme surements.ThPinP inti ncha berfroPTWh lsob n specificallyde ignedforstereotacticbeamsah ss alsitivevolum .Al h ugh Markusparallellationchamb rhactivedi met rof5msurroundedbyoth r materials,ainlyPMMAwhichex ndsthoveralphysicadi en onto30mm.T mayhaveperturbingeffecttsmallerfi ldsiz s.Ic nbe nthd t cto swithh largestsensitivedime onsarethPTWionchamberdtM rkuparallellach mber, althoughllreverycloseinsizthradiusfmall tbe m(6.25m).Tob asi apointdensit meterwith1mmpotsiz .F lusbpositioneda dov danually themeasur mentpoint. 3.Methods TheXKnifesoftwarefr mRadionicsrequiretinp tfTMR ,OAa drel tiveo tput factors,whichistypicalofmoststereot cticlanningpackages.Aldet ctorwerec mpared forurcollimatorsizes,40,3212.5mmandintermediatecollimatorsw rme sured withamorelimiteds tofdetectors.
2146CMcKerracherandDIThw it s 3.1.Tissuemaximumr tios TheMRsoftwareptionw sn tavailableothve ionfRFA300(Sc nditronix)water scanningta ksoftwareiuse.Aresult,PDDsremeasureda dconv rtedtTMRs.PDDswereinitiallym asuredinthw t rscanningnkt1000mmfocustosurface distance(FSD)withlldiod sndb cylindricalchambers.potecksw ede watersubstituteplasticm terial(RMI)wi hthamede c orsndthparallell tec mber.Filmwasorientatedpar lleltohbe mcentralxis,sandw chedbetw enbsofRMIand calibratedwithsensitometriccurvep oduc dbyfilmsexpo edttd hfd emaximum, perpendiculartoheb am.Willia son(1981)otesth tiethodu ef rconventionalbeamsproduceserrorg eat rth n5%f25MVandpt30%f cobalt-60,andadvocates morecompl xmethodfcalibration.Theseorsrdutinc asedse itivityffilm low-energyphotons,resultingilargerrr rag a erd pth .H wever,st otacticb amshavemuchlessscatter,thfilmresponseayn tvargr atlywithd ptith sesitu tions.PDDswereconvertedtTMRsusingthm thoddesc ibediBr.JRadiol,(suppl25)(1996).Thismethodincludesthratioofpeakscatterfactors(PSF ),whichextr melydifficulttomeasuref smallfields.L mit dlitera urev ilable,a thoughp antomc t r factorsos ereotacticfi ldsizesa6MVh veb nmeasuredyRi tl(1987)ndChieregotal(1993)ndt0MVbyHoudektal(1 8 ).Asthecurvefphantomsca ter factorsagain tfieldsizesteepestmallfieldsiz s,hra iofwfi ldizeswillbm re significant.Todetermi ehemagnitudeftcorr ctiondh wlatestome suredd ta,TMRsarecalculatedbothwi hthRicetal(1987)PSFv luesndwithoutnycorrection.. BothresultsarecomparedwithTMRotc eckeasur mentsinRMI.* Dosesclosethesurfaceandib ilpr gionw remeasurediththlarg rd od s andtheparallelpl tchamberiRMI.Tdepthofsaximumwasme s redinRMI withthelarg rdiodes,tPinPointchamberandt epa allell tc amber. 3.2.Off-axisr tios TheRadionicssoftwarerequir stheinp tfrofilesanlyod pthf50mm.Dive gence
insmallstereotacticfieldsoverthd pthslevanth dtre tme s(app ox0-150m)hasbeenreportedtinsignificant(R etal1987,Dasel1 95).Theuseofter iary collimatorsystemre ultsinav ys epf ldosithp numbrar gion.Taccurately resolvethedosinpenumbra,thd t ctoasbs allspossible.Iasb en welldocum nted(Dawsontl1984,6,Siba aetl1991)thoch mbersro d nth apparentpenumbraandeu suitablefoofimeasurem nts.Th sit v nwhenth y areusedunconventionallywithth irlo gax sparallelthbe mc ntr lxistm nimize theirsensitivewidth.Conversely,thsensitivew dthofad ocanbre ucedor entatingitwithslongaxisperpendiculartoheb am,utB d rl(1994)ndD sutl(1 98)bothadviseagainstusingdiodesinthiorientation. Alldiodes(l ngaxesparalleltobeamCAX)db thcylindricali chambers( ongx perpendiculartob amCAX)wereusedithwat rscanningt k,withiso entrics tp of1000mmfocustodetectoristance(FDD)t5 md pth.ilwasusederp ndicular tohebeamcentralxis,iRMIwiththesameg o etricals -upndr adutnepoint densitometer. Thewidthsoftrel vantis doses(100-95%)wereal on ly edf reachcollimator sizewithresp cttohs zefdetectorused.Thisinf rmationw susedj dgewh ther̂
aparticulardetectoco ldmeasurehec nt aluniformd acc ately,rwhetherd s
bOinhomogeneitywithinthdetectorsens tivevolumhadff cttmeasur ment.
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3.3.Relativeoutputfactor Theoutputfac orf reachcollimatorw smeasuredr l tive100xmfield,un erisocentricconditionsf1000mmFDD,atconstantdepthfeaximumf15mm.Relativeoutputfactorswe emeasuredwithlldetectors,incl ingfi mnRMI.T eio chamberswereconnectedt nNE2620lectrometer;30Vbiaswassetforth0.125c 3 ionchambera dparallell tnd90VfothPinPoint.Thedio sw reco necteda singlechanneloDPD6mo itcrfromScanditronix.Threeexposuresf200monitoru its(2Gy)weremadeine chme sur mentsit ation. Outputfactorsolargerop nfieldsnhe100-40mmsquarea gwerelsom asured withtheshieldedandunshieldeddio ,t0.125cm3 nchamber,eMarkuschambernd0.6cm3Farmerionchamberwhichwouldn rmallybusedf oreoutinefi liz s.T i wascarriedouttass sshrelativeesponseofachfthed t torsil rg rfi ldaid
inadaptingtheinformatiotostereo acticields. 4.Results 4.1.Tissuemaximumr tios Figure1(a)showslltPDDmeasurementsn40mcollimator.Alldet c rmeasurements arecloselymatch d,withthexc ptionfthosef rilmw ichap oximately3.5%higher atgreater"depths.Thmeasurementswithhshieldeddiodara proximately1%gher thanemeanofthresultsft eotherdet ctors.Figu e1(b)showsgreatersp eadf approximately1.5%betweenthmeasurementsf rachdet c orothhfilit12.5m collimator.ThemeasurementswithtPinP i tchamberlighestg aterd p hs.I difficulttodeterminewhetherediffer cesb twe ntho rd te to sa er al,oare resultofm a urementuncertainty.Thfilmeasurementsapproximately2.5%lower thanemeanofththers. Figure2(a)showst40mmcollimatorPDDvaluesn arthdepthfdo eaximum (dmax).Eachcurveisnormalizedt100mdepthtos owtrelativesponsefach detectoratmax.Theunshi ldeddiodwstl rgestr ativeresponsebutcl lymatches thatofthei nch mber.Tmaximumspr adofr lativer sponsesio ly0.7%b we n theunshieldedanshi ldiodwithtMarkuschamberandP nPointlyi gb tween. Figure2(b)showstmeasur mentsnth12.5mcollimator.Themaximumspread ofrelativer spons sincreas sta proximately2.5%withthediffer ncebetw endi d s increasingslightlyto1%,buhisincrea emaylbedutoexperimentalunc rtainty. Eachionchamberh sl werresponseithre pecttdiod st anihlargerfi ld size. Thepositionfdmaxwheanalysedc refullyiRMI,decr asesfrompproximately15.6mmforthe40mcolli ator,t15mf rb th30and2 mcolli atorsand 13.8mmforthe12.5mmcolli ator,av ragedverlldetectors.Althoughn i ei ach ofthesyst mscausethemeasuredd axtov rybypt±1mm,i lized pen ence canstillbeeen.Thesurfacedosevari sbe w n10d20%,measuredwiththdio s andparallell tch mber,butoisitmeasurementsit ol rgtextracta yfi ldize dependence. Theaverageoflltcurveswtak nf rchcollimator,theresul ssmootheda d convertedtTMRs. Figure3(a)showsacomparisonfTMRsc lculatedfr mPDDs,b thithithout aPSFcorrectionandmeasured(pointmeasurements)TMRsf40mcollimator.Th rei
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Figure1.Measur dPDDsnormalizedtdmixag nstdepth( )40mcolli atorn(b) 12.5mmcollimator.
K)
C\




Figure2.Measu edPDDsneardm3Xormalizedt100mmdepthag nst( )4 m collimatorand(b)12.5mmcollimator.
4.2.Off-axisr tio Figure4(a)showst emeasuredOARfo0mcollimator.Axp cted,t0.125cm3i n chamberbroadenst pparentpenumb a.Thr sultsftshi ded,unshi ld dini diodesareindistinguishablendmatchw litfil .How ver,thv lu sou sidefielr
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Depth(mm) Depth[mm]
Figure3.CalculatedandmeasurTMRsg in tdepthin( )40mcollim ornb12.5m collimator,n rmalizedatdmiX.





Figure4.Measu edOARsgain toffxid stancein( )0mmcolli atorb12.5 collimator,n rmalizedatbeaCAX.
Althought ePinPointchamberisanmprovementla gchamber,tunderestimat s
thedosinshoulderregionignificantly.A ai ,filmoverestimatestdoutside field. Figure5showsaraphoft ewidtixisodos(100-95%),extractedfr mtOAR datandplottedgainstcollim torsiz .Thbesflineh vncalculatedvl regressionando lysectifthed ta(up10mmis do ewidth)show .Tmaximum
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collimatordiameter[m ]
Figure5.Bestfitlinesomeasur dis dowidthsagain tcollimatordia e ,teff ctiv maximumphysicaldimensionsuperimp sedfore chi chamber. 99,87;brokenlines)superimpo ed.Thha h dar aindicat stc amberw ll.Gt geometricalcen eofthcha b rmeasurementvolu e,Pisteff ctivp i tmeasurement.
to
C\
effectivephysicaldim nsionofea hioch mber,a'seen'bt ,ssuperimposed. Thesevaluesfort ecylind icali h mbershavbe ncalcu at dtwicffectivpointf
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0.82 0.80 0.78 0.76
4037.55202112.5 Collimatordiamete[mm] Figure7.Measur drelativeo tputfactors(norm lizet100xmquareo nfi l )n calculated'bestestimate' gainstcollimatordia e r. Table2.Smallestco limatorsiz s(inm )withisodo eregions(100,99,8%whichfully encompassthephysicalandse itivedimens onsfa hioch mber. 0.125cm3PinPointMarkus cylindricalcylindricalparallelpl t Physicaldimension9*6.8*6 100%<35<30<27.5 99%<25<22.5<20 98%20<17.5<17.5 Sensitivedimension7.5*5.4*5 100%<30<27.5<27.5 99%<22.5<20<20 98%<20<17.5<17.5 *Effectivedim nsioncalculatedbyplacingthedetectorw ht ffectiveoi tofme sur m nt atthefieldcentre. measurement(alongthch mb raxis,frotip).T iibec usegeo etricalen rf
themeasurementvol einotplacedtcentralaxisfbduhsy metryf thechambervolum .Fig r6s owsanexa pleft0.125cm3h b rp c dwithint 20mmcolli atordistribution.Pitheeffectivepo ntfmeasurem ntchamb rand placedatthbe mCAX.Gisgeome ricalcen reftcha b rme surementvol m . Table2summarizeso efthd twhichcanbeextr t dfrigu5.
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5.Discussion 5.1.Tissuemaximumr tios Alldetectors(otherthanfilm)arw llmatchedine surementofPDDtlargfi l size,althoughthbehaviourofes ield ddio ,ifr alndn tr s ltfexperimental uncertainty,isthoppositefawhichmightfirsbex cted.Tchar teristicsft unshieldeddiodmakitorlik lytover-responatepthbutins amatc eswell withtheionchambersatdepndnr sfabsoluteresponmax.T isugg stst a therearnegligiblechang siresponsfromlow- n rgyphotonstd th,tfi ldiz . Thes ieldeddiodhasbe ne ignetpartiallybsorblow- n rgysca teft issca ter isinsignificant,thediodem ghtunder-r spondv rabsorption.Thisappe rstb thecaseatdmaxwh rrelativesignali reduc dompared,i htunshi l eddi d . Thefactt adepthoscurvei ohigagreat rthssugge tstprobl mof theen rgyover-compensationism reig ificantatd xt ap h,i. .thcom sa ion tendsowardsb ingmorecorrectatgrea rd pth . Thelarg rspr adbetweentmeasur mentsand cr aseiochamb respo se withrespecttohdiod satmaxinsmalle tc llimatorp r lyutincreased experimentaluncert intyandpa tldtohioc a bersb i gt olargmeasure doseaccurately.Thetectcrsizprobl mig eat st<fmaxndwi ltde rea eth depthb causeofdivergenc .Theffe tt iwillproducepthd sc rv stending tobeohighatdept .Thisisnlyobservedft ePinP intchamberi small rf eld. Itisnotobservedf h0.125cm3chamber,sugg stingteffecaybobscuredy experimentalunc tainties.Thdiff r ncbetwe ntshi ldedandunshi l eddiodmax wasalsonotedbyD uetl(1998)hsuggestedth tirefl cdiff ren sre p n e to contaminantelectrons.Th sediff renc sal or flecip rthexpe im aluncertai ies associatedwitheacdetector. Thebiggestprobleminmea uringPDDstwatesc nnankizf referencedet ctorwhichisus dtonormalizuta ymach neutputfluctu tions.Al hough attemptsrebeingmadetoreduchsizfm asurem ntdet ctors,li lth ghh sb en giventohrefer ncedet ctorwhichperturbsb amplacedinhomogeneous region.Ifpossible,ther fer ncesi nahouldbakdi ctlyfromlinart detectorshouldblocalizebovet tere tacticcollimators.InRadi ni ssystem,is wouldinvolvedril ingah enthert aryc limatorousingbovelev lfshou er region. Inaccordancewithotherauthors(Ar vitoe l1985,Ric 7,Serag1992 SixelandPodgorsak1993,F net996-7),thdepthfm xwasf und creasei l sizedecreas s.Thisantith sistola gopenfieldotlat delec roncon aminat onbu isnpartduetohncreasingeff ctfph ntomsc t erafi ldizre s sdo blya o inpartduetoheffectsfrtiarycollimatorsc tteasugg s edbyAr vil(1985). However,thestatisticalnoisinherentmeasur m ntstd axandpr blemsi gup adetectorttheexactp hwitr spectoffec ivep infmeasurement,anst constantvaluef15mmf rllllimatorsisreason bleapproximationth s6MVb a (Seragotal1992,D s5F n996-7).tatisticalnoi elsob cur syfi ld sizedependenceofthurfas ,aslsonotedbySix lnPodgorsak(1993)Da etal(1995). PDDsconvertedtTMRwithouthusfSFmayre ulianrrorp2%f thesmallestcollimatoralargdepths.However,ierro ybacc ptableiflar collimatorsizesargen rallyinus .AthPSFdweremeasur df particul rco i a-
2156CMcKerracherandDIThw it s tionsystemwithaiochamber,s zeeff ctsa decondaryel ctronff ctsin lu nce valuesobtainedndthereforeth irext nsionoo hers t-upsmaytti elyapp priate. Futuremeasu ementsofPSFvaluef rhRadionicsyst mwithdiodi quired. 5.2.Off-axisr tio Dawsonetal(1984)suggeststhasingdiodeinpenumbralregionmeasureso ething closerthphotonfluencedistributionwhilstai nc ambermeasureso ethingclos rt adoseistribution.Althoughmeasurementfdistributionhmostd irable, theaccuracyofti nchambersreduc dis llfi ldswhe et erst epfa l-off indosethroughoutthchambervolume,w ichle dstbr ad ningftpen mbra. Dawsonconsequentlyrecommendsthusfahield ddiod .H w ver,Be aral(1994) recommendanunshieldeddi dsthtectorfc oice.Met alfetal(1993)l ok dtb h diodestomeasurepenumbra100xm6MVb amnddiscoveredlittldiffer nce atdmax,butdifferenceof1.5mm200deep,a dth reforerecommendshi ld d diode.H wever,atrele antdepthsnthh adansm llerfi liz s,thidiff r nce unlikelytobeaproblem.Alternatively,variousmethodsh vb nmpl yedtcorrecti chamberme surem nts:Sibatal(1991)usebo hdec nvolutionfsingledetectoriz andextrapolationofseveraldet ctorsze odiam ter.H w ver,eith rfthmet ods agreetotallywithfilmandbotseemtassu ecircularrossctionwithmeasurement volumeplacedsym tricallythcent efbea .Thispproximationisontruewh cylindricaliochambersausedwitht eirlongxparalleltohbe mc nt alxis. Infigures4(a)and(bthochambersdon tad quatelyresolvetdo eihpenumbra* asexpected.Allthdiod smatchw llitfilm,exceptnthlo -doseregionout ideth fieldwherefilmproducesvalwhi hrt ohigh.T isdutd fficultiesinobtaining anaccuratefilmcalib tionlowdoses,b kgrounds btraction,p cessorin onsis ncies andthepoorresolutionftdensit meteralowopticalde si ies.Thwanoignificant differencebetweenths i ld da dunshi l eddiod st50mmd pth.T inid o ehows increasedresolutionthsmallestfi ize,whichugg stsayh vad a tagen themeasurementofsmallerster otacticfields.How ver,th allcoll tingv umel ds tonoisydatandthereforesmo th rdatarrequi dtassesshadvantagemorefully.A longersamplingtimecouldbpplied,uth spract calrob msfexp imentaltimn potentialmachineutputfluctua ions. Analternativetoconventionalfilmisradiochromicil ,s ldu d rhb a ef GafChromic™(GAFhemicalsorp.).Itisuniqueth tinse sitivetodayl ght,urns-a bluecolournexp s etx-raysa dhigherresolutionth nco v nti alfi m(Chutl 1990).ArecentAPMreport(Niroomand-Radl1998)recommendst chniquef rt calibration,exposurendnalysisofradiochromicfilm.Ihbeeu edt asureff-axis ratiosnddoseistributionsf rstere tacticieldohG mmaK fen t(San rsl1993, McLaughlinet1994,Somi lia atl9)andolin c(Guanetl1 93,Somigli na etal1999).However,theresultsh v lbe ncomparablei hthosf radiographicilm, or,inthecasefGammaKni ,withthanufacturer'sprovid dd .Thadvantage ofradiochromicfilmppearstbntermfsu eracti ally,rath rth ndosi tric advantage. 5.3.Relativeou putfactors
to
o
Thedetectorofchoicef rmeasurementfr lativeoutputfact si nha ber. However,insmallfieldsthizofanchamberwi lresultunder stima ionoft
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Uoaeiii ,„ci uiech mbersnotontainedwithinthce traluniformdoser gion,asshown
infigure6.Althoughadi deisnotgen rallysedtmeasureutputfac ors,Karlssonl(1997)comparedb thshieldedanuns i l eddio eswithnchambera dfounttl differencenthe100-50mmrangeoropensquarefields.S alldiff rencesw reoundbetweenthshieldedandunshieldeddioutoirdiff r ntresponsestw-e rgyscatter.Asstereotacticfieldsh vemuchreducedscatter,hextensionoftinf rmation obtainedinopensquarefieldstohster otacticfi ldsitu onmaytbntirelycorrect.As aresult,thequestionofwhichc rveim stac urateinosytanswer.Twois u smu tbeaddressed;howtpr dictheeff tfdo ein omogeneitywi hinaiochambera dhow
toassessthaccuracyofdi demeasur mentstthesemallfi ldiz s. Intermsofd seinh mog neity,deconvolutionfdet ct rsizeextrapolationter seemappropriatecorrectionmethodsbutth yarcomplicatedf rhasonsdiscussed previouslyandthey.'requiremeasurem ntswiths veraliochambersfdiff r ntiz .Alessmathematicalpproachitcons derhphysicalpo tionfe chhamberwit inchfield,asinf gure6.Thnformationcontainedifigur5t ble2canbus dothis.Forexample,itsbviousthatfboththsensi iveandphysicaldi ensionsft echamberfitwithinthe100%isodose,h nt echamberwillmeasu eccurat ly.Ifbo hewi inth 99%isodosethenan werialsolik lytobaccurateandtbithinl ssth1%ft e truevalue.Byconsiderationfeachis oset r ,thxpectedaccuracyfeachchamber canbepr dicted.Topartiallyco structthe'besestimate'curve,hemeasurementswitheach chamberareve ag dine chcollimator,d wntopproximatelythe25diam ter.Below this,eestimatedaccuracyofeachh mbericonsi redtea hmallercollimators ze.Notethatalthoughtmaximumdi ensionsfhePinP inta dt eMarkuschamberar similar,theMarkuschamberv u sf llofffast r,possiblyd ethnon-tissuequ valent materialsurroundingthesensitivev l me. Thesecondissuecanbp rtlyresolvedyconsid rationftheresultsifigure7.Assumingthate0.125cm3chamberandtM rkuschamberarebothco r cti40xm openfieldand40mmdi etercollimator,ths ieldeddio eshowsannhancedresponse asthefieldizedecreases.Conversely,thunshieldeddiodunder stimatestoboththeop nfieldsandthestereotacticcollimators,a thought eff ctd creaseswithollimator sizeuchthatunshieldedd odcurveross st atfnchambertaround25m collimator.Itseemsprudenttoassumethatheunshieldeddi dbecom sorer liableat smallerfieldsb c u eofthreductioninscatter. Usingallofthisinformation,tne'be testimate'curvei constructed.Ithr st collimatorsitmatchesbestwithnverageofhi ambersandtmallestfi l matchesbestwithotun ieldeddiod s.Ov rall,'b testimate' atchesclos twiththeunshieldeddiod .T isempiricalap o ch,a th ugn tstri tlymathematical,usefulbecauseitencouragescon id rationfhphysicaldimen ionsofb ththed edistr bution andthedetectorandcanbappliedeasilytmeasurementswithnd vice. Onetypeofdetectornotrep rtedf outputm asu ementswasfilm.Al hough radiographicfilmw sriginallytested,inconsist nciestproces orandgeneralon- reproducibilityltitbeingabandoned.H wever,s meauthorshainvest atedboth radiographicndradiochromicfilm:nthemeasurementfrelativeo tputs,wi hpromi ingresults.Somiglianaet l(1999)usedbothtyp sffi mnddio eeasurerelativeoutputs onb ththeGammaK ifeandli ac.Allthr edet torsproducedequivalentresultsth linacforcollimatordiametersbetw en24and1 m.OtheGa maK ife,diff nces werereport dfohelm tswithc ll matordiam te sbetw en14and4m.How ver,is case,thedirectionaldependenceofd t ctorbecom simportantb u efthegeome rical set-upofthesources.Tdi de(probablynshielded,alt oughtp cifiedxplicitlyin
2158CMcKerracherandDIThwaites thepaper)hasin er ntdirectionalepend cewhichm yffe ttmeasur m nts.A result,thediff r ntr ultsforiodeandlmcan obi ec lyt an ferredohli ac situation.Francescontal(1998)lu edbo htyp sffilml n ctrep rtedv ry littledifferencebetweenhoowoa4.4mmdia t rco limator.Alt oughBj r ga d etal(1990)lsor portedthuofradi chr micfilmmeasurerel iveoutputs,tre l werenotpresent d. 6.Conclusions Itisnotnecessarypurchaseapecialdet torforste eot cticmeasurementsfi ld diametersinth40-12.5mrange.A ysmalletectorcanbus domeasu ed ptho s, thegreatestp obl mbeingplacementffer ncedet ctorintb suchwayhat itdoesnotaffecthfieldetectorreadings.Theruleft mbad t c ormu tbsmaller thaneradiusofbe mmeas reprofileshshownt akd wn.Alth gh PinPointchambercompli switht s,itd enaccuratelyresolvetd pen mbra. Profilesshouldinsteabm asuredwithfilandiod ,s ield dunshiel e .Tdi shouldbeusewithitlongaxispara lelbe mCAXcarshouldtakenc mpare theresultsoutsidefield. Themeasurementofr lativeutputfactorpresentstl rg stproblembec u eno detectorisd alandonlycomp risonb tweeifferentet ctorshighligheaknesses ofeach.Althoughm nufactureshavep tnemphasiimprovingres l t o thepenumbra,problemsimeasuringr lativeoutputfactorarl gelyign d.An unshieldeddiodehasbeenshowntm strel ableet ctor,us ouldcompared withasmallionchamberdotherdevic .I chamberss ou dh vximumtive dimensionswithithe100%isodoseandlldetect rsh uldbcompa edf wl rg rn fields. Intermsofhenewdetectorsi vestigated,aminii deyb tappropriatef ll r fieldsb ow12.5mmfthesignaln i eratiocanimpr ved.Althoughn rease measurementti(abouf vti saslong)ionsolution,req tlytayobpractical. However,thetreatmentffi ldssmall rt10monl neaaccel ratorintro ucesny otherprobl msfaccuracy,ssiblylargthansessociatedwithinadequ tesolu ion ofthepenumbra.I40-12.5mrange,PinPointcha b ryresolvp numbra ifusedwithtlongaxisparallelothbe mi ,utimorcumb rsomeset-ups ms unnecessarywh nfilma dd odrs tisfa tory. Nosingledetector,fr mthelec i nest dcanbui wob air li ble stereotacticbeamdatintheci cularfi ldizer nge40-12.5m .Ne th rtpurch seof astereotactic-specificdet c orn essary,othusofcompl atedcorr ctione h ds. Reliablestereotacticdatc nbobtainedimplyyrefulomparisonthm res a detectors—ionhamber,unshieldedi dfilm.F routputverification,nth rd tect advised. Fieldssmallerth n12.5mremainaprob em.Alt oughheasur entfPDDs andOARsisunlikelytopresentydosimetricdifficulti s,ha curatdete minationf theoutputpres ntsag aterchall nge.Tsmalli chamb sednisu yw rtoo largeinth12.5mmcollimatorandthereforea n tbus df small ri ds.Alt ough theunshi ldeddiod smaystillbmallenough,husealongsi eanother typeofsmalldetector.I ybethatGafChromicfilffe sm hoddeter ining validityofthedi deresultsanicrsa,buitshoulds es edagain tc amber diodemeasurementsprimarilyinthlargcollimators.T ibtsubj ctffut r work.
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Abstract
Background andpurpose: The aim of the study was: (a) to develop a simple, reproducible, technique to verify the dose to the isocentre, in a
typical stereotactic treatment plan, for collimators from 12.5 to 40 mm in diameter; (b) to investigate a variety of detectors to compare
different approaches; and (c) to introduce the technique into a quality assurance programme.
Material and methods: The symmetry, directional response and stability of calibration of a small 0.125 cm3 ion chamber, a diamond and
three types of diode (photon, electron and stereotactic) were tested. Correction factors were calculated to account for directional dependence,
where appropriate and calibration factors were obtained to convert each reading to absorbed dose in water. Single arcs and typical four arc
treatments were planned on XKnife and the-dose to the isocentre verified in phantom with each usable detector.
Results: The ion chamber showed no asymmetry, the stereotactic diodes exhibited 4% and the others 1-2%. Maximum directional
dependence was 1% for the ion chamber and diamond and 7-20% for the diodes. Correction factors were calculated to account for this.
Only the response of the diodes decreased with cumulative dose; the response of the other detectors remained constant. The ion chamber,
electron diode and diamond measured the dose in single arcs to within 1.5% of calculation, in the 40 and 12.5 mm collimators. The photon
diode was within 3.5 and 2.5% in the largest and smallest collimators, respectively.
Conclusion: A simple method of verification was developed. The ion chamber, the diamond and the electron diode were found to be the
best detectors to verify the dose to the isocentre in a typical multiple arc treatment for collimators between 40 and 12.5 mm in diameter. The
technique has been incorporated into a quality assurance programme',"using the ion chamber and diamond, on a twice yearly basis. © 2002
Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Stereotactic; Verification; Diodes; Diamond
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1. Introduction
The introduction of any new radiotherapy technique to a
department requires both the accurate measurement of the
necessary beam data and a robust method of verification.
The acquisition of stereotactic beam data is well documen¬
ted in the literature [ 17,11 ], although the absence of a single,
useful detector continues to prompt further research. The
geometrical aspects of verification are also well documented
[10,2], along with analyses of the set-up errors involved
[7,19] but there is very little literature available on the dosi¬
metric verification of stereotactic treatments.
There are two main aspects of dosimetric verification;
verification of the planned dose distribution, and verification
of the delivered dose. The accuracy of the dose distribution is
dependent on the accuracy of the measurement of beam data
such as off-axis ratios (OARs), percentage depth doses
(PDDs) or tissue maximum ratios (TMRs), the accuracy of
computed tomographic (CT) information, the planning
system algorithm, and on the geometric set-up. Verification
of all of these aspects is important to ensure both that the
target volume is covered and critical structures avoided. The
accuracy of the measurement of the delivered dose is depen¬
dent on the overall uncertainty associated with the calibration
of a detector and the geometric set-up. Verification of the
dose delivered is important in stereotactic treatments, as in
all radiotherapy treatments, as clinical outcome is linked to
target dose [12,13,16]. This paper is concerned only with the
verification of the delivered dose, not the dose distribution.
The limited literature available on the subject of dosi¬
metric verification of stereotactic treatments implies that it
is not simple. Techniques are often complex and time
consuming and the results are very dependent on the experi¬
mental set-up. Coffey et al. [1] used thermoluminescent
dosimetry (TLD) powder and ferrous gel in a commercial
water filled phantom, to measure both the absolute dose and
the dose distribution. The differences between the measured
and calculated doses differed from 0.1 to 4.5%. Guan et al.
[6] used gel, TLD and radiochromic film in a head phantom.
revealed differences between the expected• Corresponding aulhor. The experiments
0167-8140/02/$ - see front matter © 2002 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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98 andthemeasureddofr m5.5%tojustl sthan50 . DugganandCoffey[3]usedmicro-ionisationchamber (0.009cm3)inacommercialanthropomorphicphantom. Theresultsforcollimatorsb tween16and32mdi m ter wereithin2%ofthcalculateddost eirm hod appearsrobu t,reproducibleandcc rate.P rks[14] usedasimilarmethod,butwithl rgerionisa ionc amber (0.2cm3)ando ly32.5mdia etercolli ator. Commissioningofthestereotactictechniqueit s Cancere treb gani1994.Asr sult,v rification techniquehadobed velop db senthd tectorsavail¬ abletthattim .Tsmallestionch mberwas0.125cm3 cylindricalchamberandts allestdete torsw e photonandnelectrondiode.Thtech iqueadb usedtov rifythedoseeliveredtthis c ntrefatypi¬ calstereotacticpl n,forlsizesfc llimators.Ih dob simpleandreproduciblendeasytimplem ntrouti e basispartofqualityassuranceprogram. Ionchambersarimpo tantdetectorsouseihverifi¬ cationprocesstheircalibrationdu eawellestab¬ lishedant eirpropertiesandbehav ourwellund rstood. Themainproblemwith0.125cm3chamberist attoo largetousinanythingtherthatl rg stcollimators. Althoughdiodeshaveha vantagefsiz ,thedirectional dependence[15]isaproblem,particularlyithmeasure¬ mentofnon-coplanarbeams.I addition,althought eyc becalibrated,theirresponsechang sw thcumulatived e [4],Consequently,anverificationt chniquewouldhavt takeccounttheseproblems. Recentlyadiamo ddetectorastere acticdio e havebeenacquired.Thmainadv ntagesofdiamond areitssize,tissueequival nceanddirectionalindepen ence [8].Thestereotacticdiodehashdv ntagesfb ngsmal¬ ler[17]andh vingl ssdirectionaldepen encethanthe conventionaldiodes. Overall,theaimw sod v loptechniqueoerifyt e dosetothis centre,inatypicaltr atmentl ,f rlsizes ofcollimator.Byinvestigatingandacc untingforthepr p¬ ertiesofanumberfd tecto s,rangeofethodsouldb usedtoincorporatethetechniqueintoade rtm nt'squal¬ ityassuranceprogramme.
2.Methodsandmaterials 2.1.Detectorsandelectrometers Thedetectorsinvestigatedandtheirorre pondingprop¬ ertiesarindicatednT ble1.hel ctroniode(EFD) anunshieldeddiodrecomm ndedf rusectronb ams andsmall(<10x10cm2)photonbea s.T estere tactic diode(SFD)isalsonunshieldeddiodwithanincreased resolution,rec mmendedf rusinph tonfiel s <10x1cm2.Thephotondiode(PFD)sahielded diodedesign df rusephotonfiel sonly.Inergy compensatedtattempttoma chthr sponsefi chamberinmegavoltageph onb ms>10Xc 2. Themanufacturerstatesthatfor l tiveou putmeasure¬ mentsinfield<10X1cm2,anyofthet r ediod scan be used,althought eSFDi recommendedf ri lds <2X2cm2.TheEFD,tPandtheSFDw reattached
inturn,othesamecha nelDPD6(Sc nditronix)el c¬ trometer.Thsensitivityfthchannelwasmaximised. Thediamondslistatedet c orinc rp ating naturallygrownc yst l.Iwasatt chedoUnidos (PTW)electrometerandbiasof100Vs t.P ioreach measurementsession,thdi mo dwaspre- rra iatedwith dosefapproximately10Gy,accordingtthemanufac¬ turer'sinstructions. The0.125cm3ionchamber(IC)wasattachedtoF rmer electrometer(NET chnology,R ading,UK)w thbiasf 250V. Theconventionalori ationf rthesediodesa dth diamondswiththecylindricalhousing(l naxes)parallel
tohebeamaxis.Acylindricalionchamberis,howev r, conventionallyrientatedwi hitsl gaxisp rpen iculart thebeam.T eseconventionalri ntationsw reusedfor calibration. 2.2.Stereotactichardware Thestereotactichardw rew spurcha edap kage (RadionicsInc).ti cludesaoll matorhousing,which fixedtothebasplatefth dfthlinac,twelvediv r-












































'P(efF)istheeffectivepo ntofmeasurement.bIndicatesdist ncelongbeamCAX. Indicatesdist ncefromheipofchamberalongi owxis,d,chambernndiameter( rosss ction);/chamberinnl gth(al ngxis);w.chamberwallt ickn ss.A tives zithdi en ionofthesensitivear adir c edtowar sthradiationb m.
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Fig.1Photographfthestereotacticphantomatt c edi eGTCfr m . NotethwoIcmdiam terhol sri ledfthdetectorsanns rts. gentcollimatorswithdiame einthra ge40-12.5m( t theisocentre),acouchmountdGill-Th mas-Cosman (GTC)relocatablestereotacticfram[5|. 2.3.Phantom ThephantomishownnFig.1.ImadefWT1, epoxy-resinbasedwaterequivalentphantomm te ial, producedatSBarth lom w'sHospitalinL don.The designwaslooselybasedthw t r-filledpna tomuse attheRoyalMarsdeninL n on[14]andwasatt ched theGTCrelocatablester otacticframe.Thsh peibasi¬ callycylindrical,terminatingi8cmradiush misphe¬ ricalsectionfurthestomt ef am .Onentimeter diameterhol sw redri ledtofulllengthfthp antom bothatthecentredt3cmoff-axis.Ins rtsoftsame materialw emadtofithholesndh lachfth detectorsunderinv stigation. Fig.2showsadiagrammaticviewft ephan om.Posi¬ tionAislocatedwithinthcyl ndricalsect onfthephan¬ tom,10cfrthehemisph ricalendaitheid leof thecentralhol .P sitionBi alsol catedithemid le hole,buta2cmfrA,t wardsthhemisphericalend, attheoriginfthemisphere.Po itionCil catedin off-axish le,at4cmfroA. ThephantomwasCTscannedwith3msl cet ick ss andseparationandtheslic stransf rredviahlo l networktoheplanningsystem. 2.4.Planningsystem XKnifeversion4.1(Rad onicsI c)wausedtplanthe treatments.Thb amd taoXKnifew sme uredaccord¬ ingtopreviouslypublishedrecommen edmethods[11], althoughthefinaloutputf g resplanningsystem havesincebeenupdat dtoth seme uredwithth diamond.
Monitorunits(MU)arecalculated:






samebeam-detectoralignm nts.Thise suredt atthphan¬ tomandset-upweresy metricandthaterew snacc p¬ tablelinacdosvariationwi hg ntryngle(±0.5%).Th measurementsw rethcar i doutf rga trypositions between0and350°i1 °intervals.Thesponseatch anglewasnorma i edthresponseat0°.C ngesi











Fig.4.Orientationofdetectorsf me surementsfsymmetrynddirec¬ tionaldependence.Thsolidarrowsindic tetdirectionsftation aroundtheajcisftdete tor(symmetry)aroundthnft e detectoraxis(dir tionaldep ndence).
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twoaxes.Thuseofinferiorcsntr atm ntplawould requiretheinvestigationofdir ctionaldep ndenceb y d die0-180°gantrylimits.How ve ,athisouldreq iree useofasphericalphantomdsinferi rcsnotdi thisdepartment,ovoidepotentialf rc lli ont e e gantryangleswernome sured. Forb thsymmetryanddirectionaldepe dence,exp ¬ suresof100MUwereus dfalldetectorsth rthan SFD.Thesmallsignaton iseratiofFDecessit ted theuseofexposures500MU. 2.7.Correctionfactors1 Correctionfactors(CF )werecalculatedsthinv rof thedirectionaldependence.Thesw rcurvfitt do Originversion6(MicrocalSoftwareIn ,AUS ).CFs forallpossiblecombinationsfgantry(0)a dfl or) angle.CF(0,at),wercalculatedbydefininge f ct ve angle(7)s: y=0sina
101
2.9.Calculationofd se Thecalculated,orp annedd sXK ife,w salcu¬ latedas: Dc=MUX\J/ Themeasureddof chdetectorwasobt inedfr m: Dm=7?xCALXCF(y)OP(xTP) whereOPist eroutineoutputc rrectionf rtma hi e thedayofmeasurement.TPionlyusedf rICm asur ¬ ments. 2.10.Singlearcs SinglefieldrotationsatpositionAwereplan dithth couchat0° ndgantryrotationsf20-120° d24 -340°. Exposuresf200MUweredeliv edanthdosot isocentrecalculat ddthenmeasured.T sesinglecs wereusedtov rifythmethodology. 2.11.Plans
TheseCFswereth nin egrat dovertappropriatetry arc,toobtainneCFf reachbeam. 2.8.Calibration Eachdete torwasiniti llycalibratedgain ttheIC followingtheproceduresandusiactorsr ceablt IPSM(1990)Codefpractice[ ]andthUKrimaryst ¬ dards(NPL).Althought estandardcalibrationonditions usedinthisdepartmentrfixeFSD,tstereotactic detectorswerecalibratedund riso ent icon i ions, whicharethconditionsu derh chrela iveoutput weremeasur d.Thisr sultintfollowingf rence conditions: 10X10cm2fieldsize 5cmdeep 100cmFAD waterequivalentph ntom(WT1) ACALfactorwasobtainedre chdetector,fina follows: CAL=7?(IC)xFx'TP R(detector) whereRistreadingonelectrometerf app p iate detector,Fx'isthetraceableep rtm ntalalibrationfa t fortheICandelectrometerco v rti sr a ingd waterandTPisthtemperaturedpr ss recorrection. CALfactorswerealsoobtain din5Xcm2fieldt investigateconditionsnearerthtereotactici ua ion.I addition,relativeoutputfactors5x5cm2fi ld (100cmFAD,5deep)w remeasur dithcet ctor.
Generally,thisd partment'sapproachistu efour
fivearcsorpatient'streatment,wi hngl ss lectedbot
toavoidsens tivestructuresanshaptdosi rib ¬ tion.Inferiora csren tusedav idthpot ntialroblem ofacollisionbetweethcouchandgantry.Fverifi¬ cationmeasurements,plafoachcollimators zwas designedtoincludeavari tyftypicalr scouchp si¬ tions,withtheisoce treaposi ionB.MUwcalculated togive17.5Gytoh90%dosregion,whichit prescriptionu edforsinglefract otr a mentsofarte o¬ venousmalformations(AVMs). Totestthevalidityoftmethodf risoc nt esdiff r¬ entdepths,lanwerealsocalculatedo itionCthoff- axisposit on.Thelapar metersf re chsituationr showninTable2. 2.12.Radiationisocentre Thepositionftrad atioisocentrewi hr spectth positionfthelaserswadeterminedusi ghWint on Lutztest[18]fortheurprincipalgantrya gles(0°,9 180°,270°).Thecentreoftmeasurem ntvol ef ach detectorwasplacedatthmeanpositionfradi tion isocentre,averagedoverllcsf chindi idualplan. 2.73.Uncertainties Inallexperiments(symm ry,direct onalepend nce, plansetc),measurementswerc ri doutl tth ee separateocc sions.Themean,stand rddeviatio(SD)n coefficientfvariation(CV)werecalculat d.ThCis takenobmeasurefthreproducibility.T euncertai ¬ tiesinthecalculateddoserifromthi putd taot planningsystem.Thuncertaintiesit emeasureddosr acombinationftheuncertaintiesitel c rom terr ad-



























































*TheMUtodeliver1945cGythisoc ntre,ineachc sareshown. ing,detectorcalibration,calcula nofco rectionf rs andphantomdetectorposi i nalu certainties.Ieach case,theoverallunc rtainty(1SD)w scalcul tedsth rootmeansqu refth irconstituentpa s. 3.Results
inferiordir cti n(usi gthespacer),nth40mmcoll ma¬ tor,herewasnoch ngeisig al.H wever,h nthe t wascarriedoutinth12.5mmcoll atorf rco parison, thesignalincreasedbylessthan1%whenthd t ctorwas moved1minferiorlyatgantr0°a dbyl ost2% gantry180°.
3.1.Symmetry Thesymmetryofeachdetectori showninFig.5.All detectors,othethanti nc amber,exhi itso ed gre ofasymmetry.Thdi ondantEFDshowasymmetry ofuptapproximately1%,thePFDandthSshowup approximately1.5and3.5%,respectively.The roduci¬ bility(CV)ofeachdetector,otherthanSFD,was0.2%. TheSFDreproducibilitywas2%.hec mpar sonfrotat¬ inggantryanglendfixedetectowiihfi gantrynd rotatingdetectorshoweddiff rencesclosethgen ral reproducibility. Whentdetectorwasmovedby1minhsuperior-
3.2.Directionaldependence Fig.6showst edirectionalepend cefeachd t tor, averagedacrossthtwom inxanma esymmetrical. TheresultsfortSFD,EandPf llowparabolic shapewithminimumresponsesof93,87and0%,res ec¬ tively,atgantry0nd180°.Ther sul srenormalisedt gantry90°.Thereproducibilityisbetterthan0.5%foe EFD,andthemeasurementsacrosthtwoxrt same.AlthoughreproducibilityfthPFDisalsowit in 0.5%,themaximumdifferencebetw enx ss±2%.Th reproducibilityoftheSFDmeasurementsi0.2%,b tth differencebetweenthoax ss+3-1%.Iaddition, thereisamaximumof2%diff rencebetw enea hlfo thecurve(0-90°and90-180°). Boththediamondantchambershowve yall
K>
-J
Fig.5.Graphofsymmetryagainstngleforcouch0°,ea h detector.Valuesnormali edheresp nseatg try0°.
£D70SO1C011230436733 Ofcrbyantfe
Fig.6.Graphofdirectionald pendenceagainstrya glef rcouch 90°andgantrybetweenand180°.V lu snormali edttheresponset calibrationor entationf rchdet c r.
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amountofdirectionalepende cel sstha1%.Bothe detectorssh wanincreaseesponsewhenirr di ted normaltheircalibrationori nt .N eth ti chamberresultsarenor alisedtgantry0°wher asl theoth rsarnormalisedtgantry90°.T iisdu 90°differenceinconve tionali ntation.Thereproduc ¬ bilityoftheseresultsietteran0.5%f rthdet c or andthemeasurementsacrosstwxths m .T differencebetweenthorigifi t dvalu srd r ct onal dependenceandthm aneasur dvaluesw sl st 0.3%foreachdetector. 3.3.Correctionfactors Table3showsnexampleofCFt lcalculatedf rt EFDforcouchandgantrynglesbetwe n090°.Similar tableswerecalculatedfollombin ionsfcouchnd gantryangledforldetectors. 3.4.Calibrationf ctors Table4showsCALvalu saveragedov rfi tf measurementsofe chdet ctoragainstthICinb t 10Xcm2fieldand5ld.Thereproducibility ofallmeasurementsi pproximately0.5%.Thdifferenc s betweenthcalibrationsin5x5m2 ndt ose 10xcm2fieldareverysmallorldetecto soth r thant eSFDwheredifferencis1.2%. Table5showst resultfortratiofXcm2ield toa10Xcm2field(1 0mFAD,5d ep),reach detector,againm asuredonfives p ratecc si nsve
5-dayperiod.Ther pr ducibilityisw thin0.2%.Th rea onlysma ldifferencesb tweenthr su tsrchdet tor andtheresultsfortIC,otherthanftSFD,whichi 1.1%lowerthant eIC. Calibrationscarriedout2monthspr orthoshown differedfromthcurrenton sbyetween10and20%r eachofthediod s.Duringthiperiod,t ePFDnEh d beensubjecttoac mulatived sefapproximately200Gy andtheSFDopproximately1000Gy. 3.5.Uncertainties Theoverallunc rtaintyestim edftcalcul teddos
isbetween0.3and0.6%(1SD),ei glargerforthsmaller collimators.Theunce taintyitme sureddses i¬ mated(at1SD)fore chdetec orindividuallyanf u do betypically0.5%fortheICandtdiamond,0.7f rthe EFD,1.3%forthePand2.2tSF .T esefigu es shouldbeappliedt loftfoll wingr sults.ThSFD wasnotusedforanydoseme sur mentsuthlarg uncertaintyassociatedwithit. 3.6.Singlearcs Table6showstresultforotationsapos tionA 40mmcollimatorf ralldetectorsthehantSFDand fora12.5mmcolli atorf lldetectorsthethan SFDandIC.Asthesignalodetectorsincreasedby 1-2%inthe.5mmcollimatorwhentspacer wasadded,theextrasp cerwausinbo hcollimators. TheCVislessthan0.5%.differencebetw entc lcu-
Table4 Comparisonfcalibrationfa tors(CALvalues)eacldetect ri
ismall(5x5cm!)andlarge10X1 J)field'
IC
PFD EFD SFD Diamond
0.0243 0.0367 0.3968 0.0925
Coefficientofvariation 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.4
5X5 1.0000 0.0242 0.0369 0.4016 0.0928
Coefficientofvariation 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.4
0.4 1.2 0.3
'Allmeasurementsweradonfivs para eocc sionsdthcoefficientfv iatio(CV),%fthmeav lue,obt ed.
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Table5 Comparisonofrelativeoutput(5X5cm2/1010m2,cmFAD





















'Allmeasurementsw remadeofivseparateoccasionsa dtho ffi¬ cientofvariation(CV),s%fthemeanv lue,obtained. lateddose(Dc)anthmeasureddos( m)ibetw n0n 1.1%forthe40mmcollimatorand0.3an3.1%f rthe 12.5mmcolli ator,thelargestdifferencesb ingrth PFD.Thereisadifferenceb twe nmeasurementston sideofthphantom(Dmi)co paredwitht th r(D 2),f theorderf0.5%f rthEFDandPTW,1fothe diamondand2%forthePFD. 3.7.Plans Table7showstresultsforb thcollimators.TheCVi betterthan1%forallft eresults.Thb stresul sine 40mmcolli atoraref rthICanddi mond.The differencesbetwe nDa dmrl sha0.5%orthe totald seohis centrea dllbutnfthbeams.T differencesforthEFDarlittlhigher,withlldiffe ¬ encesfallingwithin1%forallb amsot erthanbe m2, whichisithin1.5%.T elargestdifferencesarort PFDwhereev rythingli swithin2.5%forallbe ms otherthanbe m1w ichiswithin3.5%. Inthe12.5mmcolli atorpl n,theresultsf rtEFD andthedi mondrcomparablewithth sfthe40m collimatorwhichsuggeststhpositioningft edete ¬ torwithinthe12.5mmcolli atorisgood.T ediam nd againshowst esmalle tdiffere ces,withllmeasurem nts within0.5%.ThePFDagains owst elar stdiffere ces althought eres ltsforindividualbeamsappear
slightlybetterthanfort40mmcolli ator.Measurements werealsomadewithth1mmex raspacerndnodiffer¬ encewasfoundorith rcollimators ze. Table8showstresultsforoff-axispl naosi ion C,withbotcollimators.Onlyes g eme su ementh beenmadeatthisposi iontd te.Thresultsrecompar¬ ablewiththostp sitionBinth40mm'collimator;theIC andthediamondshowtbestre ul switha ldiff rences betterthan,orarou d0.5%.ThedifferencesfEFDe lessthanorarou d1.5%.T ePFDagainshowst eigh t differences,butwithamaximumdifferenceof2.2%rth 12.5mmcolli atorp an.The12.5mcollimatorresults forthePFDandtE recomparablewithth40m collimator,buf rthediamondt ya eslightlyhigh r. Inalloftheaboveplanst erwanoch ngei signal withtheadditionoft1mmspacer. 4.Discussion 4.1.Symmetry Thecomparisonftherot tingg ntrya dfixdet c or withthefixedgantryandro atingdetectorshowedt att asymmetrywasresultofthedet ctoronla dndu phantomasym etryorlin cd sevariationwi hg ntry angle.Forsolid-statedetec ors,thffec ivec nofth measurementvol eiu uallya s dtlithCAX ofthedetector.TresultsinFig5sh wl arlyt atisi notthecase.Smallamountsofsymmetrydispl yedbth EFD,Panddi mondayn tbesignificantform asure¬ mentsinroutineX-raybeam .However,th aypre nt problemwh ntryi galigtcentreft edet ctorwith thecentreoftbeamomeasureOARsandPDDiv ry smallfields. Itisnterestingon tehatthasymmetryd eshav lineofapproximatesymmetryaboutt.Asult,ach detectorwasrot edarouni sxisyalignhline ofsymmetrywiththebeaCAXf rgan ry0°.Ii pparent fromFig.5thatishanotquitebeench eved.T isi

























































Allmeasurementswermadeonth eseparateocc sionsa dthcoefficientfv r atio(CV).%ft anv lue,obtai d.
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dependenceismeasur datpo itionB.Allfth sewilll
touncertaintiesassoc at dwiththeCFs. Averagingofther sultsf rtSFDwilll dtomuch largeruncertainties.Iwouldthe forebmoappr priate tocalculateCFsin3Df rtheS D.Alt ought isip s ¬ ble,itse msunnecessaryfthSFDofferoadvantages overththerdetectors. Thediamondexhibitssmalla ountfdirectio al dependencewher bythresponseinc eas sby1%wh n itsrradiatedwithitslongaxisperpen icularothe beam.TheICalsoh snincreasenr p nseofaround 1%whenirradiatedi htslongaxisp rallelotbeam, possiblyduethshiftinteffectivepointfmeasure¬ mentfromneori ntationthth r. 4.3.Correctionfactors Atableofcorrectionfactorsisuffi ie timpleca u¬ lations,butamathematicalodelcouldbuseinst . 4.4.Calibrationf ctors Thedifferencesbetw ncalibrationsh5Xcm2 fieldanthe10Xcm2fi lareint resting.Although differencesformostfthd t ctorsarsmall,h y reproducibleando ytheSFDdis layssignif cantdiffer¬ ence.Fromthresultsf r5X/1010ratio,itappears thateSFDsignificantlyunder st m testhedo eism ll field.Althougheacfhetherd tectorsdisplaynly verysmalldiffer nceoftherd rexperim ntalunc ¬ tainty,thedifferencesrreproduciblea dco sistentw th otherwork[11]suggestingthatt esear aleff c s. However,itouldappeathatSFDist orstdet ctor formeasuringtheoutp tinasmallfield.Thisconflict withthemanufacturer'srecommendation . Althought ereproducibilityfcalibrationsverth periodof5daysisverygood,uringth sp riodt edetec¬ torswerenlyusedfthcalibrations.Ov rt2months periodri rtohesecalibrations,thEFDnPwe e usedextensivelyincommissioninga dlthought eSFD hadnotbeenusedforcommissioning,ithalb subjecttoahighdoseinthnvestigationfsymmetry anddirectionaldepende ce.How v r,thecumul tive dosef200GytothEFDandPile st antherecom¬ mendedre-calibrationli itfop ti tdio sndth percentagedec easeincalibr tionismuchhigherth n expected[4].Asare ult,CALvalueswerealway measuredfoe chdet ctoragainsthIC,in5Xcm2 field,immediatelypriortomeasurementsnphantom. 4.5.Uncertainties Tohaveconfid ncei measurem ntstoerifythd s theisocentre,tsmportantth eunc r aintyimini¬ mised.Thdetectorswithminimumu certaintyw eth
tOIC,diamondantheEFD,whichsuggestst ath seart optimumdetectorsouse.
Positioninguncertai tiesitheverifica onp oc sar comparablewiththereatmentproc ss.F rex mple,ercors introducedbythCTsli ethicknessanleaouncertai ties ofpositionf±1mm[19].Althougherea entproc ss includeserrortroducedbythpati nt,phantommeasu ¬ mentsintroducetheruncertainties.Tabsolutedepthof theeffectivepointhasunc rtaintyassoc atedw hit,quo as±0.15mmforthediod .Ina dition,eachleevedrill d withanuncertaintyofapproxima ely±0.1mm.Th se uncertaintieswerminimisedd ngthsy metrya directionaldependencemeasurementsbyfin i gthp si¬ tionfhemaximumsig al.Thisimpliescoincidencef theeffectivepointandtradiationisoc n r . 4.6.Singlearcs Thereproducibilityforallmeasurementsiv rgood. Thedifferencesbetw ntexp ctedandmeasureddos s forthesesinglefieldsgivsomindicationfthe r rs introducedb thyrotationalfieldsanver gingthe directionaldependenceoverthwoax s.TICsth onlysymmetricaldetectora dtheco sistentdiff r ncef —0.3%fromnesidianndicationfasymmetryithe set-upofthephantom,rinpha ti elf.T ediff r¬ encesfromnsidetothoth rf rt therd tectorsar consistentw htheirmea uredasymmetry. The1-2%differencenosecaus dbymmpositional errorisduetohhighdosegradi nt.Thwidthft99% regioninthe12.5mmcolli atorsapproximately1m [11]andthewidthoft100%is< .5mm. Frompreviousunpublishedw rk,there ativeoutput measuredfoe chdet ctorin12.5mcolli atoran benormalisedth tf rediamond.Tdiffere cesa indicativeofthefieldsizeff ctxhibit dbyio esnth se smallfields.Fromtheresu tsnTable6,tratiofth measureddointh12.5mcollimatorth40m collimator,anbenormalisedther tif rtdia o . Thissamefieldizffectse n.hisimpliest atfi ld sizecorrectioncouldbappli dthdi desults, accountingforchangesinresponseduttvary g contributionfscatter.Thescor ec sarlesstha1% fortheEFDandSupo2%f rthePF .T se variationsduetosc tterresultw lformpartff tu e publicationonscatterinsm llfields.Us fthe ecorrec¬ tionswouldimproveheres ts. 4.7.Plans Thecorrespondenceftdiam nda dEFDresults withtheICint40mmcolli ator,f rpositionB,g ve confidenceithmethodology.Tdiam nd,withtleast directionaldependenceofthsolid-statedetectors, obviouslythebestdetectorou eintsmallestc llima or, althought eres ltsforEFDarestillv rygood. AlthoughePFDhaslarg remorassociatedwithitd
tohelarg rasymmetry,tresul sarconsis entlyl w suggestingasystematicerror,whichs ouldbinv stig ted
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further.Fot isrea on,ePFDisnotr commendedf r thistypeofwork. Itisobviousthatint esmallestcollimatore theth diamondortheEFDcanbus dobtainaccuratend reproducibleres ltstwithin1%.Thefa tt attmm spacerm denodifferencethsignalod t ctors confirmsthatewidthfthigd seregioninc ased throughtheusefm ltiple,r ta ionalfields. PlanstpositionCwerecarri dutnlynceimplyt verifythatvari tionsindepthndsoce trepositiondi t affectthresults.T eresultsfora ldet ctorsecompar¬ ablewiththosetpositionB,showingt atmethodc beappliedtoplanstysitionwithithavailable channelsint pha tom. Fieldsizecorrectionssimilartthoseutl n dfth singlearcscouldbeapp i dth esultsithsame way.Ag in,thisouldimprovetheco respond nce betweenhm asuredandcalculatdoses. 4.8.Qualityassurance Thetechniquehasbe nincorporatedintothd a t¬ ment'squalityassuranceprog mme.Apa ientnumbers arelow(approximately12p ry ar)thecheckiscarriedu onlytwiceperyea .Ifpatientnumbersincr ase,th frequencyofthch ckwillbincreased. Foreachcheck,tp antomisCTcannedth imagesretr nsf rredoXKnifwh retyp callani createdforoncollimator(diff r ntcollimatorsel cted oneachoccasion).Forc llimators^32.5mm,theICi usedanforllothercollimators,thdiamond.Itscalibr ¬ tionisverifiedaga nstthICtchmeasurementse sion. Ifthemeasureddop rbe miff srothcalculated doseby>2%thenallstereotactic-tr atmentsmustb stoppeduntilthdifferencesarr solved.Ifhdiff rences arebetween1nd2%hfurth rinvestigationsouldb carriedout,buste eotactictreatmentscaontinue. 5.Conclusion Asimple,reproduciblemethodofv rifyingthd s theisocentrentwotypicalster otacticplans,forla g (40mm)andsmall(12.5 )colli atorhasbeendevel¬ oped.Thsymmetryandirectionaldependenceof responseforarangfdetectorswainv tigat dd correctionfa torscalculatedtac ou tfth m.Thca i¬ brationofeachdetectorwasinv stigatedovertimth recommendationma ethatdiodesshouldbc librated priortoeachlanmeasurement.Inaddition,calibrati s shouldbecarriedo tin5Xcm2fi ltclosert thestereotacticsituation.Tasymmetryfhetere actic diodeandthf ctattunderestimatesthdo e 5X5cm2fieldaketunsuitableforthisypfwo k. The0.125cm3ionhamber,tEFDa dt ediamondr themostaccuratedete torsuseinh40mmc lli ator. Theelectrondiodeandti mondath staccurate
detectorsinhe12.5mmolli ator.ThePFDcouldp ssi-. blyeusedwithamoreaccuratet-up.Inllas s,t detectorsmustbepositionedathmeanp sitionfhe radiationisocentre.Thtechniqueh sbe nincorp rat d intothedepartmentalqualityassuranceprogramme. References [1]CoffeyCW,SandersMashonKMillerR,Wal hJP tel.A tissueequival ntphantomforstereotacticradi surgeryloc l z tion anddoseverification.Ste eo actFuncNeur surg1993;61:130-141. [2]ColomboF,rancesconP,CoraSavedon.T rriGAsimple methodtoverifyinivot eaccuracyta getordinatesinlin r acceleratorradiosurgery,lnJR diatOncolBi lPhys1998,41:9S— 954. [3]DugganM,CoffeyW.Us fmicro-ionizationhamberdn anthropomorphicheadphantomi qualityssurancep ogramf stereotacticradi surgery.M dPhys1996;34:513-516. [4]EssersM,ijnhecrB.Ivivodos metryu ingxternalph tonb am radiotherapy.IntJR di tOncolBiolP ys1999;43:245-259. [5]GillSS,ThomasDGT,WarringtonAP,B adaM.Relocatablef me forstereotacticxternalb madiotherapy.IntJRadiatOn olBio Phys1991;20:599-603. [6]GuanTY,AlmondPR,rkHCLindbergRD,ShieldsCB.Imaging ofradiationd sef rstere tacticr di surgery.M dDo im 1993;18:135-142. [7]HartmannGH.B ucr-Kirpes,Ser goCF.Lore zWJ.Precisi nd accuracyofstereotacticonvergentb amirradi tionsfli ar accelerator.InJRadiatOnc lBiolPhys1993;28:481-492. [8]HeydarianM,obaPW,BeckhamWA.Borc rdtIMB ddoeAH EvaluationofPTWdiam ddetectorf relect onb ammeasure¬ ments.PhyM dBiol1993;38:1035-1042. [9]IPSMcodefpracticef rhigh-en rgyphotonth rapydos metr basedonthNPLabsorbeddoscalibrationervice.hysM dBiol 1990;35:1355-1360. (10)KortmannRD.BeckerGP relmouterJ,Bu hg isterM,eisC BambergM.Geometricaccuracyffieldalignmentfra tion ted stereotacticconformaladi therapyfb intumo s.I tJRadi t OncolBiPhys1999;43:921-926. (11)McKerracherC.Thw it sDI.Assessmentofnewsmall- ieldd tec¬ torsagainstst ndardfieldde ectorsfopracticalstereo acticbe m datacquisition.PhysMedB l1999;44:2143-2160. (12)MendenhallWM,Friedm nABuattiJ ,ovaFJ.Preliminary resultsoflinearacceleratorradio u geryfocousticschwann mas.J Neurosurg1996;85:1013-1019. (13)MillerRC,FooteL.C ffeyJtal.Decreasencranialn rve complicationsafterradiosurgeryf c usticneuromas:pr spective studyofd seanvol me,lntJR diatOncolBioPhys1999,43:305- 311. (14)PerksJR.RosenbergI,Wa ri gtonAP.Doqualityassura cef stereotacticradiotherapyreatments.PhyMedB lI999;44:N209- •N215. (15)RicknerG,russellE.Selectiveshi ldingofap-Sid t ctorf r qualityindependence.ActaRa iolO c l1985;24:65-69. (16)SimonovaG,LiscakRN votnyJro tny.S li arbr imetas¬ tasestreatedwi hhLeksellg mmaknif :prognosticfactors patients.RadiotherOncol2000;57:207-213. (17)WestermarkM,ArndtJ.NilssonBahme.Comp ativedo i try innarrowhigh-energyph tonbeams.P yM dBi l2000,45:685- 702. (18)WinstonKR,Lu z.Linearacceleratorsneuro urgicalt olf stereotacticradi surgery.Neur su gery1988;22:454-464. (19)YeungD.PaltaJ,FontanesiK nLSystematiclysisofrrori targetloc lizationandtre mentdeliv ryi stereotacticradiosurgery (SRS).IntJRadiatOncolBioPhys1993;28:493-498.
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